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The first text of al-Blrunl (a.d. 973-c. 1050) published in Europe which

contains a reference to his translation of Patanjali’s Yogasutra is his Risdla

fifihrist Jcutub Muhammad ibn Zakanya ’ al-Razi, the relevant part of which was

published by E. Sachau, Leipzig, 1876-8. 1 In his list of his own works, which is

included in this Risdla
,
al-Blrunl states that this list comprises the works he has

written up to the end of 427/1037. 2 Several years later Sachau published

al-Birum’s India (London, 1887), in which al-Blrunl not only refers to his

having translated this work of Patanjali,3 but also quotes from it copiously. 4

The relationship of the latter work to the well-known classical sources of the

Yoga philosophy has since been debatable. Sachau himself was led astray by

the partial evidence constituted by the excerpts in the India to the extent of

stating :

4

Al-Biruni’s Patanjali is totally different from
44 The Yoga Aphorisms

of Patanjali ”... and as far as I may judge, the philosophic system of the

former differs in many points essentially from that of the Sutras \ 5 This view

was regarded as certainly true and further elaborated by S. N. Dasgupta, who

as late as 1930 postulated a distinct Patanjali as author of the text translated by

al-Blrum. 6 Presumably Dasgupta did not have access to the MS of al-Birunfs

translation, which had been discovered by Massignon in 1922. 7 Sachau’s

1 In his introduction to his edition of al-Biruni’s yLL'l bj ^ y>UI <-->1^

(Chronologie orientalischer VolJcer von Alberuni, reprinted, Leipzig, 1923). The text in question is

referred to on p. xxxv as iSLjjVt <3 J^Jlj ajs*: J ‘the translation of

Patanjali’s book on the liberation from the entanglement ’ (see below, p. 308, n. 51). The whole

text of this Risdla was published by P. Kraus, Epitre de Beruni contenant le repertoire des ouvrages

de Muhammad b. Zakariyd ar-Rdzi
,
Paris, 1936. The relevant portion of the Risdla was translated

by E. Wiedermann, Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, lx (Sitzungsberichte der

Physikalisch-Medicinischen Sozietat in Erlangen, lii-liii), 1920-1, 66 seq. Al-Biruni’s translation

of Patanjali’s Yogasutra is mentioned once again in an appendix to this Risdla , the author of

which is Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-Ghadanfar al-Tibrizi. According to Sachau (op. cit., p. xv)

al-Ghadanfar states inter alia that he attempted to read a portion of Patanjali’s book translated

by al-Biruni but could not understand it.

2 P. Kraus, op. cit., 29 ; cf. Sachau, op. cit., p. xiii.

3 cf. Kitdb fi tahqiq md IV l-Hind or al-BirunVs India (Arabic text), Hyderabad, 1958 (hence-

forth abbreviated as India
,
Hyd.), 6.

4 cf. E. C. Sachau (tr.), AlberunVs India
,
London, 1910, reprinted, Delhi, 1964 (henceforth

abbreviated as Sachau), index I s.v. Patanjali.
5 Sachau, i, 264 (annotations).

6 S. N. Dasgupta, Yoga philosophy in relation to other systems of Indian thought
,
Calcutta,

1930, 64.

7 Kopriilii 1589, fols. 412a-419a. See L. Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexique technique

de la mystique musulmane
,
Paris, 1922, 79 ;

second ed., Paris, 1954, 97.
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opinion was, however, contested by E. Garbe, who traced the excerpts in

question to the known Patanjali’s Yogasutra 8 He further claimed that the

commentary on the Yogasutra contained in the excerpts could also be deter-

mined. This he identified at one time as the Yogabhdsya of Yeda-vyasa (fl.

between a.d. 650 and 850),
9 and later—as the Rajamartdnda of Bhoja Baja

(c. a.d. 1018-60). 10

In 1956 H. Bitter prepared and published from the above-mentioned unique

MS, which is very poor, a critical edition of the text of al-Biruni’s translation.11

The present undertaking is an attempted translation of al-Biruni’s Arabic

version, based on a critical re-examination of Bitter’s edition and a comparison

with Sanskrit sources.

From the translation given below it will become abundantly clear that most

of the Yogasutras themselves are traceable in the Arabic text, occurring generally

in their original sequence. They have, however, been woven together with a

commentary on the Yogasutra
,
assuming the form of a dialogue of questions and

answers. A priori this form may possibly represent the structure of the original

Sanskrit commentary or alternatively be an adaptation based on an Arabic

usage. The evidence from al-Blrunl’s own testimony is self-contradictory. On
the one hand, in his introduction to his translation he appears to indicate that

the incorporation of the commentary with the sutras as well as the form of a

dialogue are of his own making.12 But, on the other hand, in his conclusion he

speaks of the book originally
4

consisting of one thousand and a hundred

questions in the form of verse \13 It may be suggested that having found in the

original commentary occasional questions and hypothetical objections intro-

ducing the sutras, al-Blrunl further systematized this form into a series of

questions and answers, lending a dramatic effect and a higher degree of

readability to his translation.

The commentary used by al-Blrunl cannot be identified with any of the

printed commentaries, despite a large number of similarities in the interpretation

of the text. Thus al-Blrunl’s translation of certain passages has an unmistakable

resemblance to Veda-vyasa’s Yogabhdsya or to Vacaspati-misra’s subcom-

mentary (of about a.d. 850), called Tattvavaisaradi
,
on these passages. But

these similarities can be explained as normal repetition due to borrowing from

a common tradition.

Garbe was certainly wrong when he identified the commentary used by
al-Blrunl as that of Veda-vyasa, and even more so when in his later view he

concluded that it was identical with Bhoja Baja’s. He argued that the latter and
the relevant quotations in al-Blrunl’s India used identical parables and

8 R. Garbe, Samhhya und Yoga
, Strassburg, 1896, 41.

9 R. Garbe, Die Sdmhhya-Philosophie, Leipzig, 1894, 63.
10 R. Garbe, Samhhya und Yoga

,
41.

11 H. Ritter, ‘ Al-Biruni’s tjbersetzung des Yoga-Sutra des Patanjali *, Oriens, ix, 2, 1956,
165-200 (henceforth abbreviated as R).

12 R, 168 (1. 2).

13 R, 199 (11. 1-2).
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examples.14 In fact the pertinent cases cited by him are also found in Veda-

vyasa’s and other commentaries and appear to have been drawn from a common
tradition. Equally erroneous is the statement made by J. Filliozat as late as

1953. Speaking of Bhoja Baja’s commentary he says :

4

C’est peut-etre en

partie dans ce texte, alors tout recent, qu’al-Blrunl s’est initie au Yoga de

Patanjali sur lequel il a d’ailleurs ecrit un ouvrage en arabe \15 In fact al-

Blruni’s text has more in common with Veda-vyasa’s commentary than with

that of Bhoja Baja. It is quite possible that the source of the commentary in

question is traceable to one of the numerous manuscripts of unknown com-

mentaries housed in Indian libraries. A comparison of peculiar figures of speech

(rather than topics discussed) and perhaps especially of the opening benediction

(mangala), would be a useful clue for the detection of the source. But the

possibility also exists that the source in question has been lost.

In two places in his translation al-Birunl distinctly and explicitly quotes from

what he refers to as
4

the commentator ’

(
JLwall).16 In one of them Bitter

suggests for the indistinct text the reading ^\j j], namely
4 by Vyasa

the author of the Yogabhdsya ,
17 This suggestion, however, may be objected to

on the following grounds.

(1) In his India al-Birunl invariably transcribes the name Vyasa—although

not occurring there as the name of the commentator in question—by using the

Arabic letter ^ and not

(2) A comparison of the two explicit quotations by al-Birunl with Veda-

vyasa’s Yogabhdsya yields the following observations.

() In the case of the one quotation, where medical doctrines are referred

to,19 only a small portion is paralleled in Veda-vyasa.

() In the case of the other quotation, though similar Puranic geographical

and cosmological material is handled both in the Arabic version 20 and in Veda-

vyasa, 21
still the description in the former substantially differs from that in the

latter. Furthermore, these differences may serve as an argument for inferring

that the commentary used by al-Birunl had probably been written at a time

when the bhasya of Veda-vyasa had not yet attained any great sanctity or

authority. 22 The Arabic version is not much younger than the oldest known

commentaries, and may represent a hitherto unknown line of interpretation.

Similarly, the fact that a number of sutras—usually not essential ones—do

not appear in the Arabic version suggests the possibility that the commentary

14 See p. 303, n. 8, above.
15 J. Filliozat in L. Renou and J. Filliozat, UInde classique

,
ii, Paris, 1953, 46.

16 R, 185 (1. 16), 188 (1. 3) ;
cf. India ,

Hyd., 191, 192, 194, 196, 205 (Sachau, i, 232, 234,

236, 238, 248).

17 R, 185 (1. 16).

18 Thus at least 18 times (e.g. India ,
Hyd., 102, 104).

19 R, 188 (1. 2 et seq.).

20 R, 185 (1. 16 et seq.).

21 Veda-vyasa’s Yogabhdsya (henceforth abbreviated as V) on sutra 3.26.

22 cf. S. N. Dasgupta, op. cit., 63-4.
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used by al-Biruni had dealt with a very early version of the Yogasutm
,
before

interpolations were added. This possibility is further supported by considering

al-Biruni’s misunderstanding of the word nidra
4

sleep ’, in sutra 1.10, 23 as

referring to dream j j). He would hardly have done this had his source

included sutra 1.38, which clearly speaks of nidra
4

sleep ’ and svayma
4 dream ’

as distinct states.

It may be argued that the commentary in question could be related to the

theistic developments evident in late commentators prior or posterior to al-

Biruni, such as Vacaspati-misra (ninth century a.d.), Vijnanabhiksu (sixteenth

century a.d.), and Nilakantha, who lived—as M. Eliade points out—when

all India was full of mystical and devotional currents, and whose versions of the

Yoga were shaped under the impact of Vedantic ideas and bhakti (mystical

devotion). 24 For indeed, whereas the sutras speak of the goal as haivalya and

define it as
4

the energy of thought being grounded in itself ’, 25 the Arabic

version speaks of liberation and also of union with God U-l).26

Indeed, the concept of God in the latter is a far cry from that of the sutras them-

selves, which conceive of Him as a passive archetype of the Yogin, the object of

a purely
4

intellectual
5

devotion. 27 But against such argumentation one should

not ignore the fact that al-Biruni was a Muslim, so that in this major charac-

teristic of his translation as well as in its minor characteristics, which likewise

exhibit a good deal of
4

islamization ’, his own interpretation, conditioned by his

own cultural orientation, might have been at work.

It is quite certain that the commentary in question was not an oral one, for

in his introduction to his translation of the text, al-Biruni himself refers to it as

belonging to a group of texts which were read to him 4

letter by letter \ 28 That

al-Biruni was assisted by teachers is also evident from his own testimony in his

India ,

29 Nevertheless there is much in our text to suggest that al-Biruni relied

to a considerable extent on his own intelligence and autodidactic capacity in

studying the sutras and their commentary. The evidence for this, which is

cumulative, may be exemplified by the following points.

(1) Al-Biruni’s incorrect rendering of the term nidra in sutra 1.10, mentioned

above, can be accounted for only as due to his independent effort to understand

the same sutra. The latter consists of a definition of the term nidra : abhdva-

pratyaydlamband vrttir nidra
4

Sleep is that mode of functioning of the mind

which has as its object the conception of nothing \ However, a literal and

uninitiated reading of the Sanskrit here could easily yield what al-Biruni

understood, namely : that mode of functioning of the mind which has as its

23 Sutras refer to the edition of Dhundiraj, Kashi Sanskrit Series, No. 85, 1931.
24 cf. M. Eliade, Yoga : immortality and freedom, London, 1958, 75.

25 Sutra 4.34 : . . . kaivalyam svarupa-pratisthd va citi-salctir iti.

26 R, 199 (1. 1) ; cf. R, 197 (1. 20). Cf. India , Hyd., 61 (11. 7-8), 66 (1. 17), 102 (11. 3-4).

27 cf. M. Eliade, op. cit., 75.

28 R, 167 (1. 10).

29 India , Hyd., 18 (
= Sachau, i, 24).
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object a content which is absent (from the corresponding reality). That he

naturally took to refer to the state of dream.30

(2) Another brain-wave of al-Birunl himself may account for what he

made of sutras 2.33-4. Here the expression vitarka-bddhane is translated by

Ballantyne :

£

in excluding things questionable ’, and by Woods :

£

if there be

inhibition by perverse considerations \ Al-Birunl apparently renders it by

CJ IS’"
£

if things are known in their

opposites and differences \31 The expression pratipaksa-bhdvanam tradi-

tionally means £

cultivation of the opposite ’, the force of the context being

that whenever perverse tendencies, such as anger and violence, should arise

in the mind of the Yogin, he ought to cultivate their opposites, such as

universal compassion, as an antidote. Presumably unaided by an oral tradition

al-Birunl here legitimately takes the expression to mean simply
£

vice versa ’,

i.e.
£

there is an effecting of the opposite ’
;
and in view of the context he

understands :

£ He who gives up violence will be recompensed by their opposites,

namely the opposites of the earlier mentioned ignorance and causing of pain
’

oir • • o *
32

(3) The succinct sutra 2.22 reads : krtdrtham prati nastam apy anastam

tad-anya-sddhdranatvdt
£ Though it (the object of sight) has ceased (to be seen)

in the case of one whose purpose is accomplished, it has not ceased to be, since

it is common to others (besides him) \ Al-Birunl appears to have taken the

word sddhdrana in the sense of a generic property, a universal, and hence an

intellectum. And he takes krtdrtha to be its opposite—a sense-perceived object.

He is consequently led to translate the sutra : o li 4jUi>-

Olo £ The sense-percepts do not possess permanent reality in the

way the intellects do \33 A Platonic-Aristotelian background is evident in this

translation.

(4) In sutra 2.6 al-Birunl, presumably unaided by a teacher, takes a

definition to be a mere illustration and consequently fails to understand the

sutra. Here the concept of asmitd
£

the feeling of individuality or personality
’

is defined as drg-darsana-saktyor ekdtmatd
£

the state in which the seeing agent

and the sight function are identified as one self ’. Al-Biruni takes this to be just

a case illustrating the vrtti (mode of functioning of the mind) called vikalpa
£

false conception (based on language symbols) ’,34 which he uniformly translates

by jjlaJ!
£ unproven opinion \35

30 E, 171 (1. 11).

31 E, 182 (1. 14). Perhaps al-Birunl read here bodhane for badhane.
32 E, 182 (11. 15-16).
33 E, 181 (1. 20).

34 ‘ Vikalpa is the existence of abstract imagination on the basis of language symbols, as when

we say “ the intelligence of the purusha ** though we know that the purusha has no other essence

than pure intelligence. Without such characteristic mode of chitta transformation abstract

thinking would be impossible * (S. N. Dasgupta, op. cit., 276).

35 E, 178 (1. 13).
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(5) In illustrating how the latent deposits of karma effect a change in condi-

tion, the commentaries on sutra 2.12 include a reference to the celebrated story

from the Mahabharata of Nahusa, who, having replaced Indra as the chief of

the gods, was later transformed into a snake by the Rsi Agastya.36 Al-BirunI

also has the story, but he has reversed the role of the characters
:

jJbM JIaj

<1)1^0
1 (Jj (J

^ij

£

. . . and like Indra, chief of the gods (lit. :

£

angels ’),
37 for having com-

mitted adultery with the wife of the brahmin Nahusa, he was cursed and turned

into a snake after he had been a god \38 This mistake may be accounted for

by al-Blrunf s misunderstanding a Sanskrit text (especially if it used the word

indra both as a private name and as a name of an institution or title, such as in

the expression devdndm indra)
;

39 but it could hardly be accounted for by postu-

lating an Indian teacher who did not know this famous story.

The Arabic translation betrays a constant effort to bring the work as near as

possible to the mentality of the Muslim readers. This is evident both in the

selection of the terminology and the transposition of Indian philosophical

notions and problems into similar ones grounded in Aristotelian and other

streams of Muslim thought. Random examples are as follows.

(1) The term karma-vipdka
,
which had to be coped with in sutra 1.24, is

rendered by . . . lit* j\ 4>-ljj J*i . . .

‘
. . . action for which either a blissful repose, which is hoped and longed for,

or a troubled existence, which is feared and dreaded, might be given as

recompense . .
.’. 40

(2) In dealing with sutra 1.41 the Indian epistemological triad of ghraitr,

grahana
,
and grdhya is transposed respectively into the JJ>Lp, Juilp, and

J of the Aristotelians. 41

(3) The Indian philosophical problem, implicit in sutra 2.15, of what

constitutes the real self (dtman) is analogous to a question discussed in Arabic

philosophy as to whether it is the body (OJb) 0rthe soul that constitutes

the essence of man The form which this problem assumes in Arabic

philosophy is reflected in the selection of terms in al-Blrunfs translation here. 42

Evidently, from the point of view of al-Biruni and his readers, the Arabic

work provides an operative or functional, though not literal, translation of the

Yogasutra with its commentary. This is often done by means of paraphrasing.

36 Mahabharata
,
v.17 ff., xn. 342 ff., and with some variations xra.99 ff. (Referred to,

summarized, and discussed by Jacoby in Hastings, Encyclopaedia of religion and ethics , s.v.

‘ Agastya *.

37 cf. India , Hyd., 72 : L_^ U\j JJil jjs SJLh ‘
. . . the class of deva whom we

have explained as angels * (Sachau, i, 95) ; cf. R, 168 (1. 7). In translating the term for gods by

4^0^ ‘ angels al-BIrum follows a long-established usage of translators of Greek texts into Arabic.

38 R, 179 (11. 15-16). 39 cf. V on sutra 21.2. 40 R, 173 (11. 13-14).
41 R, 176 (11. 11-12). 42 R, 178 (11. 11-12).
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An example is the rendering of the term maitri
£

compassion ’ in sutra 1.34 by :

jJi£***JJ Jf& £jA ^L^xil 4&\£S A* j. ^
£

. . . that he should wish and desire well-being for all creatures without excep-

tion and rejoice in their attaining it \ 43

But al-Biruni is also well equipped with a terminological apparatus, some

of which is drawn from the tradition of Arabic translations from the Greek

masters. That Aristotelian connotations, however, may constitute a pitfall can

be seen from the following. In his treatment of sutra 2.6, drg-darsana-saktyor

ekdtmataivdsmita, al-Biruni renders drg by JjIp and darsana by jlilp, but he

is then caught in a dilemma : while the union of these two is denounced by the

sense of the sutra here, it is commendable according to Aristotelian philosophy.

He therefore slightly changes the two terms by qualifying them as follows

:

I JiWI
£

the corporeal knower and the simple (i.e. imma-

terial) act of knowledge \ 44

Al-Biruni himself also coined new Arabic technical terms, this being another

important aspect of his contribution in his work of translation. The following

are examples : for Mesa
£

affliction
’—cF

£

weight ’ 45
;

for buddhi
£

intel-

ligence or the thinking organ ’—t^JLi
£

heart \46 His terminological apparatus,

however, is not completely uniform. Thus, for instance, the same term

is used to render at least three distinct concepts
: (i) kriyd in the sense of

rajas 47
;

(ii) karma 48
;

and (iii) sadhana, the name of the second chapter

of the Yogasutra ,

49

A better understanding and appreciation of al-Biruni’s method of transla-

tion, as well as light on other aspects of his work, may still be expected from

further clarification of the remaining textual ambiguities. Furthermore, the

possibility exists that the commentary will be identified.

(R, 167) The book of the Indian Pataiijali 50 on liberation from afflictions, 51

translated into Arabic by Abu al-Raihan Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Biruni.

43 R, 176 (11. 3-4) ;
cf. R, 185 (1. 11).

44 R, 178 (1. 14) ; cf. R, 197 (1. 5 et seq.).

45 R, 177 (1. 20) ; cf. R, 167 (1. 2).
46 R, 192 (1. 20).

47 R, 181 (1. 7).
48 R, 185 (1. 7).

49 R, 183 (1. 18).

50 The Arabic transliteration is which may also stand for the adjectival form

pdtahjala ; cf. India , Hyd., 6, 102 (
= Sachau, i, 8, 132). However, in all probability al-Biruni

lengthened the first vowel in order to ensure an approximately correct pronunciation of the

foreign name. Both in his present translation and in his India , he sometimes uses this method of

transliterating a short Sanskrit a by an Arabic alif indicative of a long a, e.g. j—brahman (R,

175 (1. 3)) (but j
—brahmdnda , R, 187 (1. 2) ; j—brahma-loka ,

India ,
Hyd., 191 (1. 1)).

Cf. Sachau, i, 257 (annotations).

51 The printed text has The emendation JUjI (lit. ‘weights, burdens’) is based on

R, 177 (1. 20), where this word corresponds to klesa in sutra 2.2. For other descriptions by al-

Biruni of Patanjali’s treatise cf. p. 302, n. 1 (cf. R, 179 (1. 17), 180 (1. 9), 181 (1. 14), 189 (1. 4) ;

India ,
Hyd., 61 (1. 12) for the expression iiL7>j) ;

India , Hyd., 6, ^
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The aspirations ofmen in this world vary, and the civilization of the universe

is established in an orderly way through this variety. My resolution, nay my
soul as a whole, is solely directed to teaching, since I have done with the

pleasure of learning. This (i.e. teaching) I regard as the greatest happiness.

Whoever has a correct knowledge of the situation will not blame me for my
persistent efforts and for the burden of endeavour which I bear in translating,

for the benefit of (my) equals and adversaries, from the language of India.

Whoever does not know the situation 52 will set me down as ignorant and

attribute my toil to my wretched state. For every man has things upon

which his intention and thought are fixed and he is opposed to that of which

he lacks knowledge—until he reaches a rank in which his excusing himself may
be permitted and no obligation that does not please him is imposed on him.

I went on translating from the Indian (language) books of arithmeticians and

astronomers 53
till I turned to 54 books on wisdom 55 preserved by their elite,

and with respect to which the ascetics compete with a view to progressing upon

the way 56 to worship. When they were read to me letter by letter, and when

I grasped their content, my mind could not forgo letting those who wish to study

them share (in my knowledge). For niggardliness with regard to sciences is one

of the worst crimes and sins. What is (written) black on white cannot but

(constitute) a new learning whose knowledge should lead to the attainment of

some good and to the avoidance of harm.

An introduction giving particulars 57 about the state of these people and the

state of the book.

These are people whose talk within their community is never free from

(reference to) topics concerning transmigration and (to) the misfortunes of

reincarnation 58 and (to) unification 59 and (to) generation not according to the

mode 60 of (ordinary) birth. For this reason their talk, when it is heard, has a

flavour composed of the beliefs of the ancient Greeks, of the Christian sects
,

61

jjJI J?l) j ‘ (a book) on the liberation of the soul from the fetters of the body ’ (cf. Sachau, i,

8); India
,
Hyd., 102, UyUx j ‘(the book of) Patanjali

on seeking liberation and union of the soul with its intettectum (i.e. object of meditation) ’. There

is a possibility that the original title was <y> £ ‘liberation from entanglement

in which the last word was corrupted into

52 More literally ‘ Whoever is in a different position ’.

53 Or ‘ astrologers ’. The text has 54 Or ‘ came upon ’.

55 Or ‘ philosophy ’. 56 J Jaj may also have the meaning ‘ to seek ’.

57 Lit. ‘ from which one is informed ’.

58 For cf. below R, 193 (1. 16) ; R, 175 (1. 18) (Ans. to Q 20). In the language of the

theologians and the Sufis this word may refer to the indwelling of God or of a spirit in a body.
59 cf. R, 199 (1. 1) ; cf. also India

, Hyd., 102 (quoted in p. 308, n. 51),

; 7mZm,Hyd.,55, 1 Jl ‘ seeking liberation and addressing

himself single-mindedly to (the achievement of) absolute unity ’ (cf. Sachau, i, 73).
60 Lit. ‘ law ’.

61 The printed text has Jji. The translation follows an alternative reading J mentioned

by Ritter in his critical apparatus.
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and of the Sufi leaders. Not one of them (i.e. of the Hindu community) is free

from the belief that souls are bound in the world and entangled in its ties, and

that only those which achieve the supreme goal in their endeavour are liberated

from these (ties and obtain a state of) enduring permanence. Those (souls)

which do not attain this (goal) remain in the world, tossed about between good

and evil in the existent (things) until they are cleansed, purified, and

liberated.

Their books are composed according to metres, and the texts are provided

with commentaries in such a way that a complete and accurate 62 translation

is difficult, because the commentators are concerned with grammar and

etymology and other (matters) which are of use only to a (person) who is versed

in their literary languages (R, 168) as distinct from the vernacular. For this

reason I was obliged to amalgamate in (my) translation the text with that over-

lengthy commentary, 63 to arrange the work 64 in a way which resembles (a

dialogue consisting of) questions and answers, 65 and to omit (the parts which)

are concerned with grammar and language. This is an apology which I offer

because of the difference in size of the book in the two languages, if such a

comparison is made. (I do this) in order that no one should think that this

(difference) is due to remissness in (the rendering of) the meaning. Indeed he

should be assured that it is due to a condensation of what (otherwise) would be

troublesome (in its) prolixness. May God bestow His favour 66 upon the good.

This is the beginning of the book of Pataiijali, text interwoven with

commentary.

I prostrate (myself) before Him above whom there is nothing, and I glorify

Him who is the beginning of things and to whom they shall return, Him who

knows all beings. In the second place 67 1 exalt, with a humble soul and a pure

intention, the angels 68 and (other) spiritual beings 69 who are below Him, and

I call upon them to help me in my exposition—which I wish to keep short

—

according to the method of Hiranyagarbha. 70

62 Lit. ‘ according to what it is ’.

63 The name of the commentator is not mentioned. For reference by al-Biruni to ‘ the

commentator ’ ( cf. R, 185 (1. 16), 188 (1. 2) ;
India , Hyd., 191 (1. 1), 192 (1. 6), 194 (1. 6),

196 (1. 15), 205 (1. 14) (= Sachau, i, 232, 234, 236, 238, 248).
64 Lit. ‘ the speech ’.

65 The Arabic has ‘ question and answer ’ in the singular.

66 Probably owing to a printing error the diacritical dot over the nun in is missing in the

printed text.

67 Lit. ‘ then ’.

68 i.e. gods (deva). See above, p. 307, n. 37 ; cf. R, 172 (1. 17), 173 (1. 3), 192 (1. 2). Also cf.

India , Hyd., 68 (1. 17), ^
jj* ‘ the deva or angels ’ (Sachau, i, 91).

69 cf. R, 172 (1. 14). For a description of ‘ angels ’ (deva) as a subclass of ‘ spiritual beings
’

-j see India
,
Hyd., 68 (cf. Sachau, i, 91). Sachau’s identification of the latter term

with deva (loc. cit.) appears to be erroneous.
70 In Vacaspati-mi^ra’ s subcommentary Tattvavaisaradi (henceforth abbreviated as Vac.),

under sutra 1.1, the following statement is quoted from the Yogiydjnavalkyasmrti

:

‘ Hiranya-

garbha and no other of ancient days is he who gave utterance
(
vaktd

)

to Yoga ’ (J. H. Woods,
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The ancients have been deeply engaged in the study 71 of the things through

which the four objectives 72 may be achieved. These (objectives) are : religion

and conduct of life
,

73 property and ease
,

74 enjoyable living and pleasure,

liberation and permanence .
75 (In studying these the ancients) scarcely left for

those who came later scope for discourse. However, my exposition excels in

clearing up 76 the ambiguities which they put down. It is restricted to (a

study of) the means 77 of bringing about the perfection of the soul through

liberation from these bonds 78 and the attainment of eternal bliss. Accordingly

I shall say :

As regards things which perception does not apprehend, the attribute (of

not being apprehended) can only be ascribed to them because of various

The Yoga system of Patahjali
, with Veda-vydsa's Yogabhdsya and Vdcaspati-misra’s Tattvavai-

saradi
, Cambridge, Mass., 1927 (henceforth abbreviated as Woods), 5). According to the

interpretation of Vac. this implies that Hiranyagarbha preceded Patahjali. For a similar

argument Madhava invokes in his Sarvadarsanasangraha
,
eh. Patahjali-darsana , the above-

mentioned quotation (misleadingly abbreviating the name of its source as ‘ Ydjhavalkyasmrti ’).

Cf. Vac. under sutra 1.25 and Vacaspati-misra’s Bhamati under Brahmasutra 2.2.37. Also cf.

Ramananda Sarasvati’s Maniprabhd (c. a.d. 1592) on sutra 1.1: ‘Although an authoritative

book was made by Hiranyagarbha, still since that was deemed too extended, an authoritative

work conforming to that (book) is begun ’ (J. H. Woods’s translation in JAOS,
xxxiv, 1915, 1 et

seq.). According to the Mahdbhdrata (Mbh ., xii.349.65, quoted by P. Deussen, Allgemeine

Geschichte der Philosophies Bd. i, Abt. 3, Leipzig, 1908, p. 17, n), Yoga was introduced by
Hiranyagarbha, whereas Kapila is designated as the founder of Sankhya. Elsewhere too there is

reference to a connexion between Yoga and Hiranyagarbha (
Mbh ., xn.342.95, referred to by

Deussen, op. cit., 17). See op. cit. for further references to Hiranyagarbha. Also see R. Garbe, Die

Samkhya-Philosophies 27 et. seq.
71 Lit. ‘ mention ’.

72 The four objectives referred to in the text are the well-known ‘ aims of life
’

(purusartha)s namely : dharma ‘ law ’, artha ‘ economic and political power ’, kama ‘ pleasure ’,

and moksa ‘ liberation ’.

73 Ritter’s text has o In the Arabic script there is not much difference between o and

4L*, which means religious tradition. Possibly al-Biruni had in mind the word O-*-. In India the

meaning of dharma is uniformly expressed by jj 4JI
‘ religion ’. Cf. Indias Hyd., 102,

^

jp ojLp 4iSClj ‘the word dharma means “reward” but in general it is used for

“ religion
”

’ (Sachau, i, 132).
74 For the inclusion of ease within the concept of artha cf. Kautilya’s Arthasdstras

6.2. 1-3 :
‘ Peace and activity

(
sama-vydydmau

)
constitute the source of acquisition and security

(yoga-ksemayor yoni ). Activity is that which brings about the accomplishment of works under-

taken. Peace is that which brings about security of enjoyment of the fruits of works (
karma -

phalopabhogdnam ksemdradhanah samahf (R. P. Kangle, The Kautiliya Arthasdstras i, Bombay,

1960, 165 ; ii, Bombay, 1963, 368). Elsewhere the word is used synonymously with

to refer to the concept of sukha ‘ ease ’, as opposed to duhkha ‘ sorrow ’ (R, 189 (1. 7) ; cf. 180

(1. 10)).

75 In his India al-Biruni also uses the Sanskrit term moksa , e.g. Indias Hyd., 53,

j* ‘ they call its (the soul’s) liberation in the Indian language moksa ’ (cf.

Sachau, i, 70).

76 Ritter’s text has J^. Emendation proposed
: J^. The translation conforms to this

emendation.
77 The usual meaning of is ‘ causes ’.

78 All those who have not attained liberation are thought to be in a state of bondage.
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modalities 79
: (1) (their) essential smallness, as (in the case of) atoms, 80 whose

minuteness is the cause preventing them from (being apprehended by) the

senses 81
; (2) (their being) far away, for distance prevents perception when it

extends beyond the latter’s limit
; (3) a barrier which conceals, e.g. a fence 82

which prevents the perception of that which is placed behind it, bones which are

covered up by the flesh and the skin, and mixtures, 83 which being inside the

body cannot be perceived because of the veils (intervening) between them and

ourselves
; (4) their being remote from the present time either (because of their

being) in the past, e.g. the former generations and the tribes which have

perished, or (because of their being) in the future, e.g. things expected (to happen)

in the time to come
; (5) the deviating from the methods of cognition by means

of which apprehension becomes perfected, as in the case of necromancy 84

whereby the state of hidden things is discovered. It is (in effect) known that the

perfection of certitude can of necessity only be (obtained) through sense-

perception, which is lacking in the case of hidden things. (R, 169) For what is

absent can only be inferred from what is present, and that which can be attained

only through arguments is not in the same (category) as that which is known

through sense-perception. Similarly logical demonstration removes doubts as

(effectively as) sense-perception. As long as ambiguities beset the soul, the

latter is given over to perplexity and cannot give heed to that which (procures)

its liberation from this entanglement and its deliverance from toil and bondage,

and (gives) it an eternal sojourn, in which there is neither death nor birth.

Most of the intentions of the expounders 85 of books are (directed) either to

the production of a comment 86 peculiar to them or to guidance towards an

79 For the present discussion of causes of non-perception cf. Isvara-kr?na’s Sdnkhya-kdrikd,

karika 7 : atidurdt sdmlpydd indriya-ghatdn memo- ’navasthdndtfsailJcsmyad vyavadhdndd

abhibhavdt samdndbhihdrdc ca
(
anupalabdhiTjb)

‘ (non-perception may be) due to excessive distance,

(excessive) proximity, damage to the sense-organs, unsteadiness of mind, minuteness (of the

object), the intervening (of another object), being outshone (by another object), and the mingling

(of the object) with like objects ’. Also cf. V on sutra 1.49.

80 Read cAL* instead of Ritter’s cAL*. This Arabic word has the primary meaning ‘ grains

of dust ’. Cf. Vacaspati-misra’s Tattva-kaumudi on Sdnkhya-kdrikd ,
karika 7 (quoted in the

preceding note) : sauksmydt—yathendriya-sannikr.ntam paratndnvddi pranihita-mand api na

paSyati ‘ “due to minuteness”—as for instance (the case of an object) such as an atom, which

(although) connected with one’s sense (of sight), even one whose mind is fixed (on it) cannot see ’.

81 The Arabic has the singular.

82 For the example of the fence cf. e.g. Janaklnatha’s Nyayasiddhantamanjari, Ranaras,

1916, 40.

83 Probably the humours of the body are meant. Cf. Fdkihat al-bustdn , 1358

:

«uut*b — .

84 The MS may be read I Jp ^-^11 or cA^^I Jp In the translation Ritter’s

emendation instead of has been adopted. If the reading cA^Vl (instead of

cA^M translated in the text) is adopted, the meaning would be ‘prognostication from voices

(of birds ?)
’.

85 jjfcdJ.

86 lit. ‘ speech, discourse ’.
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objective which they endeavour to obtain. 87 The aims are determined 88

according to (the capacity of) the knower. As for knowledge, it is divided into

two parts : the superior which leads to liberation, for it procures the absolute

good, 89 and that which is inferior relatively (to the first part) and which (refers

to) the remaining objectives, 90 which rank lower than (liberation). I shall try to

see to it that, comparatively to the arguments set forth by (my) predecessors

with regard to this hidden subject, my comment will have for the reader 91 a

status similar to that of sense-perception productive of conviction.

Question 1. The ascetic who roamed in the deserts and jungles 92 addressed

Patanjali, asking : I have studied the books of the ancients and their discourses

about things hidden from the senses, and I have found them concerned with

weak arguments which are beset with doubts and do not aim at demonstrations

which have the same status as perception providing the calm of certitude and

guiding towards the achievement of liberation from bondage. Is it possible for

you to show me by arguments and demonstrations what is sought for in order

that by grasping it I should be assisted against doubts and misgivings ?

Answer. Patanjali said : This is possible. I shall give about this a brief

exposition whose brief (compass) will convey many notions, using at the same
time sound reasoning. 93 For not every man likes or has the time for a lengthy

exposition. Indeed boredom overcomes him speedily so that he grows tired (of

the exposition) and abandons it. Listen then, since you have asked. That which

you seek is praxis
,

94 which has (in the first place) causes and thereupon results

and consequences and an agent (bringing) this (about). Accordingly you ought

to have a true knowledge of each (factor) and criticize the various opinions

concerning it, rejecting the erroneous 95 views. (E, 170) A part of praxis 96
is as

it were activity, 97 and another part is as it were desisting from activity. If you

grasp this matter you will find that it includes knowledge. For (it consists in)

87 aJI bj lit. ‘ go, proceed to ’.

88 This corresponds to jvJ in the printed text. As Ritter points out, the word can also be

read JJgj
4

is differentiated ’. A further possibility is jJu
4

are modified ’.

89
is an expression frequently used in Arabic philosophical texts which are trans-

lated or adapted from the Greek.

90 c-JLLil—the
4 aims of life ’

(
purusdrtha

) referred to above ; cf. p. 311, n. 72.

91 Lit.
4

for him who reads it ’.

92 4

Jungles 5 corresponds to ^Lill occurring in Ritter’s text. If the reading jLiJI,

suggested by Ritter in his critical apparatus, is adopted, the meaning would be
4

deserts ’ or
4 waste lands ’.

93 A primary meaning of is
4

comparison, analogy ’. It may be used in the sense of

syllogism or reasoning.

94 Js.
95 The translation conforms to Ritter’s reading Ritter’s critical apparatus has SI* A 1

96 cf. India (quoted by R, p. 169, n. 10)
; J**Ji lAb-l a^ Jl Jj

dJj *bM *)}

J!»- Jji-L (Jl (cf. Sachau, i, 76 et seq.).

97
J*i.
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compression 98 of that which spreads out from you towards external (things),

so that you are not concerned with anything but yourself. (It also consists in)

the quelling of the faculties of the soul,99 so that they should not cling 100 to that

which is not you.101 (It consists finally in) every (faculty) engaging in the work

which is assigned to it by you. This activity 102 comprises both knowledge and

praxis.

Q 2. What is the state of a man who has compressed within 103 himself the

faculties of his soul and hindered them from spreading out ?
104

Ans. -He is not completely bound, for he has severed the bodily 105 ties

between himself and that which is other than himself, and has ceased to cling

to things external to him. But on the other hand he is not prepared for libera-

tion, since his soul 106
is with his body.107

Q 3. How is he (to be described) when he is in neither of the two states which

have been mentioned ?

Ans. He then is as he really is in his essence.108

Q 4. This answer is not satisfactory as an explanation.109 Let me know
whether he increases or decreases 110 to any degree thereby, on the analogy of

the expansion of leather in the rain and its contraction in the sun, so that he

would decay and perish on account of the succeeding states which change him
;

or alternatively whether he does neither increase nor decrease, as is the case with

air,111 in which case he would be inanimate 112 without awareness of anything.

98 <JI jliJuVl (je- (R, 183 (1. 167)) corresponding to pratydhdra (sutra 2.54).

99 This expression corresponds to the term vjrtti of the sutras (e.g. 1.2).

100 The translation conforms to the reading
; cf. R, 170 (1. 8). Ritter’s text has -V *7

1

1

,

101 cf. sutra 1.2
:

yogas citta-vrtti-nirodhab ‘ Yoga is the suppression of the modes of

functioning of the mind ’.

102 103 Lit. ‘ towards ’.

104 cf. V introducing sutra 1.3 : tad-avasthe cetasi visayabhavdd
,
buddhi-bodhatmd purusah

Mmsvabhavab ‘ Since there is no object when the mind is in this state, what will be the character

of the selfwhich consists of intellected and intellection ? ’.

105 Ritter’s text has here I. The translation conforms to the reading ...L \ suggested

by Ritter in his critical apparatus. Cf. R, 176 (1. 8). A possible but not very plausible emendation

of the former reading would be namely : social ties.

106
cr"*

107 cf. India, Hyd., 62 (quoted by R, p. 170, n. 4) : Vj i?L> J\ J*- 3 jj-oJ *j\

oV (cf. Sachau, i, 82).

108 cf. sutra 1.3 : tada drastuh svarupe ’vasthanam ‘Then the seer (that is, the self) retains its

own form ’.

10* «j-

110 Cf. Vac. under sutra 1.3 :
‘ Never does the energy of the mind, (in that it is) absolutely

eternal, deviate from itself. Accordingly, as (it is) in restriction, just so (is it) in emergence also.

Assuredly, the actual form (
svarupa) of the mother-of-pearl does not suffer increase or decrease of

being, no matter whether the perception
(
jndna

) which refers to it (gocara) be the source of

correct knowledge
(
pramdna

)
or (the source) of misconception 5 (Woods, 14).

111 Ritter’s printed text has *1Jb\^

.

The translation conforms to the alternative reading

suggested by Ritter’s critical apparatus : This probably corresponds to dkdsa ‘ ether ’.

Cf. R, 190 (1. 8 and 1. 10) (corresponding to sutras 1.41 and 42 respectively).

112 iU:.
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Both opinions contradict the basic (universally) accepted tenets, namely that the

soul is alive and will not die, and is not subject to decay and annihilation.

Ans. The meaning of my statement, that he is as he (really) is, is that when

these sense-faculties and psychic faculties return into him, they are united with

him in a certain manner which consists in his adhering 113 to them and belonging

to their aggregate.114 This man used to be aware through his senses of what he

perceived 115 and used to know through the faculties of his soul, which were

spread outside of it, that which is external to it, so that the return into him (of

the sense-faculties and the faculties of his soul) did not add to him anything :

he is exactly as he was before that.116 (R, 171)

Q 5. How many are the faculties of the soul which spread out of it ?

Ans. They are five.117 The first of them is apprehension,118 which has three

modes 119
:

(a) (apprehension) by means of the five senses 120
; (6) (apprehension)

by means of inferring 121 from a percept, 122 for instance smoke indicating a fire

which is behind a fence preventing it from being seen
;

(c) (apprehension) by

means of hearsay accompanied by a consensus of opinion, 123 for instance our

knowledge that the city of Kanauj is on the bank of the Ganga river. For this

(knowledge) is attained by means of information received 124 and serves as a

substitute for one’s apprehension of this (fact) by eyesight.

The second (faculty of the soul) is imagination,125 by means of which one

knows a thing not as it really is. For instance when the rays of the sun fall on a

(desert) plain in a certain manner and the thirsty man takes it to be water.

The third (faculty of the soul) is (conventional) opinion,126 which has no

113 Ritter puts a question mark after oLJI. In all probability the word should be read

a iUj deriving from the root jJ.

114 cf. sutra 1.4.: vrtti-sdrupyam itaratra ‘ At other times it (the self) takes the same form as the

modes of functioning (of the mind) \
115 Or ‘ that which encompassed him ’.

116 cf. V on sutra 1.3: svarupa-pratistha tadanim citi-saJctir yatha kaivalye ; vyutthdna-citte

tu sati tathapi bhavanti na tathd ‘ At that time the energy ofthe mind is established in its own form,

as in the state of kaivalya. But when the mind is in its emergent state, (the energy of the mind),

although really the same, (does) not (seem) so ’ and cf. Vac. ad loc.

117 cf. sutra 1.5 : vrttayab, pancatayyah . . .
‘ The modes of functioning (of the mind) are of

five kinds . .
.’.

118 Cf. pramdna in sutra 1.6: pramdna-viparyaya-vikalpa-nidra-smrtayah ‘Modes of

correct knowledge, incorrect knowledge, comprehension of words, sleep, and memory ’.

119 *d-
120 cf. pratyaksa in sutra 1.7: pratyaksdnumdndgamali pramandni ‘The modes of correct

knowledge are perceptual, inferential, and linguistic ’.

121 Ritter’s text has here with a question mark. In all probability the word should be

read Cf. anumdna of the corresponding sutra 1.7.

122 123 Cf. dgama in sutra 1.7.

125
<J^- Cf. viparyaya in sutra 1.8 : viparyayo mithyd-jndnam atadrupa-pratistham

‘ Incorrect knowledge is false cognition which takes a form other than that of the object ’.

126
J&}\.

Cf. vikalpa in sutra 1.9: sabda-jndndnupati vastu-sunyo vikalpafy ‘Conception

based on communication lacks a (corresponding) object and results from perception of words ’.
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reality behind it, but in which one follows current habits of language. For

instance the expression used by the general public
4

the spirit’s knowledge \127

(They use it) although the expression has no signification,128 and yet (the man)
who employs it is not blamed, on account of (linguistic) habit.

The fourth (faculty of the soul) is dream(ing),129 which is man’s knowledge of

things which are (in reality) other (than what he knows), which have no

subsisting reality corresponding to the knowledge in question.

The fifth (faculty of the soul) is memory, 130 which is the retention of what

has been known by the knower without its being obstructed by forgetting.

Q 6. How can the quelling of the soul and the compression of its faculties

away from external things be accomplished ?

Ans. This may be accomplished in two ways. One of them is of a practical

nature,131 namely habituation. 132 For when a person has turned to a faculty

of the soul in itself, 133 has painstakingly prevented it from rebellion, and has

given it in trust to that which is the best for it perseveringly and applying

himself to it continually—then, unless he repeats (this practice), a time of

negligence may intervene between two periods, in which time the soul may
lapse back to what is unsuitable. But by means of continuous application, as a

127 Ritter’s text has here SL»-, with the remark that the MS appears to have The word

should probably be read ^i_£. Cf. V on sutra 1.9 : tad yatha caitanyam purusasya svarupam iti

yada citir eva purusah tadd him atra kena vyapadisyate, bhavati ca vyapadese vrttir yatha caitrasya

gauh ‘ Thus when, since “the self is in the form of intelligence”, (we say that) the self is

nothing but intellect, then how can it have attribute or designation ? Furthermore, it is to the

designation that (attributive, etc.) relationships are imputed, as for instance (in the case of)

“ Caitra’s cow ”

128
c1^.

129 Cf. nidra ‘sleep’ in sutra 1.10: a-bhava-pratyaydlamband vrttir nidrd. This

sutra is translated by Woods :
‘ Sleep is a fluctuation (of mind-stuff) supported by the cause

(pratyaya, that is tamos) ofthe (transient) negation (ofthe waking and the dreaming fluctuations) ’.

Deussen, however, translates it :
‘ Die nicht auf einer realen Vorstellung fussende Funktion ist

der Schlaf ’ (Deussen, AUgemeine Geschichte der Philosophie ,
Bd. i, Abt. 3, 512). Like al-Blrunl

and unlike Woods, Deussen takes the negating particle a in the beginning of the sutra as applying

to the compound as a whole and not as applying to bhava. Accordingly he construes the definition

in the sutra like al-Blrunl. The latter, however, misunderstood this definition as applying to

dream.
130 ^f JUI. Cf. smrti ‘memory’ in sutra 1.11 : anubhuta-visaydsampramosah smrtih. Woods,

following the interpretation of Vac. ad loc. translates this sutra :
‘ Memory (smrti) is not-adding-

surreptitiously (
asampramosa) to a once experienced object ’. Deussen, however, translates it

:

‘ Das Nicht-abhandenkommen eines Objectes, dessen man inne ward, ist die Erinnerung ’ (op.

cit., 512). Cf. J. R. Ballantyne’s translation (
Yoga-sutra of Patahjali, reprinted, Calcutta, 1960,

14). The latter two, like al-Blrunl and unlike Woods, take asarripramosa to mean ‘ lack ofloss, not

letting drop (as from memory) ’. For this meaning of the term cf. the Sanskrit dictionaries of

Monier-Williams and Bohtlingk, and U. Wogihara, The Sanskrit-Chinese dictionary of Buddhist

technical terms , based on the Mahavyutpatti, reprinted, Tokyo, 1959, 109.13.

131 Cf. R, 169 (11. 18 and 19), 170 (1. 4).

132 Cf. abhydsa ‘repeated practice, training’ in sutra 1.12: abhydsa-vairdgydbhydrri

tan-nirodhabt, ‘ The suppression of those (
vrttis is attained) by repeated practice and detachment ’.

133
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result of which affects disappear, and by means of habituation
,

134 the faculty

in question will indubitably acquire this habit in a permanent fashion, and

will be diverted from the tendencies it had when it lacked this habit .
135

(R, 172)

The second way is intellectual
,

136 namely mental asceticism
,

137 which

consists of contemplating the consequences with the eye of the heart
,

138 and

considering the evil of the existents, which come into being and pass away. For

nothing is worse 139 than decay and passing away, these two being inherent in

(the existents). The result of this way is that when the person knows the ill and

the malignity in all things
;
his heart eschews all pursuits of this world and the

next, his mind becomes free to seek liberation from them
;
he is relieved of

questions and needs. For they are the causes of attachment to things existing in

the world, and add to the evils of bondage, and prevent him from addressing

himself single-mindedly to his liberation .

140 When his ambitions are turned

away from whatever there is in all the worlds, he has attained a stage tran-

scending the three primary forces .

141 The latter are such that no world can exist

unless there is production by them. They generate nature by means of one of

them 142 and destroy it by means of another of them
,

143 (these two forces being)

pure 144 in their two respective genera. (The third force) which is intermediate

between the two partakes of the two others, and is on account of this capable

134 Ritter gives the Arabic word as JuJUxIl and states that the MS is not clearly legible here.

The correct reading appears to be
135 Cf. sutra 1.13 : tatra sthitau yatno ’’bhyasah ‘ Of these, repeated practice is the effort to

remain in the state (of suppressed vrttis

)

’
; and sutra 1.14 : sa tu dirgha-kala-nairantarya-

satkara-sevito drdha-bhumih ‘ This (effort), however, is consolidated (lit. ‘ possesses solid ground ’),

when it is well attended to for a long time and without interruption ’.

136 Cf. V on sutra 1.12. In the corresponding quotation in India
,
(R, p. 172, n. 1 =

Hyd., 60 = Sachau, i, 79) this word is corrupted into Jidl (Sachau :
‘ renunciation ’, ‘ via

omissionis ’).

137
Jia^JI—a term referring to a way of life characterized by abstinence as practised by the

Sufis. Cf. vairdgya ‘ detachment, passionlessness, renunciation ’ in sutra 1.15 : drstdnusravika-

visaya-vitrsnasya vasikara-samjna vairdgyam ‘ Detachment is the consciousness of (self-) control

on the part of one who is no longer thirsting for objects that are perceivable or promised by
scriptures (lit. ‘ heard ’) ’.

138
<_JLaJI —a regular Sufi term denoting non-discursive intuitive knowledge of the

mystic.
139 The translation follows Ritter’s reading here, He, however, states that he is not

. *

sure of this reading. An alternative reading may be suggested : I
‘ free from ’. Cf. Vac. on

sutra 1.16 :
‘ For nothing alive is ever free from connexion with bondage to birth and death ’

(Woods, 39).

140
J1 u^U-'l.

141 i.e. the three gurtas. Cf. sutra 1.16: tat-param purusa-khyater guna-vaitrsnyam ‘The no-

longer-thirsting for the gurias that results from the knowledge of the self is superior to that

detachment ’.

142 Lit. ‘ on one side ’.

143 Lit. ‘ on the other side ’.

144 Replace original for Ritter’s emendation Cf. R, 181 (11. 7-8).

VOL. XXIX. part 2. 22
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of governance and maintenance.145 That person transcends (these forces) by

slipping away from (all) three of them.

Q 7. How many kinds of conception 146 are there ? One or more than that ?

Ans. There are two kinds. One of them is a conception of material (things)

perceived by the senses.147 The second is the conception of the intelligibilia;,

148

which are devoid of matter.149

Q 8. Which of the two kinds belongs to those who are spiritual and god-

like ?
150

. . . Ans. Because they are of simple 151 species, not having gross (or cor-

poreal) bodies.152 The other 153 kind 154
is of greater value and price than is

to be found among men.155

Q 9. And what is the position of angels 156 with regard to the two kinds ?

Ans. It is like the position of the spiritual ones in confining themselves to

the other 157 kind, being free of anxiety as to being bereft of this (state),

(R, 173) whereas the other spiritual ones do not enter upon it with the same

integrity and freedom 158 from thoughts about consequences.

Q 10. Is there or is there not a difference of rank 159 in this state among the

angels ?

145 cf. India , Hyd., 30—1 : <ulJ9j <U-1j l

j

flljjJlj tjP’j j 4i)lxJlj »LaJIj oUJI ajlLaj u^SCJI . . . three

powers . . . which are called sattva , rajas , and tamos .... The first power is rest and goodness,

and hence come existing and growing. The second is exertion and fatigue, and hence come
firmness and duration. The third is languor and irresolution, and hence come ruin and

perishing’ (Sachau, i, 40-1). For the equation of the three gunas (qualities, constituents of

Nature) with the three aspects or forms conceived in the doctrine of the trimurti
f the Hindu

trinity, cf. e.g. Kalidasa’s Kumarasanibhava , 2.4 : namas trimurtaye tubhyam prdk srsteb

kevalatmane/gutyadraya-vibhdgdya pascdd bhedam upeyuse ‘ Salutations to you, 0 Trinity, one

before creation, afterwards divided for the sake of the division of the three qualities ’. Also cf.

W. Kirfel, Symbolik des Hinduismus und des Jinismus
, Stuttgart, 1959, 44 ; J. Gonda, Die

Religionen Indiens
, ii, Stuttgart, 1963, 65.

146 147 148

149 cf. sutra 1.17-18 : vitarka-vicarananddsmita-rupanugamat samprajndtah ‘ The selfbecomes

fully aware of objects by assuming the form of deliberation, reflection, joy, and egoism ’
; virdma-

pratyaydbhydsa-purvakalj sartiskara-seso 'nyah
c By constantly dwelling on cessation until only

the residual impressions remain in awareness, the self attains a different state ’.

150 The answer to this question and a further question answered by the following appear to

be lacking.

151 probably meaning here ‘ incorporeal ’.

152 cf. sutra 1.19 : bhava-pratyayo videha-prakrti-laydnam ‘ Those who experience the

absorption-into-prakrt

i

characteristic of “ videhas ” (lit. ‘ the bodiless ’) attain the self which is

aware of existence ’.

153 may alternatively be read as I, i.e. ‘ the last ’.

154 may refer to one kind of concentration, or alternatively to a kind of men or

spiritual beings.
155 cf. sutra 1.20 : sraddhd-virya-smrti-samddhi-prajnd-purvaka itaresdm ‘ Others attain this

only after (developing) faith, energy (i.e. firmness of will), mindfulness, concentration, and

insight ’.

156 See p. 307, n. 37 above.
157 j->^\ may alternatively be read as i*e.

c

the latter ’.

158 Lit.
4

purity ’. 159 cf. visesa in sutra 1.22 (next footnote).
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Ans. There is certainly a difference of rank
;

160 (for) this is a characteristic

of all groups, both spiritual and corporeal. Were this (difference in rank ever)

lacking in them (one could not explain) why the emancipation of some of them is

(relatively) speedier,161 while that of others is slower. There is no reason for

the speediness except the persistence in a devoted 162 activity, just as there is no

reason for the slowness except remissness in this activity. Consequently there

are degrees among them, and so a difference in rank results.

Q 11. Is there a way to liberation other than the two ways, namely habitua-

tion and asceticism ?

Ans. (Liberation) may be attained by devotion.163 This is constituted by
withdrawal 164 from the body and (directing oneself) towards knowledge,

certainty, and sincerity in the heart, and towards praise, exaltation, and
laudation with the tongue, and action with the limbs.165 God alone and nothing

else is aimed at in all these, so that succour should come from Him with a view

to achieving eternal bliss.

Q 12. Who is this object of devotion who gives succour ?
166

Ans. He is God, who because of His pre-eternity and unity dispenses with

action, which is requited either by peace, for which one hopes and longs for, or

by distress, of which one is afraid and which one endeavours to avoid,167 and
who is (withdrawn) from thoughts, for He transcends the repugnant contraries

and that which being alike is beloved.168 He knows eternally with His own
essence.169 For knowledge which supervenes (at a certain moment) has as its

object that which (previously) was not known. Ignorance, however, cannot

befall Him at any time or in any state.

160 cf. sutra 1.22 : mrdu-madhyddhimdtratvdt tato ’pi visesah. (This sutra appears to be an
interpolation reading tatrdpi

,
subsequently assimilated to sutra 1.23 by reading tato ’pi.) ‘ There

are grades of propinquity, according as the fervour is weak, moderate, or excessive.’
161 cf. sutra 1.21 : tivra-samvegdndm asannah ‘ Those whose fervour is intense attain the self

which is near the goal ’.

162 ‘ devoted ’, or alternatively ^ L4. * conducive to emancipation ’.

163 <oLp. Cf. pranidhdna in sutra 1.23 : Uvara-pranidhdnad vd ‘ Or (the self near the goal)

is attained by devotion to the I&vara ’.

164 Amend for

135
J^aJI

—

a Sufi term. Cf. Vac. under sutra 1.23 :
‘ By devotion (that is) by a

special kind of adoration either mental or verbal or bodily * (Woods, 49).

166 For this question and the answer to it cf. India
,
Hyd., 30 (= Sachau, I, 27-8), referred to

by R, p. 173, n. 4.

167 .. . SUlSCll JaJ. Cf. karma-vipaka in sutra 1.24 : klesa-karma-vipdkasayair

apardmrstaJji purusa-visesa UvaraTi, ‘ I6vara is the supreme state of the self, having no contact with

the substrata of the fruition of works {karma) based on the afflictions {klesa) ’.

168 For the idea of this expression cf. the term dvandva ‘ pair of opposites ’, e.g. sutra 2.48 ;

Bhagavadgita 2.45, 7.27. Cf. Sachau, i, 263 (annotations). Also cf. V on sutra 1.24:

tasydisvaryam samyatisaya-vinirmuktam ‘ His pre-eminence is altogether without anything equal

to it or excelling it * (Woods, 50).

169 cf. sutra 1.25 : tatra niratisayarri sarvajna-bijam ‘ In that state there is the unexcelled

germ of the omniscient.’
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Q 13. Since the liberated one is described by these attributes, what is the

difference between him and God, the Exalted One ?
170 (R, 174)

Ans. The difference between them consists in the fact that the liberated one

is as described above in the present and the future time, but not in the past

which precedes his liberation. He is therefore like a deficient . . . ,

171 as he does

not possess in the state which he has achieved the past time which has elapsed.

For his liberation does not (belong) to pre-eternity.172 God the Sublime, on the

other hand, possesses the attributes described above in the three parts of time

which are conceived by us, namely the past, the present and the future.173 For

He in His essence transcends time and its periods from pre-eternity to eternity

in the future.174

Q 14. Does He have other attributes than those you mentioned ?
175

Ans. He has perfect sublimity in worth, not in place, because He transcends

location. He is the absolute perfect good desired by every existent,176 and He is

knowledge which is free from the pollution of heedlessness and ignorance.177

Q 15. Do you or do you not attribute to Him speech ?

Ans. Since He knows He must indubitably speak.178

Q 16. If he speaks because of His knowledge, what then is the difference

between Him and Kapila 179 the knower and the other persons of knowledge who

spoke because of what they knew ?
180

170 This question and the answer to it bear a resemblance to V on sutra 1.24. Cf. also V on

sutra 1.26.

171 The word is blurred in the MS.
172 cf. India (quoted by R, p. 174, n. 1).

173 ‘ Future ’ is designated by two words : and o I.

174 cf. kdlendnavaccheddt in sutra 1.26 : sapurvesdm api gurub kdlendnavacchedat ‘ He is also the

teacher of the ancients, for He is not limited by time ’.

175 For questions 14-18 and the answers to them cf. India
,
Hyd., 20 et seq. (= Sachau, i,

28 et seq.), referred to by R, p. 174, n. 4 et seq.).

176 Al-Biruni uses here expressions deriving from Greek philosophical texts translated into

Arabic.
177 cf. sutra 1.25.

178 cf. sfitra 1.27 : tasya vdcakah pranavafy ‘ The word expressing Him is the sacred syllable

“ Om ” Al-Birum may have understood vdcalca here as referring to speech as an attribute of

God {tasya) and not to the sacred syllable * Om * {pranava in the sutra) as expressive of God.

In his translation al-Biruni omits any reference to this sacred syllable.

179 The word occurring in the MS, which Ritter has replaced by was pretty

certainly an Arabic transcription of the Sanskrit name Kapila. Al-Biruni probably transcribed it

or alternatively he might have used the Persian character for ‘ p ’, in which case the

transcription was . Cf. India
,
Hyd., 102. Also cf. India

, Hyd., 54, aJj <uli

*&X\j ‘the sage Kapila, for he was born knowing and wise * (Sachau, i, 72). According

to Vac. under sutra 1.25 the earlier commentator Pancasikha described Kapila as ‘ the first

knower ’. Kapila is the well-known name of a celebrated ancient sage. Cf. R. Garbe, Die Sdmkhya-

Philosophie
,
24 et seq.

180 cf, India , Hyd., 71 : *L&.I ^ j

pjblj ft'*
4 ‘ R§is are the sages who, though they are only human

beings, excel the angels on account of their knowledge. Therefore the angels learn from them,

and above them there is none but Brahman * (Sachau, i, 93).
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Ans. It is time which differentiates them. For the above-mentioned (persons)

learned to know and spoke after (a time) in which they did not know nor speak
;

and through speech they transmitted to others what they knew. Consequently

their speech and teaching are within a (certain) time. As, however, divine

things have no connexion with time, God, may He be praised, knows and speaks

in pre-eternity. It is He who addressed in various ways Brahma 181 and other 182

primal (sages). To some of them God sent down a book, to others He opened a

gate for intermediation (with respect to Him). Again to others He made a

prophetic revelation so that they grasped in thought that which He bestowed

upon them. (R, 175)

Q 17. Whence does He have this knowledge ?

Ans. His knowledge remains in the same state throughout eternity.

Inasmuch as He is never ignorant, His essence is full of knowledge and does not

(need to) acquire knowledge which He did not have. According to what He
says in the Veda which He revealed to Brahma :

4

Praise and eulogize Him who
spoke the Veda and was before the Veda \ 183

Q 18. How can one worship Him who cannot be perceived by the senses ?

Ans. His appellation establishes His existence. For only an (existent)

thing is given a predicate
;
and a name is given only to a nameable (object).184

Though He is inaccessible 185 to the senses, so that they do not grasp Him, the

soul cognizes Him and thought conceives His attributes. This is the pure manner

of worshipping Him. And as a result of constancy and diligence in this manner

of worship some realization is achieved 186 through the above-mentioned

habituation,187 and hindrances are quelled (which prevent) the soul from being

compressed and from compressing (its) faculties so as to prevent their spreading

out and their attachment to what is not real.188

181 cf. Vac. under sutra 1.26. Jjljl is a translation of purvesdm occurring in sutra 1.26.

The difference between Isvara and Brahma is mentioned in Vac. under sutra 1.26. The way the

Arabic version defines the difference between God and the ancient sages derives from sutra 1.26,

the commentaries on it, and probably also from the commentaries on sutra 1.25.

182
is probably a misreading of which occurs in a parallel passage in India

(R, p. 174, n. 9). The misreading may be due to the influence of the last part of the preceding

name
183 cf. V on sutra 1.24 and Vac. under sutras 1.24-5 with regard to Isvara as the author of

the Veda. With regard to Isvara as the knower cf. Vac. under sutra 1.24 and sutra 1.25 itself.

Cf. India
, Hyd., 21 (= Sachau, i, 29).

184 cf. sutra 1.27. Also cf. V and Vac. on the same sutra with regard to a name as proof for

the existence of the object named.
185 Lit. ‘ absent ’.

186 According to a parallel quotation in India (R, p. 175, n. 3) :

4

felicity is achieved ’.

187 cf. R, 171 (11. 15 and 19). With regard to verbal and mental habituation cf. sutra 1.28 :

taj-japas tad-artha-bhavanam ‘ Utterance of it serves to reveal its meaning ’.

188 jj-l j^ju. In Sufi terminology jLi means God. With regard to ‘contraction’ and
‘ obstacles ’ here cf. sutra 1.29 : tatah pratyak-cetanddhigamo ’py antardydbhdvas ca ‘ From
that comes knowledge of the intellect within and removal of obstacles ’

. Contraction seems to be

the antithesis of viksepa ‘ projection ’ mentioned in sutra 1.30.
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Q 19. What are the hindrances which prevent the soul from attaining its

own self ?
189

Ans. The hindrances which (keep) the soul (away) from its proper pure

activity are blameworthy moral qualities, which it acquires because of negli-

gence 190 with regard to that which is obligatory, of sloth 191 in action, of

procrastination,192 of doubt 193 with regard to truth, of impotence 194 due to

ignorance and of the opinion which (sees) the obligatory as not obligatory.195

Q 20. The soul acquires blame because of these hindrances. Are there other

hindrances which are not blameworthy ?

Ans. (The soul) 196
is distracted 197 by preoccupation in the following six

manners : its preoccupation with impulses which come to it without any

intention on its part
;

its preoccupation with created beings 198 whose reincarna-

tion 199
it expects

;
its preoccupation with disappointment in and despair with

regard to its quest
;

200 its preoccupation with change in the body 201 which is

its chariot 202 .. . to it, or its occurrence is in it or in its actions. 203

Q 21. What is the way towards quelling and warding off 204 of (the above) ?

(R, 176)

Ans. The setting apart of one’s thought towards God, the Exalted and

Sublime One, (alone) to the point of not being aware of anything else that

might distract him. 205

189 The expression l^lS Jp JliVi ‘attaining its own self’ is close in meaning to the

expression svarupa-darsanam apy asya bhavati ‘ he gains insight into his own nature ’ in V on

sutra 1.29.

190 cf. pramdda in sutra 1.30 : vyddhi-stydna-samsaya-pramddalasydvirati-bhrdnti-

darsandlabdha-bhumikatvdnavasthitatvani citta-viksepds te ’ntardydh ‘The obstacles are the

distractions of the mind, i.e. error due to sickness, languor, doubt, heedlessness, sloth, and

sensuality, also lack of an objective basis for perception, and instability of perception ’.

191 cf. dlasya in sutra 1.30.

192 Lit. ‘ putting off till to-morrow ’. Perhaps this is meant to render anavasthitatva

‘ instability ’ of sutra 1.30.

193 cf. samsaya in sutra 1.30.

194 cf. alahdha-bhumikatva in sutra 1.30.

195 cf. bhrdnti-darsana in sutra 1.30.

196 For the text up to the word ‘ body ’ cf. sutra 1.31 : duhkha-daurmanasydngamejayatva-

svdsa-prasvdsd viksepa-sahabhuvah ‘ The companions of the distractions are pain, melancholy,

trembling of the body, inhaling and exhaling ’. Also cf. V on this sutra.

197 corresponds to viksepa in sutra 1.31.

198 cf. adhibhautikam in V on sutra 1.31.

199
JjJU- .

See above, p. 309, n. 58.

200 cf. daurmanasya in sutra 1.31.

201 cf. angamejayatva in sutra 1.31.

202 The three words that follow appear to be corrupt. Ritter notes that they are difficult to

read in the MS. For the simile of the chariot cf. India (Sachau, i, 49) :
‘ The soul is in matter like

the rider
[;)

on a carriage (<L>^) . . .
’.

203 The meaning is not clear.

204 cf. pratisedha in sutra 1.32 (see next footnote).

205 This is certainly meant to render sutra 1.32, though the Sanskrit text here does not refer

in any way to God : tat-pratisedhdrtham eka-tattvdbhydsah
< Their removal is effected by repeated

practice aimed at a single entity*, 3]^ corresponds to eka-tattva here. For this answer cf.

India (quoted in R, p. 176, n. 1.).
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Q 22. Is there a thing that ought to be wished for together with the thought

which has been described ?

Ans.206 He ought to wish and desire the welfare of all creatures without

exception, rejoice in its being achieved by them,207 have compassion on the

unfortunate and the afflicted,208 be glad because of the works of the righteous

and the good, 209 shrink from the works of the wicked and the evil. 210 And he

should (obtain) awakening 211 for his soul, 212 so that his breath 213 will not go

away and be lost 214 in the two states of (namely) its retention and expulsion. 215

Q 23. What is his state when he achieves this stage before liberation ?

Ans. 216 (At this stage) his psychic power overcomes his body, the bodily

obstacles have been abolished and he is in control of his (own) self. If he wishes

he makes it as small and subtile as a grain of dust, and if he wishes he makes

it as big and extensive as the air.217 It 218
is like to a crystal,219 in which its

surroundings are seen, so that the things are in it, whereas it is external to them.

In the same way he contains that which encompasses him, 220 so that when

206 For this answer cf. India (quoted by R, p. 176, n. 3).

207 Here jX i Jbj corresponds to maitri in sutra 1.33: mxiitri-karund-muditopeksdndm

sukha-duhkha-punydpunya-visaydndm bhdvandtas citta-prasddanam ‘ By cultivation of affection

for the pleasant, compassion for the unpleasant, delight at good, indifference to evil, calm of the

mind is attained’. jLLi 43 IS"" corresponds to V ad loc.: sarva-prdy,isu

;

to V ad loc.:

sukha-sambhogapannesu.
208 Here corresponds to karuna in sutra 1.33; JUlJLiJIj

(
(>TL1I to

duhkhitesu in V ad loc.

209 corresponds to mudita in sutra 1.33 ; to punydtmake.su in V ad loc.

210 Here j}cj corresponds to upeksd in sutra 1.33; JLo! jo to apunydt-

makesu in V ad loc.

211 This possibly corresponds to citta-prasddam in sutra 1.33.

214 If Ritter’s suggestion is correct, a j should probably be added
: j.

215 Al-Blruni seems to have run the two sutras 1.33 and 1.34 together. The word * *

corresponds to praria in sutra 1.34 : pracchardana-vidharandbhydm vd prdnasya ‘ Or (this is

attained) by breathing out and holding of breath ’. Here corresponds to vidhdrarta ; and

JL-jI to pracchardana.

216 For this answer cf. India (quoted by R, p. 176, n. 3).

217 This corresponds to sutra 1.40
:

paramdybu-parama-mahattvanto ’sya vasikarah ‘ His

control extends from the smallest atom to the greatest magnitude ’. For jJLxx* cf. vasikdra.

For cf. paramanu here and V ad loc. For cf. Maniprabhd ad loc. There seems to be

no reference to sutras 1.35-9.

218 For the present sentence and the following one cf. sutra 1.41 : ksina-vrtter abhijdtasyeva

maner grahitr-grahana-grahyesu tatstha-tad-anjanata samapattih ‘ Samdpatti is the presence in all

(small and large) and the encompassing of all (large and small) on the part of the mind which has

abandoned the functions of knower, knowing, and known, as a good gem shines on all and bears

the image of all ’.

219 The word lj corresponds to abhijato manih in the sutra and to sphatika in V ad loc.

(where the whole illustration is used in a somewhat different way).
220 The Arabic 1?U-I may also mean: ‘that which he comprehends ’. Cf. R, 170 (1. 19),

177 (1. 2).
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union 221 between (the act of) knowing and the known 222
(is achieved) in him—

he being the knower—intellection, he who intellects, and that which is intellected

become in him one thing. 223 (R, 177) And withal he (subsists) within four 224

degrees whose glory and splendour 225
differ. The first is the lowest

;
it (consists

in) the apprehension of the three above-mentioned (i.e. the act of knowing, the

known, and the knower) qua names, 226 attributes, 227 and details which do not

constitute 228 definitions. 229 When he transcends it, (reaching) definitions which

turn the particulars of things into universals, 230 he achieves a second degree. 231

He does not, however, cease in this (state) from (engaging in) details of (his)

knowledge of things. Then, when (engaging in) details is abandoned in his

221 The word Jb^l may correspond to samdpatti ‘ fusion ’ in sutra 1.41.

222 ‘ Known ’ is here in the plural in Arabic.
223 The terms ^JLp, oL^Lil, and jiLJI as well as the terms JJLp, and JSUI, may

correspond to graharba, grahyani, and grahitr (sutra 1.41). The formula affirming the identity in

one subject of the second triad of Arabic terms is often used by the Aristotelian philosophers,

being applied to God.
224 cf. V on sutra 1.46 : sa caturdhopasankhydtah samddhir iti ‘ Thus concentration has been

described according to its four subdivisions ’. This refers to the kinds of concentration discussed

in sutras 1.42-4. For what follows cf. India, Hyd., 53 (quoted by It, 176, n. 3) = Sachau, i,

69-70 :
‘ The Hindus say :

“ If a man has the faculty to perform these things, he can dispense

with them, and will reach the goal by degrees, passing through several stages. (1) The knowledge
of things as to their names and qualities and distinctions, which, however, does not yet afford

the knowledge of definitions. (2) Such a knowledge of things as proceeds as far as the definitions

by which particulars are classed under the category of universals, but regarding which a man
must still practise distinction. (3) This distinction

(
viveka

)

disappears, and man comprehends
things at once as a whole, but within time. (4) This kind of knowledge is raised above time , and
he who has it can dispense with names and epithets, which are only instruments of human
imperfection. In this stage the intellectus and the intelligens unite with the intellectum, so as to

be one and the same thing This is what Patanjali says about the knowledge which liberates

the soul ’. Also cf. India, Hyd., 51-2 (= Sachau, i, 68).
225 The reading of *1^. seems to be doubtful.

226 In the Arabic :
‘ name ’ in the singular.

227 AJU& ‘ attribute ’ in the singular.

228 Lit. ‘ give ’.

229 This has a slight correspondence to sutra 1.42 : tatra sabddrtha-jndna-vikalpaih sahkirrid

savitarka samdpattih ‘ Of these (i.e. within the category of samdpatti) savitarka (the determinate)-

samdpatti is associated with concepts arising from the cognition of the meanings of words ’

{tatra is absent in some versions). For cf. sabda in the sutra. However, al-Blrunl seems to

introduce here conceptions deriving from the epistemology of the Aristotelians. This also seems
to be the case in what follows.

230 cf. sutra 1.49 : srutdnumdna-prajnabhydm samdnya-visaya visesarthatvat. Woods’s
translation here is apparently based on the probably incorrect reading anya (cf. Deussen, op. cit.,

518) instead ofsamdnya ‘ universal ’
:

‘ has an object other than the insight resulting from things

heard or from inferences inasmuch as its intended-object is a particular ’ (Woods, 94). Both

‘ details ’ and ‘ particulars ’ correspond semantically to visesdrtha here, whereas oLiS^
‘ universals ’ corresponds to samdnya. Al-Blrunl may have misconstrued the sutra or the

commentary on it.

231 This differs from the second kind in Patanjali’s sutra 1.43 : smrti-parisuddhau svarupa-

sunyevarthamdtra-nirbhdsa nirvitarka ‘ The nirvitarka (non-determinate samdpatti) appears to

consist of the object alone, as if it had relinquished its own nature, when memory is purified (i.e.

done away with
; or :

‘ when mindfulness is perfected ’) ’.
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knowledge, and when he apprehends things as unified 232 and actualized

according to time, he reaches the third degree. In this (stage), when existence

is separated in his (mind) from time and ... 233 his knowledge of particulars

and universals
;

then not (even) that which is as subtile 234 as an atom 235

is hidden from him .
236 He is superior to one who receives information 237 about

a thing with regard to which something is hidden from him, so that the defect of

a person who hears about (the thing) is not removed 238 by the (act of)

hearing .
239 He can do without designating by names and attributes

,

240 these

being instruments of necessity and need. Thus he has reached the ultimate

(stage) in the noble fourth degree, and deserves to be called truthful .

241

Here ends the first section, (dealing with) making the heart steadfastly

fixed
,

242 of Patanjali’s book.

232 For eJbw ‘when he apprehends things unified’ cf. V on sutra 1.43:

eka-buddhy-upakramah ‘ the formation of a single mental-act ’ (Woods, 82).

233 Ritter indicates a lacuna here.
234 cf. sutra 1.44 : etayaiva savicara nirvicara ca suksma-visaya vyakhydta ‘ By this has been

explained the savicara and the nirvicara samapatti which has subtile objects ’. (This translation

is corroborated by V on sutra 1.46. An alternative translation might be : ‘By this has been

explained the savicara samapatti ; whereas the nirvicara samapatti may be explained as having

subtile objects ’.) Cf. also sutra 1.45 : suksma-visayatvam calinga-paryavasanam ‘ These subtile

objects include the uncharacterized ’.

235 sometimes serves as a term designating ‘ atom ’
; cf. p. 312, n. 80. This, however, is

not the case in Kalam terminology.
236 cf. Bhoja on sutra 1.49 : asyarri hi prajhayarri suksma-vyavahita-viprakrstdnam api

visesah sphutenaiva rupena bhdsate ‘ When this (yogic) knowledge (has been attained), then (any)

particular, even if it be subtile, hidden, or distant, becomes distinctly manifest ’.

237 j-i! may alternatively be rendered by ‘ one who gives information ’.

238 Lit. ‘ cured ’.

239 For cf. sruta , sutra 1.49. The translation proposed in the Arabic text may require

here the emendation of the second in R, 177 (1. 7) into <q. This statement appears to refer

to a discussion similar to that of V on sutra 1.49. Here Jl ‘ one who receives information
’

may refer to agama of V on sutra 1.49, and
<
j>- ‘ is hidden ’ may refer to vyavahita ‘ placed

apart, hidden ’.

24° For cf. sabda in V on sutra 1.49.

241 The Arabic word jjjL*? is often used as a designation of persons venerated on religious

grounds. Thus it is applied to Muhammad’s friend and father-in-law, Abu Bakr, who was the first

Caliph. The description of the last state by the word ‘ truthful ’ corresponds to that of sutra 1.48 :

rtarribhara tatra prajha ‘ In this (calm) the insight is truth-bearing ‘ (Woods, 94). Cf. India , Hyd.,

57 (1. 12) : oJj Oj*2S
°
Jj j ‘ though his degree be lower than that of the saints

’

(Sachau, i, 76). Sutras 1.46, 47, 50, 51 are not reflected in the Arabic text.

242 Lit. ‘fixed in one place’. For uJLaII j\J\ here cf. R, 183 (1. 21), corresponding to

sutra 3.2.



AL-BIRUNI’S ARABIC VERSION OF PATANJALI’S

YOGASUTRA: A TRANSLATION OF THE SECOND
CHAPTER AND A COMPARISON WITH RELATED

TEXTS

By Shlomo Pines and Tuvia Gelblum

The following study contains a translation of al-Biruni’s rendering into

Arabic of the second chapter of Patanjali’s Yogasutra cum commentary. (On
this point see our translation of al-Blrunl’s rendering of the first chapter of

Patanjali’s Yogasutra .)
1 This translation is based on Ritter’s edition of the

Arabic text. 2 Comparison has been made with the unique MS of Ritter’s text

:

Kopriilii, 1589, folios 412a-419a (written on the margins). 3 We have also

compared the text with parallel passages and expressions in al-Blruni’s India.*

In some cases the passages in India are identical, while in others they show
differences. Sometimes these differences are merely stylistic. 5 In other cases

there is a doctrinal divergence. 6

Furthermore, an attempt has been made here to indicate the parallels

between the Arabic version on the one hand, and the Sanskrit text of the

Yogasutra
,

7 as well as its extant commentaries, 8 on the other.

The following is a list of those sutras of the second chapter correspondence

to which may be found al-Blruni’s text: 1-18, 19 (?), 20-31, 33-40, 42-49,

52-55.

The following sutras of the chapter under consideration do not seem to

have been translated or to be reflected in al-Biruni’s text: 32, 41, 50, 51.

On the face of it, it is likely that these sutras did not occur in the text available

to al-Birunl.

Some observations on al-Blruni’s rendering of various terms and passages

of the second chapter may be found in the introduction to our translation of

the first chapter.

Chapter 2

(R, 177, 1. 12) Question 24. What is the way to the degree which is sought

for one who, lagging behind, 9 has not yet reached it ?
10 And how does one

return to it who has fallen from it through a fault which he (committed) with

respect to it ?
11

Answer. If the heart of him who committed a fault were not gone in

wretchedness, 12 he would not have declined from (the degree of) happiness 13

which he had achieved. As for the way of attaining it, in the case of the striving

(aspirant), and the way of return to it, in the case of the one who forfeited it,

it consists in the steadfast performance of acts of worship and in tiring the

body, i.e. fasting, prayer, chants of praise and recitations 14 whereby reward

and recompense are attained, and all that is directed towards the essence of

God, may He be exalted, and by means of which one may come near Him. 15

Q 25. What 16 results for man from (his) exertions, asceticism, and self-

mortification ?

Ans. The result (consists in) his soul turning away from rebellion and (in)

the quietude and tranquillity of his heart on account of the lightening of his

afflictions.17

Q 26. What are these afflictions which burden 18 the heart ?
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Ans. They are ignorance, (wrong) opinion, desire, hatred, 19 and the

attachments. 20 The greatest of these is ignorance, which serves for them as

a root and basis. 21 Through them, or through most of them, man’s destruction

(comes about). Creatures have erred a long time because of them and have

perished through them. In a self-mortifying ascetic, however, they subsist

potentially and do not actively manifest themselves, just as seeds placed in a

granary do not germinate, although (the capacity for) germination is latent in

them

;

22 and as a frog stunned by a blow, when not in water, does not revive

upon the (dry) land, though it be alive. 23 For asceticism and self-mortification

have weakened these (afflictions), so that they have been enfeebled, have
withered and have come to the verge of being reduced to nothing. On the

other hand, in the case of one who does not yet practise asceticism they are

vigorous, strong, 24 and manifest. If he quells and attenuates one of these 25

(afflictions), its place is occupied in force by another one whose evil has in-

creased. Accordingly he does not gain anything by the removal of (one

particular affliction). 26

Q 27. What is the meaning 27 of these forces which afflict 28 the heart and
corrupt man ? (R, 178)

Ans. Ignorance consists in representing a thing in a way contrary to its

true reality. Thus (an ignorant person) regards the impure as pure, pleasure

as good, distress as well-being, the earthy turbid body as eternal 29 and as

being man himself; he is ignorant of the fact that (man) is the soul rather

than 30 (the body). 31

(Wrong) opinion is the confusion of things so that one does not differentiate

between them and, because of the resemblance,32 imagines them to be one and
the same thing. Thus one may have the (wrong) opinion that the corporeal

subject which intellects and an abstract intellect are, with respect to existence,

one and the same thing
;

33 (or) one may not distinguish between the light of

sight 34 and the light of the sun or that of a lamp, and may regard the two
lights as identical.

Desire (consists in) coveting the goods of this world and the turning of

one’s attention towards the pleasures of the senses like roses, sandalwood 35

of Andhra (?),
36 and the chewing of the betel 37 leaves after meals for the sake

of savour and (the arousing of) lust.38

Hatred 39 (occurs) whenever distress and pain are inflicted 40 upon the body,

or grief and anxiety upon the soul. This leads to aversion and to the mani-

festation of a hostile attitude towards them (bringing about) their 41 subjuga-

tion 42 with a view to cutting off the ties 43 with them. 44

The attachments 45 are accessories 46 and additions to volitions and other

(things). 47 For instance in the case of lusting 48 after women (R, 179) : one

cannot gain access to them except through accessories which help (in obtaining)

success. Such (accessories) are presents (offered) when meeting them, con-

stantly cleansing and perfuming oneself on account of their nearness, (trying

to) make them bolder by playful (ways) and other (things) by means of which
prestige is acquired in their (eyes) and love is won. (Another) example which
(belongs) to the accessories of repugnant things is the (thought) of future 49

death when reflection is applied to the various kinds of the causes (of death). 50

When vigorous and dominant, all this 51 hinders the heart from making an
effort (to do) what is obligatory and find rest from the affliction. 52

If, however,

(the afflictions) have been enfeebled by means of the asceticism, the self-

mortification and the abstinence referred to above, they become like unto

roasted seeds 53 which (cannot) be made to germinate through being sown in
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the ground, and like unto stewed frogs which cannot be revived through being

plunged into a water tank.54 Their corrupt and corrupting activity is (thus)

annulled, so that it does not emerge into being. Thereupon they disintegrate

like the simple (components) of the body when these return to their 55 wholes. 56

Q. 28. What is the reason 57 for effecting in these five burdensome 58 forces

the enfeeblement, the separation, and the removal referred to above ?

Ans. The desire for liberation. For when (the forces) encompass and
inundate the soul, it

59 cannot but acquire . . . .

60 Among them requital through

recompense and 61 compensation. Although in the other (world) these are

imagined, in this world they are perceived by the senses and known. 62 For

instance Nandikesvara. 63 When he offered many sacrifices to Mahadeva, the

greatest of the angels, 64 he merited paradise and was transported to it in his

corporeal form and became an angel. (Another) instance (is) Indra, chief of

the angels. When he fornicated with the wife of the brahmana Nahusa, 65 he

fell under a curse and was transformed into a snake after having been an angel.

While the soul is exposed to acquiring compensation, it will be necessarily

entangled and will not 66 find liberation from its bonds despite its being pre-

occupied with it.

Q 29. Has entanglement a cause other than this, and in what way will you
find compensation with regard to it ?

Ans. Ignorance is in true reality the hindrance (preventing) liberation.

The other (afflictions) that come after it,
67 although they are factors (bringing

about) bondage, go back to ignorance. The latter is their source and place of

origin. Entanglement has no cause (R, 180) other than it. The soul vis-a-vis

these factors 68 may be compared to a grain of rice within its husk. 69 As long

as (the grain) has the husk with it, it has the disposition (required) for sprouting

and for ripening, and it alternates between its being generated and generating. 70

When, however, the husk is removed from it, these occurrences cease. It is

purified (and thus becomes fit) for permanent existence in a (changeless) state. 71

As for requital, it exists in the (different) kinds of beings in view of the fact

that the soul 72 repeatedly passes (through various changes) with respect to

the length or shortness of the span of life and to abundance of or deficiency

in well-being. 73

Q. 30. What is the state of the soul 74 when it comes (to subsist) between

rewards and the (consequences of) sins and thereupon is entangled in the trap 75

of births for the purpose of (receiving) benefit or punishment ?

Ans. It alternates according to what it has opted for and obtained, between

comfort and discomfort, and oscillates between pain and pleasure. 76

Q 31. Are, then, all entangled 77 souls equal in this matter or do their

states differ ?

Ans. Discomfort and pain only are the lot of the cognizant 78 soul, since

the comfort of this world is the discomfort of the hereafter. 79 For in truth

(comfort) can scarcely be obtained except through sinning in some respect. 80

And also for the reason that the man endowed with knowledge grasps the

essence 81 of good and evil, and therefore comfort (obtained) by way of requital

is transformed, as far as he is concerned, into discomfort. 82

Q 32. What ought he to do at this point ?

Ans. (He ought) to turn away from that which generates entanglement

and engenders (a specific) station 83 (in existence). 84

Q 33. And what are they ?
85

Ans. If the knower is not separated from the known (objects) he is with

them, and consequently, because of this conjunction between him and them,
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he is not liberated. 86 For in truth this conjunction only exists because of a

certain ignorance. 87 But for the latter he would have been separated from the

known (objects). 88

Q 34. How is this ? (R, 181)

Ans. The intention with regard to each known (object) seen (by the knower)

is the cognition of its elements 89 (namely, the knowledge) to which of the five

(elements) it (belongs). (By ‘ the five elements ’) I mean earth, water, fire,

wind, and sky. 90 (A further purpose is) the cognition (of the known object)

with regard to its quale 91
;

(i.e.) does it (belong to) the class of pure good or to

the class of pure evil or to a class which is a mixture of the two ?
92 This

cognition comes about through the intermediary of the senses. 93 Now, the

senses 94 are untruthful on account of errors 95 occurring in them. That, how-
ever, which has no truth in it is not known with certitude. And that which
has become voided of certitude must have been overtaken by ignorance.

Q 35. How (can) the class of a known (object) be discerned ?

Ans. If it is knowledge it (belongs to) the class of pure good
;

if it is activity

it (belongs to) the intermediary mixed class
;

if it is persistence it (belongs to)

pure evil. 96

Q 36. What is the cause which necessitates the conjunction between the

knower and the known ?

Ans. The knower, without the known, is in his essence 97 a knower in

potentia
;
he is actualized only through the known. 98 And it is for the sake of

(the knower) that the known is known. 99 For this (reason) the conjunction

between the two is necessary.100

Q 37. If it is through the known that the knower is a knower, how 101 then

will he (subsist) in the abode of liberation, since there is no known (object)

there ?
102

Ans. The knower becomes a knower through the known only in the stage

of entanglement, which is far from true cognition. In it knowledge is like unto

a fantasy which is acquired by means of strategems and of effort. For in it

the known is within the sphere of hiddenness and concealment. In the abode
of liberation, on the other hand, the veils are removed, the coverings are lifted,

and the impediments eliminated. In it the (knower’s) essence is cognizant 103

only and nothing but that. 104

Q 38. How is separation which replaces the conjunction (in question)

achieved ?

Ans. As long as a thing which (belongs to) the known (objects) is unknown
the desire to know it keeps increasing until it (becomes) known, whereupon this

desire subsides.105 The sensibilia which are objects of knowledge are not,

however, true reality which is as fixed as the intelligibilia ,

106 When this is

established with certitude which is not subject to any doubt, the conjunction

(in question) comes to an end

;

107 the knower is separated from the known
(objects) and in consequence is isolated and disengaged.108 This is the meaning
of liberation.109

Q 39. What happens to the knower when he is isolated and disengaged ?

(R, 182).

Ans. Seven things happen to him, three of them in the soul, namely
immunity from committing sins and the disclosure . . . this . . . the . . .

no and
four in the body, namely (a) regarding pleasures as pains, and (b) (considering)

that the stuff 111 (of the feeling) of pleasure is ignorance, and (c) that the com-
prehension of that necessitates the knowledge of the contraries of their causes, 112

and
(
d

)

that the result of this is the effective 113 removal of these causes.114
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Q 40. Whereby are these seven things achieved ?

Ans. By means of the qualities which render the knower pure and holy. 115

Q 41. What are they and how many are they ?

Ans. These are eight qualities. 116 The first of them, speaking in general

terms, is refraining from evil. 117 Speaking in detail, it is abstaining from harming

any living being,118 and avoidance of lying, 119 of robbery 120 and of fornication, 121

as well as keeping aloof from mingling with this world 122 without making
abandonment of (all) this conditional upon (a specific) time rather than another

or (a specific) place rather than another. 123 In these matters one should not

restrict oneself to the avoidance of the deed (but should also) avoid giving

orders concerning (the execution of the deed) as well as being pleased with the

doer (thereof). 124 Though the species of evil are many in respect of their

magnitude, their forms and the quality of the motives (to which they owe

their impulsion), all ofthem pertain either to greed or to anger or to ignorance. 125

Furthermore, their forms 126 differ (for they present both) the extremes of

excess and deficiency as well as the intermediate degrees. 127 If things are known
by means of their opposites and of what is different from them,128 and if,

furthermore, it is known that whenever one kills, and thereby, through ignorance

occasions pain and distress to the (person) killed, (the consequence which) is

not hidden is that his retribution for this (act) is likewise composed, as was

his act of ignorance and the infliction of pain
;

129 then, this being so, he who
avoids killing is recompensed by the opposites of those two (i.e. ignorance and

infliction of pain).130 Then nothing attacks him in order to harm him.131 For

why should anything attack him, since (any) two antagonists are equal in his

view so that he sees them as one form and as (having) one and the same degree.

He does not pronounce judgement in favour of the snake and against the

mongoose or vice versa. 132 As for falsehood, how base it is in its essence !

Whoever holds that veracity is good and prefers it is rewarded in paradise with

the highest of the latter’s degrees. 133 Whoever preserves his soul from the devil

of robbery and the villainy of theft is given the capacity to perceive with his

eyes the treasures 134 which are on the surface of the earth and those which

are in its womb. 135 Whoever does not defile it (his soul) with fornication is

granted the capacity to be able (to perform) whatever marvellous actions he

desires. 136 In this places and times shrink for him.137 Whoever sets himself

apart from this world (R, 183) and does not mingle with it sees his state in the

past before he entered (his) present form, so that he knows how (the state) was

and where he was. 138

The second quality is holiness, outward and inward. Whoever intends to

purify and cleanse the body 139 magnifies (?)
140 hereby its impurity and con-

sequently he regards it with disgust, loathes it, and turns away from it to the

love of what is not impure
;
hence he prefers the soul to the body. 141 Whoever

fasts (abstaining) from food refines his body, 142 cleanses his limbs, and

sharpens 143 his senses. 144 Whoever is content and is not greedy relaxes from

fatigue and is set free from servitude.145 Whoever recites 146 many (formulae of)

praise to the angels and the spiritual beings 147 makes his heart familiar with

(the particular angel or spiritual being) among them whom he aims at by
means of these (formulae), and the communion between the two 148 becomes

manifest. 149 Whoever applies himself assiduously to glorifying and extolling

God 150 (achieves this
:)

his heart turns away from whomever is not (God),

and he 151 returns to Him and abides with Him in peace. 152

The third 153 quality is quietude. 154 For whoever aspires to (obtain) a thing

seeks it, and seeking is motion, and with motion (stirred) by desire comes the
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cessation of ease. Hence when he renounces all things singly and generally,

and does not attach his attention to any one of them, he is truly at rest. 155

He is rewarded by not being harmed by heat or cold, by not suffering pain from

hunger and thirst, and by not feeling any need
;
accordingly he is at peace. 156

The fourth 157 quality is the quieting of breath through inhaling and
exhaling of air and suspension of the two (i.e. of inhaling and exhaling) so

that one becomes like one sojourning in the depth of water (and) doing without

air. 158 Whoever realizes this (has the following :) his heart is divested of what-

ever turbidity it contained. 159 It is therefore able to do whatever it wishes.160

The fifth 161 (quality) is the compression of the senses (which are held) to

oneself 162 (and prevented) from spreading out, so that one does not apprehend
anything but (that which is) inside (oneself) and does not know that beyond
the subject that apprehends there is anything else. 163 Thereby one is able to

subjugate and dominate (one’s) senses. 164

Here ends the second section (dealing with) guidance 165 towards the praxis

which 166 has been treated previously in the first section.

Appendix

I. Some rectifications of Ritter’s printed text.

(1) R, p. 167, 1. 9 : the MS has j rather than

as Ritter’s text has it. Accordingly the translation ought to be :

£

. . . books

of arithmetics and astronomy ’ rather than c books of arithmeticians and

astronomers ’ (cf. our translation, BSOAS, art. cit., 309, 11. 13-14).

(2) R, p. 168, 1. 1 : the MS has diliij and not diUJ.

(3) R, p. 168, 1. 11 : the MS has and not J^. Cf. BSOAS, art. cit., p. 311,

n. 76, where has been proposed as an emendation.

(4) R, p. 168, 1. 20: the MS has and not The reading j*-}Jl is

proposed.

(5) R, p. 169, 1. 6 : the MS has jiUil and not jlUI. Accordingly the translation

ought to be :
‘.

.
.
(according to) the sciences’. Cf. R, p. 167, 1. 11:

fill\j (UkLI gj\ & |lUb

(6) R, p. 169, 1. 16 : the MS has JUil jyT rather than jUi
I j as R has it.

(7) R, p. 170, 1. 4: the MS appears to have rather than or

suggested by Ritter. Possibly the word should be read vA- Accordingly

the translation would be :

c

. . . has severed the ties of desire ’. Cf. R, p. 178,

1. 16 :
Jo jUaJI

tjr& blj.

(8) R, p. 171, 1. 4 from bottom : Ritter reads AA which he amends to

(cf. BSOAS, art. cit., p. 316, 1. 2 from bottom :
‘ two periods ’). The reading

uyj* seems preferable in view of R, 183, last line, where the correct reading

appears to be ol^il (rendered by us as ‘ occasions ’) rather than Ritter’s

In the context joj and have practically the same meaning.

(9) R, p. 173, 1. 13 : the MS has rather than Accordingly the

translation would be :

€

because of his primordial (character) ’. Cf. a

parallel passage in India, Hyd., 20 (Sachau (tr.), i, 27) where one MS has

and the other

II. Some rectifications of our translation of the first section (BSOAS, art. cit.,

302-25) with some additional references.

(1) art. cit., p. 312, 1. 6 :
‘.

. . mixtures . .
.’—Arabic

:

glzA. Cf. India, Hyd.,

p. 35, 11. 2-3 : olo^l—translated by Sachau in a rather vague way :

£

. .

.

the . .

.

bodies, being from their nature compounds of different things . .
.’

(Sachau (tr.), i, p. 46, 11. 11-12).
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(2) art. cit., p. 313, n. 92 : For the reading ^UII £

jungles
5

here, rather than
Ritter’s suggested jLiil

£

desert ’,
£

waste lands ’, cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 93,

11. 11-13 :
^UJI J Evidently j in the latter text should be

emended and accordinglythe translation would be :

£

. . . anchorites . . .

roaming in the jungles ’ (rather than Sachau’s translation :

£

. . . anchorites

. . . swim in the pools ’
;

Sachau (tr.), i, 121). Cf. the Sanskrit terms
vanaprastha (derived from vana-prasthd == £

setting out for the forest ’ in

e.g. Nagojl’s Vrtti on YS 2.1), aranyayana
£

betaking oneself to (hermit life

in) the forest ’ (Chandogyopanisad 8.5.3), parivraj-
£

to wander (as a

mendicant) ’ (Brhadaranyalcopanisad 4.4.22). Also cf. Gautama’s Nydya-
sutra 4.2.41 (ed. W. Ruben, Leipzig, 1928, 126) : aranya-guhd-pulinadisu

yogabhyasopadesah
£ The instruction is that yoga should be repeatedly

practised in places such as forests, caves, and on river-banks ’.

(3) R, p. 171, 1. 2 from bottom : the MS has JUiJVI. Ritter’s reading is

wusJlj JUiiVI. The reading as proposed in our article, p. 317, n. 134, is

But comparison with R, 183, last two lines from bottom,

^'A' W® *** V (Ritter’s reading is whereas
the MS has oJA'), suggests the reading jujusJIj JLaiJVI. The sentence should

accordingly be rendered as follows :

£ But by means of continuous applica-

tion, as a result of which division and multiplicity (lit. numbering) dis-

appear, the faculty in question . .
.’. The latter reading ojJusJb J Lai; VI,

furthermore, accords with India
,
Hyd., p. 56, 11. 7-9 : *?LJl zjSLiJl J ul^

h J^ili V olAb ‘—4A

1

tA' oV ^-UJl i

J

j Jr

V JSCidb zj&M jp £x j (Sachau (tr.), i, 74, 11. 10-17 :

£

. . . it is necessary

that cogitation should be continuous, not in any way to be defined by
number

;
for a number always denotes repeated times

,
and repeated times

presuppose a break in the cogitation occurring between two consecutive

times. This would interrupt the continuity, and would prevent cogitation

becoming united with the object of cogitation ’). If the reading JUilVI

is retained, the translation would be :

£

. .

.

as a result of which affects

and numbering disappear, the faculty in question . .
.’.

(4) art. cit., p. 319, 1. 2 : after
£

rank ’ close parentheses.

(5) art. cit., p. 321, 1. 23 :

£

. . . some realization is achieved through the above-
mentioned habituation ’. Replace by £

the same realization is achieved as

the one achieved by habituation ’.

(6) art. cit., p. 342, 1. 1 : insert after
£

compression ’
:

£

within yourself’.167

1 In BSOAS, xxix, 2, 1966, 302-25. Incidentally, through misunderstanding the first

introductory remarks in that study, a recent bibliographical work (Hajime Nakamura, Religions
and philosophies of India: a survey with bibliographical notes

, [//,] Hinduism
, Tokyo, 1974,

VII-21) confuses the text of al-Biruni which is under consideration with a different work of his,

the Risala fifihrist hutub Muhammad ibn Zahariya 1

al-Razi. It may also be noted in passing that
what has been listed as a Chinese version of a commentary on the Yogasutra in another recent
bibliographical work (K. Potter, Bibliography of Indian philosophies, Delhi, 1970, 528, No. 6326)
turns out to be a text belonging to the Buddhist Yogacara school (cf. review by T. Gelblum in

Asia Major
, xix, 2, 1975, 276 f.).

2 H. Bitter, ‘ Al-Blrunl’s tjbersetzung des Yoga-sutra des Patanjali’, Oriens
,
ix, 2, 1956,

165-200 (henceforth abbreviated as R). The edition has been compared with the unique MS
of the text.

3 We refer to the pagination known to Ritter. Since then the pagination of the MS has been
changed : fols. 417a-424a instead of fols. 412a-419a.

4 Kitdb fi tahqiq md li H-Hind or al-BirunYs India (Arabic text), Hyderabad, 1958 (hence-
forth abbreviated as India, Hyd.).

5 e.g. India, Hyd., 70, 11. 13-14: JJ&li yj l$i "ul c-jUS" j j

JI-lJ-I aJLaj L£-l Jl which corresponds to R, 179, 11. 14-15: Q <uli jktjf JCJ . . .
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LjJl ajJU 4^0^11 jjip Jv\y>}\. That it is not always India that

has the shorter version can be seen from the following example. India,
Hyd., 20, 1. 9, reads

aoLaj JLl> ^JiJl ^aII IJU <—jLsS"" (J JjLJI Jli which corresponds to R, 173,

. 12 : JlL

6 For instance see the nine rules of virtuous conduct as given in India ,
Hyd., 56. These

correspond in part to the description of the ‘ qualities ’ which refer to the astangani
‘ eight limbs, or stages ’ in Yogasutra, ch. 2, sutra 29 et seq. (see R. 182-3).

7 Alias Pdtaiijalasutrani. Henceforth abbreviated as YS. References are made to the
edition printed in P. Deussen, Allgemeine Geschichte der Philosophic, i, 3, Leipzig, 1908, 511-43
(abbreviated as Deussen).

8 The following commentaries have been used.

I Vyasa, (Patahjalayogasutra-)Bhasya (written between a.d. 350 and 650, probably in the
sixth century a.d., according to Winternitz). Edition : Rajaram Sastri Bodas (ed.),

BSS, Bombay, 1892. (Abbreviated as Vy.).

Subcommentaries on I

(a) Sankara Bhagavatpada,
( Pdtahjalayogasutrabhdsya-)Vivarana (eighth century a.d.,

according to P. Hacker, who defends the identification of this author with Sankara,
the celebrated Advaitin. See P. Hacker, ‘ Sankara der Yogin und Sankara der
Advaitin \ in G. Oberhammer (ed.), Festschrift fiir Erich Frauwallner

,
Wien, 1968,

119-48). Edition : Rama Sastri and Krishnamurthi Sastri (ed.), Madras Government
Oriental Manuscripts Library, 1952.

(b) Vacaspati Misra, Tattvavaisaradi (c. a.d. 850). Edition : as in 1(c). (Abbreviated
as Vac.)

Subcommentaries on 1(6)

(i) Raghavananda Sarasvati, Patahjalarahasya (sixteenth century a.d. ?). Edition

:

Sdnga yogadarsana, Gosvami Damodara Sastri (ed.), CSS, Benares, 1935.

(ii) Hariharananda Aranya (a.d. 1869-1947), Bhdsvati. Edition : in I(6)i.

(c) Vijnanabhik$u, Yogavarttilca (mid-sixteenth century a.d.), comments on the YS and
parts of Vyasa ’s Bhasya. Edition : Narayan Misra (ed.), Pdtahjalayogadarsanam,
Varanasi, 1971.

(d) Nagesa Bhatta ( — NagojI Bhatta), Bhdsyacchdydkhyavrtti (end of seventeenth century
and first half of eighteenth century a.d. according to P. V. Kane and P. K. Gode).
Edition : Jivanatha Misra (ed.), Pdtahjaladarsanam

,
Benares, 1907 (henceforth

abbreviated as Bhasyacchaya).

(
e
)
Nagoji Bhatta (= Nagesa Bhatta), Pdtahjalayogasutra-)vrtti. This is a separate
commentary, patently different from the prec. though not unrelated to it. Edition :

Dhundhiraj Sastri (ed.), Yogasutra with six commentaries
, KSS, 83, Benares, 1930

(henceforth referred to as Vrtti).

II Bhojaraja (= Bhojadeva), Rajamartanda (= Bhojavrtti) (tenth century a.d. according
to S. Dasgupta

;
early eleventh century a.d. according to R. Garbe). Edition : Rama-

sankar Bhattacarya (ed.), Patahjalayogasutra, Varanasi, 1963.

Subcommentary on II

(a) Kr$navallabhacarya, Kirana (nineteenth-twentieth century a.d.). Edition : Yoga-
darsanam, Benares, 1939.

III Ramananda Sarasvati, Maniprabhd (c. a.d. 1592 according to J. H. Woods). Edition

:

in 1(e).

IV Bhavaganesa, Pradipikd (seventeenth or eighteenth century a.d. according to Dhundhiraj
Sastri). Edition : in 1(e).

V Ananta, Yogacandrikd (— Padacandrika
)
(nineteenth century a.d. according to Dhun-

dhiraj Sastri). Edition : in 1(e).

VI Sadasivendra Sarasvati, Yogasudhdkara (twentieth century a.d. according to Dhundhiraj
Sastri). Edition : in 1(e).

VII Narayana Tirtha, Yogasiddhantacandrikd (seventeenth century a.d. according to

Ramasankar Bhattacarya). Edition : Ratna Gopala Bhatta (ed.), CSS, Benares, 1911.

VIII Baladeva Misra, Yogapradipika. Edition : Dhundhiraj Sastri (ed.), KSS, 85, Benares,
1931.

IX Krsnavallabhacarya, Bhasya (see 11(a)). Edition : in 11(a).

9 For the Arabic word here cf. the term manda 1
slow-moving, tardy, sluggish ’ in

Nagesa’s commentary on sutra 2.1
: yogddhikdrinas trividhd manda-madhyamottamdh kramendru-

ruksu-yuhjana-yogdruclha-rupdh ‘ Those appropriately engaged in yoga are of three kinds : the
tardy, the middling, and the most excellent, namely the novice (or aspirant, lit :

cc
the one who

wishes to climb ”), the practiser (lit: “the one applying himself”), and the adept (lit: “ the
one who has mounted on ”, i.e. is in control of yoga) in successive stages ’. Also cf. Baladeva
ad loc.

10 There is some similarity between this question and the one formulated by Vyasa in his
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introduction to sutra 2.1 : katham vyutthita-citto ’pi yoga-yuktah sydd iti ‘ How can even one
whose mind is aroused be disciplined in yoga ? \ Also cf. Bhoja’s commentary ad loc.

11 There is some similarity between this part of the question and Hariharananda Aranya’s
gloss (in his subcommentary on Vac. under sutra 2.1) on the expression vyutthita-cittasya ‘ of the
mind which has been aroused ’

: nirantara-dhydndbhydsa-vairdgya-bhavanasamarthasya cetasali

‘ Of a mind which is incapable of mentally cultivating meditation, repeated practice, and detach-
ment without interruption ’. The latter, however, does not necessarily imply the idea of relapse

or backsliding, which is clearly expressed in the Arabic text.

12 Ritter’s emendation slli has been adopted. The MS has L l and not UlLi as Ritter’s

text has it.

13 S^LuJI. The term occurs in a similar context in India
,
Hyd., 21 ;

tr. E. Sachau, Alberuni’s

India
, London, 1910, reprinted Delhi, 1964, I, 29 (henceforth referred to as Sachau (tr.)) in a

passage parallel to one in the first chapter of al-Blruni’s translation of the Yogasutra (cf. R,
p. 175, n. 3).

14 Lit :
‘ readings ’. Cf. India , Hyd., 61 : Jl (Sachau (tr.), i, 80).

15 cf. sutra 2.1 : tapah-svddhydyehvara-pranidhdnani kriyd-yogah ‘ Yoga of ritual acts consists

in asceticism, recitation (of formulae), and the directing of one’s mind to the isvara ’.

otaUJI ‘ steadfast performance of acts of worship ’
: cf. kriya-yoga in the sutra. Al-Blrunl

appears to consider kriya-yoga as co-ordinate with the rest of the sutra. Unlike all other
translators, al-BIruni correctly understood here kriyd to mean ‘ ritual act ’ and not ‘ activity ’ in

general. Cf. the use of the same term in sutra 2.36 below : ... kriyd-phala . . .
‘ the fruits of

ritual acts . . .’ (cf. Manusmrti 6.82 ; Bhagavadgitd 2.43 ; 11.48 ;
Jaimini’s Mimarysasutra 1.2.1 ;

and elsewhere). Also cf. Bhagavadgitd 6.1 : ... kdryam karma karoti yah . . . na niragnir na
cdkriyah ‘. . . he who does action that is required (by religion) . . . not he who builds no sacred
fires and does no ritual acts ’

; and cf. ibid. 6.3 : druruksor muner yogary karma karanam ucyate /
yogdrudhasya tasyaiva samah kdrayam ucyate ‘ For the sage when he is a novice in Yoga the
ritual act (karma) is called the means; for the same man when he is an adept quiescence is

called the means ’. Also cf. Sankara’s Brahmasutrabhdsya 2.2.42, where a similar series of
distinctly acts of worship is referred to as bringing about the dwindling away of one’s klesa£

(cf. YS 2.2). As for the single occurrence of kriyd in the YS in a different meaning, i.e. as
‘ activity ’ in the widest sense, in sutra 2.18 (praJcasa-kriya-sthiti-silam . . . drSyam), it is explicable

as a reference to an old or common fossilized cliche. OaJI ^LjI ‘ tiring the body ’
: cf. tapah in

the sutra, and its gloss as sarira-sosanam kdya-sosah ‘ emaciating (or drying up) of the body ’

(e.g. Baladeva, Ramananda ad loc., cf. Yajnavalkya’s pronouncement quoted in Madhava’s
Sarvadarsanasarigraha, ch. on the Patanjala-dar^ana : ... sarira-Sosanam prdlius tapasdry tapa

uttamam ‘ the drying up of the body is traditionally considered as the highest of all ascetic

practices ’ (Poona, 1951, p. 367). Elsewhere al-Birunl seems to have rendered tapas by cJuJtJaill

and
^

(India, Hyd., 56-7). On tapas as belonging to ritual methods for achieving

contact with a deity and on the concept of * the generating of creative glow ’ expressed by the
term, cf. J. Gonda, Change and continuity in Indian religions , The Hague, 1965, 294; idem

,

Die Religionen Indiens, I, Stuttgart, 1960, 185. Also cf. H. Jacobi, Die Entwicklung der Gottesidee

bei den Indern, Bonn, Leipzig, 1923, 29. Also cf. Bharuei’s com. on Manusmrti 12.87 : tapas . . .

karmangam * tapas ... is an auxiliary to the ritual ’ (cf. J. D. M. Derrett (ed. and tr.), Wiesbaden,
1975, i, p. 283 = ii, p. 428).

oUljjillj SjJLaJlj ‘prayer, chants of praise and recitations’: cf. svadhyaya in the

sutra and Vy. ad loc. : svddhyayah pranavddi-pavitrdndm japo moksa-sastradhyayanary va ‘ The
term svadhyaya stands either for repeated utterance of such purifying formulae as the syllable

om, or for the study of doctrinal texts on liberation ’. (Cf. Sankara on Chdndogyopanisad 1.12.1).

Ganganatha Jha’s translation of the term svadhyaya by * self-teaching ’ (G. Jha, Yoga-darshana ,

Madras, 1934, 75) and J. W. Hauer’s by * eigenes Forschen in den heiligen Schriften ’ (J. W.
Hauer, Der Yoga, Stuttgart, 1958, 244) are over-restrictive and misleading. A. Danielou’s

rendering of the term by ‘ self development ’ (A. Dani61ou, Yoga—the method of re-integration,

London, 1949, 22) is even less justifiable. ‘ Study ’, i.e. ‘ recite for the purpose of study ’ is

rather a specialized meaning of the Vedic term svadhyaya. Its derivation from the centre

-

meaning ‘ individual recitation, rehearsing to oneself ’ is plainly explicable given the cultural

context of oral transmission (cf. the English ‘ to read ’ with its specialized meaning * to study ’).

In the YS, however, the relevant meaning is ‘ recitation ’, especially if the statement in sutra 2.1

is considered as applying the ancient Indo-Iranian triad of ‘ deed, word, and thought ’ (cf.

Bhdsvati ad loc.). Thus tapas would represent bodily action, svadhyaya—voice activity, and
isvara-prayidhana—mental activity, the triplet presenting a series of progressive interiorization.

Cf. the parallel use oi japa ‘ repeated utterance ’ in sutra 1.28, and the relation of svadhyaya to

ista-devatdsamprayoga, ‘ communion with the chosen deity ’ in sutra 2.44. For, as E. Conze
puts it, ‘ The mantra is a means of getting into touch with the unseen forces around us through
addressing their personifications. ... To pronounce a mantra is a way of wooing a deity . .

.’

(E. Conze, Buddhism—its essence and development, London, 1953, 183). Also cf. the explicit

classification of svadhyaya as a speech (vac) activity in contradistinction from bodily (iarira)

and mental (manasa) activities in Bhagavadgitd 17.15 and in Vatsyayana’s commentary on
Gautama’s Nyayasutra 1.1.2. The employment of svadhyaya for yoga training can be traced
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back to the Brahmanas (see §atapathabrahmana 11.5.7.1, referred to by H. von Glasenapp,
Die Philosophic der Inder , Stuttgart, 1948, 218). In the Brhadaranyakopanisad (4.4.22) vedanu-
vacana (recitation, or study by recitation, of the Veda) is presented, besides sacrifice, charity,
asceticism (tapas), and fasting, as means of

4 knowing Him \ In his Yogasdrasangraha Vijna-
nabhik§u treats svadhyaya as itself embodying the principle of withdrawal or interiorization

:

he presents a graduated classification ofsvadhyaya into (a) vocally expressive
(vdcika), (5) secretive,

i.e. restricted to lip-movements
(upamsu), and (c) purely mental

(mdnasa )
(G. Jha (ed.), Bombay,

1923, 37
;

quoted by S. Lindquist, Die Methoden des Yoga , Lund, 1932, 112). Madhava’s
Sarvadarsanasangraha (Patanjala-dar^ana) includes tantrika as well as vaidika formulae (mantras

)

as illustrations of svadhyaya. Also cf. R, p. 173, 1. 10 (tr. BSOAS, art. cit., p. 319, Ans. to Q 11)

;

India
,
Hyd., p. 61, 1. 2 (Sachau (tr.), i, 80), R, p. 183, 1. 6.

«UI (Jlo 4JJI oli aj -UaL L JSj : cf. isvara-pranidhdna in the sutra. Also cf. the

expression isvarabhimukhikarana 4

directing oneself to the isvara ’ in a definition of the Sanskrit
term referred to by Baladeva’s com. on the sutra. (See, however, al-Birum’s rendering of the
term in sutra 2.45 below : n. 152.) The term isvara-pranidhana has frequently been restrictively

rendered by translators of the Yogasutra. Thus 4

resignation to the Lord ’ (J. R. Ballantyne,
The aphorisms of the Yoga philosophy , Book 11 , Allahabad, 1853, 2 ; reprinted, Calcutta, 1960, 40)

;

‘ resignation to God ’ (Rajendralala Mitra, Yoga aphorisms of Patahjali, Calcutta, 1883, 41)

;

‘ making God the motive of action ’ (Rama Prasada, Patahjali's Yoga Sutras
, Allahabad, 1924,

88) ;
‘ complete surrender to God ’ (Svami Hariharananda Aranya, Yoga philosophy of Patahjali ,

Calcutta, 1963, 126). These translators, like most of the extant commentaries, were evidently
misled by Vyasa, who exhibits in his restrictive interpretation here a bias in favour of the
Bhagavata bhakti movement. Vy. ad. loc. : isvara-pranidhanarri = sarva-kriydnam parama-
gurav arpayam tat-phala-samnyaso va, i.e. the dedication (or alternatively : attribution

;
for

this interpretation of arpana cf. both of Nage^a Bhat^a’s commentaries on sutra 2.1) of all

actions to the Supreme Teacher, or the renunciation of their fruit (cf. Bhagavadgitd 3.30; 5.10
with Sankara’s versus Ramanuja’s com. ad loc.; 9.27; 12.6; 18.56-8). Divergence from
Vyasa’s interpretation of the term, however, is already indicated in Vac. under sutra 1.23,
where he discusses the term. The Sanskrit term in itself is applicable to three different levels

or types of action: (a) (bodily) prostration of the body: cf. e.g. Bhagavadgitd 11.44a: tasmdt
pranamya pranidhdya kayam . . ., (b) (verbal) prayer : cf. Narayana Tirtha on sutra 2.1 :

pranidhanam = stuty-adi-janitd bhaktih
, i.e. a devotion generated by chants of praise, etc.,

(c) (mental) contemplation, meditation : cf. Hariharananda Aranya’s com. on sutra 2.1 :

isvara-pranidhanary tu mdnasah samyama iti , i.e. the term refers to mental ‘ Discipline ’ (the
three-staged meditation); and cf. the same commentary on sutra 1.23: sarva-karmdrpana-
purvam bhdvana-rupam pranidhanam na tu karmdrpanam 4 pranidhdna consists in such meditation
that is preceded by dedication (or : attribution) of all actions, and it does not consist merely in
the dedication of action ’

;
and cf. Bhoja on sutra 3.20. By conflating the irrelevant usages

(a) and (b) with the relevant one (c), this ambiguity or multivalence of the term prariidhdna
seems to have been systematized and rendered constructive or functional by Vac. under sutra 1.23.
Here Vyasa had commented : isvara-pranidhdndd — bhakti-visesdd. . .

4

. . . — by supreme (rather
than “ special kind of ”, pace Woods, H. Jacobi, and others) devotion ’. On this Vac. comments :

. . . mdnasdd vdcikat kayitvdd ‘. . . mental, verbal and bodily ’, correspondingly with (c), (b), and
(a) above. This wide and integrated interpretation of the term here was later adopted by
Sadasivendra Sarasvati’s commentary on sutra 2.1 : isvare lilaya svikrtdtimanoharahge parama-
gurau kaya-vdh-manobhir nirvartito bhakti-visesah pranidhanam 4

pranidhdna means supreme
devotion performed by body, speech, and mind with regard to the isvara as the ultimate preceptor
(or : teacher) who has sportively assumed an extremely captivating body ’. (Cf. the Jaina division
of duspranidhdna ‘ misdirection ’ into mano- 4 mental ’, vag-

1

speech ’, and kdya-
4

bodily ’.

See R. Williams, Jaina Yoga
,
London, 1963, 135.) Other commentaries, followed by some

modern scholars (e.g. S. Dasgupta, Yoga as philosophy and religion, London, 1924, 142) viewed
the meaning of isvara-pranidhana in sutra 2.1 as being different from that of the same term in
sutra 1.23 (see e.g. Baladeva on sutra 2.1), and various solutions were advanced to the problem
ensuing from the assumed divergence of meaning (see e.g. Bhavaganesa on sutra 2.1). In
translating isvara-pranidhana in sutra 1.23 al-Biruni seems to have followed an interpretation
similar to that of Vac. ad loc. (see R, 173, Ans. to Q 11, BSOAS, art. cit., 319 ; also cf. R, p. 175,
1. 8 ; India, Hyd., 60-1). He then consistently translates the Sanskrit term in sutra 2.1 in a

similar manner. In translating the Sanskrit term in sutra 1.23 he uses the words oL<J1 and
a-b-j aw! j -Uajb (R, 173) ; and in translating the term in sutra 2.1 he quite

similarly uses the words and aJI <q JLj am! o!S <u JUah L JSj (R, 177).

Al-Biruni’s translation of sutra 2.1 implies (a) an understanding of this sutra as referring back
to sutra 1.23; and (b) an understanding of tapas, svadhyaya

,

and isvara-pranidhana as being
closely interconnected in one well-integrated process. These two points are similar to the
explanation propounded by H. Jacobi. The latter points out (a) that the pair of expressions
svadhyaya and isvara-pramdhana of sutra 2.1 corresponds to the pair of expressions taj-japa
(‘repeated utterance of the symbolic syllable orri ’) and tad-artha-bhdvana (contemplation on
the meaning of that syllable, i.e. on the isvara) of sutra 1.28 respectively. Jacobi shows (b) a
further correspondence in that isvara-pranidhana follows svadhyaya (cf. also sutra 2.32) in the
same manner as tad-artha-bhdvana follows taj-japa (H. Jacobi,

4 Hber das urspriingliche Yoga-
system ’, SPAW, Phil-hist. KL, 1929, 605, reprinted in his Kleine Schriften, Wiesbaden, 1970,
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706). On the wider underlying problem of the textual structure of the Yogasutra and the inter-

relations between its chapters 1 and 2 see F. Staal, Exploring mysticism , London, 1975, 90-5

;

cf. R. Garbe, Samkhya und Yoga , Strassburg, 1896, 40). For the meaning of the term pray,idhana

relevant to the YS, cf. its use in Gautama’s Nydyasutra 3.2.41 as referring to one of the causes

of recollection. It is defined by Vatsyayana’s com. ad loc. : susmursaya manaso dharanam
pranidhanam susmursita-lihganucintanam vd ... ‘ pranidhana is the fixing of the mind
(i.e. narrowing the field of attention) with a desire to remember (an object in question), or

alternatively : the pondering on the characteristics peculiar to the object desired to be recalled ’.

And cf. Vacaspati Misra’s Tattvakaumudi on Sahkhyakdrika
,
karika 7 :

pranihita-manah 4 one
whose mind is fixed (on an object which cannot be seen due to its minuteness) ’

;
Bharavi’s

Kiratarjuniya 6.39 :
pranidhaya cittam and Mallinatha’s com. ad loc. : visayantara-parihdre-

natmany avasthapya ...
4

fixing (his mind) on the self to the exclusion of (all) other objects . .
.’.

Also cf. Sankara’s Brahmasutrabhasya 2.2.42 : . . . yad api tasya bhagavato ’bhigamanadi-lalcsanam
aradhanam ajasram ananya-cittatayabhipreyate tad api na pratisidhyate sruti-smrtyor isvara-

pranidhanasya prasiddhatvat
4 Nor do we mean to object to the inculcation of unceasing con-

centrating of mind on the highest Being which appears in the Bhagavata doctrine under the

forms of reverential approach etc.
;

for that we are to meditate on the Lord we know full well

from Smrti and Scripture ’ (tr. G. Thibaut, SBE). For Patanjali’s definition of isvara see

YS 1.24. For a general account of the term isvara cf. J. Gonda, 4 The isvara idea ’ in his Change
and continuity in Indian religion

,
The Hague, 1965, 131 seq.

16 The reading Lj which is in the MS has been adopted instead of l*\j which occurs in Ritter’s

printed text.
17 cf. sutra 2.2 : samddhi-bhavanarthah klesa-tanukaranarthas ca

4 (The yoga of ritual acts)

has as its aim the cultivation of concentration and the attenuation of the afflictions ’. JUj Vl

in the Arabic text corresponds to Mesa-tanukararia

;

JUaj'i—klesdji (cf. BSOAS, art. cit., p. 309,

n. 51). R. C. Zaehner’s rendering of klesa in sutra 1.24 by 4

care ’ (in his The Bhagavadgita ,

London, 1973, p. 141) is rather far-fetched. For an early attestation of the term klesa as used
in the YS cf. i§vetdsvataropanisad 1.11 : ... ksinaih klesair janma-mrtyu-prahdnih,

4

. . . when the

afflictions have dwindled away there is cessation of birth and death ’ (and see n. 20 below).

Also see H. Jacobi, art. cit., 590, 593 , cf. E. Lamotte, 4

Passions and impregnations of the

passions in Buddhism ’, in L. Cousins and others (ed.), Buddhist studies in honour of I. B. Horner,

Dordrecht, 1974, 91 seq. The expression samadhi-bhavand (or possibly a commentator’s inter-

pretation of this expression) appears to be rendered by Lj . . . However, al-Biruni

seems to have rendered the term below in sutra 2.45, R, p. 183, 1. 8, by samadhi can

mean 4 adjustment, settling, fixing ’, as well as
4

reconciling ’ (cf. sarridhi
4

union, reconciliation ’).

And see n. 152 below.
18 cf. the original meaning of JUjI

—

4

weights, burdens ’.

19 In the plural in the Arabic text.
20 In the plural in the Arabic text. This passage corresponds to sutra 2.3 : avidyasmita-raga-

dvesabhinivesah pahca klesah ‘The five afflictions are ignorance, egoism, desire, hatred, and
clinging (to life) ’. Some editions and MSS omit the word pahca 4

five ’ in this sutra. (For the

fivefold division of the klesas here cf. the expression pahca-klesa-bheddm ...
4 whose parts are

the five afflictions ’ in the fcvetdsvataropanisad 1.5, according to the reading adopted by the

critical edition in R. Hauschild’s Die Svetasvatara-Upanisad, Leipzig, 1927, reprinted Nendeln,

1966, p. 4.) For a different list, of six klesas, cf. the Buddhist Dharmasangraha ascribed to

Nagarjuna (ed. Kenjiu Kasawara, Max Muller, and H. Wenzel, Anecdota Oxoniensia, Aryan
Series, i, Pt. v, Oxford, 1885, 14): 1. rdga ‘desire’, 2. pratigha ‘hatred’, 3. mana ‘pride’,

4. avidyd
4 ignorance ’, 5. kudrsti

4

false belief’, 6. vicikitsd
4

scepticism ’. For further Buddhist
groupings of klesas—of eight, and of ten, beside the widely adopted group of three (i.e. rdga
4

desire ’, dvesa
4

hatred ’, and moha 4

delusion ’) see the PTS Pali-English dictionary s.v. kilesa

(where, however, the Pali words rdga
, dosa, and moha are incorrectly translated as

4

sensuality,

bewilderment, and lust ’). There is an obvious agreement of the Arabic text with regard to

four out of the five klesas. Jb
4 opinion ’ does not prima facie accord with asmitd

4

egoism,

ego-awareness ’ (cf. below Ans. to Q 27). Vy. and Vac. ad loc. describe all the five klesas as

viparyayas 4 modes of erroneous knowledge ’ (cf. YS 1.6, 8 with Vy. ad loc. ; Sahkhyakdrika 47 f.

[henceforth abbreviated : $A] [reference is made to karikas] with Vacaspati Misra’s Tattva-

kaumudi ad loc .

;

for an explanation : Jacobi, art. cit., 598-9). The latter or a similar term

may account for the fact that al-Biruni regards jlall as one of the klesas. (In rendering viparyaya

in sutras 1.6, 8 above, R, 171, however, he used the Arabic word and for vikalpa—jkil,

whereas the reverse, i.e. the use of the latter Arabic term for the former Sanskrit term and of

the former Arabic term for the latter Sanskrit term, would have seemed more appropriate.)
21 cf. sutra 2.4 : avidyd ksetram uttaresam prasupta-tanu-vicchinnoddrdnam 4 Ignorance is

the ground for the rest, whether they be dormant, attenuated, interrupted, or vigorous ’.

Cf. Gautama’s Nydyasutra 1.1.2, where a similar causal relation between mithya-jhana 4

false

or defective cognition ’, and the triad of dosas
4

defects ’, i.e. rdga 4 attachment ’, dvesa 4 hatred,

aversion ’, and moha 4

delusion ’, is implied. For a similar position of the concept of avidyd
(Pali : avijja) in Buddhism cf. K. N. Jayatilleke’s article avijja in G. P. Malalasekera (ed.),

Encyclopaedia of Buddhism , m, fasc. 3, 455.
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22 Vy. on sutra 2.4 (cf. Vy. on sutras 2.2 ; 2.10 ; 3.50 ; 4.27) also uses the simile of the seeds

but refers to ‘ burnt
(
dagdha

)

seeds ’ rather than seeds in a granary. Cf. R, p. 179, 1. 6. And see

next note.
23 For this simile, and its juxtaposition with the preceding one, in the Arabic text here

cf. Bhasarvajna’s Nyayabhusana (tenth century), ed. Svami Yogmdrananda, Varanasi, 1968, 576 :

tatra ye jiva avidyavanta eva pare brahmani layarri gacchanti tesdm manduka-curnavad anirdagdha-
bija-bhdvatvat punar-utpattis tato ragadi-yogdt punah-samsara iti

4 As for those individual selves

which attain assimilation into the supreme brahman while still possessing ignorance, they are

reborn on account of the fact that their seeds (of rebirth, i.e. of mundane existence) are unburnt,
like the powder (i.e. minute seeds ?) of the martduka (plant), and in consequence of desire etc.

(i.e. hatred and delusion—the three dosas 4
faults ’, cf. klesas) they become enmeshed in further

rebirths \ Evidently the word manduka here is a plant name, although its botanical identification

cannot be conclusively ascertained. The word is attested in lexicons as a name of various plants,

notably
:

(a) as kutannata (i.e. Cyperus rotundus L. according to Monier-Williams) in Sivadatta’s

Sivakosa (an early seventeenth-century lexicon of medicinal plants, ed. R. G. Harshe, 4 Sources

of Indo-Aryan Lexicography ’, 7, Poona, 1952, stanza 41) ;
(b) as sonaka (i.e. either (i) Oroxylum,

indicum Vent., or (ii) Cyperus rotundus^ L.—according to Monier-Williams) in the Visva(-prakasa)

(early twelfth century), quoted by Sivadatta in his self-commentary, ibid.). Further, in the
Amarakosa (which does not have manduka as a plant name) we find in 2.4.131 (ed. A. A. Rama-
nathan, Madras, 1971, i, 294) kutannatam with several synonyms, all of which appear in Monier-
Williams as Cyperus rotundus L. If

4

seeds ’ are meant by curna above, then Cyperus rotundus L.

is a more likely candidate than Oroxylum indicum L. (of the Bignonia family), since the seeds

of the former are approx. 1 mm. in diameter. (Cf. also Vy. under YS 4.25
:

yatha pravrsi

trnankurasyodbhedena tad-bija-sattanumiyate ...
4 As the existence of seeds is inferred from the

fact that a blade of grass sprouts during the rains . . .’.) The Cyperus rotundus L. seems to have
been known under the names musta and mustd (cf. Monier-Williams) to the Bower manuscript
(fourth century)

;
cf. its medicinal use in a mixture ’with pulverized iron (

ayo-rajas
) (A. F. R.

Hoernle (ed. and tr.), The Bower manuscript (Archaeological Survey of India. New Imperial
Series, xxii), Calcutta, Part ii, 1894-5, ch. iv, p. 55, 11. 17, 19 (text), p. 135, 11. 5-9 (translation)).

The Oroxylum indicum Vent., under the name syondka (cf. Monier-Williams) also seems to have
been known to this manuscript (Hoernle (ed. and tr.), Part n, p. 36, 1. 8 (text), p. 98, 1. 12

(translation)). Al-Blruni may have found in the text of the commentary used by him the expres-

sion manduka-curna. This would account for the Arabic text here having uyaJb jpJtLI
4

as a frog stunned (or crushed) by a blow (or by beating) ’
: the Sanskrit word manduka

commonly means 4

frog ’
;

the word cury,a can mean 4

pulverized, pounded \ However, the
mistaking of manduka as referring to a frog rather than to the plant bearing this name seems
to have occurred already in Vac. under YS 1.19 in an amplified version of the simile in question.

The latter reads
:

yatha varsatipdte mrd-bhdvam upagato manduka-dehah punar ambhoda-
vdridhdrdvasekan manduka-deha-bhavam anubhavatiti

4 Just as in the absence of rains a frog’s

body, after having been reduced to a state of earth, when sprinkled with water from a cloud
experiences again the state of being a frog’s body ’. This misunderstanding in Vac. of manduka
as

4

frog ’ may have been encouraged by the observable connexion of the revivification of frogs

with the advent of the rainy season, as expressed in the well-known 4 frog-hymn ’, Bgveda
7.103.1-2 : samvatsaram sasaydna brahmana vrata-cdrinah / vacant parjanyajinvitdm pra manduka
avddisuh // divyd dpo abhi ydd enam ayan dftint nd suskant sarasi sdydnam / gdvdm aha nd mayur
vatsininam mandukanam vagnur dtrd sdm eti

4 The frogs having lain (dormant) for a year, as

brahmans practising a vow (of silence), uttered forth their voices roused by the Rain deity.

When heavenly waters have descended upon each of them lying like a dry leather bucket in a

(dried-up) lake, the sounds of the frogs build up in concert like the lowing of cows accompanied
by (their) calves ’. The simile under consideration recurs in Vac. under sutras 1.27 and 2.17

where the corresponding passages significantly have udbhijja
4

a plant ’ and udbhijja-bheda
4

a kind of plant ’ respectively for manduka-deha 4

a frog’s body ’. Accordingly Raghavananda
Sarasvati’s com. Pdtahjalarahasya on Vac. under sutras 1.27 and 2.17 offers the gloss : udbhijja
— mandukadi. (Also cf. Nagoji’s Vrtti under YS 1.19, where the same simile has mrd-rupah
4 having the form of earth ’ for mrd-bhdvam upagatah, and under YS 2.17.) The possibility cannot
be ruled out that al-Biruni had the expression mrd-bhdvam upagatah in a similar passage in the
commentary used by him, and mistook the noun mrd 4 lump of earth, clay ’ for the verbal root

meaning 4

to crush, pound, trample on, bruise ’, and hence rendered it by 4

to stun

by a blow ’ in the Arabic text here. It is also conceivable, however, that the latter Arabic
expression is due to al-Biruni’s having misunderstood the expression atipdte to mean 4

attacking,

knocking out ’. Such a meaning for this word seems to be attested through the expression
prdndtipdta

(
Ramayana 1.58.22, crit. ed. G. H. Bhatt, Baroda, 1960). A similar misunderstanding

—either by al-Biruni or by the commentary used by him—of the word martduka as referring to

a frog rather than to the plant bearing that name may underly the similar simile occurring in the

Arabic text below in Ans. to Q 27 = R, p. 179, 1. 6 I <j jJLJI V

(j \ V ^LLAJISj 4 they (the enfeebled afflictions) become like unto

roasted seeds which (cannot) be made to germinate through being sown in the ground, and like

unto stewed frogs which cannot be revived through being plunged into a water tank ’. Also

cf. Mahabharata 12.204.16 (Poona ed.), for the simile of the 4 burnt seeds ’.
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24 Amend hyi instead of ly of Ritter’s text.

25 The Arabic text has here Jb-I ‘ one of those two i.e. one of a pair of afflictions. See

following note.
26 There is a correspondence between (a) prasupta (

c dormant ’, i.e. latent) in sutra 2.4 and
the state of potentiality of the afflictions described in the Arabic text

; (b ) tanu (

c attenuated
i.e. sublimated or weakened ;

cf. tanukarana ‘ attenuation ’ in sutra 2.2) in the same sutra and
the state of weakness of the afflictions mentioned in the Arabic text, (c) uddra (‘ vigorous

i.e. operative) in the same sutra and the state of strength of the afflictions mentioned in the

Arabic text, (d) vicchinna (‘ interrupted i.e. intercepted, deferred) and the process of substitution

of one affliction by another described in the last sentence of the same paragraph in the Arabic
text. The rendering of vicchinna by ‘ interrupted ’ is supported by Vy. on sutra 2.4, which
defines vicchinna as the replacement of one klesa by another.

27
til**—the plural form.

28 Lit :
‘ burden ’.

29 Lit : ‘ pre-eternal ’.

30 An alternative rendering would be: ‘he (himself) is the soul rather than (the body) ’.

Cf. India, Hyd., 30 (Sachau (tr.), i, 40): Jij y> by+~J
m j ‘They call the soul purusa';

BSOAS, art. cit., 307.
31 cf. sutra 2.5 : anityasuci-duhkhdndtmasu nitya-suci-sukhdtma-khyatir avidya ‘ Ignorance

is the apprehension of the impermanent as permanent, of the impure as pure, of pain as pleasure

and of not- self as self’. There is a correspondence between J^JLI and avidya ,
and y&tk!1

—

akuci and suci, SJLiJI and 4s- lj

—

dubkha and sukha. The error referred to in the Arabic text, that

the body is pre-eternal—or eternal— is to some extent paralleled by Vac. on sutra 2.5, where
reference is made to the practice of drinking soma in order to become deathless. The mis-

apprehension of the body as man himself, referred to in the Arabic text, derives presumably
from a passage similar to Vy. on sutra 2.5 : tathandtmany dtma-khydtir bdhyopakarayesu cetana-

cetanesu bhogddhisthdne vd sarire purusopakarane vd manasy andtmany dtmakhydtir iti ‘ Similarly,

apprehension of self in what is not self :

‘
‘ apprehension of self in what is not the self is appre-

hension of self in what is an animate or inanimate extraneous auxiliary, viz. the body, which is

rather the location of sense-experience, or the mind, which is rather a tool of the purusa ”

And cf. Sadaiivendra Sarasvati on sutra 2.5. Apparently al-Biruni rendered purusa according

to its original meaning ‘ man ’. It may be added that the distinction between the body and
‘ man ’ was a commonplace^ of dominant trends of Greek and Arabic philosophy (cf. BSOAS,
art. cit., 307). The words \j\>~ reflect a Greek philosophical conception. See, however,

the sixteenth-century a.d. commentary Mayiprabha ofRamananda on sutra 2.5 : tathd pariydma-
duhkhe bhoge sukhatva-bhrantih ‘ Similarly, the erroneous cognition of the property of happiness

in pleasure which is (ultimately tantamount to) distress on account of (its subsequent) transforma-

tion (into the latter) ’. Al-Biruni may have encountered an early version of this ^explanatory

remark. But it should be noted that while the Istanbul text has here X-lj I a-fljlj, a

parallel passage in India, Hyd., 52 has ZXZj y* l JJj T\yJ- <daj cJljT L jl cYaj^j (Sachau

(tr.), i, 68 :
‘.

. . and perceives that that which it held to be good and delightful is in reality bad
and painful ’). This version seems to approximate more closely than that of the Istanbul MS,
which may be corrupt, to the meaning of sutra 2.5.

32 derives from the same root as oLiil which is rendered here by ‘ confusion ’.

33 Here the idea of confusion between JSUI and JSUI, in spite of the difference

of terminology, corresponds to sutra 2.6 : drg-darsana-saktyor ekdtmaJtevdsmitd ‘ Egoism is the

state in which the faculty constituted by the seeing( -agent, i.e. purusa) and the faculty con-

stituted by the sight(-instrument, i.e. citta) appear as being essentially one (i.e. identical) ’

.

(Deussen’s version reads here eva instead of iva. The latter variant is, however, more plausible.

It is supported by the semantically and syntactically similar use of iva in sutra 2.54. For sakti

here, cf. sutra 2.23). But al-Biruni has JaJl, which he uses to render vikalpa (R, p. 171, 1. 8) and

perhaps viparyaya (R, p. 178, 1. 1), whereas the sutra here has asmitd ‘ egoism, ego-awareness,

feeling of personality ’, the concept of which implies but is not identical with ‘ wrong opinion ’.

Cf. BSOAS, art. cit., 306.

34 For the expression j

y

‘ the light of the eye ’ cf. caksuhprakdsa in YS 3.21. For the

underlying concept see Narayana’s Manameyodaya 2.2 (ed. C. Kunhan Raja and S. S. Suryana-

rayana Sastri, Adyar, Madras, 1933, 9) : caksur nama kaninikantara-gatam tejo . . .
‘ What is

known as the sense of sight consists of the light situated inside the pupil of the eye ’. And cf. for

the varieties referred to in the Arabic text here op. cit., p. 155 : tejas . . . arka-candragni-naksatra-

suvaryadi-rupam nayanendriya-rupam ca ‘ Light (or : fire ; German : Glut) is of two kinds

:

(a) that which has the form of the sun, the moon
,
(ordinary) fire, the stars, gold, etc., and (b) that

of the form of the sense of sight ’. Also cf. Gautama’s Nydyasutra 1.1.12 and 3.1.30 (ed. W. Ruben,
Leipzig, 1928) ;

Annambhatta’s Tarkasangraha ed. Y. V. Athalye, Bombay, 1930, 8, and notes

ad loc. Also cf. S. Bhaduri, Studies in Nydya-Vaisesika metaphysics, second ed., Poona, 1975,

153-4 :
‘.

. . each sense is constituted of the physical substance whose specific quality it

apprehends . . . the visual sense is composed of light (tejas), since it is the instrument of the
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sensation of colour which is the specific quality of light; and similarly for the rest of the

senses
35 cf. Sada&vendra’s commentary on sutra 2.5 : . . . srak-candana-vanitadau . . . \ . . such as

garlands, sandalwood, and women . . .* as an illustration of pleasure. Cf. Madhava’s Sarva-

darsanasahgraha, ch. ‘ Patanjaladarsana ’ (Poona, 1951 ed., 361). Al-Biruni may have encountered

a similar expression in the earlier commentary which he used.
36 The word ^ may be an attempted transcription of andhra, the name of a South

Indian country, whose western border could have been conceived (in North India) as extending
as far as the Western Ghats

(
malayadri ). For the likelihood of the association of Andhra with

sandalwood cf. Dandin’s Dasakumaracarita, seventh ucchvasa, ed. Kale, fourth ed., Delhi,

1966, 177. In India, however, the name andhra seems to be transcribed as jAil
(
India, Hyd., 201,

Sachau (tr.), i, 299), I (Hyd., 135, Sachau (tr.), i, 173), and the derivative form ^ I (loc. cit.).

Alternatively
<_£

Vi JjULvdl may be an attempt at transcribing candanadri ‘ the Sandal

mountain ’, or ‘ deriving from the Sandal mountain ’, referring to the Western Ghats in South
India, known as the source of the best sandalwood, and frequently referred to in Sanskrit

literature. A further possibility is to read here ^ j jJI, i.e. deriving from the dardura moun-

tain (well-known for its sandalwood, cf. e.g. Kalidasa’s Raghuvamsa 4.51).

37 The MS may be read which is the form occurring in al-Biruni’s India, Hyd., 468 :

aj J*xJI 3\j jl b aJI\j

*.
. . the power of digestion is so weak that they must strengthen it by eating the leaves of betel

after dinner, and by chewing the betel-nut. The hot betel inflames the heat of the body . .
.’

(Sachau (tr.), n, 152). Also cf. India
,
Hyd., 144 (Sachau (tr.), i, 180). The usual Sanskrit word

is tambula. For a detailed account of the custom of chewing betel leaves see M. N. Penzer ‘ The
romance of betel-chewing ’ in his Poison-damsels and other essays in folklore and anthropology

,

London, 1952, 187 et seq. Penzer traced the earliest description of this custom to Sanskrit

medical works of the first century a.d. Thus, op. cit., p. 201, n. 1 :
‘ We find it mentioned by

Su^ruta in a section on digestion after a meal (ch. xlvi) where it says that the intelligent eater

should partake of some fruit of an astringent, pungent or bitter taste, or chew a betel leaf

prepared with broken areca-nut, camphor, nutmeg, clove, etc.’. Cf. L. Lewin, Vber Areca
catechu

,
Chavica betle und das Betelkauen, Stuttgart, 1889 ; W. Krenger, * Betel ’, Ciba-Zeitschrift

(Basel), No. 84, 1942.
38 cf. sutra 2.7 : sukhanusayi rdgah ‘ Desire is consequent upon pleasure ’. The printed

edition of Sankara Bhagavatpada has in the sutra here the variant anujanmd ‘ born from,

produced from ’ instead of anusayi, evidently due to replacement of the latter word by an easier

synonym. Ramananda Sarasvati glosses : sukham anusete visayikaroti ‘ It leans towards
pleasure, i.e. it makes it its object \ This accounts for Woods’s translation :

‘ Passion dwells

on pleasure ’ and J. W. Hauer’s :
‘ Die Sinnlichkeit erscheint im Bewusstsein als Lust ’ (op. cit.,

244). (Cf. Vijnanabhiksu, ad loc.
;
and the translations by Ballantyne, G. Jha, and Rajendralala

Mitra.) But Vyasa seems to explain the term anusayi by sukhanusmrti-purvah ‘ preceded by
the memory of pleasure A similar idea to that expressed by the sutra here seems to be presented
by Kanada’s Vaisesikasutra , sutra 6.2.10: sukhdd rdgah ‘From pleasure (arises) desire’.

(Cf. Sankara on Bhagavadgita 2.27.) Evidently, the point of sutra 2.7 of the YS, and of the
whole section, is to claim that passions are caused, and to show what the cause is—i.e. sense-

objects contact. Thus the sutra introduces and justifies the subsequent technique of the removal
of this cause, namely the graduated withdrawal from the contact of the senses with their objects.

39 In the plural in the Arabic text.

40 So should apparently be vocalized : j.

41 R has here a footnote reference numbered 4 which is apparently due to a printing error.

Further apparently erroneous references to a footnote 4 on R, 178 occur in 11. 5 and 17 (after the
fourth word).

42 The MS has ^UVLj followed by 1*-. We propose to read U>
43 Or :

‘ their causes ’. may be interpreted in both ways.
44

cf. sutra 2.8 : duhkhanusayi dvesah ‘ Hatred is consequent upon pain ’. The expressions

pratigha ‘ repulsion ’, manyu ‘ wrath ’, jighdmsa ‘ antipathy ’, krodha ‘ anger ’ in Vy. on this

sutra correspond more or less to LZa! of the Arabic text here.

45 jbW. Cf. R, p. 178, 1. 1.

46
£>]>>, lit. ‘ consequent upon ’.

47 This corresponds to sutra 2.9. There are two versions of this sutra
:

(a) sva-rasa-vahi
viduso ’pi tatha(-)rudho ’bhinivesah ‘ Clinging (to life) persists (lit. : flows on) by force of one’s

(or its) own (i.e. intrinsic—not due to extraneous causes such as pain and pleasure) nature (or

impulse ; schoh : = rasa = samskara, vasana
, motivating latent impressions) and is similarly

ingrained (cf. Sankara Bhagavatpada’s gloss: rudho ’bhinivistah sthirab, i.e. “deep-seated,
firmly fixed ”

; or alternatively : notorious, cf. Vijnanabhik§u’s gloss : rudhah = prasiddhah,
i.e. “ widely known ”) even in (the case of the) learned ’. (This version is commonly printed
together with Vy. For the reading arudha the meanings ‘ incurred ’ and ‘ intensive ’ may also

be considered here.)
(
b ) sva-rasa-vahi viduso ’pi tanv-anubandho ’bhinivesah ‘ Clinging (to life),

VOL. XL. part 3. 37
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which is attachment to the body, persists by force of one’s own nature (or impulse) even in the
learned (This version, which was reprinted in Deussen, is attested in the editions printed by
Ballantyne in 1853, and later by Rajendralala Mitra with Bhoja’s commentary in 1883, and
noted as variant in the Chowkhamba edition of 1930, pace J. W. Hauer, op. cit., p. 466, n. 3).

Version
(
a

)

appears to be a corruption of (6), although the possibility cannot be ruled out that
even tanv-anubandha of

(
b

)
in turn is due to a commentatorial interpolation. The latter possibility

would lend support to J. Filliozat’s rendering of the term abhinivesa in the YS by ‘ obsessions
’

(J. Filliozat, ‘ The psychological discoveries of Buddhism ’, in his Laghu-prabandhah, Leiden,

1974, 147). Accordingly the term abhinivesa in the sutras themselves would not be restricted

to the meaning of ‘ clinging to life ’ i.e. fear of death, as interpteted by Vy., Bhoja, and other

commentaries. It would rather be a blanket-term for prima facie uncontrollable, congenital

instinctive attachments, which differ from rdga and dvesa in that they are (a) not temporary but
continuous (cf. vahi) and (b) not caused by any extraneous motivation, but are natural, or—as

amplified by commentaries—are due to subconscious pre-natal conditions, i.e. experiences in a

previous life which left their latent traces
(
samskdras ). Thus the case of fear of death would be

a mere exemplification of the wider concept of abhinivesa. This would be in consonance with
the general use of the term in Buddhism and the rest of the literature other than the com-
mentaries of the YS (see, however, S. Dasgupta, Yoga philosophy in relation to other systems of
Indian thought , Calcutta, 1930, 68). Moreover, Vyasa himself seems to use this term in a wider
sense: ‘adherence to a view’ (Vy. on sutra 2.18; cf. S. Dasgupta, Yoga as philosophy and
religion , London, 1924, 101). Also cf. the late Tattvasamasa which uses the term synonymously
with prasakti ‘ attachment ’ and defines absence of vairdgya (‘ detachment ’) as sabdddi-visayesv

abhinivesah ‘ clinging to objects such as sound ’ (ed. J. R. Ballantyne, Mirzapore, 1850, 6-7).

For the use of svarasa in the sutra here cf. e.g. Apadevi’s MimdmsdnydyapraJcasa , ed. and tr.

F. Edgerton, London, 1929 s.v. in glossarial index. For the opposition between svarasavahi and
anusayi in the preceding two sutras cf. the Nyaya-Vaisesika distinction between samsiddhika
‘ natural ’ and naimittika ‘ dependent on an extraneous cause, induced ’ (e.g. in Prasastapada-
bhasya

, ed. Narayan Misra, Varanasi, 1966, 218 ;
Annambhatta’s Tarkasangraha , ed. A. Foucher,

Paris, 1949, 73). For viduso ’pi in the sutra above cf. Bhagavadgita 2.60. Al-BIruni’s Arabic
text may perhaps reflect an early commentary which understood abhinivesa to stand for attach-

ment in the wide sense, and which exemplified the concept by two types of ‘ obsessions ’ or

inborn instinctive drives, i.e. the sexual desire and the fear of death, both of which were accounted
for by experiences in a previous life which left their latent impressions. Al-Biruni apparently

used version (b) and took anubandha to mean ‘ accessory ’. This signification of the word is

attested.

48 Arabic:
49 Lit :

‘ is expected death ’.

60 In speaking of abhinivesa Vy. and other commentaries on sutra 2.9 mention the fear of

death, but al-Biruni’s text does not correspond to them.
51 Referring to the afflictions (klesas) enumerated in R, p. 178, 1. 1.

62
Jaj is viewed by al-BIruni as a rendering of klesa. Cf. above R, 177.

63 cf. Vy. on sutra 2.10 : te pahca Mesa dagdha-bija-kalpdh ‘ the five afflictions (when they
have become) like burned seeds ’. The simile of the burned seeds recurs in Vy. under sutras

2.2, 11, 13, 26; 3.50; 4.28 (cf. Sankara’s Brahmasutrabhdsya 3.3.30). Nagoji’s Vrtti amplifies:

Mesa dagdha-bijavad vandhyd bhavanti ‘ The afflictions are sterile like burned seeds ’ (under

sutra 2.2 ; cf. Vac. ibid.).
64 See n. 23.
55 i.e. the wholes of the elements, earth to earth, water to water, and so forth.
66

cf. sutra 2.10: te pratiprasava-heyah suksmdh ‘When subtile they (i.e. the afflictions)

should be relinquished by resorption ’. For the meaning ofpratiprasava cf. sutra 4.33 : purusartha-

sunydndm gunanam pratiprasavah kaivalyam svarupa-pratisthd vd citi-saktir iti ‘ The state of

kaivalya consists in the resorption (into prakrti, ‘ primordial Nature ’) of the gunas (constituent

qualities) no longer (motivated by) the self as a purpose, or alternatively (it may be defined as)

the state in which the faculty of consciousness is established in its own nature ’. There does not

seem to be sufficient justification for Deussen’s attempt to differentiate between the meanings
of pratiprasava in the two sutras : 2.10 :

‘ Diese (Kle^a’s), soweit sie fein (latent, unbewusst)

sind, miissen iiberwunden werden durch eine (asketische) Gegenanstrengung (
pratiprasava

)

’

;

4.33 :
‘ Die Riickstromung der von den Zwecken des Puru?a freien Guna’s ist die Absolutheit,

oder auch sie ist die in ihrer eigenen Natur verharrende Kraft des Geistes ’. Cf. Vy. on sutra 2.2.

Also cf. the use of the related term prasava ‘ production, evolution ’ in SK 65.

57 may also be rendered by ‘ cause ’ or ‘ means ’. This last rendering may be suggested

by the reference to sutra 2.11 : dhyana-heyds tad-vrttayah ‘ Their functions (i.e. their manifesta-

tions, or the afflictions in their gross and active phase) should be relinquished by meditation ’.

58 SLij . Cf. v-JJiD R, p. 178. may correspond to sthula ‘gross’ in Vy. on

sutra 2.11.
69 Or :

‘ they ’ ?

60 According to R, several words here are wholly or partly illegible. Possibly two of the

words are *\\y>- ‘ reward ’, which occurs in the next sentence, and j>-\ ‘ remuneration ’.

61 The MS has SUlS^ilj and not SlilSCll j\ which occurs in Ritter’s printed text.
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62
cf. sutra 2.12 : klesa-mulah karmdsayo drstddrsta-janma-vedamyah ‘ The latent residuum

(or substratum) of karma (i.e. the traces of actions) has the afflictions as its root, and is experienced
in the visible and the invisible birth ’. In the YS

,

as elsewhere, it is often difficult to determine
whether karma means the action as such or its subliminal supersensory effects (cf. J. D. M.
Derrett (ed. and tr.), Bharuci’s commentary on the Manusmrti , Wiesbaden, 1975, ii, p. 406, n. 1).

In the present context ‘ invisible birth ’ means ‘ future birth ’. For this usage of the term adrsta
cf. SK 30 and Gaudapada’s com. ad loc., Gautama’s Nydyasutra 1.1.8, Kalhana’s Bdjatarangityi

1.130; Bharuci’s com. on Manusmrti 10.80. For vedaniya as applicable to both pleasure and
pain cf. e.g. Annambhatta’s Tarkasangraha

,
ed. Athalye, Bombay, 1930, 58 ;

cf. Pujyapada’s
com. Sarvarthasiddhi on Umasvati’s Tattvdrthddhigamasutra 9.32 : vedana-sabdah sukhe duhkhe
ca vartamdno . . .

‘ The word vedand is applicable both to happiness and to suffering . . .’. For the
use of the term asaya in the sutra, cf. sutras 1.24

; 4.6. For the meaning of asaya here, which is

synonymous with samskdra 4

latent impressions ’, and may also be rendered by ‘ vehicle * or
‘ substratum ’, cf. sutra 1.24 and Vy. ad loc. Cf. L. de La Vallee Poussin, ‘ Le Bouddhisme et le

Yoga de Patanjali ’, Melanges Chinois et Bouddhiques , v, 1937, 231 :
‘.

. . bijas
,
germes, vasanas

,

parfums, asayas
,
que Vyasa explique par “ gesir jusque ”, sarriskaras

, impressions: termes
synonymes qui designent une meme chose consideree comme cause ou comme effet ’. (For a view
that samskdra should be rendered by ‘ motivations ’ rather than ‘ impressions ’ see A. Wayman,
‘ Buddhist Sanskrit and the Sankhyakdrikd ’, Journal of Indian Philosophy

,
ii, 3-4, 1974, 352-3.

Cf. S. Levi (ed. and tr.), Mahaydnasutrdlamkdra, Paris, 1911, n, p. 47, n. 1. For a distinction

made sometimes by commentaries on YS sutra 2.13 between samskdra and vasand see S. Dasgupta,
History of Indian philosophy , i, Cambridge, 1957, p. 263, n. 1.) And cf. Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-

English dictionary, s.v. asaya ;
= * stock ’. The opposition between imaginary requital in the

other world and requital perceived by the senses as presented in the Arabic text here may be
due to a misunderstanding of the opposition between drsta

1

seen, perceived, visible ’, and adrsta
‘ unseen, invisible ’ in sutra 2.12 above. According to certain Islamic philosophers, e.g. Ibn Sina,

punishment in the after-life is an effect of the imagination. Similarly according to some Buddhist
schools the infernal guards inflicting torments in hell are not real. Cf. Vasubandhu’s Vimsatika

,

verse 3 ;
Candrakirti’s com. on Nagarjuna’s Madhyamikasutras (Bibl. Buddhica), St. Petersburg,

1913, 44-5. The mutual relationship between actions {karma) and the afflictions
(klesa )

is

amplified by Nagesa on sutra 2.3 : karmabhih klesah klesais ca karmanity anavasthd tu bijankuravad
anaditvan na dosaya ‘ Afflictions are due to actions and vice versa, but the (circular) infinite

regress involved is no logical fault, for it is beginningless as encountered in (the stock example of)

the case of the seed and the sprout (or the hen and the egg) ’. (For the logical concepts here see

B. K. Matilal, The Navya-nyaya doctrine of negation, Cambridge, Mass., 1968, 83.)
63 cf. India, Hyd., 70 (Sachau (tr.), i, 93) where the stories of Nandikesvara and Nahu§a

(below) are quoted from here. Nandikesvara corresponds to Nandlsvara mentioned in Vy.,
Bhoja, and Ramananda on sutra 1.12, where also Nahu?a is mentioned. The story of Nandlsvara
occurs in the Brhannandikesvara Purana (referred to by Rajendralala Mitra, op. cit., 70). A story
of Nahu?a being turned into a snake by a curse is related in the Mahdbhdrata (Poona ed.)

12.329.30 f. (Cf. Manu 7.41; Asvaghosa’s Buddhacarita 11.14, 16; for further references see

V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, The Purana index, Madras, 1952, n, 216.) In this story, as

known from the Hindu sources, it was Nahu?a rather than Indra that was transformed into a
snake. Al-Birum’s mistake may be accounted for by his misunderstanding a Sanskrit text,

especially if it used the word indra both as a private name and as a name of an institution or
title, such as in the expression devdndm indra which occurs in Vyasa’s version of the story here.

Cf. BSOAS, art. cit., 307. For further references and a detailed account of the Nahu§a legend
which also occurs in the Puranas see J. Muir, Original Sanskrit texts, London, 1877, i, 307 f.

64 e

angels ’ is the usual Arabic translation for ‘ gods ’ in polytheistic, for instance

Greek, texts. Cf. India, Hyd., 72 (Sachau (tr.), i, 95) ; Hyd., p. 68, 1. 17 (Sachau (tr.), i, 91).

Cf. BSOAS, art. cit., p.307, n. 37.

65 Ritter’s text has J.

66 The MS has <jlj; Ritter’s printed text has We propose to read (or possibly

67
i.e. the klesas listed in sutra 2.4 after avidyd

4

ignorance ’.

68 cf. here Ritter’s quotation from India, Hyd., 42 (Sachau (tr.), i, 55) : Jli*

ufL9* us* <3^-
69

cf. India, Hyd., loc. cit. : ljJA.

70 For the simile, cf. Kathopanisad

,

1.6b : sasyam iva martyah pacyate sasyam ivajayate
punah ‘ A mortal ripens like corn, and like corn is born again ’.

71 cf. Ritter’s quotation from India, Hyd., 42 (Sachau (tr.), i, 55)
: Jp *UJI <0 jL*j.

72 The addition of the word ‘

soul ’ is justified by R’s quotation from India, Hyd., 42 here

:

tfJ JJJI.

73 cf. sutra 2.13 : sati mule tad-vipdko jaty-dyur-bhogah ‘ As long as the root (i.e. the
afflictions) persists there will be fruition of the &arraa-residuum in the form of birth into a specific

class (or species), length of life, and kind of experience ’. Ballantyne, G. Jha, Woods, and Hauer
take the demonstrative tad here to refer to mula rather than to the subject of the preceding sutra,
i.e. karmasaya. This is implausible, both for syntactical reasons and in view of sutra 4.8 where
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vipaka recurs with reference to karma. The text of the YS seems to differentiate in its usage
between jati and janma, using the latter to refer to birth or rebirth as such (sutras 2.12, 39 ; 4.1).

For the use of the term vipaka here (also shared by Buddhism) cf. sutras 1.24 ; 4.8. For the Arabic
text here cf. India, Hyd., 42: jIjl2jc s’sju JJI J oUlSCll LI\j

J~3JI 3 4-+mA\ by^.J d^JI 3 (Sachau (tr.), i, 55 :
‘ The retribution of

the soul depends on the various kinds of creatures through which it wanders, upon the extent of
life, whether it be long or short, and upon the particular kind of its happiness, be it scanty or

ample ’. The words X^J\j J <w>JI by^.J which occur both in India and the translation of

the YS can also be translated :
‘.

. . and to well-being in adversity and prosperity ’. Here
seems to render bhoga ‘ experience ’ (lit. * enjoyment ’).

74
(J-jsJI. The relevant passage in India, referred to by R, has ^jj ‘ spirit ’.

76 Lit. ‘ the imprisonment ’. R’s emendation here, is less plausible than that

occurs in the MS.
76 cf. sutra 2.14: te hlada-paritapa-phaldh punyapunya-hetutvat ‘The latter (i.e. birth,

length of life, and the kind of experience) bring joy or anguish as their fruit, according as their

cause is merit or demerit ’.

77 The MS has aSw^II and not Xfj\il which occurs in R’s text.

78 R reads here aJLII ‘ superior’. For the reading aILJI cf. vivekin *
discriminative, wise ’

in sutra 2.15
:

parindma-tapa-sarfiskdra-dubkhair guna-vrtti-virodhdc ca sarvam duhkham eva
vivekinah ‘ To the discriminating person all is nothing but suffering, on account of (the types of)

suffering constituted by (a) transmutation (of pleasure into eventual suffering e.g. through
hankering for it),

(
b
)
pain as such (or the anxiety to secure pleasure), and (c) latent impressions

(i.e. past demerit which results in suffering), and because the functions of the gunas (which
constitute the mind) are in conflict ’. For the conflict between the three gunas cf. SK 12. Also
cf. Vac. on sutra 1.2 (= Woods’s tr., 10) where mental restlessness (viksepa

)

is explained as due
to reciprocal antagonisms of the gunas which constitute the mind-stuff (citta). Ballantyne,
however, unconvincingly takes virodha to refer to an opposition between the guy,as and the goal
of liberation :

‘ since the modifications of the Qualities are adverse (to the summum bonum) ’.

Jacobi takes parinama to mean impermanence (‘ Unbestandigkeit ’) (of enjoyment). But our
rendering by ‘ transmutation ’ may be supported by comparison with Bhagavadgitd 18.38
(quoted by Baladeva ad loc.) : visayendriya-saryyogad yat tad agre ’mrtopamam / parindme visam
iva tat sukham rajasarri smftam ’ ‘ Springing from union of the senses with their objects (that

pleasure) which at the beginning is nectar, but is in maturity like poison, that pleasure is

traditionally known as the rajas type ’. (For parinama here cf. the parallel expression anubandha
‘ consequence ’, in the subsequent verse. Also cf. the idea in verse 5.22.) Moreover, parinama
(unlike viparir^ama, see below) does not mean change, vicissitude, or impermanence as such,

but maturing in time, transformation (cf. W. Liebenthal, Satkdrya in der Darstellung seiner

buddhistischen Gegner ,
Berlin, 1934, p. 36, n. 33). The idea expressed by the term parinama in

the sutra is also implicit in YS 2.5, above. There avidyd—a term rendered by T. Stcherbatsky
(in his The conception of Buddhist nirvana, reprinted, The Hague, 1965, 236) as ‘ naive realism

’

(as contrasted with ‘ philosophic insight ’)—is described as consisting inter alia in misapprehend-
ing as pleasure that which is (eventually or ultimately) suffering (cf. Sadasivendra Sarasvati’s

com. on YS 2.5). This is essentially also the force of Bhagavadgitd 5.22 : ye hi samsparsaja bhoga

duhkha-yonaya eva te / adyantavantah kaunteya na tesu ramate budhah ‘ For the enjoyments that
are generated by (outside) contacts are nothing but sources of suffering / They have beginning
and end, son of Kunti

;
the wise man takes no delight in them ’. And cf. Aniruddha’s com-

mentary on Sdnkhyasutra 2.1. A better understanding of the sutra under consideration, especially

with reference to the phrase guna-vrtti-virodhat , might depend on the understanding of the full

meaning of the concept of duhkha. In Sankhya-Yoga as in early Buddhist writings, duhkha
appears to have been conceived as a real character of a constantly changing objective world

;

moreover, duhkha itself seems to refer to unrest and commotion. Cf. loka-duhkha in Kathopanisad

,

5.11 and its antonym sukha ‘ restfulness ’, op. cit., 1.11 (cf. sukha in YS 2.46). (Cf. Stcherbatsky,

Central conception of Buddhism, reprinted, Calcutta, 1956, 40 et seq.) In the sutra under con-

sideration in the YS there seems to be an underlying construction referring to the threefold

division of time
:
parinama—transformation, which of necessity involves pain, points to the

future ; tdpa—suffering centred in the present, and samskdra—active traces of past experience,

which are a source of pain. Reflection on the divisions of time may also be found in YS 1.26

;

3.13, 16. Also cf. Abhidharmalcosa , discussed in Stcherbatsky, Central conception , 39. A somewhat
similar threefold classification of duhkha constitutes a well-knowm early Buddhist formula :

(a) viparinama-duhkhata ‘ suffering due to change or decay ’
;

(b) duhkha-duhkhata ‘ suffering

as such ’

;
(c) samskara-duhkhatd ‘ suffering due to the fact of being conditioned ’. (For references

see de La Vallee Poussin (tr.), UAbhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu
,
Paris, 1925, i, ch. vi, section 3.

Also cf. Har Dayal, The Bodhisattva doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit literature, reprinted, Delhi,

1975, 157.) In their Buddhist application or adaptation the three terms of the formula have
a conspicuous correspondence to the Buddhist fundamental triple doctrine of anityatd * im-

permanence ’, duhkha ‘ suffering ’, and nairatmya ‘ unsubstantiality ’ respectively. In the

sutra under consideration in the YS the lack of co-ordination between the instrumental suffix

in duhkhaih and the ablative suffix in virodhdt, which seems to be unusual for the style of
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the YS, may point to the possibility of guna-vrtti-virodhdt being an accretion. Vijnanabhik§u,

and his pupil Bhavaganesa, have here the implausible variant avirodhat instead of virodhat.

The former commentator has the gloss : dubkha-sambhinnatvat ‘ on account of suffering

being involved He seems to refer to the Sankhya theory that the gunas

,

i.e. sattva , rajas

,

and tamas, are of the nature of sukha ‘ happiness ’, duhkha *
suffering and moha ‘ delusion

’

respectively (cf. SK 12, and cf. Maitryupanisad 6.10), which implies that dubkha is involved in

all combinations and functioning of the three gunas. The fundamental concept of dubkha has

recently been subjected to some misguided and fanciful reinterpretations, with little regard to

its ordinary meaning. An example is A. Danto’s Mysticism and morality
,
Pelican Books, 1976, 57,

where the concept is presented in terms of ‘ cosmic boredom ’ and the ‘ mere tedium ’ of having

repeatedly to be reborn. Translations of the sutra under consideration vary considerably

;

none of them is indubitable. A recent example is G. Feuerstein and Y. Miller in their essay

‘The meaning of suffering in Yoga’ in their A reappraisal of Yoga: essays in Indian
philosophy , London, 1971, 88: ‘Because of the [moment of] suffering in the “vibrations”
(of the psychomental life), in the affliction (of life), in the subconscious impressions and because

of the opposite movements of the primary energies—everything is nothing but suffering to the

one who discriminates
(
vivekin

)
’.

79
cf. Sankara’s commentary on Bhagavadgita 18.38 (the verse itself is alluded to by Baladeva

on YS 2.15, see previous note above) : . . . parindme visam iva . . . adharma-taj-janita-narakddi-

hetutvdc ca parindme tad-upabhoga-parindmdnte visam iva . . and (that pleasure) is consequently

(in maturity, lit. :
‘ transformation ’) like poison, i.e. (because . . . and) because of demerit and

hell which is generated by it ’.

80 cf. Vy. on sutra 2.15 : tatha coktam nanupahatya bhutany upabhogab sarribhavatiti hirrisdkrto

’py asti sdrirab karmasaya iti ‘ And similarly it has been said :
“ No enjoyment is possible without

hurting (or, killing) some living beings ”
; so that there is in addition (to the mental latent

impressions) a corporal latent residuum due to the act of inflicting injury (or, killing) ’.

81 The MS has oLj which is given in Ritter’s text as ytc. The reading of this word is

doubtful. An alternative reading could be ybj, i.e. * the alternating succession ’ of good and evil.

82 Ritter’s text has here VJLi. The correct reading is Cf. India , Hyd. (see next note).

83 The reading ^\ju seems preferable to pUl* as vocalized in R. Cf. India , Hyd., 60:

S-Li tjl dlalSCU ^ y>~jjj Iy* o! oj

j»Uil jJjj j. This is translated by Sachau :
‘ For he who accurately understands the affairs of

the world knows that the good ones among them are evil in reality, and that the bliss which they

afford changes in the course of recompense into pains. Therefore he avoids everything which

might result in making him stay in the world for a still longer period ’ (op. cit., I, 79 ;
italics

—

ours, T.G. and S.P.). Also cf. next note. In India al-BIrunl also uses the term as a Sufi

term. Cf. India, Hyd., 66: jjJI ^ « xJi 4*1 jAJj jj-u jl ^li*. ‘ Further they

(i.e. the Sufis) say :
“ Between man and God there are a thousand stages of light and darkness ” ’

(Sachau (tr.), i, 88).
84 This passage in the Arabic text probably corresponds to sutra 2.16: heyam dubkham

andgatam ‘ That which is to be avoided (lit. : relinquished) is suffering yet to come ’. For the

technical use of heya here cf. in Uddyotakara’s Nyayavdrttilca on Nydyabhdsya 1.1.1 the fourfold

formula heya-hdnopdyddhigantavya . . .
‘ that which is to be relinquished (i.e. dubkha), the

relinquishing (i.e. knowledge of reality), its means (i.e. the relevant philosophical science), and
that which is to be attained (i.e. emancipation) ’. Also cf. Gaudapada’s Agamasastra, verse 4.90 :

heya-jneyapya-pakyani vijheyany agrayanatab / tesam anyatra vijheyad upalambhas trisu smrtab
‘ That which is to be relinquished, that which is to be known, that which is to be attained, and
that which is to be matured are to be learned from the Agrayana (i.e. Mahayana). It has been
recorded that apart from that which is to be known, the remaining three are amenable to

perception ’ (cf. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya (ed. and tr.), The Agamasastra of Gaudapada,

Calcutta, 1943, 199). ‘turn away’ in the Arabic text seems to correspond to heyam
‘ is to be relinquished ’ or ‘ should be relinquished ’.

I»U11 jJjj[j ilLjjVl L ‘ that which generates entanglement and engenders (a specific)

station (in existence) ’ is probably a rendering of a gloss on duhkha in terms of samsara. The
latter term has the meaning ‘ undergoing transmigration ’ (as well as ‘ mundane existence, the

world ’). Cf. Bhoja on sutra 2.16 : ... samsara-duhkharri hatavyam ‘. . . mundane suffering is

to be abandoned ’
;
and on sutra 2.17 : sa heyasya dubkhasya guna-parinama-rupasya samsarasya

hetub ‘ That is the cause of the suffering which is to be relinquished, i.e. of the mundane condition

(
samsara

)

which consists in the transformation of the constituent qualities ’.

85 The word ^ may refer to ‘ entanglement ’ and ‘ station ’, in which case the

dual lA would be gramatically more correct. Alternatively, it may refer to L in XLf* ‘ from that

which ’. In this case would be grammatically more correct.

86 This seems to be a translation of sutra 2.17 : drastr-drsyayoh samyogo heya-hetuh ‘ The
cause of that which is to be relinquished (i.e. the cause of suffering) is the conjunction between
the seer (i.e. purusa) and (objects) seen (i.e. prakrti) ’. An alternative reading incorporates iva
‘ as it were ’ after samyoga). For the term samyoga here cf. SK 20, 21. And see n. 88, below.
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87 This seems to be a translation of sutra 2.24 : tasya (viz. samyogasya

,

see last word of the

preceding sutra) hetur avidya ‘ The cause of that (conjunction) is ignorance \ An alternative

reading of Bhoja’s com. (recorded in Rajendralala Mitra’s critical apparatus) incorporates heyam
‘ to be relinquished ’ but this is not reflected in al-Biruni’s Arabic text.

88 Here corresponds to drastr in sutra 2.17 ;
oL^Lil to drsya ibid.

; JLajVI to samyoga

ibid. Also roughly corresponds to heyam ibid. For the use of the term samyoga here cf.

sutras 2.23, 25. The YS significantly uses a different term, samprayoga , for ‘ contact ’ (as

between the senses and their objects), in sutra 2.54, and in sutra 3.21 (according to a plausible

variant reading), and for ‘ communion * with a chosen deity in sutra 2.44. Cf. SK 20, 21, 66 and
Jaimini’s Mimdmsdsutra 1.1.4. To the term samprayoga as used in Sankhya, Yoga, and Mimamsa
corresponds the term samnikarsa as used in Nyaya-Vaisesika (cf. e.g. Vaisesikasutra 3.1.18).

For the term drastr here cf. sutras 1.3; 2.20; 4.22 and SK 19. For the term drsya cf. sutras

2.18,21; 4.20, 22.

89 in the singular. This Arabic term renders bhuta ‘ element ’, which occurs in Vy. on

sutra 2.18 : ... bhuta-bhavena prthivy -adind ...
£

. . . as elements (it evolves into) earth . .
.’.

Cf. R, 191, 1. 4 (third chapter of the Arabic text)
: <3 t» Ua

fl^lj j}\j jUIj *lilj * This is what he attains as far as the elements are concerned, i.e. earth,

water, fire, wind, and heaven ’. (Elsewhere al-Bfruni seems to render dkdsa by *\jk\ ‘ air ’.

Cf. R, 170, 190; see BSOAS, art. cit., p. 314, n. 111 .)

90 These five elements are referred to by commentators on sutra 2.18. See Vy. and Bhoja
ad loc.

91 Either or may refer to guna (which is elsewhere sometimes rendered by

e.g. R, p. 191, 1. 7). Cf., however, Vy. on sutra 2.18 : tatrestdnista-guna-svarupavadhdranam . . .

‘ the determination of the nature of gunas (viz. specific objects of experience) as being desirable

or undesirable . . .’. See also following note.
92 This may either reflect Vy. on sutra 2.18 (see preceding note) or the text of sutra 2.19 :

visesdvisesadingamdtrali'figdni guna-parva^ii ‘ The subdivisions of the constituent qualities

( 1

gunas

)

are the particularized (viiesa ;
according to Vy. : the gross elements, the senses and the

manas), the non-particularized
(
aviiesa

;

viz. the subtile elements and the ahankdra), the

characterized
(
lifigamatra

;
viz. the buddhi), and the non-characterized (alinga ;

viz. prakrti) ’.

The expression guyia-parvani may correspond to The words j4-l I

^

^

ji ,> jl may be an attempt based on the

commentary used by al-BIruni to translate the rest of the sutra. The possibility cannot be ruled

out that al-Birunl may have discovered the view that one of the three gunas ,
namely kriyd

(= rajas) is a compound of the other two in this commentary used by him . But if this too should

not have been the case, the conjecture may be put forward that this passage may have been due
to a misunderstanding on his part of a definition of bhoga

4

experience ’ similar to that occurring

in Vy. on sutra 2.18 : ... istanista-guna-svarupdvadhdranam avibhdgapannam bhogo ... ‘.
. . ex-

perience is the determination of the nature of the guTjbas (viz. in the form of specific empirical

objects), which have not been distinguished (from the real self, the purusa) as being desirable

or undesirable ’ (cf. definition of experience in sutra 3.35 : sattva-purusayor atyantasamkirnayoh

pratyaydviseso bhogah . . .
*.

. . experience consists in the lack of discrimination in (a given) mental

percept between the sattva (viz. the buddhi, the mind) and the real self which are absolutely

distinct ...)’. Al-Birunl may have misinterpreted the difficult expression avibhdgapannam (or

a similar expression). He may have believed that in this context avihhdga, lit. ‘ lack of separation ’,

refers to a mixture of gunas. The correct interpretation of the Sanskrit words here is :
‘ charac-

terized by lack of discrimination ’. This clearly refers to the relationship between the purusa
‘ self’, and the buddhi ‘ mind For the Arabic expression as a rendering of sattva

cf. the latter’s meaning ‘ purity and goodness Cf. e.g. the term sattva-sthah in Maitryupanisad

6.30 (
pace P. Deussen’s rendering of sattva here by ‘ Realitat ’ in his Sechzig Upanishad’s des

Veda, Leipzig, 1905, 350). Also cf. the moral interpretation of the three gunas, or the application

of their scheme to the moral sphere, as in Mahabharata 12.302.4 (Poona ed.). In the latter verse

a correspondence seems to be brought out between the action of sattva and that of punya (merit),

the action of tamas and that of adharma (i.e. papa ‘ demerit ’), and the action of rajas and that

of punya-papa (the admixture of merit and demerit). (Cf. E. H. Johnston, Early Sdmkhya,
London, 1937, 23 seq. Johnston, however, seems to have overstated his point :

‘ In the earliest

stage of Sankhya . . . the gunas . . . have nothing to do with explanations of the multifariousness

of phenomena ; their sole function is to register the moral state of the individual as determined

by his acts ’, op. cit., p. 36.) This or a similar text in the commentary used by al-Biruni might
account for his characterization of rajas as a mixture of sattva and tamas.

93 In the Arabic
*

crL I in the singular.

94 The senses (indriya-) are mentioned in sutra 2.18.

95 In the Arabic J2UJI in the singular.

96 cf. sutra 2.18
:

prakasa-kriya-sthiti-silam bhutendriyatmakam bhogdpavargdrtham drsyam
‘ (The range of objects that are) seen (i.e. prakrti) (consists of) that which (a) has as its function

illumination, activity, and inertia (lit. :
“ constancy ”), (&) is constituted by the elements and
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the senses, and (c) has as its purpose experience and liberation ’. Deussen’s rendering of bhoga
here by 4 enjoyment ’ (‘ Genuss ’) is misleadingly too literal, and Hauer’s rendering by ‘ devouring
the world ’ (‘ Weltessen ’) is rather bizarre. See e.g. Annambhatta’s definition of bhoga in his

Dipika commentary on his Tarkasangraha : . . . sukha-duhkhdnyatara-sdksdtkarah
4

. . . the direct
apprehension either of pleasure or pain ’ (A. Foucher, Le compendium des topiques

,
Paris, 1949, 24).

For the characterization of the three gurias here cf. SK, 12 : ... prakdsa-pravrttiniyamdrthaJjb . . .

gunah 4 The gurias have as their purpose illumination, activity, and restraint . . .’. ^JLp c know-
ledge ’ of the Arabic text corresponds to prakasa 4

illumination ’ in the sutra, which is equivalent

to sattva
;

‘ activity ’ corresponds to kriyd
4
action ’ which is equivalent to rajas ; and

‘ persistence ’ corresponds to sthiti
4

inertia, constancy ’, which is the equivalent of tamos.

Ritter reads here which presupposes a slight emendation. The MS has which should

probably be read aJjj. A different characterization of the three gurias occurs in India
,
Hyd., 31 :

a^-Ij ... jj Lj

J! 1 I Xhj cijLaII

.fM ji ^\j ^ui ji aJUIIj
4

. . . three powers potentially, not actually, which are called

sattva, rajas , and tamos. . . . The first power is comfort (i.e. happiness, opposite S-Ct, cf. R, p. 178,

1. 11 ;
and not ‘ rest ’ as Sachau translates here) and goodness, and hence come creation (or

production
; not * existence ’ as Sachau translates here) and growing. The second is exertion

and toil (Sachau :
‘ exertion and fatigue ’), and hence come firmness and duration. The third is

languor and irresolution, and hence come ruin and perishing. Therefore the first power is

attributed to the angels, the second to men, the third to the animals ’ (cf. Sachau (tr.), i, 40-1).
Cf. the celebrated Hindu formula of the cycle of three states : utpatti

4
origination, coming into

being ’, sthiti
4

continued existence ’, and laya
4

dissolution ’, as in SK, 69. Also cf. Mahdbharata
12.302.3 (Poona ed.). For al-Birunfs rendering of prakasa in the sutra cf. Vac. on sutra 3.21

:

prakasa = jhdna 4 knowledge ’.

97 For the expression j here cf. 4?IS R, p. 170, 1. 11 (BSOAS , art. cit., p. 314, 1. 15).
98 This appears to correspond to sutra 2.20 : drasta drsimatrah suddho ’pi pratyaydnupasyah

‘ The seer is nothing but seeing (and), though pure (i.e. undefiled by the gurias), is cognizant of
(lit. looks upon) mental percepts (pratyaya — pratiti) ’. The YS uses derivatives such as drsi , citi

in the sense of the nouns of action 4

fact of seeing, thinking ’ (see L. Renou, 4 On the identity of
the two Patanjalis ’, Indian Historical Quarterly

, xvi, 3, 1940, 590). Ballantyne understands by
anupasya 4

looking directly on ideas ’, whereas Deussen, taking his lead from Vyasa, understands
by it : discerning ideas by means of the buddhi. In any case, in this sutra a distinction seems
to be made between two aspects of the seer

:
(a) the purusa as such, and (6) his perception of

objects, or cognitions. Al-Biruni may have tried to bring this out by using the Aristotelian
distinction between potentiality and actuality. (See, however, also our note 104 relating to
Question and Answer 37 below.) This interpretation may have been suggested to him by Vy.
on sutra 2.20 : drHmatra iti drk-saktir eva

4 4 4 Nothing but seeing ”—that is, the sheer faculty

of seeing ’. Here, can be a literal translation of sakti. For the term olJJI as used here cf. R,
p. 170, 1. 11 (transl. BSOAS

, art. cit., p. 314, 1. 15). For the use of the term anupasya in the
sutra cf. SK 65b

:
prakrtirri pasyati purusah preksakavad avasthitah svasthah

4 Abiding in itself,

self-composed (or retaining its own nature), like a spectator, the purusa beholds prakrti . .
.’.

For the epistomological concept consistently expressed by the term praiyaya here as well as in
all its other occurrences in the YS (1.10, 18, 19; 3,2, 12, 17, 19, 35; 4.27; pace Woods’s and
G. Jha’s lack of uniformity in understanding the term) cf. Maitryupanisad 6.10; SK 46. For
the idea expressed by pratyaydnupasyah in sutra 2.20 cf. YS 4.17 : soda jiidtai citta-vrttayas
tat-prabhoh purusasyaparinamat 4 The functions of the mind are permanently known, since
their master, the self, is unmodifiable ’.

99 This corresponds to sutra 2.21 : tad-artha eva drsyasydtmd 4 The specific character
(atman

)

of the seen (objects) (i.e. the evolution ofprakrti) is only for the sake of it (the seer, i.e. the self) ’.

Our translation follows Vy. who glosses atman by svarupa 4

specific character ’. Rajendralala
Mitra’s translation,

4 Only for his purpose is the soul of the spectacle ’ (and likewise Hauer’s)
is obscure. Similarly Ballantyne’s rendering of atman here by 4

entity ’ and Ganganatha Jha’s
rendering by 4

the very essence ’ are implausible. On the other hand, Rama Prasada’s and Woods’s
rendering of atman here by 4

being ’ may be considered. For the meaning 4 being ’ is suggested
by expressions such as atma-labha 4 coming into being ’ (cf. Sankara Bhagavatpada on sutra 2.21

;

Visakhadatta’s Mudrdraksasa
, Act I, verse 1), labdhatmaka and pratilabdhdtmaka 4 having come

into being ’ (cf. Sankara on Bhagavadgita 7.27 ; Vy. on sutra 2.21). For the idea expressed by
the sutra here cf. sutra 2.18.

100 This sentence seems to reflect sutra 2.23 : sva-svami-saktyoh svarupopalabdhi-hetuh
samyogah. Woods’s translation of this sutra may be used with some modification :

4 The cause
for the apperception of what the power of the property and of what the proprietor are is con-
junction ’. In this interpretation of the sutra Woods follows Vy. ad loc. and subsequent com-
mentaries. Deussen, however, understands the sutra differently, translating it :

4 Die Ursache
des Wahrnehmens der Wesenheit des Besessenen (der prakrti) vermoge der Potenzen des
Besessenen und des Besitzers (der prakrti und des purusa) ist ihre Verbindung ’. Evidently
Deussen takes sva in both of its occurrences in the sutra as a reflexive referring to prakrti. The
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use of the term sarriyoga here refers back to sutra 2.17. The Arabic sentence here is, however,
also in keeping with the theory of the commentators on sutra 2.21. (See Vy. and Nagesa’s
Bhasyacchaya ad loc.) In rendering this sutra al-BIruni used terminology of the Arabic Aristote-

lians. For the term svdmi in sutra 2.23 cf. the term prabhu ‘ master, lord ’ used in YS 4.17 to

refer to the purusa.
101 Or : ‘in what way ’.

102 A somewhat similar objection may be found in Vy. on sutra 2.24 : nanu buddhi-nivrttir
eva moksah

,
adarsanakaranabhavad buddhi-nivrttih. tac cadarsanam bandhakdranam darsanan

nivartate ‘ “ Is release anything but the cessation of the thinking-substance ? When there is no
cause of non-sight the thinking-substance ceases. And this non-sight which is the cause of

bondage ceases when there is sight
”

’ (Woods’s tr., 166). Despite a certain resemblance, the

question suggested by sutra 2.22 and the commentators ad loc. is different from the one posed
in the Arabic text. The Sanskrit sources here do not question the continuance of the existence

of the knower qua knower after he achieved liberation but that of the known objects after

liberation has been attained. Cf. sutra 2.22 : krtartharn, prati nastam apy anastam tad anya-

sadharanatvat * Though it (the object of sight, i.e. of experience) has ceased (to be seen) in the

case of one whose purpose is accomplished, it has not ceased (to be) since it is common to others

besides him ’.

103 ‘ Cognizant ’ renders aLU. The term is rendered above by the word * knower ’.

104 This statement contrasts with the answer to Q 36. The expression Jaii <LU may corre-

spond to drsi-matra ‘ seeing only 5

in sutra 2.20. For the answer to Q 37 here cf. India,
Hyd., 61 :

Ulj jbuJI o\r*J> <3 JLjL-IS"" t_ilp iiLjjVI ^4^ olS””"

Jj> j*.
i

j'S* \j 4.Cj3j* (3

. ic l-lll dJL>w« S/IjJI 1 iUajL* *.
• • before liberation he existed

in the world of entanglement , knowing the objects of knowledge only by a phantasmagoric kind
of knowing which he had acquired by absolute exertion, whilst the object of his knowing is still

covered, as it were, by a veil. On the contrary, in the world of liberation all veils are lifted, all

covers taken off, and obstacles removed. There the being is absolutely knowing, not desirous of

learning anything unknown, separated from the soiled perceptions of the senses, united with the

everlasting ideas ’ (Sachau (tr.), i, 81).
105 A certain portion of the answer seems to correspond to sutra 2.24 and Vy. ad loc. The

sutra reads : tasya hetur avidyd ‘ The cause thereof is ignorance ’. Ballantyne’s printed text has
here a variant reading which incorporates heyam * to be removed ’ after hetur in the sutra.

Vy. ad loc. : viparyaya-jhana-vasanety arthah ; viparyaya-jhana-vasand-vdsita ca na karya-

nistharri purusa-khyatim buddhih prapnoti sddhikard punar avartate ‘ In other words, (ignorance)

is a subconscious impression from erroneous cognition ; the intellect (buddhi

)

impregnated with
subconscious impressions from erroneous cognition does not attain the knowledge of the self,

which is the goal of its actions, but returns again with its task yet unfulfilled \
106 cf. sutra 2.22 : krtartharn prati nastam apy anastam tad-anya-sadharanatvat (see translation

above, n. 102). Al-BIruni appears to have taken the word sadharatia in the sutra in the sense

of a generic property, a universal, and hence an intellectum; and he takes lcrtartha to be its

opposite—a sense-perceived object. Furthermore, he may have misread nasta ‘ destroyed ’ as

nistha in the sense of ‘ steadiness, well-founded perfect knowledge, certainty ’. He is consequently

led to translate the sutra : oVjJbtil oLj ol? 2uL2p~ L^J-I i.e. the sense-percepts

do not possess permanent reality in the way the intellecta do. A Platonic-Aristotelian background
is evident in this erroneous translation. Cf. BSOAS,

art. cit., 306. Alternatively, the statement
in the Arabic text here is perhaps an attempt at interpreting sutra 2.26, in which the word

aviplava may correspond to . . . oLj oIj. Sutra 2.26 reads : viveka-khydtir aviplavd hanopayah
‘ The means of this relinquishment is the undisturbed knowledge of the distinction (between
purusa and prakrti) ’. For the use of the term viveka-khyati here cf. anyata-khyati ‘ knowledge of

the difference ’ in sutra 3.49.

107 Or : ‘is abolished ’.

108 The terms ^ 1 and ^ belong to the vocabulary of the Sufis. These terms may have

been used by al-BIruni to render kaivalya, traditionally understood as ‘ isolation ’, in translating

sutra 2.25. See next note. On the meaning of the term kaivalya see T. Gelblum, ‘ Sahkhya and
Sartre ’, Journal of Indian Philosophy , i, 1, 1970, 77 ff.

109 The last passage of the answer to Q 38 dealing with cessation of conjunction corresponds

to sutra 2.25 and commentators ad loc. Sutra 2.25 : tad-abhavat samyogabhavo hanani tad drseh

kaivalyam ‘ When there is no longer that (ignorance) there is no conjunction
;

(instead there is)

relinquishment which consists in the kaivalya (i.e. autonomy, independence) of the seeing (i.e. of

purusa) ’. Vy. ad loc. : tasyddar&anasydbhdvad buddhi-purusa-samyogdbhava atyantiko bandhano-

parama ity arthah; etat hdnam; tad drseh kaivalyam purusasydimisribhavah punar asamyogo
guuair ity arthah ‘ When there is no longer absence of the vision there is absence of conjunction

of the intellect with the self, that is to say a complete ending of bondage. This is the cessation,

the kaivalya of the seeing, the unmixed state of the self ; in other words, the state in which there

is never again conjunction (of the self) with the guy.as Al-BIruni’s use of the word in this

context may have been suggested by the Sanskrit artha in the commentary used by him.
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110 Here the MS is perforated, and several words are wholly or partly missing.

111 For al-Biruni’s use of the term here cf. S India
,
Hyd., p. 60, 1. 15.

112 Possibly : the causes of the feeling of pleasure. For al-Biruni’s use of similar expressions

cf. below R, p. 182, 1. 14 ; India ,
Hyd., p. 51, 1. 17.

113 b, lit. : in actu.

114 cf. sutra 2.27 : tasya saptadhd pranta-bhumau prajhd ‘ At the highest stage the insight

into this distinction between purusa and prakrti) is sevenfold ’. Two variant readings here are

pranta-bhumih and pranta-bhumi- instead of pranta-bhumau. Woods seems to have adopted

one of these two variants and followed Vy. ad loc. in interpreting tasya. Accordingly he translates :

‘ For him (there is) insight seven-fold and advancing in stages to the highest ’. The number
‘ seven ’ which occurs in this passage of the Arabic text is found in this sutra. The subdivision

into two groups of four and three respectively is found in commentaries such as Vy. and Bhoja

ad loc. In the Sanskrit sources, however, the first of these two groups is related to karya-vimukti
‘ liberation from acts that have to be performed (or : from effort) ’

;
the second of these two

groups is related to citta-vimukti ‘ liberation from the mind-stuff ’. The name of the latter

group may correspond to the LrJu group in the Arabic text. The name karya-vimukti of the

first group in the Sanskrit commentaries may have been read by al-Biruni : kaya-vimukti. The

word kdya * body’ would correspond to jJU, the term by which that group is referred to by

al-Biruni. It is by no means impossible that the Sanskrit source used by al-Biruni employed the

term kaya-vimukti. Moreover, it might have contained a list comprising seven terms which,

contrary to the lists of the extant Sanskrit commentaries, did not essentially differ from al-Biruni’s

list. In other words, this is one of the passages in al-Biruni’s text which may provide a pointer

to an otherwise lost Sanskrit tradition. The reading kaya-vimukti suggested by al-Biruni’s

translation may indicate a way out of a difficulty posed by the following sentence in Vac. ad loc.

:

kvacit-pdthah karya-vimuktir iti ‘ A different reading is karya-vimukti ’. As karya-vimukti occurs

in the text of Vy. which is commented upon by Vac., it seems plausible that the ‘ different

reading ’ mentioned by Vac. may have been kaya-vimukti. For the use of the term prajhd in

the sutra cf. sutras 1.20, 48, 49 ;
3.5.

115 The Arabic text corresponds to sutra 2.28 :
yoganganusthanad asuddhi-ksaye jhana-diptir

a viveka-khyateh ‘ When, following the practice of the yoga stages, impurity has dwindled away,

enlightenment arises culminating in the knowledge of discrimination (between purusa and
prakrti) ’. In contrast to the Sanskrit original, the state of knowing appears, according to the

Arabic text, to precede purity. For the use of the expression jhana-dipti in the sutra cf. prajhaloka

in sutra 3.5.

116
cf. sutra 2.29 :

yama-niyamdsana-prdndydma-pratydhdra-dhdrana-dhyana-samddhayo ’stav

ahgani * The eight stages (lit. : auxiliaries, aids) are restraint (or : cardinal rules of conduct),

observance (or : vows), posture, regulation (lit. either * restraint, control ’, or ‘ protraction ’) of

breath, withdrawal (of the senses), fixation (of thought), meditation, and (final) concentration ’.

Al-Biruni refers further on in the translation to all these constitutive parts. The expression

JLs^- (jlc * eight qualities (or : characteristics) ’, which corresponds to astav aiigani * eight

parts (or : auxiliaries) ’ in the sutra, may have been suggested to al-Biruni by the Sanskrit

expression asta-guna which was perhaps contained in the original commentary used by him, as

a description of the astanga-yoga. The expression asta-guna can mean ‘ eightfold ’ and also

having eight qualities ’. For the use of the compound astaguna to refer to the astahga-yoga

cf. Mahdbharata 12.317.5: vedesu casta-guninam yogam ahur manisinah / suksmam asta-guTjiam

prahur netaram . . .
‘ The wise declare in the Vedas that Yoga has eight characteristics (or

:

virtues) ; none other they declare than the subtle eightfold one . . .’. Cf. E. W. Hopkins, ‘ Yoga-
technique in the Great Epic’, Journal of the American Oriental Society, xxii, 2, 1901, 340-1.

(For a variant reading -gunitam instead of guninam here see the Poona critical edition of the

Mahdbharata, 12.317.7.) For the use of afiga in the YS to refer to ancillary, propaedeutic stages

cf. the synonym upakdra ‘ aid ’ and the MImamsaka definition of the term quoted in Bhimacarya
Jhalakikar’s Nydyakosa, Poona, 1928, s.v. : mukhya-phalajanakatve sati mukhya-phala-
janaka-vyapara-janakam ahgam ‘ anga is the generator of that operation which generates the

chief product, but it is not (itself directly) the generator of the chief product ’. For an earlier

and partly different list of yogaiigas see Maitryupanisad 6.18: ... pranayamah pratyaharo

dhyanam dharana tarkah samddhih sad-angd ity ucyate yogah * Yoga is traditionally said to

consist of the following six stages : regulation of breath, withdrawal of the senses, meditation,

fixation of thought, contemplation, and (final) concentration ’. A third version, differing from
the above list as well as from the one in the YS occurs in Vatsyayana’s Bhdsya on Gautama’s
Nydyasutra 4.2.46 (ed. G. Jha, Poona, 1939, 309). For a sixfold yoga

,
cf. also Jayanarayana

Tarkapancanana’s Vivrtti on Kanada’s VaiSesikasutra 5.2.16. For further lists of yogaiigas

other than Patanjali’s list of eight, see references in P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, v,

Part ii, Poona, 1962, 1419 ; A. Janacek, ‘ The methodical principle in Yoga according to

Patanjali’s Yogasutras\ Archiv Orientdlni, xix, 1-2, 1951, 516; A. Zigmund-Cerbu, ‘The
Sadangayoga ’, History of Religion

,
hi, 1, 1963, 128 seq. ;

and C. Pensa, ‘ Osservazioni e riferi-

menti per lo studio dello $adahga-yoga ’, Annali , Istituto Orientate di Napoli, NS, xix, 4, 1969,

521 seq.

117 This corresponds to yama in sutra 2.29. Cf. the characterization of yama by nivrtti
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‘ abstention from action ’
;

and niyama by pravrtti ‘ engagement in activity ’ in Nagesa’s
Bhasyacchaya on siitra 2.32.

118 This corresponds to ahirrisa in sutra 2.30. Cf. India, Hyd., 60-1
: JiaJI J jcJI

(Sachau (tr.), i, 80 :
‘ keeping aloof from killing under all circumstances ’)

; Hyd., 56

:

* ll> VI (JaSOl ‘abstaining from doing harm’. The term ahimsa is traditionally

understood as a negative concept :
‘ abstention from injury to living beings, harmlessness, non-

violence ’. For an exposition of the meaning of this term as fundamentally a positive concept,

i.e. ‘ gentleness, benevolence ’, though expressed by a privative term, see J. Gonda, Four studies

in the language of the Veda, The Hague, 1959, 95 et seq., and R. Williams, Jaina Yoga, London,
1963, p. xix.

119 This corresponds to satya in sutra 2.30.

120 This corresponds to asteya in sutra 2.30. Adopting It’s suggestion, has been amended

to The latter term can mean ‘ robbery ’ and also * violence ’.

121 This corresponds to brahmacarya in sutra 2.30.
122 This corresponds to aparigraha in sutra 2.30. For traditional interpretations of this term

cf. e.g. Ramanuja’s commentary on aparigraha (adjective) in Bhagavadgita 6.10: = mamatd-
rahitah ‘ bereft of any sense of possession ’. Evidently al-Birunl understood the term aparigraha
as ‘ absence of parigraha ’ taking the latter term to mean * surrounding people ’. Cf. Amarakosa
9.236 (Bombay, 1907, 342) which gives parijana lit. ‘ surrounding people ’ as a synonym for

parigraha. The original meaning of aparigraha in the sutra may have been ‘ generosity ’

;

cf. parigrhita ‘ ungenerous, close-fisted, stingy ’, in F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit

dictionary , New Haven, 1953, s.v. The whole sutra 2.30 reads : ahimsd-satydsteya-brahmacarya-
parigrahd yamah ‘ Restraint consists of non-violence, veracity, abstinence from stealing, con-

tinence, and generosity (or absence of covetousness) ’. Unlike Woods who in translating this

sutra went so far as to make it uniformly negative (‘ abstinence from injury and from falsehood

and from theft and from incontinence and from acceptance of gifts . . .’), Gonda translates

:

‘ the abstentions . . . are : abstinence from malice towards all living creatures, truthfulness,

honesty, continence and non-acceptance of gifts ’, op. cit., 97. Jacobi, op. cit., 25-6, notes that

while the first four items here are paralleled in the Brahmanic (Baudhayana), Buddhist, and
Jaina literatures, aparigraha is found in the YS and the Jaina literature only. The latter term,

however, does occur in Bhagavadgita 6.10.
123

cf. sutra 2.31 : ete jati-deka-kala-samaydnavacchinnah sdrva-bhauma-mahd-vratam ‘ Un-
restricted to class, place, time, or circumstances, these (enumerated in sutra 2.30) constitute the

great vow which is universal ’. For the meaning of sarva-bhauma here cf. the Jaina distinction

between anuvratas and mahdvratas, conditional and unconditional vows respectively
(
Tattvdrthd

-

dhigamasutra 7.2, referred to by Jacobi, op. cit., 26). Deussen, however, takes sarva-bhauma
here to mean : applicable to all bhumis , or stages (‘fur alle Stufen giiltige ’). For this meaning
of sarva-bhauma cf. Vy. on sutra 1.1 :

yogah samddhih sa ca sarva-bhaumas cittasya dharmah
‘ Yoga is attention. And attention is a property of the mind-stuff which exists on all levels

’

(cf. Staal, op. cit., 120). Also cf. bhumi in sutras 2.27 ;
3.6. A variant reading of sdrvabhauma-

here is sdrvabhaumd
; ete is omitted in one variant reading and is replaced by te tu in another.

124
cf. krta-karitdnumoditdh . . . ‘ (Whether) performed or caused to be performed or approved

of . . .’ in sutra 2.34. For the expression ‘ giving orders . .
.’ cf. Bhoja ad loc. : kuru kurv iti

prayojaka-vydpdrena samutpdditah kdritah ‘ “ Caused to be performed ” means : brought about
through an instigator’s (verbal) activity (such as the expression) “ Do (it), do (it)

” ’.

Cf. Ramananda ad loc.
125 cf. . . . lobha-krodha-moha-purvakd(h) . . . . motivated by (either) greed, (or) anger (or)

delusion . .
.’ in sutra 2.34. For al-Blrunfs rendering of moha by ‘ ignorance ’ cf. e.g. the

implicit identification of moha with avidya by Bhoja ad loc. A parallel statement occurs in

India, Hyd., p. 55, 11. 3-4.

126 The Arabic has lj in the singular.

127
cf. ... mrdu-madhyddhimdtra(h) . . . ‘ (Whether) slight, medium, or excessive . .

.’ in

sutra 2.34.
128 This may correspond to vitarka-bddhane in sutra 2.33. Al-Biruni may have read here

bodhane ‘ in case of knowledge ’ instead of bddhane ‘ in case of obstruction . .
.’. Cf. BSOAS,

art. cit., 306. See also n. 130 below.
129 cf. duhkhdjhandnanta-phald(h) ‘ (they) have pain and ignorance as their unending fruits

’

in sutra 2.34. Also cf. Vy. ad loc. : tatha ca himsakas tdvat prathamam vadhyasya viryam dksipati

tatas ca sastrddi-nipatena duhkhayati tato jivitdd api mocayati . . . duhkhotpadan naraka-tiryak-

pretddisu duhkham anubhavati . . . duhkha-vipdkasya niyata-vipdka-vedaniyatvdt ‘ Thus for

instance a killer first eliminates the strength (i.e. resistance) of the victim (by overwhelming
him) ; he then inflicts pain upon him by striking (him) with a weapon ;

and thereafter even
deprives him of his life. ... On account of having inflicted pain he (the killer in his turn) ex-

periences pain in hell, in (the life of) a beast or a ghost. . . . For the fruition consisting of pain is

to be felt as a fruition which has a fixed measure . . .’.

130 This may correspond to pratipaksa-bhdvanam in sutra 2.33. The latter expression may
have been understood by al-Blruni to mean simply ‘ vice versa ’, i.e. ‘ there is an effecting of

the opposite ’. Cf. BSOAS, art. cit., 306. Also see n. 128 above. The whole of sutra 2.33 reads :

vitarka-bddhane pratipaksa-bhdvanam ‘ In case of obstruction (of the performance of the yamas
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and niyamas

)

by perversion, the (mental) cultivation of the (respective) antidotes (is to be
practised) Translators vary here, though the main drift of the sutra is quite clear. Ballantyne :

‘ In excluding things questionable, the calling up something opposite (is serviceable) Similarly

Deussen :
‘ Wird das Zweifelhafte unterdriickt, so entsteht Bewusstwerdung des Gegenteils

Woods, however, translates :
‘ If there be inhibition by perverse-considerations

(
vitarlca ), there

should be cultivation of the opposites The latter translation has the support of the context,

since vitarlca seems to be exemplified by ‘ violence ’ in sutra 2.34 and contrasted with yama and
niyama of sutras 2.30, 32. It also follows the explanation offered by Vijnanabhiksu ad loc.

:

viparitas tarlca vicara yesv iti vitarka-samjha hirrisadisu tantrilci
4 The term vitarlca is technical,

referring to the intention to harm, etc., namely : those (phenomena) in which there are tarleas

i.e. thoughts which are adverse (vi-) ’. (The usual meaning of the term vitarlca is ‘ doubt ’.)

The whole of sutra 2.34 reads : vitarlca himsadayah Icrta-Jcdritdnumodita lobha-krodha-moha-

purvakd mrdu-madhyddhimatra duhkhdjhdndnanta-phald iti pratipaksa-bhavanam
4 The (mental)

cultivation (i.e. contemplation) of the antidotes takes the form (iti) :
“ The perversions

(pertaining to) violence, etc.—(whether) performed or caused to be performed or approved of,

(whether) motivated by greed (or by) anger (or by) delusion, (whether) slight, medium or

excessive—have pain and ignorance as their unending results (lit. : fruits) ’. The word iti here

can function as quotation marks, or alternatively mean * hence ’. The latter alternative, which
seems less plausible, has been adopted in the translations of Ballantyne, Woods, and Deussen.

Accordingly we would have to understand :
* The (mental) cultivation of the antidotes (is

necessary) because the perversions . . . have pain and ignorance as their unending results \

For a comparable Buddhist use of the term pratipaksa occurring in the sutra cf. D. Seyfort

Ruegg, 4 On a yoga treatise in Sanskrit from Qlzll ’, JAOS, lxxxvii, 2, 1967, 158.
131 This corresponds to sutra 2.35 : ahimsa-pratisthdyam tat-sannidhau vaira-tydgah

4 When
non-violence has been consolidated, hostility is abandoned in his proximity ’.

132 In this context & 1 certainly corresponds to nakula 4 mongoose ’ in Vac. under sutra

2.35 : sasvatika-virodhd apy asva-mahisa-musaka-rndrjardhi-nakulddayo ’pi bhagavatah pratisthita-

himsasya samnidhdnat tac-cittdnukdrino vairam parityajanti
4

Despite their perennial antagonism,

even horse and buffalo, mouse and cat, snake and mongoose, etc., on account of proximity to

a sage whose non-violence has been consolidated, conform to his mind-stuff and renounce hostility ’.

Cf. Bhoja ad loc. For the hostile pairs cf. Panini 2.4.9. with Kdsikdvrtti and Siddhdntakaumudi

;

Bana’s Kddambari, Parab’s ed., 93, Kalidasa’s Sakuntala, Nir. Sag. ed., 23 (referred to by
Woods, p. 186, n. 2). Also cf. the alleged quotation from the Bhagavadgita in India

, Hyd., 458

:

j ^ JSj>- j dXs* i£ Ab JibJl oj ^ <J^>

<j*j* ull* (Sachau (tr.), ii, 137 :
‘

. . . Vasudeva says regarding him who seeks salvation:

In the judgement of the intelligent man, the Brahman and the Candala are equal, the friend

and the foe, the faithful and the deceitful, nay, even the serpent and the weasel ’).

133 This corresponds to sutra 2.36 : satya-pratisthaydm kriyd-phaldsrayatvam
4 When veracity

has been consolidated (one attains) the property of being the recipient of the fruits of (meritorious)

actions ’. Also cf. Bhoja ad loc. : lcriyamdnd hi kriyd ydgddikdh phalam svargddikam prayacchanti

;

tasya tu satydbhydsavato yoginas tatha satyarri prakrsyate yathd kriyaydm akrtdyam api yogi

phalam dpnoti
4 For acts such as sacrifice, when performed, yield fruit such as heaven. In the

case of a yogin practising veracity, veracitj^ reaches such a degree that even when an act has not

been performed the yogin attains (its) fruit ’. The Qur’anic term 4_jJU in all probability renders

the Sanskrit svarga
4 heaven \ The interpretation of this sutra by Vy. and Vac. is far less

plausible than the above by Bhoja. The former interpretation is reflected in Rama Prasada’s

translation :
‘ Veracity being confirmed, action and fruition become dependents ’ (cf. Lindquist’s

translation :
‘ Wenn er in satya befestigt ist, beruht Handlung und Folge auf ihm ’, idem, op. cit.,

i7°).
134 The word ‘ treasure ’ renders two words : j and j Uo.
135 This corresponds to sutra 2.37 : asteya-pratisthdydm sarva-ratnopasthdnam ‘ When

abstinence from stealing has been consolidated, all jewels become present (to him) ’. Also
cf. Vy. ad loc. : sarva-dik-sthdny asyopatisthante ratndni ‘ The jewels situated in all quarters
present themselves to him *

; and Sankara Bhagavatpada’s gloss : dtmdnam darsayanti ‘
. . . show

themselves ’. But the extant commentaries do not explicitly mention the capacity of the yogin
to see all the jewels that are upon the earth.

136 This corresponds to sutra 2.38 : brahmacarya-pratisthaydm virya-labhah
4 When con-

tinence has been consolidated, manly strength is^attained ’. The expression
4 granted the capacity

to be able . .
.’ renders the Arabic jluxioU J-M. The hypothesis that in the commentary used

by al-Biruni a similar expression may have occurred is supported by the phrase niratisayam
viryam sdmarthyam.

1

limitless manly strength (lit. : capacity) ’ in Bhoja ad loc.

137 Lit. :

4

are rolled up’. Cf. India, Hyd., 52:

(Sachau (tr.), i, 69 :

4 That all distances between a man and any far away place vanish ’). Also

cf. India, Hyd., 63 : 4_J (Sachau (tr.), i, 83 :

4

If he wishes, the earth rolls itself

up for him ’). The Arabic sentence under consideration may belong to a commentary on the
next sutra. Cf. Vy. on sutra 2.39 quoted in the following footnote. Here upavartate may corre-

spond to CjjLjl 4

are rolled up’. For this cf. Vy. on sutra 2.45: isvardrpita-sarva-bhdvasya

samddhi-siddhir yayd sarvam ipsitam avitatham jdndti desantare dehdntare kdlantare ca
4 One
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whose whole nature is surrendered to the isvara has perfection of concentration. By which
(concentration) he knows as the whole thing really is all that he desires to know, in other places
and in other bodies and in other times ’ (tr. Woods).

138 This corresponds to sutra 2.39 : aparigraha-sthairye janma-katharnta-sambodhah ‘ When
generosity (or, non-covetousness) has been firmly established one attains insight as to the “ how ”

of (other) births ’. Cf. Vy. ad loc. : ko ’ham dsarri katharn aham asam kimsvid idam kathamsvid
idarp ke vd bhavisydmah katharn vd bhavisydma ity evam asya purvanta-paranta-madhyesv dtma-
bhava-jijhdsd svarupenopavartate ‘ £

‘ Who was I ? How was I ? Or what (can) this birth be ?

Or how (can) this birth be ? Or what shall we become ? Or how shall we become ? ” Such a
desire to know his own condition in former and later and intermediate times becomes of itself

fulfilled for him * (tr. Woods). For a Buddhist parallel to this ‘ perfection ’ see the detailed
description in the Akaiikheyya-sutta of the Majjhima-nikaya

,
PTS, London, 1888, i, 35 (tr. I. B.

Horner, The Middle Length sayings , i, PTS, London, 1954, 44).
139 cf. India , Hyd., 60, OXJI uI&j (Sachau (tr.), i, 80 :

‘ keeping clean the body ’), allegedly

quoting the Bhagavadgita. The term here seems to be paralleled by ‘ holiness

and purity ’ in India , Hyd., 56.

140 The word in the MS is blurred. The portion which is more or less legible looks: j S •

This could be read J-S or jo . In the context both words can be rendered :
‘ magnifies \

141 This corresponds to sutra 2.40 : saucat svanga-jugupsa parair asamsargah ‘ From (practising)

purity arises disgust with one’s own limbs (and) absence of (bodily) contact with others ’.

Cf. Ramananda ad loc.
:

yo bdhya-sauca-siddhas tasya svahge kaye suddhim apasyato jugupsd
bhavati ; asuci-svabhavo ’yam kayo ndtrahaiikarah karya iti . . . dosa-darsinah . . .

‘ One who is

perfected in outer cleanliness does not see (any) purity in his own body and is disgusted at it.

This body is essentially impure ; no pride should be taken in it. One who sees its defects . .
.’

(tr. Woods, 54). The extant commentaries do not seem explicitly to refer to the superiority of

the soul over the body. Cf. India, Hyd., 56-7 : J! ILpUj 5aJI jiS Jp Atyij
^ jj

J j j

S^IUI ‘ The result of practising purity is that a man knows the filth of the

body, and that he feels called upon to hate it, and to love cleanness of soul ’. The ‘ second
quality ’ refers to the first of the niyama group. See sutras 2.29 and 2.32.

142 aJOj Cf. India, Hyd., p. 52, 1. 11: jp J*- O-UI j*
(Sachau (tr.), i, 69 :

‘ The faculty in man of making his body so thin that it becomes invisible

to the eyes ’). Also cf. India, Hyd., p. 57, 1. 1 (Sachau (tr.), i, 75).

143 cf. India, Hyd., 57: ‘LS aAjt fjSLjj <uJaij 0Jd\ Jj ‘The
result of tormenting oneself through self-mortification is that a man should reduce the body,
allay its feverish desires, and sharpen its senses ’.

144 This corresponds to sutra 2.43 : kdyendriya-siddhir asuddhi-ksaydt tapasah ‘ From ascetic

practices arises the dwindling away of the impurities which leads to the “ perfections ” of the

body and the senses ’. A reference to fasting may be found in Bhoja ad loc. : cdndrdyaiiddind

citta-klesa-ksayah ; tat-ksaydd indriyadinam suksma-vyavahita-viprakrsta-darsaimdi-sdmarthyam
dvirbhavati kdyasya yatheccham anutva-mahattvddini ‘ Through (the performance of fasts such as

the candrayaiia the dwindling away of the afflictions of the mind-stuff comes about
;
from this

dwindling away manifest themselves capacities of the senses, such as seeing subtile, covered, or

remote (objects) (and capacities) of the body, such as (assuming) at will either bulk or the size

of an atom *.

145 This seems to correspond to sutra 2.42 : santosdd anuttama-sukha-ldbhah ‘ From content-

ment arises the attainment of unsurpassed bliss ’. Vijnanabhiksu’s reading adopted here seems
to be preferable to anuttamah sukha-labhah * unsurpassed attainment of bliss ’ as Deussen has it.

The word ^3 may be a rendering of santosa. For the expression ojli V cf. trsna-ksaya in the

following verse quoted by Vy. ad loc.
:

yoc ca kdma-sukham loke yac ca divyam mahat sukhamj
trsnd-ksaya-sukhasyaite ndrhatah sodasim kaldm * Whatever sensual pleasure there may be in

this world and whatever great heavenly pleasure there may be, they cannot equal the sixteenth

part of the bliss (that arises) from the cessation of craving ’. Also cf. Vijnanabhik?u on Vy. ad loc.

:

trsna-ksayo hi samtosah; trsna-pratibandhapagame ca cittasya svdbhdvika-sattvddhikya-nimittika

sukha-svabhavata svata evdvirbhavati na ca tat sukhe visaydpekseti ‘ For contentment is the cessation

of craving ; when the obstruction (consisting of) craving has vanished, the fact that bliss is an
essential property of the mind-stuff, on account of the preponderance of the essential sattva

(in the mind-stuff), becomes manifest on its own accord, it does not depend on objects ’. The
above oft-quoted verse has been traced to the Mahdbhdrata (Poona ed., 12.168.36) by Woods

(p. 189, n. 1). The expression j* ^-1

I

may possibly be a rendering of sukha in the sutra.

For the expression Jl ^ diiil cf. trsna-pratibandhapagame ... ‘When the obstruction

(lit. :
‘ binding ’) of the craving has vanished . .

.’ in the passage from Vijnanabhiksu quoted

above. For the common idea embodied in the sutra cf. e.g. Mahdbhdrata (Poona ed.) 12.287.35a :

vistarah klesa-samyuktdh samksepds tu sukhavahdh ‘ Vast riches bring sorrow ;
res angusta,

happiness’ (Hopkins, art. cit., 356-7). Cf. India, Hyd., 56: jLVij jU- ii/ <3 j

j*j *<5J\ j* a*~\J\ Ja ‘The benefits of giving up hoarding

are that one is rid of toil and fatigue
;
that one is secure from seeking the superfluous

;
and that
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one is relieved from the degradation of servitude by the nobility of liberty ’. here is our

proposed emendation of t-Jlt which occurs in the printed editions of India.)

146 Jo I. The term has been rendered above by ‘ chants ’ (R, p. 177, 1. 16).

147 By the term aSo^I al-Biruni regularly renders the Sanskrit terms deva, devoid. Cf. BSOAS,

art. cit., 307, n. 37. In the present passage the term devata is rendered both by and

j}\ .

148 The man who recites the formulae and the angel or spiritual being.
149 This corresponds to sutra 2.45 : svadhyayad ista-devata-samprayogah ‘ From recitation

(of formulae) arises communion with the chosen deity ’. The Arabic text seems to be closely

related to Bhoja ad loc. : abhipreta -mantra -japddi-laksane svadhyaye prakfsyamdne yogina
istaya abhipretaya devataya samprayogo bhavati sa devata pratyaksa bhavatity arthah ‘ When
the recitation consisting in (methods) such as muttering of selected formulae, has been perfected,

the yogin possesses communion with the chosen, i.e. selected, deity. That is to say, this deity

becomes visible *. The word OAi may be compared with the Sanskrit expression pratyaksa

(variant
:

pratyaksi-) bhavati in the passage quoted above. Both al-Biruni and Bhoja interpret

svadhyaya as referring to the recitation of formulae. Cf. Vy. on sutra 2.1. For ^jUI in the

Arabic text here cf. Cj
IJa!

J

* chants of praise and recitations ’ in Answer to Q 24 above,

R, p. 177, 1. 16; and cf. in India , Hyd., 61 (Sachau (tr.), i, 80 :
‘ the reciting of

the holy texts, praising God ’).

150 The term i may also refer to a religious practice of Muslim mystics.
151 Or :

4

his heart \
162 This corresponds to sutra 2.45 : samddhi-siddhir isvara-pranidhanat ‘ The perfection of

concentration arises from the directing of one’s mind to the isvara ’. Cf. sutras 1.24 and 2.1.

The term Jau-J may be a rendering of the Sanskrit term samadhi. Cf. Sadaiivendra Sarasvati

ad loc. : samadhU cittasya samadhanarri prasada iti ydvat ‘ samadhi is the focusing (lit. ‘ putting
together ’) of the mind-stuff, i.e. settling down peacefully ’. Also cf. India , Hyd., 55

:

dl bj j&~\j Jp l-JLsJI (Sachau (tr.), i, 73:
‘ and then the heart quietly rests on one thing, viz. the search for liberation and for arriving at

the absolute unity ’). The related term lJLaJI j Ijs\ is used by al-Biruni to render the title of the

first chapter samadhi
,
R, p. 177, 1. 10 (tr. BSOAS

,
art. cit., 325 :

‘ making the heart steadfastly

fixed ’), though the same term is also used by him to render dhdrand in sutra 3.2 (R, p. 183, 1. 20).

For al-Biruni’s understanding of the term samadhi cf. Bhagavadgita 2.53 : ... yadd sthasyati

niscald / samddhav acald buddhis tada yogam avapsyasi ‘. . . when thought stands motionless and
immovable in concentration, then will you attain yoga ’.

The expression ojT A Jp seems to be a rendering of isvara-pranidhanat in the

sutra. For such an understanding of the latter term cf. e.g. Narayana Tirtha on sutra 2.1

:

pranidhanam = stuty-adi-janita bhaktih ‘ The term pranidhdna means (a type of) devotion
generated by chants of praise, etc.’.

153 After (1) the yama group and (2) the niyama group comes (3) asana (yogic posture).

Cf. Bhoja (introducing sutra 2.46)
:

yama-niyaman uktvdsanam aha ‘ Having discussed the
Restraints and Observances he (Patanjali) addresses himself to (the topic of) Posture ’.

154 This corresponds to sutra 2.46: sthira-sukham dsanam ‘Posture is steady and easy’.

The reading adopted by Deussen inserts the word tatra ‘ there ’, i.e. ‘ in that state ’) before

sthira-. But an examination of Vy.’s introduction to this sutra would suggest that tatra belongs

to the commentary and not to the sutra itself. For the term here cf. the parallel expression

in India , Hyd., p. 55, I. 15: olS"
t
>Sw3’ ‘the complete suppression of motion’. For the

concept of asana as presented in the sutra cf. Bhagavadgita 6.13 : samarn kdya-siro-grivam

dharayann acalam sthirah . . .
‘ holding the body, head, and neck erect and motionless (keeping

himself) steady . . .’ (cf. Svetasvataropanisad 2.8, and especially, op. cit., 2.9 : samyukta-cestah
‘ one who has controlled his movements ’).

155 This may be a reflection of a commentary on the following sutra (2.47)
:

prayatna-
saithilydnanta-samdpattibhyam * (This is achieved) by relaxation of effort and (by) unlimited
meditation ’. (The variant reading ananta ‘ unlimited ’ adopted here is preferable to the reading
dnantya ‘ unlimitedness ’ which Deussen has. Woods’s translation *.

. . with reference to Ananta
(i.e. Vasuki, the Lord of Serpents) ’ is scarcely plausible.) The commentary used by al-Biruni

(which is not available to us) may have contained a discussion oiprayatna ‘ effort ’, of its effects

and of the consequences that its renunciation would lead to in relation to Posture. Cf. Ramananda
on sutra 2.47 : svdbhdvikah prayatnas calatvad dsana-vighdtakah tasyoparamendsanam sidhyati
‘ It is natural effort that disrupts Posture, on account of movement ; and (hence) it is by cessation

of effort that Posture is accomplished ’. Also cf. Baladeva ad loc. : ... bahu-vydpardnantaram
yaddsanam kriyate tadanga-kampanad asana-sthairyarn na bhavatlti bhdvah ‘. . . that is to say,

when after numerous attempts Posture has been performed, still there is no steadiness of Posture,
on account of a stirring of the limbs ’ (also cf. Vijhanabhik§u ad loc.). For the use of the term
saithilya here cf. sutra 3.38 ; for samapatti cf. sutra 1.41, 42 ; 3.42.
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156 The word ^Ijwl has been rendered above by ‘ relaxes ’. The whole sentence in the Arabic

text here corresponds to sutra 2.48 : tato dvandvdnabhighatah ‘ Consequently (the yogin) is un-

affected by the pairs (of extremes) Cf. India, Hyd., 56 : ^j j\ j>-
^
Jx <jp dili «ii

(Sachau (tr.), i, 73-4 :
‘ and he will be occupied in such a degree as not to perceive anything that

gives pain, like heat or cold . . The examples of the pairs of opposites, or rather complements,
found in al-BIrum are also listed in Bhoja ad loc. : tasminn asana-jaye sati dvandvaih sitosna-

ksut-trsnddibhir yogi ndbhihanyata ity arthah ‘ When mastery over Posture has been achieved,
the yogin is not affected by pairs such as cold and heat, hunger and thirst ’. These examples,
as well as others, are not infrequently mentioned elsewhere in commentatorial explanations of
dvandva (cf. e.g. Medhatithi’s, Kulluka’s, and Govindaraja’s com. on Manusmrti 1.16; Vijnana-
bhik§u on Vy. under sutra 2.32). As is evident from the examples, the oft-quoted traditional

definition of dvandva requiring that it be constituted by two mutually exclusive terms is too
restrictive. Cf. Vijnanabhiksu loc. cit.

:
yadyapi sitosnadivat paraspara-viruddhatvam bubhuksd-

pipdsayor nasti tathapi mithunavad eva paribhasika-dvandvatd ‘ Although (the defining condition

of dvandva i.e.) mutual exclusiveness (of the terms) is not satisfied in (the example) “ hunger and
thirst ”, the latter is technically a dvandva

,
just like the case of “ a couple (of male and female)

”
’.

The concept of dvandva and its illustration here appear to convey completeness, totality of

external factors impinging on one’s senses. However, the full significance of the formation of
pairs

(
dvandva

)

in yoga, where it implies extraordinary forcefulness and efficacy, is in all

probability not disconnected from the Vedic maxim that a pair means strength and a productive
copulation (dvandvam vai viryam . . . dvandvam vai mithunam prajananam—quoted and discussed

by J. Gonda, Visriuism and Sivaism: a comparison , London, 1970, 56, 168, n. 304. For further

discussion of the tendency to divide various categories of phenomena into two groups and dis-

tinguish between them two complementary classes, see J. Gonda, The dual deities in the religion

of the Veda, Amsterdam, 1974, p. 22 et seq.). For the use of anabhighata in the sutra cf. sutra 3.45.

Also cf. Manusmrti 12.77 : ... sitdtdpdbhighatdn . . .
‘ harassment (lit. “ attacks, strikings ”)

by cold and heat . .
.’ and SK 1 : dufrkha-trayabhighdtdt ‘ since one is harassed (lit. “ struck ”)

by the threefold misery . . .’. For the use of the term dvandva in the sutra cf. Maitryupanisad
3.1 : ... dvandvair abhibhuyamdnah . . .

‘ overcome by the pairs of opposites ’
; 6.29 : santosam

dvandva-titiksdm sdntatvam yogabhyasad avapnoti ‘ By the practice of yoga one attains content-

ment, endurance of the pairs (of opposites) and tranquillity ’. Also cf. Bhagavadgitd 2.45 ; 4.22 ;

5.3 ;
7.27-8 ;

12.18. The significance of the ‘ perfection ’ under discussion is brought out by
Gautama’s Nydyasutra 4.2.40 (ed. W. Ruben, Leipzig, 1928, 125) : ksud-ddibhih pravartanac ca
‘ And (samddhi ‘ concentration ’ is not possible) because (cognitions, or ideas) are generated by
hunger, etc. (schol. : and thirst, heat and cold and disease—even against one’s wish

; cf. Vatsya-
yana’s Bhdsya ad loc.) ’. Cf. Kanada’s Vaisesikasutra 5.2.16.

157 This represents the fourth yogdnga. See sutra 2.29.
158 This corresponds to sutra 2.49 : tasmin sati svdsa-prasvdsayor gati-vicchedah praxcayamali

‘ When this (i.e. Posture) has been accomplished, regulation of breath (consisting in) cutting off

the flow of inhaling and exhaling (is to be practised) ’. Cf. Bhagavadgitd 4.29
:
prdndpdna-gati

ruddhvd ... *.
. . checking the flow of exhaling and inhaling . . .’. The simile of the person

sojourning in the depth of water occurred in all probability in the commentary used by al-Birunl.

Cf. India , Hyd., 55: ol ^-p Aib ol5~^i-l

*Lil
i3 *1^ (jP j JliU

jJp
oil

(Sachau (tr.), I, 73 :
‘.

. . to stop all motions, and even the breathing. It is evident that a greedy
man strains to effect his object, the man who strains becomes tired and the tired man pants;

so the panting is the result of greediness. If this greediness is removed, the breathing becomes
like the breathing of a being living at the bottom of the sea, that does not want breath . . .’).

For the regulation of breath as presented in the sutra cf. Svetdsvataropanisad 2.9.
159 This corresponds to sutra 2.52 : tatah ksiyate prakdsdvaranam c Consequently the covering

which obstructs the light dwindles away ’. Cf. the expression prakasdvarana-ksayah in sutra 3.44.

(Also cf. sutra 4.30.) For the use of the term prakdsa ‘ illumination, light ’ as an attribute of

sattva, and that of dvarana ‘ enveloping, covering, obstructing ’ as an attribute of tamas ,

cf. SK 12-13. Also cf. Gaudapada’s commentary on the latter. (See op. cit., 13, for the illustration

of tamas by dark clouds covering the sky.) Also cf. Vidhushekhara, op. cit., 210, and Umasvati’s
Tattvdrthddhigamasutra 9.13.

160 This seems to reflect sutra 2.53 : dhdraudsu ca yogyatd manasah ‘ (Also consequently

there arises) the capability of the mind in (practising) the stages of contemplation ’. Syntactically

the following translation is also possible :
‘ He is therefore able to do whatever he wishes ’.

161 This represents the fifth yogdnga. See sutra 2.29.

162 For the expression «Jj jlAL'Vl Jp <j-^ cf. R, p. 170, 1. 2: dbs-

<iJLJ
|
oU-jU-l. See BSOAS, art. cit., p. 314, n. 98 (wdiere the word ‘ cf.’ at the beginning of the

sentence is missing).
163 This corresponds to sutra 2.54 : sva-sva-visaya-samprayogdbhdve cittasya svarupanukara

ivendriydudm pratydhdrah ‘ Withdrawal is the imitation, as it were, by the senses of the mind-
stuff itself, when they are no longer conjoined with their objects ’. (Some editions have the

alternative reading sva-visayasamprayoge citta- ... at the beginning of the sutra, cf. e.g. KSS,
1930, p. 112.) Cf. Chandogyopanisad 8.15.1 : . . . dtmani sarvendriyani sampratisthdpya ‘.

. . having
made all his senses steadfastly fixed in the self ’.
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164 This corresponds to sutra 2.55 : tatah paramo, vasyateiidriyanam ‘ Consequently there is

perfect subjugation of the senses

165 R’s suggestion is not obligatory.

166 A less likely alternative translation is : ‘towards a certain praxis which L . . .).

167 Gratitude is hereby expressed to the director of the Siileymaniye Library, Istanbul, for

permitting the examination of the unique MS of Ritter’s text. The preparation of the present

study has been facilitated by the assistance extended by the Central Research Fund, University
of London, to T. Gelblum.



AL-BIRUNI’S ARABIC VERSION OF PATANJALI’S

YOGASUTRA : A TRANSLATION OF THE THIRD
CHAPTER AND A COMPARISON WITH RELATED TEXTS

By Shlomo Pines and Tuvia Gelblum

The following study contains a translation of al-Blrunl’s rendering into

Arabic of the third chapter of Patarijali’s Yogasutra cum commentary. (On this

point see our translation of al-Blrunl’ s rendering of the first two chapters of

Pataiijali’s Yogasutra ).
1 This translation is based on Ritter’s edition of the

Arabic text. 2 Comparison has been made with the unique MS of Ritter’s text

:

Kopriilii, 1589, fols. 412a-419a (written on the margins). 3 We have also

compared the text with parallel passages and expressions in al-Blrunfs India. 4

Furthermore, an attempt has been made here to indicate the parallels

between the Arabic version on the one hand, and the Sanskrit text of the

YogasutraA as well as its extant commentaries, 6 on the other.

The following is a list of those sutras of the third chapter correspondence to

which may be found in al-Blrunl’s text : 1-4, 5 (?), 6-7, 10-11, 14, 16-21, 21a,

22-32, 34-55. On the face of it, it is likely that the sutras which are not reflected

in al-Blrum’s text (viz. 5(?), 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 33) did not occur in the text

available to him
;
the possibility may then exist that they were later accretions.

Sometimes a part of a sutra is missing in al-Blrunfs text. Thus, e.g. in sutra 3.50

the phrase dosa-blja-Tcsaye
‘ when the “ (cardinal) faults ” have dwindled away ’

is not reflected in al-Blrunfs text.

On at least two points al-Blrunl appears to differ from all the commentaries

available to us. He understands prdpti as ‘ perception with the senses ’ (R,

p. 191, 1. 17) and ‘ the capacity to know ’ {India, Hyd., p. 52, 11. 14-15) rather

than ‘ the capacity to reach any place ’ (cf. commentaries on animadi in sutra

3.45) ;
and his cosmological description differs to a considerable extent from

those occurring in the available commentaries on the Yogasutra as well as in

other Sanskrit sources quoted below. It may be supposed that on these points

al-Blrunl followed the commentary utilized by him. Cf. BSOAS, ch. I,

Introduction.

Some observations on al-Blrunl’ s rendering of various terms and passages of

the third chapter may be found in the introduction to our translation of the

first chapter.

Chapter 3

(R, 183, 1. 20) The sixth quality 7
is quietude and tranquillity so that one is

enabled to make one’s heart steadfastly fixed upon one object. 8

The seventh quality is the prolonging of reflection 9 upon (the object) on

which the heart is, with great application,10 steadfastly fixed, so that one is

not subject to multiplicity 11 and (in consequence) is neither divided and split 12

between (the various) occasions 13 nor diverted 14 to another object.15

(R, 184) The eighth quality is perfect concentration 16 on this (very same)

application so that reflection 17 becomes one with its object.18

He in whom these eight qualities are conjoined 19 and whose soul has been

disciplined 20 in the stages 21 ... 22 and the attainment of what is subtle and

noble. 23 The latter three qualities which are referred to 24 in the third chapter

are, as it were, separate from the five (qualities described in the) first (place)

because they are more remote from the senses 25 and closer to the intellect 26
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and are on the brink of a mental representation of the cognitum stripped of

matter 27 which is among the ties of the sense.28

Q 42. Does man reach through these (three qualities) the aim which is

sought? 29

Answer. He that progresses 30 in them is like one that progresses in years in

(the space of time which ranges) between infancy and old age.31 Knowledge

regarding them is one, for it spreads out from the knower to the known
(objects) 32 so that it is characterized 33 by multiplicity. When he quietens 34

it

and cuts off from it the factors 35 of spreading out, it becomes 36 one and

through 37 the third (quality)—universal.38 He has not, however, reached (at

this point) the degree of mental representation stripped of matter.39 The
instrument for reaching this (degree) is repeated practice as has been (said)

before. 40

Q 43. What is the reward for him who perseveres in, and patiently applies

himself to, repeated practice?

Ans. (His) reward (consists) in knowledge of the past, the present and the

future. 41

Q 44. Is knowledge concerning them one or three?

Ans. It is one, as clay is
;

for before being kneaded the latter was dust, and

after that it (becomes) a jar. (Now) ‘ clayness ’ is one (and the same) in the

three states even though the form differs, being manifest in some of them and
being concealed in others. In the same way the form of this one knowledge

differs according to the difference of the form of time in the three divisions of

the latter. 42

Q 45. Is he 43 recompensed in this world with things other than this also?

Ans. Names 44 do not change when they pass from speech to thought or

vice versa. For a jar is a jar when (its name) is uttered 45 and it is (likewise) a

jar when it is thought of. Whoever knows things by their names and thinks of

them according to their definitions and is accustomed to distinguish this 46 and
trace it

47 to its true reality knows the language of birds. 48 And whoever is

accustomed to quieten and assemble knowledge knows his state in the past,

before (his) descent 49 into the body, 50 and knows the hidden thoughts 51 with

regard to love and enmity, with a general knowledge 52—without knowing the

beloved or the hated (object) with a particular 53 knowledge. 54

(R, 185) Q 46. How does he perform his wondrous acts? 55

Ans. By means of thought and steadfastness. 56 For he finds his recompense

and reward in every case in which he applies his thought and to which (?)
57

he directs his steadfastness
;

albeit every reward that falls short of liberation is

not perfect and is not a pure good. 58 Thus, whoever wishes to be hidden from
the eyes applies his thought constantly to (his own) body and to the

representation which he has concerning it, such as its beauty or ugliness, (its)

being long or short, and (its) shape and configuration. 59 (He then) directs his

efforts to turning away the eyes 60 (of other persons) and to constricting the sense

of sight. 61 Accordingly he becomes invisible 62 to (other) persons. 63 Similarly,

whenever he applies his thought constantly to speech and to its constriction, his

voice becomes inaudible 64 so that it is no longer heard even if it be known (to

be producing sound). 65

Whoever wishes to grasp the circumstances 66 of his death, constantly applies

(his) thought to (his) works, 67 and his soul becomes suddenly 68 prepared for 69

the knowledge of what is unknown. 70

Whoever wishes to have a (mental) representation of Paradise 71 and Hell, of

the angels 72 and the spirits that mete out punishment after death, 73 as well as 74
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of the dead among his ancestors, 75 should constantly apply (his) thought to

them after having stopped his ears in such a way that no voice resounds in the

hole of his ear, and after having closed his eyes in such a way that no visible

object 76 falls within the scope of his vision. 77

Whoever wants to strengthen his soul 78 should constantly remember to

rejoice in good 79 and turn away from evil 80 and to have pity on (the evildoer). 81

Whoever wants to strengthen his body directs (his) thought to the power (in

question) and its localizations 82 in it
83

(i.e. the body). For by doing this

constantly he will acquire a power which does not fall short of that of an

elephant. 84 Therefore if he directs his thought to the light of the senses after

having subdued and constricted them, he receives as his recompense knowledge

of the subtle things, (both) present and absent. 85

Whoever directs it (i.e. his thought) to the sun receives as his recompense

comprehension of everything that is in the worlds so that he sees 86 them. 87

The commentator has at this point an explanatory discourse describing the

world and the Earths. 88 It seems useful to quote this discourse in an exact

manner. For it is one of the sciences current among them. 89 In the description

of the existent (things) he starts with the lowest section 90 (proceeding) towards

the uppermost. 91 He regards darkness 92 as the lowest (section). 93 Its extent

in (terms of) yojanas—a yojana 94 (equalling) 95 thirty two (R, 186) thousand

cubits 96 according to their (system of) measurement of distances ;
in our

(measures) this is eight miles 97—is one koti 98
(i.e. 10,000,000) and eighty five

laksas 99
(i.e. 8,500,000). According to our reckoning the total is eighteen

thousand thousands and five hundred thousands (i.e. 18,500,000). For in their

(system of numbers) koti is the term for ten thousand thousands (i.e.

10,000,000) and laksa—the term for one hundred thousands.100

(The commentator) says : Above the darkness there is Naraka,
i.e. hell.101

Its extent equals thirteen kotis and twelve laksas
,
which is equivalent to one

hundred and thirty one thousand thousands and two hundred thousand

yojanas .
102 Above hell is again darkness, the extent of which is one laksa (i.e.

100,000) {yojanas).103 Above this (darkness) is an earth which, because of its

hardness, is called Vajra,101 i.e.
4

thunderbolt \ Its extent equals thirty four

thousand yojanas.105 Above it
(
Vajra

)

is Garbha 106—i.e.
4

the one that is the

middle ’—sixty thousand yojanas. Above it is Suvarna 107—i.e.
4

the golden

earth ’—thirty thousand yojanas. Then (come) above it Sapta Patdla—,
i.e. the

seven Earth[s every one] 108 of which is ten thousand yojanas (in extent) . . .

[The highest (of the pdtdlas) is]
109 (an Earth) that has dvipas.110 The midmost

island is Jambu-dvipa which we (inhabit). Then (comes) Plaksa-dvipa, then

—

Sdlmali (or &almala)-dmpa
;

then Kusa-dvipa
;

then Kraunca-dvipa ;
then

Saka-dvipa; then Puskara-dvipa .
m The extent of Jambu-dvipa (equals) one

laksa (100,000) {yojanas), and (the extent of the island) which encompasses it

equals) two laksas (200,000) {yojanas). Then (come) four laksas (400,000)

yojanas
;
and in this manner 112 (the extent is) progressively doubled 113 up to

the most remote of them (i.e. of the islands).

In the interval between every pair of islands,114 i.e. earths,115 there is an

ocean. The one surrounding the earth which we inhabit is Ksdra, i.e.
4 The

Salty
5

;
then Iksu

,
i.e.

4

Sugar-cane Water ’

;

116 then Surd 111
i.e.

4 Wine 5

;

then Sarpis
,

118
i.e.

4

Melted Butter
9

;
then Dadhi

,

119
i.e.

4

Curds
J

;
then Ksira,

i.e.
4

Milk ’
;
then Svddudaka , i.e.

4

Sweet Water \120 The first of these oceans,

namely, (the one called) Ksdra, is two laksas (200,000) {yojanas in extent), and

(there is a progressive) doubling—(in the manner already) referred to—(of each

of) the others.
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Behind the Sweet (Ocean) is Lokaloka 121
i.e. ‘ The Uninhabited \122 (Its

extent) is ten thousand yojanas .

123 Beyond it (R, 187) is the Land of Gold.124

(Its extent) is ten hotis (100,000,000) {yojanas). Above it is Pitr-loka
, i.e. the

place where the ancestors dwell together. Its extent is sixty one laJcsas and
thirty four thousand (6,134,000) (yojanas).125 Above it is (one) half of the egg

Brahmanda,

126
i.e. (the half) which contains the heavens and is at rest without

any motion.127 Above Brahmanda is a darkness designated as tamas 128 the

extent of which is one hoti and eighty five laksas (18,500,000) (yojanas).

In the middle of the island which we inhabit is Mount Mem
,

129 the

habitation of the angels.130 One of the sides of the quadrangle 131 (which it

forms) is five hotis (50,000,000) (yojanas in extent). On its four sides are

mountains, kingdoms, rivers and seas, which it would serve no useful (purpose)

either to enumerate, for they are unknown, or to name, for these names are

(given) in the Indian 132 language. 133

He, then, enumerates the worlds (lokas). He mentions the Bhur-loka, whose

inhabitants are men, beasts and birds, and in which there are mountains, rivers

and trees. It (extends) up to the sun. Then (he mentions) Bhuvar-loka
,
in which

there are siddhas (?), gandharvas (?) and munis (?).
134 It (extends) up to the

pole-star. (He) then (mentions) Mahar-loka
,
in which are the protectors 135 of

this world,136 such as Indra and his like. Then (he mentions) Jana-loka
,
in

which there are masters from among the species of the angels.137 Then (he

mentions) Tajpo-loka, in which there are from among them 138 naras (?) and
kimnaras (?).

139 Then (he mentions) Satya-loka
,

140 which is the place of the

brahmanas receiving (their) reward. For this 141 (reason) it is called Brahma-
desa

,

142 in the same manner as the place of the ksatriyas receiving (their) reward

is called Raja-desa .
143 Then (he mentions) Brahma-loka 111 in which is Brahma.145

The extent of all the seven lokas (equals) fifteen kotis (150,000,000) (yojanas).115

Their totality is designated as Brahmanda in the same manner as we designate

the (heavenly) spheres as ether.147 The explanation 148 of the commentator ends

(here). Let us go back to the text.149

He 150 says : Whoever directs his thought to the moon achieves knowledge

concerning the arrangement of the stars, their positions and their actions.151

Whoever directs it to the pole(-star)—it is in a complex of fourteen stars

shaped as a sakvara (?),
152

i.e. the safan 153 out of whose skin hilts of swords

are made 154—knows the motions of the stars. 155 (R, 188) Thus all those who
aspire (to know) something of (the matters) we have mentioned will discover it

when they apply their thought to it.

Whoever wishes to know his own body should meditate continuously on the

navel.156

This too belongs to the commentator’s explanation.157 When food is digested

in the belly, matter is produced from it to which (pertain) a sediment 158 which
is expurgated(?) 159 and three residues which remain in the body. They are

wind, bile and phlegm.160 (They) harm(?) 161 seven 162 things, namely the chyle,

the blood, the flesh, the fat, the bones, the marrow and the semen.163

As for the above-mentioned matter, it is transformed into blood. Out of the

subtle (part) of the latter flesh is generated,164 and from its remaining gross

(part)—all things that come forth from the body, such as sweat and hair and the

nails. Then the fat of corpulence,165 is generated from the flesh, the bones from
fat, the marrow from bones, and the semen, which (among) these is the noblest,

from the marrow. 166 Whatever is farther from matter is more excellent. The
utility of comprehending the transformations of these things and of the manner
of their generation and passing away,167 of (the ways in which) they are useful
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or harmful, of the periods (in which) this (happens) and of (the relevant)

measures (consists in) establishing the truth that (all) this is not good,168 nay
that it is an evil. And this is a reason for being drawn towards the good. At this

point we return to the text.

Whoever wishes to remove the harmful (effects) of hunger and thirst from
himself should direct his thought to the hollow (part) of the chest and the

larynx, (i.e.) the channel (through which) the wind (passes) by means of

respiration. 169

Whoever wishes to dispense with motion should reflect on the ‘ tortoise

namely, the twisted veins above the navel likened to this (animal).170

Whoever wishes to see the siddhas 171 among the ascetics,172 who were able

(to achieve) the objectives 173 and become, through knowledge and virtue,

invisible 174 and inhabit Bhuvar-loka
,
should direct his thought to the light of

the orifice which is (found) on the bone of the vertex. Thus he will see and
behold(?) 175 them. 176

Whoever wishes (to acquire) knowledge—let his thought be (centred) in the

heart,177 which is its source and dwelling place, 178 so that he should represent it

united with the soul, without making a distinction between the two.179 For the

soul knows (lit. : is knowing) and the heart lives. This should not be difficult

for him, since he has totally 180 emancipated 181 it from this world. When he

does this he will truly know his own self,
182 and no object of the senses is

concealed from him, even if it is hidden or remote. 183

Q 47. Is there beyond this 184 requital by means of knowledge something

that is nobler than it?

(R, 189) Ans. Why should not this be so? (For) this knowledge is not in

truth knowledge
;

it is an impediment to true knowledge.185 We have already

mentioned the consequences of the division of knowledge (which is) theoretical.

Accordingly we shall now speak of the consequences of the division (ofknowledge

which is) practical.186 For the attainment of praxis
,
together with knowledge,

has fallen (to the lot of) the ascetic described above. He is at the point of

achieving that which he seeks. If he wishes that he, except for his spirit, be

transported in this entanglement, from his (own) body to another body, not in

a way in which (one is) transported after death, but rather in virtue of his (own)

will, volition and (free) choice, he is able to bring this about.187 This is because

the bodies are nets for the spirits,188 with a view to requiting them for former

good and evil (deeds) with ease or discomfort 189 corresponding to the two
(categories of deeds). Attracting (to oneself) the former and warding off the

latter (involves) some wronging 190 of people of one’s (own) species or (of those)

of other species. (Hence) hostility 191 brings about the guaranteed (necessity) of

future retribution. On the other hand, the above-mentioned ascetic has borne

to the full in his present mould 192 that which he deserved for his past (deeds)

;

and he refrains from acquiring (further karma) in the future. In his case there

is no guaranteed (necessity)
;

he knows his soul : whence it has come and
whither it will go. Accordingly he is able to move and transport it, and does not

stick to the body (in which the soul) is harassed. For this (reason) also he (is

able) to die in virtue of his volition whenever he wishes.193

Q 48. Is he able to transport this garment 194 with him (by means of)

practices 195 which others are unable to perform?

Ans. If the state of his body had been (like) that of the bodies of the common
people with regard to grossness 196 and sediment(s),197 he would not have been

able to have it as his companion. It is, however, in a state in which no sediments

or dregs are left.198
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In the body there are five categories of winds,199 two of which (are related to)

the passage of breath, one of them entering on account of attraction and the

other going out on account of expulsion.200 The third (wind) is present in all

the places of the body, for it is one of its four basic constituents. As for the

fourth (wind), it is through its (instrumentality) that there is motion : leaping

and jumping. Taking its course, the fifth (wind) carries food and the (various)

mixtures and transports them from one place to another in the body. Thus no

place remains permanently in the same state. 201

(R, 190) If the above-mentioned ascetic grasps the ‘ leaping wind ', constantly

fixes his thought upon it, and strengthens it by making additions to it, his

(downward) inclination is lessened. 202 Consequently he (can) walk on flowing

water and on shifting mud in the way someone else walks upon the face of the

earth : he is not drowned and does not sink. He can (also) step bare-foot upon
a piercing thorn without his foot being pricked, (the reason) for this being the

absence of a (downward) inclination,203 because of which he might have been

affected by (this) harmful (object). 204 This ‘ wind ’ has different dimensions in

(the various species of) the animals that walk and (those) that fly, such as the

deer and the tortoise (on the one hand), or the hen and the dove (on the other).

In each of these two pairs (of species the difference) in dimension may attain

(such a degree) that each (of the species) may (appear to be) the contrary (of

the other).205

Similarly, whenever (the ascetic) strengthens the ‘ wind ' that transports

the mixtures, his body (as it) appears to others is ablaze like unto a flaming

fire.
206 Again, hearing (takes place) by means of air,207 being part of air.208

When (the ascetic) has a true knowledge of the two,209 and has habituated 210

his thought (to apply itself) to the two, he hears sounds that are (produced) in

the air, even if (these sounds) are distant from him in space. 211

Again, the body is heavy and air is fight. Accordingly whenever his thought

combines the two so that they become one, his body becomes (as) fight as the

things that, having been separated from a plant, are tossed about in the

atmosphere by winds
;
the air does not penetrate its (the body's) weight, 212

it

can fly to whichever regions of the earth he wants, his flight being fighter than

that of birds. 213

Q 49. Do all these (attainments) come together in (one) person 214 or is every

(ascetic) specialized with regard to his particularity and activity?

Ans. All these (attainments) come together in one (ascetic), for thought is

one

;

215 and this assembler is called mahavideha .

216 Whenever the ascetic

reflecting on his (own) body is united (in thought) with air, he (is able to) fly

because of the latter's lightness. (Similarly, if he is united) with fire, he is ablaze

because of its fight. Whatever the natural body be upon which he reflects he

(achieves) with regard to it whatever he imagines and wills.217 For each of these

bodies has three states. The first of them 218
is (its) identity,219 as for example,

in the case of Earth, for it is ‘ earth '. The second (state) is (that of the things)

generated from a particular, which differ in form from it, as (for example) the

minerals and plants which differ in form from the earth. The third (state) is the

essence,220 as (for example) earthiness which is (a characteristic) common both

to (the earth) and these (generated things). 221

When (the ascetic) truly realizes this with regard to both the generalities and
the particulars of the elements, he is able to put an end to the harmful (effects)

that they (may have) upon his body, such as (those due to) being burnt by fire,

being penetrated by air,222 being drowned by water, being (held back by) the

impenetrability 223 of earth, and so forth. He has such power over his body that

VOL. XLVI. PART 2. 19
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he may render it subtle 224 so that it is hidden or manifest according to his

wish.225 (He can also) render it beautiful 226 or ugly, strengthen it,
227 soften it,

coarsen it, or harden it 228 so that he can appear in whatever form he desires.229

(He can also) make it light so as to fly and descend, skim (the ground) and
soar. 230 (He can also) make it (R, 191) huge so that whoever sees it is terrified. 231

(He is also able) to perceive with his senses, even if (the object) perceived (by

him) is far off from the place (where he is).
232 Nothing (can) hinder him from

going (his way) and nothing can shake him when he stands still.
233 How

(should it be possible for things) to make an impression upon him, 234 (seeing)

that he is able to annihilate them and bring them into existence ?
235 Indeed

they obey his command. 236

Q 50. This is what (he is able) to achieve with regard to the five elements, 237

namely, earth, water, fire, wind and the sky. 238 But what (is he able to) achieve

with regard to incorporeal 239 (things)?

Ans. We have already said that his senses are purified 240 (so as to) over-

power 241 the impediments 242 (which) therefore cannot gain mastery over them
so as to render them incapable of perception. 243 In fact 244 (the ascetic) can see

without an eye, and hear without an ear. 245 He transcends the three forces

:

246

the first two which (respectively) are pure good and pure evil, and the inter-

mediate one as between the two, 247 so that all of them are subordinate to his will,

and consequently nothing that pertains to them exists in (something that is)

other than he, unless he desires (something) to be there. 248 The root of this

matter is the study of the true reality of the body, the heart, and the soul.249

(For) then(?) 250 things obey (the ascetic) so that he (can) know them by their

definitions 251 and (can) grasp them in a universal 252 (manner).253

Q 51. (Can the ascetic) attain in this science the highest degree (similar) to

the one which he attains in (his) actions? 254

Ans. No. For the possessor of this knowledge, even though it is designated

by this name, fails to achieve liberation if he deems the latter to be knowledge,

the reason being that this (knowledge) is obtained through the senses. 255 For

knowledge is the cognition of the perishing and destruction of these cognita 256

followed 257 up by its rejection. 258 In a similar way as what is deemed to be

knowledge prevents the (achievement of) liberation,259 rejoicing and glorying in

it,
260 being a sort of self-aggrandizement and pride, also prevent its 261

(achievement). (There is also the case of the ascetic) to whom angels 262 show

themselves apprising him of their condition and state and calling him to

Paradise. 263 They describe the latter to him (informing him) that it is a native

place of everything (that is) good and the treasury that includes 264 with respect

to trees and fruits whatever may occur to your mind, and women (of such a

sort) that their sight gives all joy and delight
;

there is nothing harmful there

(i.e. nothing that is excessively) hot or cold, and its inhabitants 265 are immune
from old age, illnesses, other afflictions of the body and the basest needs. The

soul (of such an ascetic may) be puffed up (R, 192) because of this call, and the

signs of pride and vainglory (may) become manifest in him
;
he (may) suffer a

setback (as far as) his degree (in the hierarchy is concerned) and his promise

(may) be broken. 266

Q 52. How should he answer the angels in order to be saved from such (an

untoward) happening?

Ans. He should say that the master of the world 267 may be likened 268 to a

worm which has fallen into a huge jar (full) of coals (burning with) a blazing

flame. 269 These (coals) may (stand for) this world (whose) suffering 270
is nothing

but the disturbance and upheavals (which occur) in it (i.e. the world)
;
any hope
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of escape and deliverance from it is cut off. This was my state of being while

I clung to this world. When, however, I withdrew from it, I encountered the

shadow of a cloud.271 and (thus) obtained (some) little relief from fatigue and
weariness. How should I, therefore, whenever my heart inclines towards

Paradise, wish to be preoccupied with its delights. For 272 thereby I should

return to (my) bonds, and thus my endeavour to come near the realm of

liberation would be lost. 273

Q 53. If what has been (referred to) above is not true knowledge,274 what is

it then?

Ans. It is within the compass of what is the present of time, i.e. the now
of it.

275

Q 54. What is achieved thereby?

Ans. Thereby 276
is achieved cognition of the substance of a thing and of its

genus, and thereupon of its quale, i.e. of the characteristics which distinguish

one thing from another, thereupon of its place, its situation and its direction.277

Q 55. What is the name of this knowledge, its object and its quale ?

Ans. As for its name, it is ‘ crossing
9 278 and ‘ causing to pass over \279

As for the object of this knowledge, it is everything that is either subtle or gross

in its entirety. As for its quale, it is the universal grasp(?) 280 (which apprehends

as) one whole and one species. 281 Furthermore, it is only useful in its application

which (consists) in encompassing the sensibilia and the objects of knowledge and
total dissociation from them.

Q 56. When does liberation come about?

Ans. Soul in man is a divine pure undefiled substance
;

282 defilement of the

heart comes about only because of its being tossed about between the three

forces 283 which have been referred to several times. As long, therefore, as the

heart has not yet achieved a purification similar to that of the soul so as to be

united through a union of attribute their mixture is useless and liberation does

not come about.284

Here ends the third section whose particular (subject) is recompense and the

quale of requital. 285

NOTES

1 In BSOAS

,

xxix, 2, 1966, 302-25 (henceforth abbreviated as BSOAS, ch. I) and BSOAS,

xl, 3, 1977, 522-49 (henceforth abbreviated as BSOAS , ch. II).

2 H. Ritter, * Al-Biruni’s tJbersetzung des Yoga-sutra des Patanjali Oriens, ix, 2, 1956,

165-200 (henceforth abbreviated as R).

3 We refer to the pagination known to Ritter. Since then the pagination of the MS has

been changed : fols. 417a-424a instead of fols. 412a-419a.

4 Kitdb fi tahqiq ma li ’l-Hind or al-BlrunVs India (Arabic text), Hyderabad, 1958 (henceforth

abbreviated as India, Hyd.).

5 Alias Patanjalayogasutrani. Henceforth abbreviated as YS. References are made to the

edition printed in P. Deussen, Allgemeine Geschichte der Philosophic, i, 3, Leipzig, 1908, 511-43

(abbreviated as ‘ Deussen ’). References to Woods’s translation, unless otherwise indicated, are

to J. H. Woods, The Yoga-system of Patanjali , with Veda-vydsa's and Vdcaspati-misra's Tattva-

vaisdradi), Cambridge, Mass., 1977.

6 The following commentaries have been used.

I Vyasa,
(
Patahjalayogasutra-)Bhdsya (written between a.d. 350 and 650, probably in the

sixth century a.d., according to Winternitz). Edition : Rajaram &astrl Bodas (ed.),

BSS, Bombay, 1892. (Abbreviated as Vy.)
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Subcommentaries on I

() Sankara Bhagavatpada,
(Patahjalayogasutrahhasya-) Vivararta (eighth century a.d.,

according to P. Hacker, who defends the identification of this author with Sankara,

the celebrated Advaitin. See P. Hacker, ‘ Sankara der Yogin und Sankara der

Advaitin in G. Oberhammer (ed.), Festschrift fur Erich Frauwallner, Wien, 1968,

119-48). Edition : Rama Sastri and Krishnamurthi Sastri (ed.), Madras Government

Oriental Manuscripts Library, 1952.

() Vacaspati Mi&ra, TattvavaUaradi (c. a.d. 850). Edition : as in 1(c). (Abbreviated

as Vac.)

Subcommentaries on 1(6)

(i) Raghavananda Sarasvati, Patahjalarahasya (sixteenth century a.d. ?). Edition

:

Sanga yogadarsana, GosvamI Damodara Sastri (ed.), CSS, Benares, 1935.

(ii) Hariharananda Aranya (a.d. 1869-1947), Bhdsvati. Edition : in I(6)i.

(c) Vijnanabhik§u, Yogavarttika (mid-sixteenth century a.d.), comments on the YS and

parts of Vyasa’s Bha§ya. Edition : Narayan Mi£ra (ed.), Pdtahjalayogadarsanam

,

Varanasi, 1971.

(d) Nage6a Bhatta (— NagojI Bhatta), Bhdsyacchdydkhyavrtti (end ofseventeenth century

and first half of eighteenth century a.d. according to P. V. Kane and P. K. Gode).

Edition: Jivanatha Mi6ra (ed.), PatahjaladarSanam, Benares, 1907 (henceforth

abbreviated as Bhdsyacchdyd).

(e) NagojI Bhatta (= Nage6a Bhatta), Patarijalayogasutra-)vrtti. This is a separate

commentary, patently different from the prec. though not unrelated to it. Edition :

Dhundhiraj Sastri (ed.), Yogasutra with six commentaries, KSS, 83, Benares, 1930

(henceforth referred to as Vrtti).

II Bhojaraja (= Bhojadeva), Rajamdrtanda
(
= Bhojavftti

)

(tenth century a.d. according

to S. Dasgupta ;
early eleventh century a.d. according to R. Garbe). Edition : Rama-

6ankar Bhattacarya (ed.), Patarijalayogasutra, Varanasi, 1963.

Subcommentary on II

(a) Kj^navallabhacarya, Kirana (nineteenth-twentieth century a.d.). Edition : Yoga-

darSanam, Benares, 1939.

III Ramananda Sarasvati, Maniprabhd (c. a.d. 1592 according to J. H. Woods). Edition

:

in 1(e).

IV Bhavagane^a, Pradipika (seventeenth or eighteenth century a.d. according to Dhundhiraj

Sastri). Edition : in 1(e).

V Ananta, Yogacandrika (= Padacandrikd

)

(nineteenth century a.d. according to Dhun-

dhiraj Sastri). Edition : in 1(e).

VI Sadaiivendra Sarasvati, Yogasudhdkara (twentieth century a.d. according to Dhundhiraj

Sastri). Edition : in 1(e).

VII Narayana Tlrtha, Yogasiddhdntacandrikd (seventeenth century a.d. according to

Rama^ankar Bhattacarya). Edition: Ratna Gopala Bhatta (ed.), CSS, Benares, 1911.

VUE Baladeva Mi£ra, Yogapradipika. Edition : Dhundhiraj Sastri (ed.), KSS, 85, Benares, 1931.

IX Kr?navallabhacarya, Bhdsya (see 11(a)). Edition : in 11(a).

X Bhavadeva Yogasutravrtti MS, Sarasvati Bhavan no. 29839 (in preparation for publica-

tion).

7 *Lai- ! in the Arabic. The term JLaiJ (pi.) (‘ qualities, characteristics ’) is used in al-BIrunl’s

translation to render the astdfigani ,
‘ the eight stages (lit. : auxiliaries, aids) ’. For the first four

of these as featuring in the Arabic translation of the second chapter of the Yogasutra (R,

pp. 182-3 ; cf. YS 2.28 et seq.) see BSOAS, ch. II, p. 526, 1. 4 seq. For the term Si^ai- 1 as

probably representing the Sanskrit term guiria, which may have been contained in the com-

mentary used by al-BIrunl, see art. cit., n. 116.

8 Cf. sutra 3.1 : de£a-bandhai cittasya dhdrarbd ‘ Fixed attention consists in restricting (or

:

binding) of the mind to (one) locus ’. The term bandha here is variously glossed by the com-
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mentaries : (a) = sambandha 4

relation ’ (Vac. ad loc.)
; (

b
)
— bandhana

,

4

binding, tying
*

(Sankara Bhagavatpada ad loc.)
;

(c) = sthirikarana,
4

steadying, making (something) firm
*

(Bhoja, Ramanandayati ad loc.)
;

(d) sthdpana,
4

establishing ’ (Vijnanabhik§u, Sada£ivendra

Sarasvati ad loc.); (e) ekdgrya,
4

one-pointedness ’ (Nagoji Bhatta ad loc.). For j\j)

\

cf. especially (c) and (d). The same Arabic expression is used by al-Biruni to render the Sanskrit

term samddhi. See R, p. 177, 1. 10 : Jb~lj ~jAa j uJJlSI j\js\. For this and the related term

^JLxl! below also cf. BSOAS, ch. II, n. 152.

9 ZjJA\ 2ub|. Cf. S^SCaJI <*bl below, R, p. 185, 11. 4, 6 and 7. Earlier the term and cognate

terms have been rendered as ‘thought 1

. R, p. 173, 1.1: ^ —4 and

freedom from thoughts about consequences 1

(
BSOAS, ch. I, p. 318, 1. 16) ; j153VI ^— 4 and who is (withdrawn) from thoughts

1

; R, p. 174, last line : Jhi «tJI

<jl1p lit L

—

4

to others he made a prophetic revelation so that they grasped in thought that

which he bestowed upon them 1

(ibid., p. 321, 1. 8) ; R, p. 175, 1. 7 : -\j

—

4 and

thought conceived his attributes
1
(ibid., p. 321, 1. 21) ; R, p. 176, 1. 1 :

—4

the

setting apart of one’s thought towards God 1

(ibid., p. 322, 1. 18) (corresponding to eka-tattvabhyasa

in sutra 1.32). Also cf. R, p. 176, 1. 2 ; R, p. 188, 11. 1-2 (below).

10 The MS hasU
lj
and Ritter suggests the emendation l^Jj. The reading Lib seems preferable.

Cf. R, p. 171, 1. 17 : Lib Lkl^«

—

4

perseveringly and applying himself to it continually
1

;

R, p. 171, 1. 18 :
—4

continuous application
1
(also cf. R, p. 181, 1. 1). Also cf. the term

yatna in Ramanandayati on sutra 3.2
:

yatra dhdrana vijdtiya-vrtti-parihdre yatndpeksa bhavati

tatraiva yd pratyaydndm vrtlnam eka-tdnatd yatnam anapeksyaika-visayata tad dhydnam 4 Fixed

attention directed to a given locus requires effort in avoiding heterogeneous (mental) functions

(i.e. other than the series of the one repeated percept). (On the other hand,) uninterrupted con-

tinuity of (such) functions, i.e. percepts, directed to that very same locus, consists in having

one and the same object (for cognition) without requiring effort, and that is meditation ’.

(Woods’s translation of this sentence, JAOS, xxxiv, 1914, 61, seems to be confused.) An idea

similar to the one expressed here may have occurred in the commentary used by al-Biruni.

11 Lit. :

4 Number does not fall upon one ’. For (‘ number ’) here cf. R, p. 171, 1. 15,

where the MS has lj which Ritter reads

12 Cf. R, p. 171, 1. 19, where the MS has JLaJVI which Ritter reads as <JLuL>VI

but the reading JUJUxJlj JLilVl is suggested by a comparison with the present expres-

sions . . . ^JLL j iJip 4JU V and by the similarity of context in the two related

passages. See Appendix in BSOAS, ch. II, 528.

13 Ritter has here but theMS may be read as0 1^11, and the latter reading seems to be

preferable. Cf. R, p. 171, 1. 17, where Ritter reads tAj* which he amends to but the reading

{jvj* seems preferable in view of Cj \jl I here. See Appendix in BSOAS, ch. II, 527.

14 Lit. :

4
goes ’.

15 Cf. sutra 3.2 : tatra pratyayaika-tdnata dhydnam 4

Meditation is the uninterrupted (lit.

:

one) continuity of thought concerning the same (locus) ’. The word tatra in this sutra may
alternatively be taken to refer to dhdrana in the preceding sutra rather than to deia therein.

Cf. the syntactic use of tatra in sutra 1.25 ; and consider the relevant description ekatra
4

taken

together (i.e. seen as one gradually evolving succession or extension) ’ in sutra 3.4. Bhavadeva’s

commentary ( Yogasutravrtti , Sarasvati Bhavan MS no. 29839) reads here: tatra tat-. . . . The

sutra would accordingly mean :

4

. .

.

uninterrupted continuity of the same thought (i.e. of the

same percept to which dhdraybd has been applied : dhdrand-visaya-visayaka-jhanasya, Bhavadeva

ad loc.). . . . For the expression ol^JJ IpJ ^JLjj j cf. Vy. ad loc.
:
pratyayantarena

-

pardmrstah
4
unaffected by (any) percept which is different (from the one percept repeated in

a succession) ; Bhoja ad loc.
:
jhanasya . . . nirantaram utpattih

4

the uninterrupted (i.e. con-

tinual, or : identical) emergence of thought ’
; Nagoji Bhatta ad loc. : vrtty-antardvyavahitah

4 without being intercepted by a different (mental) function ’. The expression <>j \cA may have

been suggested by pratyayantarena (Vy. loc. cit.), or vrtty-antara (Nagoji Bhatta loc. cit.) or

some similar expression ; antara may among other things mean 4 amidst, between, gap, inter-
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veiling time or space, pause For the phrase j->- 1 *^2 <J1 cf. the quotation from the

Visnu Purdria (6.7.85b) in Vac. on sutra 3.1 : napayati yadd cittam siddharri manyeta tarn tada

‘ When the mind does not deviate (lit.
:
goes away) one deems it (i.e. dharana, “ fixed attention ”)

to have been accomplished ’.

16 rendered as ‘ perfect concentration
5 may mean ‘ sincerity, sincere devotion

’

and so forth. Cf. R, p. 173, 1.6: ^ >jj -All
—

‘
persistence (or apphcation) in a

devoted activity’. Also cf. R, p. 172, 1.6: <^>^1 <J1
—‘addressing himself single-

mindedly to his hberation ’.

17 See n. 9 above. Also cf. India
,
Hyd., 276

: j* j OjSo j— ‘ out of his

thought there arises a spouse ’ (tr. E. C. Sachau, Alberuni's India, London, 1910, reprinted

Delhi, 1964 (henceforth abbreviated as Sachau), i, 327).

18 Lit. :
‘ with what is reflected upon ’.—This sentence corresponds to sutra 3.3 : tad evartha-

mdtra-nirbhasam svarupa-sunyam iva samadhih ‘ Concentration is the same (meditation), (when)

it appears as the object alone, and has seemingly relinquished its own nature ’. Cf. sutra 1.43.

The renderings of nirbhasa here as ‘ illuminating ’ (M. R. Yardi, The Yoga of Patahjali
, Poona,

1979, 200), ‘ enlightens ’ (Rajendralala Mitra), or ‘ shining with the light of (the object) ’ (Rama

Prasada) are inaccurate. The term I here may correspond to samddhi in sutra 3.3 above,

although the latter term has been rendered by al-Biruni in a preceding passage by Jp ^JLaJI j!Js\

JbJj jJl» (R, p. 177, 1. 10)
—

‘ making the heart steadfastly fixed ’
(
BSOAS

, ch. I, p. 325, n. 242).

Also cf. n. 16 above.

19 Cf. sutra 3.4 : trayam ekatra samyamah ‘ The three (i.e. fixed attention, meditation and

concentration) taken together (or : in one succession) constitute Discipline ’. The commentary

used by al-Biruni may have had here the word militdndm, ‘ joined together, jointly ’ (cf. Vijiiana-

bhik§u ad loc. : dharana-dhyana-samadhinam militdndm tatra tatra sutre 'naya samjhaya

grahanam bhavisyati ‘ A different technical term (i.e. samyama) will be used at various points in

the (subsequent) sutras (instead) of fixed attention, meditation and concentration conjointly ’)

or some similar expression. The reference in this context in al-Biruni’s translation to eight (and

not three) qualities does not seem to have a parallel in the relevant Sanskrit sources which are

available. The term ekatra may have been understood by al-Biruni as referring to the subject

(cf. d here) rather than to the object. The latter understanding, taking ekatra as meaning ‘ in

one place, in one and the same locus, with reference to one and the same point ’, seems to be

reflected in Vy. ad loc. : eka-visayarii trini sadhanani samyama ity ucyate ‘ (When) the three

means (under consideration) have one (and the same) object they are called Discipline
(
samyama)

’.

Also cf. the use of ekatra in Vy. on sutra 3.16, and Vy. on tatra in sutra 3.2 (
= tasmin dese ‘ in

the same locus ’). Also cf. Bhavaganesa on sutra 3.4 : tad dhdranddi-trayam ekatraika-visaye

kriyamanary samyama ity ucyate ‘ When that triad consisting of fixed attention etc. is performed

in one locus {ekatra), i.e. on one and the same object, it is called Discipline
(
sarriyama

)

’
;
and

cf. Bhavadeva ad loc.

A curious combination of both of the above-mentioned meanings of ekatra has been resorted

to in Ganganatha Jha’s translation of sutra 3.4 :
‘ These three converging on any one substratum

constitute Discipline \ An understanding of ekatra in sutra 3.4 as meaning ‘ simultaneous

application ’ seems to be suggested in M. R. Yardi, The Yoga of Patahjali
, Poona, 1979, 56.

This is implausible, since what the constituents or stages of sarriyama have in common is the

same locus or object, but not the same moment of time.

20 "cJ An alternative reading is in which case the translation

would be :
‘ disciplining his soul in the stages ’.

21 Cf. sutra 3.6 : tasya bhumisu viniyogah ‘ It (i.e. samyama, “ Discipline ”) is (to be) applied

to the stages (or, alternatively : employed by stages) ’. Here tasya clearly refers to samyama

of sutra 3.4 above. The word bhumisu seems to refer to sutras 1.42-44. See Vac. on sutra 3.3.

Also cf. sutra 2.27. The word cJj* here may perhaps represent a misunderstanding by al-Biruni

of viniyoga as meaning yoga ,
‘ discipline ’. Cf. Bhavaganesa’s gloss ad loc. : ... niyojanam

yoginam kdryam ‘ Yogis ought to carry out their commitment . .
.’.
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22 At this point a number of words in the MS are illegible.

23 Cf. Bhoja on sutra 3.6 : tasya samyamasya bhumisu sthula-suksmalambana-bhedena sthitdsu

citta-vrttisu viniyogah kartavyah
4

Application of it, i.e. of Discipline, with regard to fixed functions

of the mind, ought to be done to the stages distinguished according as the object is gross or

subtle \ Also cf. sutra 3.44. The expression o "Jb may correspond to suksma. Cf. JjISaJI

R, p. 185, 1. 14 below, which corresponds to suksma in sutra 3.26. The lacuna here may possibly

have contained a reference to gross objects (
sthulalambana ).

24 Lit.: ‘fall’.

25
I in the singular.

26 Perhaps the reference to intellect (Jjb) reflects prajnaloka in sutra 3.5 : taj-jayat prajhd-

lokah
4 From mastering it there arises the light of intelligence (or : insight) ’. Also cf. Bhoja

ad loc. : . . . prajha jheyam samyag avabhasayatity arthah
4
. . . this is to say, intelligence properly

illuminates the object which is to be cognized ’. The difference between the three qualities and

the preceding five referred to by al-Biruni is dealt with in sutra 3.7 : trayam antar-angam

purvebhyah
4 The three (i.e. fixed attention, meditation and concentration) are more directly

effective (lit. :
“ internal, proximate, intimate ”) than the preceding (five aids, namely, restraint,

observance, posture, regulation of breath and withdrawal of the senses) ’. Here antar-angam

may correspond to <_->Js\ (‘ closer ’).

27 ^|^LI in the plural. (For al-Biruni’s use of the term SblLI ‘ stuff’ cf. R, p. 182, 1. 3, and

see BSOAS,
ch. II, n. 111.) This phrase seems to correspond to sutra 3.8 : tad api bahir-ahgarri

nirbijasya
4 This (triad of aids, i.e. Discipline) is likewise (only) indirectly effective with regard

to the Seedless
(
samadhi , i.e. the state of concentration bereft of consciousness of an object

;

cf. sutra 1.51
;
Vy. on sutras 1.2 and 1.56 ;

Bhoja on sutra 3.8) ’. This would mean that in this

phrase SbL renders bija, lit. * seed ’. Cf. R, p. 172, 1. 13 (ch. I, Ans. to Q 7)
:

JjUI Jls

j « ^1 LI (jl j I jb ~^l JU —? jX 1

obi LI jo I JybJJ (tr. BSOAS
,
ch. I, 318: 4

Q 7. How many kinds of conception are

there ? One or more than that ?—Ans. There are two kinds. One of them is a conception of

material (things) perceived by the senses. The second is the conception of the intelligibilia,

which are devoid of matter ’). In India (e.g. Hyd., 22) the term oblil appears to be used regularly

for rendering the Sanskrit term prakrti.

28 ,j-J-l in the plural. Cf. the reference to indriya in Maxiiprabhd on sutra 3.7. For the idea

expressed here cf. under sutra 3.6 : ata eva sthula-visaya-samdpatti-siddhau satydm purdne

tat-tad-dyudha-bhusandpanayena suksma-visayah samadhir avataritah— tatah sankha-gada-cakra-

sariigddi-rahitam budhah ( cintayed bhagavad-rupam praAantam sdksa-sutrakam // yadd ca

dhdraTjbd tasminn avasthanavati tatah / kirita-keyura-mukhair bhusanai rahitarri smaret //

tadaikdvayavam devam so ’ham ceti punar budhah / kurydt tato hy aham iti pranidhdna-paro

bhaved iti— ‘ Hence in the Purdna
(
Visnu Purana 6.7.86-8) when the samdpatti (meditation,

lit. “ coalescence, identification ”, cf. YS, sutras 1.41-2, 2.47, 3.42) the object of which is gross is

perfected, then there is later introduced that concentration the object of which is subtle, in that

this or the other of the weapons and ornaments (in the deity’s image) are removed (gradually)

:

“ Then the wise man should contemplate on the serene form of the Exalted One, without its

conch-shell and mace and discus and Sariiga (bow), but having its string of beads. When the

fixed attention has become stable upon this (form), he should keep in mind the form without

the ornaments, commencing (with the removal of) the diadem and the armlets. The wise man

should then make (the image of) god consist of one limb only and (think) * I am he ’. Thereafter

he should become intent upon applying his mind to the idea of ‘ I
’ ”.’ Cf. Ndgojibhattavrtti

ad loc. Sutra 3.6 itself is referred to above : R, p. 184, 1. 2.

29 This may refer to
4 mental representation ofthe cognitum stripped of matter ’ etc. mentioned

in the preceding sentence.

30 The translation
4

progress ’ instead of
4

he who progresses ’ is also possible.

or JJ?.2J>I may reflect vdhita ,

4

flow ’, in sutra 3.10. The sutra reads : tasya

prasdnta-vdhitd samskdrdt 4 The tranquil flow thereof (i.e. of nirodha-parindma, the transformation
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into the suppression of the functions of the mind) is due to the subliminal impressions The

reference to
4

progress in years . . may reflect a commentator’s attempt to illustrate the meaning

of praSanta,
4
tranquil in the same sutra. Cf. Bhagavadgitd 2.13 : dehino ’smin yatha dehe

kaumararri yauvanam jara / tatha dehdntara-prdptih ...
4 The soul (merely) passes to another

kind of body just as it (gradually) passes through childhood, youth and old age in (its) present

body . . (Cf. India , Hyd., p. 39, 11. 13-14). An alternative but perhaps less likely hypothesis

as to the origin of al-Biruni’s reference to
4

progress in years . . .’ is suggested by the following

remark of Bhavagane£a on sutra 3.5 : alokah diptih vrddhih kramena bhavatity arthali
4 Luminosity

means light ; the general sense is that (its) increase comes about gradually Al-Biruni may

have read vrddha instead of vfddhi. The word vrddha may mean 4

old, aged ’.

82
|*
jb* has been translated above as cognitum.

88 The MS has here Ritter’s reading is : ; we propose to read

84 This may reflect praSanta in sutra 3.10.

85 The literal meaning of <f:>l» in the singular is matter. Cf. India, Hyd., p. 149, 1. 16
:
jitJl

— 4

factors of evil ’.

86 The reading IjU? proposed by Ritter (with a question mark) in a footnote is impossible

from a syntactic point of view.

87 The Arabic has here j
4

in ’.

88 Cf. sutra 3.11 : sarvarthataikagratayob ksayodayau cittasya samadhi-parindmah 4 The

transformation of the mind (known as)
44
concentration ”

(
samadhi

)

consists in the dwindling

away of multiple-mindedness (lit.
44 many-object-ness ”) and the rise of single-mindedness

(lit.
44
one-pointedness ”) ’. in the Arabic version may correspond to samadhi which appears

in the opening section of ch. 3, sutras 1-4 as the third among the three states constituting the

Discipline
(
samyama). The word Jb-lj may correspond to ekdgrata in sutra 3.11. Similarly ii$3l

may correspond to sarvdrthata. Both and sarva mean 4
all ’, whereas the signification of

artha is quite different from that of With regard to ^IS' cf. oLiSOl in R, p. 177, 1. 6 (cf. our

translation, BSOAS, ch. I, p. 324, n. 230), where it renders sdmdnya, 4

universal ’.

89 These words clearly refer to R, p. 184, 1. 5: AjA\ ^ mental

representation of the cognitum stripped of matter ’, and for this reason have been translated in

the same way. A literal translation would be :

4 pure (or : stripped-off) representation without

matter ’.

40 Cf. Vy. on sutra 3.10 : nirodha-samskardd nirodha-samskdrdbhydsa-pdtavdpeksa praSanta

-

vahita cittasya bhavati
4 From the subliminal impressions of the suppression (of the functions of

the mind) arises the tranquil flow of the mind which depends on skill in the repeated practice of

(the emergence of) the subliminal impressions of that suppression ’. Cf. also Vac. under sutra 3.5 :

samyama-vijayasyabhydsa-sddhanasya phalam aha ...
4 (The purpose of the sutra is to indicate)

the result of that mastery over Discipline which has repeated practice as its means ’. For the

definition of abhydsa see sutra 1.13. Earlier the word -byo has been translated by us as
4

habitua-

tion ’ (cf. BSOAS, ch. I, p. 321, n. 137).

41 This corresponds to sutra 3.16 : parifydmadraya-samyamdd atttdndgata-jhdnam
4 Through

the application of the Discipline to the three transformations (i.e. the three mental functions

mentioned in sutras 3.9, 11 and 12, or alternatively, following commentaries : dharma,

44
pro-

perty ”, laksay,a,

44 time-variation ” and avastha ,

44
condition ” mentioned in sutra 3.13) know-

ledge of past and future (is attained) ’. The sutra does not refer to knowledge of present time,

but Vac. on sutra 3.14 and Vy. on sutra 3.15 do.

42 Cf. the enumeration of different forms of clay in Vy. on sutra 3.15. A discussion of the

transformations of a lump of clay as well as a discussion in the same context of the three divisions

of time—past, present and future—occurs in Vy. on sutra 3.15 and in Vac. on sutra 3.14 and 15.

The term C^Jaj here may correspond to Santa ;
and O to udita in sutra 3.14. The sutra reads :

tatra SantoditavyapadeSya-dharmanupati dharmi 4 (A substance) possessed ofproperties is correlated

to properties which are quiescent (i.e. past) or emergent (i.e. present) or uncharacterizable

(i.e. future) ’. For the use of the term anupati, cf. sutra, 1.9.
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43 In all probability
4 he * is a reference to Q 43.

44 Apparently
4 names ’ of objects as well as of persons.

45 Lit. :

4 when it is named
46 Lit. :

4

to separate this ’ or
4

to distinguish this ’. The Arabic text does not make it clear

to what 4
this ’ refers.

47 Lit. :

4

direct it ’.

48 jdaJI jku is a Qur’anic expression. See Surat a-Namal, aya 16. The use of this expression

may have been suggested by a passage in a commentary parallel to Vac. under sutra 3.17 :

evam ca pravibhdga-samyamad yoginah sarvesam bhutdnam pasu-mrga-sarisrpa-vayab-prabhrtinam

yani rutani tatrapy avyaktam padam tad-arthas tat-pratyayas ceti
4 Thus through (applying)

Discipline the yogi (comprehends) the sounds produced by all living beings, tame and wild

animals, crawling animals, birds , etc., as well as the corresponding unmanifested speech, objects

and (mental) percepts \ Also cf. Bhoja ad loc. For the whole passage
4 Names . . . birds ’ cf.

sutra 3.17: sabdartha-pratyaydnam itaretarddhyasat sankaras; tat-pravibhaga-samyamdt sarva-

bhuta-ruta-jhanam
4 From the mutual superimposition of word, object and (mental) percept a

confusion (arises) ; by applying Discipline to the distinction between them understanding of

sounds (produced by) all living beings (is attained) ’.

49 For al-Biruni’s use of the term cf. R, p. 167, 1. 15
; p. 184, 1. 21

;
p. 193, 1. 16.

50 This corresponds to sutra 3.18 : samskara-saksatkarandt purva-jati-jndnam
4 A knowledge

of the class of beings into which one was bom in the past arises from a direct apprehension of

(one’s) subliminal impressions (when Discipline has been applied to them—cf. Vijnanabhik^u

ad loc.) \ Cf. sutra 2.39 and its rendering by al-Biruni, R, p. 183, 11. 1-2 (tr. BSOAS

,

ch. II, 526).

For a Buddhist parallel see Diglia-nikdya (PTS), hi, 281 (pubbe-nivasdnussati,
4 remembering a

previous life ’, referred to and discussed as a case of
4 Hypermnesie ’ in Sigurd Lindquist, Die

Methoden des Yoga , Lund, 1932, 183 and 177). Cf. P. Demieville,
4 Sur la memoire des existences

anterieures * in Bulletin de VEcole Frangaise FExtreme-Orient, xxvn, 1927, 283 et seq.

51 This corresponds to sutra 3.19 : pratyayasya para-citta-jhanam
4 From (the application of

Discipline to) the mental percept (of another person, cf. Vac. and Sankara Bhagavatpada

ad loc. ; or

:

that one has of another person, cf. Bhoja ad loc.) there arises a knowledge of the

mind of the other person \ On an alternative understanding of this sutra the Discipline (
samyama

)

is applied to the direct apprehension (cf. saksatkara in the preceding sutra) of the mental percept

in question. For Bhoja’s interpretation of this sutra cf. Manu 8.25-6 :

bahyair vibhavayel lihgair bhavam antargatam nrndm /

svara-varnehgitdkdrais caksusa cestitena ca /

/

akarair ingitair gatya cestaya bhasitena ca /

netra-vaktra-vikdrais ca grhyate '’ntargatam manali
4 By external signs let him (a king desirous of investigating law cases) ascertain the internal

disposition of men, by their voice, colour, motions, aspect, eyes and gestures. The internal

(condition of the) mind is apprehended through the aspect, the motions, the gait, the gestures,

the speech, and the changes in the eyes and of the face.’

For Buddhist parallels see e.g. Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosa 7.99 (referred to by Louis

de La Vallee Poussin in
4 Le Bouddhisme et le Yoga de Patanjali ’, Melanges Chinois et Bouddhi-

ques , v, 239). Cf. Fr. Heiler, Die buddhistische Versenkung—eine religionsgeschichtliche Unter-

suchung, Munchen, 1922, 34-5, for further comparative discussion under 4 Kardiognosie ’.

For a description of a practical application of this non-ordinary cognitive capability (abhijna

in Buddhist terminology) cf. Da&abhumika-Sutram, ed. J. Rahder, Paris, 1926, 35 : sa para-

sattvandm para-pudgaldnam cetasdiva cittam yathabhiitam prajandti, saragam cittam saraga-cittam

iti yathabhutarri prajandti, virdgam prajandti ...
4 Merely with his mind, he (the

Boddhisattva) correctly recognizes the mind of other beings, other men,—he recognizes a mind

which is attached as a mind which is attached, and he recognizes a mind which is not attached

as a mind which is not attached . . .’. Cf. Akankheyya-Sutta of the Majjhima-nikdya, i, 34

(tr. in H. C. Warren, Buddhism in translations, Cambridge, Mass., 1953, 304) ; Samyutta-nikaya,
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ii, 212 (PTS, ed. M. L. Feer, London, 1884-1904) ; Digha-nikaya
, i, 79 (PTS, ed. T. W. Rhys

Davids and J. E. Carpenter, London, 1890-1911). The notion of para-citta-jhana may be

adumbrated in Rgveda 10.136.6c : ketasya vidvdn
4

(The long-haired ascetic) knows the intentions

(cf. keta-vedab, Rgveda 1.104.3
;

tr. Geldner :
“ Gedankenleser ”) (of the apsarases

,
gandharvas

and wild animals) ’.

52 Hj**. For al-Biruni’s use of the term cf. R, p. 184, 1. 9 (see n. 38 above).

Also cf. India, Hyd., 31
:

jiUli LJISOl — 4 The universal existents

in the world are the five elements ’. And see the following note.

53 The MS has here aj j j*o. Ritter’s suggestion is \ j j jj>. We propose to read jy*-

(= For al-Biruni’s use of the terms and CiS** cf. R, p. 177, 11. 3-4
: J.I Uj jbf lili

Jp Ifi
£
j . . . •ij'kU

—
‘ When he transcends

it, (reaching) definitions which turn the particulars of things into universals . . . He does not,

however, cease in this (state) from (engaging in) details of (his) knowledge of things ’ (BSOAS,

ch. I, 324, and see n. 231, loc. cit.). For the idea expressed in the Arabic sentence under con-

sideration by means of the terms aJS' and which render the Sanskrit terms samanya,
4

universal, general ’ and visesa,
4

particular ’, respectively, cf. Sankara Bhagavatpada on

sutra 3.20 : . . . samanyam vijanati na punali . . . visesam . . .

4 He (the yogi) knows in a general

manner . . . but (he does not comprehend) the particular . . .’. Cf. also Raghavananda Sarasvati

on the same sutra
:
jhdnasya pratyayo dvividhaii sdmdnyo desa-kalddy-avacchinno visesas ca,

tatradyo yogi-dhi-visaya ity aha raktam iti
4

Percepts occurring in knowledge are of two kinds

:

{a) general, and
(b )

particular, i.e. determined (lit. : delimited) by location, time, etc. (i.e. nimittam
,

“ instrumental cause ”, and anuhhava, “ circumstantial condition ”)
;

of the two it is (a) that

constitutes the content of a yogi's cognition. Hence (Vyasa) states : “.
. . enamoured ”, etc.’

(see the following note).

54 This corresponds to sutra 3.20 : na tat salambanam tasyavisayibhutatvat ‘ (But) that (know-

ledge) does not include knowledge of the supporting object, since the latter is beyond its range

(Not all extant commentaries regard this as belonging to the sutra text ; some read na ca tat,

and Sankara Bhagavatpada’s text reads na ca instead of na tat). Al-Biruni’s text here also

reflects Vy. ad loc. : rakta-pratyayam jdndti ; amusminn dlambane rakta iti na jdndti (this

reading incorporates the version occurring in Sankara Bhagavatpada’s text as well as the

emendation of raktam pratyayam into rakta-pratyayam)
—

‘ He (i.e. the yogi) has the (mental)

percept “ (the other person) is enamoured ”, but he does not know of what particular object he

is enamoured.’ The word rakta can signify ‘ being affected with a strong feeling towards ’,

‘ being delighted with, having pleasure in ’ (cf. Sankara Bhagavatpada ad loc.), as well as ‘ being

attached or attracted to, being in love with ’ (cf. Vy. on sutra 3.13
:

yathd purusa ekasydm

striydm rakto na sesasu virakto bhavati
4 For instance, a man (may be) in love with one woman

without (necessarily) being indifferent to all other women ’). For Sjl-U-
(

4

hostility, hate ’) in

the Arabic text cf. dvista in Bhdsvati ad loc.
:

pratyaye rakta-dvistadi-citta-matre sarriyamat

para-citta-mdtrasya jhanam 4 44 From the (application of) Discipline to the (mental) percept ”

—

i.e. to nothing but another’s mind as affected by love or hatred—there arises a knowledge of the

mind of the other person and of nothing else ’.

For a similar assertion to that made in sutra 3.20 cf. Vasubandhu’s Vimsatika Vijhapti-

matratdsiddhih, verse 21 (in ed. Sylvain L6vi, Paris, 1925, 10)
:

para-citta-vidam jhanam

ayathartham katham? yathd sva-citta-jhdnam ...
4 44 How does a knowledge of those who know

another (person’s) mind not involve a correspondence to an object ?
”—Just as is the case of the

knowledge of one’s own mind . . .’. Also cf. Srihar^a’s Khaiidanakhandakhddya (ed. Varanasi,

1961, 64)
:
pratiyate tavad idam samdnyato yan nama kimcit parai cetasa cintayann astiti, kimcid

va vivaksur ity adi. tatra parasya buddhi-visayo viviksa-visayo va visesato vinigamanam vind

naiva pratiyate
4 One knows only generally that another person is thinking something or other

or is desirous of speaking something or other. But the object of that individual’s thought or

the object of his desire for expression is not specifically known in the absence of any determinant ’

(cf. P. E. Granoff, Philosophy and argument in late Vedanta : &ri Harm's Khandanakhandakhadya,
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Dordrecht, 1978, 168). In this connexion, cf. also Udayana’s Nydyakusumahjali (ed. Benares,

1950, 46) : arthenaiva viseso hi nirakarataya dhiydm 4 Knowledge is specific only by virtue of

its object, as it is itself without any particular form \

55 Lit. :
‘ the wonders of his acts \

56 In the plural in Arabic
:

jrljjl\j The term le Jp (‘ steadfastness ’) can also signify

species of magic. Cf. India, Hyd., p. 104, 1. 5
: f

l/J!
—

‘ spells and incantations ’, which

apparently corresponds to the Sanskrit term mantra.

57 The Arabic has <Ui. It is not quite certain to what object the nominal suffix refers.

58 This beginning of the answer does not reflect any passage contained in the commentaries

which have been consulted.

59 Cf. rupa in sutra 3.21 (see the following note). This word can signify ‘ outward look or

appearance ’ (cf. Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.5.12) in a wide sense encompassing visible aspects

such as beauty as well as shape. Cf. al-Biruni’s expression jj ‘ rendering it beautiful

or ugly ’ (below, R, p. 190, 1. 22), which corresponds to rupa 4

beauty, shapeliness ’ in sutra 3.46.

60 Lit. :

4

sight ’.

61 Lit. :

4 eye ’.

62 Lit. :

4 hidden ’.

63 This corresponds to sutra 3.21 : ledya-rupa-samyamdt tad-grdhya-sakti-stambhe caksuh-

prakasdsamyoge ’ntardhanam 4 From the application of Discipline to the form of (one’s own)

body there arises (the latter’s) invisibility (lit. : disappearance) when the contact (between the

body and) the light (issuing from the spectator’s) eye is severed, (which is tantamount to) the

suspension of the (body’s) capacity to be perceived ’.

64 Lit. :

4 hidden ’.

65 This corresponds to sutra 3.21a : etena sabdddy-antardhanam uktam (which is in some of

the editions part of Vy.’s commentary) 4 In the same way (i.e. by the corresponding application

of Discipline) may be explained the disappearance of the sounds etc. that one makes ’.
(

4

Etc.’

refers to the notion that other persons cannot in the circumstances alluded to perceive the yogi

by means of their remaining senses.) For the syntactic structure of this sutra, cf. sutra 1.44.

66 Lit. :

4

the quality ’ or
4

the how ’.

67 The Arabic term undoubtedly renders the Sanskrit term karma. Cf. India, Hyd., 272 :

J*jJ! j—4

Others maintain that the disposer is karma , i.e. action ’.

68 The reading SiAj here is not quite certain. In a different context Vy. has the word akasmdt

which means 4 suddenly ’, and Vac. in yet another context has the word sahasd which possesses

the same meaning.

69 Ritter’s text has . We propose to amend $i^i.

70 This corresponds to sutra 3.22 : sopakramam nirupakramam ca karma ; tat-samyamdd

aparanta-jnanam aristebhyo va—4 Karma (fit. :

44
action ”

;
the reference is to the subliminal

impressions of one’s actions) is either immediately efficacious or otherwise ; from the application

of Discipline to either, there arises knowledge of one’s final end (i.e. death) ; it also arises from

portents ’. Our translation of this sutra follows commentaries such as Bhavaganesa ad loc.

:

sopakramam — tivra-vegena phala-hetuh, i.e. yielding results speedily. Deussen, however, under-

stands it somewhat differently : he translates the first part of the sutra :

4 Whether the work

(of an earlier birth) has begun or not (to fructify) . . .’
(

4 Mag das Werk (einer friihern Geburt)

angefangen haben oder nicht angefangen haben (seine Frucht zu bringen) . . .’). The term

aparanta (

4 death ’) is understood by Vac. as contrasting with pardnta which refers to the dis-

solution of the universe (pralaya

)

(see Vac. ad loc.). Vijnanabhiksu ad loc., more plausibly,

contrasts the term aparanta with purvdnta (

4

first, earlier end i.e.
4

the beginning ’) : cf. the

use of the term aparanta in sutra 4.32 (

4 am letzten Ende ’—transl. Deussen), the expression

purvdparavmtha (

4

the preceding and succeeding conditions ’) in Vy. on sutra 3.13, and the

parallel use in Pali of the corresponding pair of terms paranta and pubbanta to refer to the future

and the past respectively. The words N U
(

4 what is unknown ’) in the Arabic text

do not correspond to aristebhyab in the sutra. Instead of aparanta the text used by al-Birunl
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may have read here pardnta. Cf. the expression purvanta-pardnta-madhyesu
,

4

concerning the

past, future and present ’, in Vy. on sutra 2.39. The word pardnta can signify
4

the utmost

limit ’ as well as
4

the posterior limit ’, i.e. ‘ death ’. (Also cf. the meanings para = * being

beyond, surpassing ’
;
anta — 4

certainty ’.) Accordingly the Arabic expression dj-fii H U
may reflect al-Blruni’s interpretation of pardnta-jndna as meaning 4

(the knowledge of) that

which is beyond the ultimate knowledge \ (The traditional and in all probability correct

interpretation of aparanta-jnana is
4 knowledge of death ’. Cf. e.g. Vijnanabhik§u ad loc.).

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the passage that follows apparently has no con-

nexion with the knowledge (<^w) mentioned in the Arabic text whereas the corresponding

passage in Vy. constitutes a description of the arista
,

4

portent ’. For the term arista as used

in the sutra cf. Mahabharata (crit. ed.) 12.305.8 et seq., where a descriptive list of the portents

(aristani) of approaching death is given in some detail.

71
I seems to render svarga in Vy

.

« ss&ui seems to render adhidaivika. In the Sanskrit text adhidaivika is an adjective

attached to svarga (‘Paradise’). Elsewhere al-BIrum regularly renders devah by

Cf. R, p. 172, 1. 17
; p. 173, 1. 3 ; p. 192, 1. 2. Also cf. India, Hyd., p. 68, 1. 17 : II y*

4

the deva or angels ’ (tr. Sachau, i, 91).

73 AjJLs jj! is a Qur’anic term. See Qur’an, sura 96.18 (ed. G. Fluegel)

:

The term seems to render yama-purusan in Vy.
74 We follow the MS reading here <3*1! ji. Ritter erroneously reads J*i!j-

75
Ja <3*1! seems to render pitfn atitdn in Vy.

—

4

the fathers that have passed over

76 We adopt the reading j*oxa which Ritter suggests in a note, instead of

77 The Arabic sentence here as a whole appears to correspond to the following passage in

Vy. ad loc., detailing the portents
(
arista) : ... tatrddhyatmikam ghosam sva-dehe pihita-karno

na srrioti jyotir vd netre ’vastabdhe na pasyati ; tathadhibhautikam yama-purusan pasyati pitfn

atitdn akasmdt pasyati; tathadhidaivikam svargam akasmdt siddhdn vd pasyati viparitam vd

sarvam iti
4

(Of the three kinds of portents) the kind pertaining to (i.e. issuing from) oneself is

(exemplified) by the not hearing any sound within one’s body, on closing one’s ears, or not seeing

any light (within one’s body) on closing one’s eyes ; the kind pertaining to other creatures by

the seeing of the messengers of Death (officers of Yama), or by suddenly seeing one’s departed

ancestors
;
and the kind pertaining to the gods—by suddenly seeing Heaven or the siddhas, or

alternatively—by apprehending the reversal (of everything) ’.

78 The reading jj—aJ seems preferable to aJ because of O Xj 4 body ’ that follows, and

despite the occurrence of <j-waJ in an analogous context ; cf. R, p. 176, 1. 6 (trans. BSOAS,

ch. I, p. 323, 1. 7).

79 Or alternatively :

4

in the good ’. The Arabic has j*2-b.

80 Or alternatively :
4 from the evil The Arabic has J!

{
je>.

81 The Arabic has a L* with the pronoun in the singular. According to the

dictionaries <c ji-tt means etre fdche, itre au desespoir de(R. Dozy, Supplement aux Dictionnaires

Arabes, Leiden-Paris, 1967, I, 771). On the other hand, Ja£I means 4

to have pity on ’. Our

translation has been suggested by the corresponding Sanskrit term karuna 4 compassion ’ in Vy.

The Arabic sentence as a whole corresponds to sutra 3.23 : maitry-ddisu balani
4 (From the

application of Discipline) to (mental attitudes) such as friendliness (arise) powers ’. The word

ddi of the sutra is explained by Vy. as referring to karuna,

4 compassion ’, and mudita ,

4 sympathetic joy ’. b j corresponds to mudita. There seems to be a connexion between

the Arabic sentence and Vy.’s explanation of the sutra. The following passage in Vy. seems to

correspond to jp 0J>\ I : papaSilesupeksa na tu bhdvand tataS ca tasyam nasti samddhir

ity ato na balam upeksatas tatra saniyamdbhdvdt 4 But equanimity (or non-partisanship) towards

those that practise evil does not constitute one of the mental attitudes in question. Hence

there cannot be concentration on it, and therefore no power arises from equanimity, because

Discipline cannot be applied to it ’. The Arabic text does not take into account the negation

contained in this Sanskrit passage. The expression ^iJl <jp {J
J>\j&i I is on a par with the expressions
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j j and cL* <3UAVlj. The Arabic text does not seem to contain an explicit reference to

maitrl of the sutra
;

possibly jd- b j jj~J\ reflects both mudita and maitrl. Cf. R, p. 176, 1. 3 :

. .
.

p-fc-Up oLjUlJ j j\£, Jfiibi <$150 1 4j j <1)1 ...
c

. . . to

wish and desire the welfare of all creatures without exception, rejoice in its being achieved by

them . . .’ (BSOAS, ch. I, 323). The sutra under consideration appears to be based on sutra 1.33.

82 Lit. :

c

places ’. Cf. desa,
4

locus *, in sutra 3.1 above, which Vy. explains by reference to

examples such as nabhi-cakra
4

the centre (lit. :
* circle, sphere ’) of the navel. Also cf. sutra

3.29 et seq. below.

83 Ritter’s text has We propose the emendation <u$.

84 This corresponds to sutra 3.24 : balesu hasti-balddini
4 (From the application of Discipline)

to powers there arise the elephant-power and so forth ’. Vy. on this sutra speaks of
4

elephant-

power ’, of
4

Vainateya’s (i.e. Garuda’s) power ’ and 4 wind-power ’. These may possibly be a

reference to powers centred in the human body. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that

al-Biruni makes a distinction between strengthening the soul and strengthening the body (in

which the cakras are located). This distinction does not occur in the commentaries consulted

by us but may have existed in the commentary used by him. For an early adumbration of the

concept of cakras see Brhadarariyaka Upanisad 4.5.12 : sa yathd sarvasam apam samudra

ekdyanam evam, sarvesam sparsanary tvag ekdyanam evam, sarvesam gandhdndrn nasike ekdyanam

evam, sarvesam, rupariam caksur ekdyanam ...
4

It is just as the ocean is the sole locus of all water,

thus the skin is the sole locus of all touchings, thus the nostrils are the sole locus of all smells,

thus the eye is the sole locus of all sights . .
.’.

85 This corresponds to sutra 3.25 : pravrtty-aloka-nyasdt suksma-vyavahita-viprakrsta-jnanam
4 From the application of the light of (sense-) activity there arises knowledge of subtle, concealed

or remote (things) ’. (Cf. Sdnkhyakarikd (SK), karika 7, on causes of the non-perception of things.)

According to Vy. this sutra is based on sutras 1.35-6 (which are missing in al-Birum’s rendering).

Sutra 1.35 reads : visayavatl vd pravrttir utpannd manasah sthiti-nibandhini
4

Alternatively any

(sense-) activity, as it arises, which possesses an object leads to stability ’. The Sanskrit word

nibandhini may account for the Arabic 1^*5 JUo
(

4

after having subdued and constricted

them ’). Possibly this sutra was quoted in the commentary used by al-Biruni under sutra 3.25.

Sutra 1.36 reads : visoka vd jyotismati
4 Or alternatively (a sense-activity which is characterized

by) absence of sorrow and illumination (leads to stability) ’. While sutra 3.25 mentions the

well-known three categories of things, i.e. the subtle, the concealed and the remote, al-Biruni

mentions two only : the subtle that are present and the subtle that are absent. This deviation

may be accounted for by the assumption that al-Biruni read avyavahita
(

4

unconcealed ’) instead

ofvyavahita
(

4

concealed ’). Deussen’s implicit interpretation of nyasa in sutra 3.25 as synonymous

with samyama is questionable.

86 Ritter reads Our translation presupposes the emendation UjLajj j. If this

emendation were adopted the translation would be :

4

. . . he receives as his requital the com-

prehension of all that is in the worlds and the visual perception of the latter ’.

87 This corresponds to sutra 3.26 : bhuvana-jnanarri surye samyamdt 4 From the application

of Discipline to the sun arises knowledge of the worlds ’.

88 The MS has We propose the reading ^UJI. Ritter has inserted into

the printed text the emendation jiUJi, i.e.
4

the learned Vyasa ’. This is supposed to refer

to the well-known commentator on the YS. This emendation is highly implausible. Cf. BSOAS,

ch. I, 304. By ^UJI
4 world ’ al-Birun! seems to render the Sanskrit term bka. Cf. India, Hyd., 44 :

pV I ^LJI 4-J J-Ly jJI *Aj\ J (^r *

Sachau, I, 59 :

4 The Hindus call the world loka. Its primary division consists of the upper, the

lower and the middle. The upper one is called svar-loka . . .’). Al-Biruni also refers to the list of

seven lekas as
4

the heavens ’, India
,
Hyd., p. 189, 1. 1 : JLkli £*>\j+*A\ i

CjLSjJ
4

After the earths follow the heavens, consisting of seven storeys, one above the

other. They are called lokas . . .’ (tr. Sachau, I, 231). In the India al-Biruni gives an account

of Puranic versions of the constitution of the world, pointing out deviations by the
4 commenta-
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tor of the book of Patanjali ’ (see India
,
ch. xxi). The word ^IjVI or dyJ’j'jl here and else-

where seem to render the Sanskrit term bhiimi (in the plural) as used by Yy. on sutra 3.26 and

other commentators. Cf. R, p. 181, 1. 14
;

p. 186, 1. 9 ;
India

,

Hyd., p. 191, 1. 9 ; p. 195, 1. 2.

89
i.e. among the Indians.

90 Lit. :

e

side ’ or ‘ direction \

91 Cf. India
,
Hyd., 44 :

‘ The world is divided in the first place into highest, lowest and

middle’ \jj Jj jJ

U

<JI <Jj\

92 This represents the Sanskrit tamas, transcribed as
^

in India
,
Hyd., p. 194, 1. 18.

Cf. below R, p. 187, 1. 3.

93 J^lsLJI JjL-I

—

lit. :
‘ the lowest of the lowest ’.

94 In India al-Biruni only mentions the plural form : oj^-l. Cf. Sachau, Annotations,

311. Sachau’s conjectured forms for the singular are spurious.

95 Ritter reads j* whereas the MS has jbj.

96 £jj JUI : 18-22 inches.

97 JL»I. Cf. India
, Hyd., p. 131, 1.2: Jp j Ijl^jL oLL~ll j <jl

£jIp Jl 6LjI oil JL>I 4Jlx ‘ The reader must learn that they have a measure of

distance called yojana which is equal to 8 miles or 32,000 yards ’ (Sachau, i, 167). Sachau

translates gjp as ‘ yard ’. Cf. A. L. Basham, The wonder that was India ,
London, 1951, 503-4.

98 The Arabic JjjZ represents the Sanskrit koti, ‘ ten millions A scheme of the Indian

order of numbers is set out by al-Biruni in India
,
Hyd., 137 (Sachau, i, 175).

99 Sanskrit laksa, ‘ 100,000 ’.

100 For the passage as a whole cf. India, Hyd., 194: iljl LL J^ob u-jIxT ol . . .

*
*
y

* * * dil OpLcj X>-\
\j

‘ujjfljl jiwUla ol Jl aLL-I jj* IAXJ
I

jlUJl

‘ The commentator of the book of Patanjali, wishing to determine the dimension of the world,

begins from below and says :
“ The dimension of darkness is one koti and 85 laksa yojana,

i.e. 18,000,000 (emend : 18,500,000—T.G. and S.P.) yojana ”
’ (Sachau, I, 237).

101 Al-Biruni uses here the Muslim term

102 Cf. India, Hyd., p. 194, 1.8: J&S LjIj Jjjx' j*j ilj l$iyj

‘ Then follows Naraka, i.e. hells, of the dimension of 13 koti and 12 laksas , i.e. 131,200,000

yojanas ’ (Sachau, i, 236). In this parallel passage the Arabic word for * hell ’ is in the plural.

103 Cf. India, Hyd., loc. cit.
: ) * *

;
* diiij Jb-lj J&3 ^ * Then follows darkness, of

one laksa , i.e. 100,000 yojana ’ (Sachau, loc. cit.).

104
j J_j

i in the Arabic transcription. Cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 194, 1. 11. But the term is transcribed

by in India , Hyd., 90 (last line)
;

also cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 199, 1. 9 ; p. 324, 1. 15

; p. 508,

1.12.

105 Cf. India, Hyd., p. 194, 1. 11 : ? t

,

* * * <SwJLll aapUJI jl j-'HVl jjr uJ>j\

which Sachau translates, loc. cit. :
‘ Above it lies the earth of Vajra , so called on account of

its hardness, because the word means a diamond
,
and the molten thunderbolt, of 34,000 yojana ’.

The correct reading seems to be (or: 4«SC~lwJ!)
c

held fast, grasped ’ rather than

2 SJlil. Cf. India, Hyd., 90, last line: j-Li'^l j— p—5

1

^ X—
j j,

j

. . .
^jAyail J JJl* j-jbj ‘ The idol Indra holds in its hand a weapon called vajra of

diamond. It has a similar handle to the iakti . . .’ (Sachau, i, 119). Also cf. India, Hyd., p. 508,

1. 12, and Indra’s common epithets vajra-dhara (‘ mjra-bearer ’) and vajra-pani (‘ holding the

vajra in his hand ’). The term vajra has in fact the two meanings ‘ thunderbolt ’ and ‘ diamond ’

mentioned by al-Biruni.

106 The primary meaning of garbha is ‘ womb ’. It can also be applied to some part of the

interior of a building, etc. The term garbha is represented in the Arabic text by . The

transcription of the Sanskrit ga by the Arabic S"* is in keeping with al-Biruni’s usage : cf. e.g.

hiraiiyagarbha— j*j», R, p. 168, 1. 8. Cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 194, 1. 12, which has almost the

same transcription of garbha
: ;

* * Lk^lpl jXj jS"
f

‘ Above it lies the middle earth

Garbha of 60,000 yojana ’ (Sachau, i, 236).

107 Represented in the Arabic text by Oj The Sanskrit word suvamjba means ‘ gold ’.
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Cf. India , Hyd., p. 194, 1. 12
: y *

}
‘ Above it is the golden earth

30,000 ’ (Sachau, loc. cit.).

108 The text is here reconstructed by Ritter in accordance with India . The Arabic MS is

damaged at this point. Only 1 can be read. Ritter’s reconstruction, which is in all probability

correct, reads Ojj>- oJbJ\j JS" ^Jl O^j^l. Cf. lndia> Hyd., p. 194, 1.13. The

Sanskrit sapta ‘ seven ’ is represented in the Arabic here as The Sanskrit term patala ,

probably connected with pata ‘ a fall ’, designates seven subterranean earths. These earths are

represented as a building with seven storeys which are separated from one another by partitions

called bhumi (‘ earth, soil ’), each of which has a thickness of 1,000 yojanas . Cf. W. Kirfel, Die

Kosmographie der Inder nach den Quellen dargestellt
,
Bonn, Leipzig, 1920, 143. The term sapta

pataldni occurs in Vy. on sutra 3.26 as referring to the following list : mahdtala
,
rasatala, atala,

sutala, vitala, talatala
,
and patala.

109 At this point the MS is damaged. The words ‘ the highest ’ render ULJLp which occurs in

the corresponding passage in India (Hyd., p. 194, 1. 14: oLjAJI C-> IS UUU) but not in

our MS. The word UUlp has not been inserted into Ritter’s text. This word possibly parallels

the word astami ‘ the eighth ’ in Vy. on sutra 3.26. The * eighth ’ is ‘ this earth ’ (bhumir iyam ),

designated in Vy. as vasumati. The words oUjlII oli ^J>j\ are likewise missing in the MS and

have been inserted in Ritter’s printed text
;

d-»Lo jJI oli occur in the corresponding passage in

India (Hyd., p. 194, 1. 14) ;
does not.

110 The term dvipa, lit. ‘ island ’, also designates the seven concentric zones, separated by

oceans, of Indian traditional geography. Cf. D. C. Sircar, Cosmography and geography in early

Indian literature , Calcutta, 1967, Plate II. The term dvipa is also rendered in India (e.g. Hyd.,

p. 194, 1. 4) by lj y*- ‘ island ’. Cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 191, 1. 11

:
ji-l ^1 ^-pJb "oj ‘ Dvipa

is their word for island ’. The word dvipa
,
which is attested in Rgveda 1.169.3 and 7.20.4 is

derived by Panini (6.3.97) from dvi (‘ two ’) and apaJi (‘ water ’).

111 In the Yogasiddhantacandrika , a seventeenth-century commentary on the YS, the list

of the dvipas tallies with the one occurring in al-Biruni’s translation. The Vy. commentary has

a different list. On the various geographical and cosmographical lists (differing in names, order

or number of items) found in Sanskrit commentaries on the YS as well as in the various puranas

and in the Mahabharata cf. W. Kirfel, op. cit., 56-7 ; idem,
‘ Ein medizinisches Kapitel des

Garudapuranas ’ in Asiatica, Festschrift Friedrich Weller
,
Leipzig, 1954, 335. Also cf. P. V. Kane,

History of Dharmasdstra, 2nd ed., Poona, 1977, vol. v, part 2, 1523 et seq.

112 The reading of the MS IJU could be retained. But Ritter’s emendation oJL* may be

justified by referring to R, p. 186, 1. 17 : ^ Jp UpUj.
113 For this progressive doubling cf. Vy. on sutra 3.26 : tataS ca dviguna dvigunah saka-kusa-

kraunca-salmala-gomedha-puskara-dvipah ‘ Then (come) the islands &aka, Kusa, Kraunca,

Salmala, Gomedha and Pu§kara, each double the preceding ’. (The K.S.S. 1935 printed edition

reads magadha instead of gomedha.)

114 Lit. :
‘ every two islands ’.

115
i.e. continents.

116 Cf. Visnu Purana as quoted by W. Kirfel, Das Parana vom Weltgebdude (Bhuvanavinydsa)

—

Die kosmographischen Traktate der Puranas—Versuch einer Textgeschichte
, Bonn, 1954, 24, 1. 6 :

. . . iksu-rasoda . . . . may correspond to uda
(

c water ’).

117 surd , represented in the Arabic MS by [sura).

118 sarpis
, represented in the Arabic MS by (

sarbi ).

119 dadhi
, represented in the Arabic MS by lo

(
dadhi ).

120 The word svddu in the compound svddudaka can also mean ‘ molasses ’ (lex.). For the

fist as a whole cf. the one given in India
,
Hyd., 193.

121 Cf. India , Hyd., p. 194, 1. 15 : Sjl>- ^ ^ I ^ ^
‘ Behind the Sea of Sweet Water is Lokaloka which may be interpreted as “ lacking

places where (people) dwell together ”, i.e. uninhabited, in which sociability is absent ’. Sachau’s

rendering of by ‘ not gathering place ’ (i, 236) may be too literal. For the use of cf. below,
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R, p. 187, 1.1: *L>VI ‘the place where the ancestors dwell together’. For the above

etymological derivation of lokaloka cf. the meanings of loka

:

(i) ‘ the space in which to live,

Lebensraum ’ (cf. J. Gonda, Loka—world and heaven in the Veda, Amsterdam, 1966, 60, and

passim)

;

(ii) ‘ community, society ’ (as in the expression loka-sangraha, Bhagavadgitd 3.20 ;

cf. Ramanuja’s gloss of lok&b, op. cit., 14.14, as samuhafy
1 communities ’) respectively. For

different etymological derivations of lokaloka see (i) Kalidasa, Baghuvamsa 1.68 (cf. Babdakalpa-

druma s.v. : prakakak cdpraka&as ca
1

visible and invisible ’) ; and (ii) Bhdgavata Parana (quoted

by H. H. Wilson, The Vishnu Parana , 3rd ed., Calcutta, 1961, p. 167, n. 6) : ... loko 'lokaS ca . .

.

vyavasthapyate ‘ the world is separated (thereby) from what is not the world ’. Also cf. J. Gonda,

op. cit., 154. Cf. also Devi-Bhdgavata Parana 8.14.4 for the etymological explanation of the

name lokaloka as ‘ bereft of any community
(
sangha

;

cf. above) of living beings ’.

122 Lit. :
‘ that in which there is no habitation ’.

123 Cf. India
, Hyd., p. 194, 1. 15 (see n. 121 above). Also cf. al-Biruni’s quotation from the

Visnu Parana in India, Hyd., p. 195, 1. 15: j o

I

jj

Ly* I J* dlli ‘ Behind it is Lokaloka
, a mountain of the height of 10,000 yojana, and of the

same breadth ’ (Sachau, I, 237).

124 which is apparently not the same as Ljj&JUl mentioned above (R, p. 186,

1. 8). In the parallel passage in India, Hyd., p. 194, 1. 15, is also referred to but is

supposed to have the extent of one koti of yojanas only.

125 Cf. India, Hyd., p. 194, 1. 16
: j \ X i ;

* ‘ above it the Pitfloka of 6,134,000

yojana ’ (Sachau, I, 236). According to India
, Hyd., p. 191, 1. 1 et seq., ‘ the commentator of the

book of Patanjali has heard that the dwelling place of the ancestors (the Sanskrit word is

transliterated
:

pitrin) is in the sphere of the moon. This doctrine is based on the assertions of

the astronomers. Thus he (the commentator) placed their dwelling place in the first heaven.

He ought to have substituted it for Bhurloka but he did not do so. (Instead) because of this

addition, he left out the Svarloka which is the place of reward ’. For the conception of the moon

as a dwelling place of departed souls cf. e.g. Kausitaki Upanisad 1.2 (with schol.).

126 Cf. India, Hyd., p. 194, 1. 17 : Jjjf JULV j

\ o * j
•

j
dJtaj ‘ The totality of the seven lokas, which is called Brahmanda, has the

dimension of 15 koti, i.e. 150,000,000 yojana ’ (Sachau, i, 237). Also cf. India, Hyd., 179-80

(Sachau, I, 221), where al-Biruni treats of the brahmanda . Sachau’s translation of the passage

contains an error (possibly due to a misprint). o^Ul jd- bj j V is rendered : ‘.
. . they

believe that the earth is at rest ’. The correct translation should be :
‘ they believe that the

heavens are at rest ’.

127 In the plural in the Arabic.

128 Represented in the Arabic by
129 Ritter’s printed text has j y> J which Ritter identifies with the idlmali island referred

to above. The MS may be read jy» J~>-. In our opinion there is no doubt that this should be

read jja or J^. Al-Biruni refers to j j\a in India, Hyd., p. 200, 1. 14; p. 201,

1. 2 ; p. 202, 1. 16 ; p. 203, 1. 13 ; p. 204, 1. 8 ; p. 206, 1. 7.

130 Cf. India, Hyd., p. 201, 1. 8, where Aryabhatta is quoted as saying that Mt. Meru is ‘ the

realm of the angels ’ aSCJL?).

131 Ritter’s printed text has (?) \j . According to his n. 2 on p. 187 the MS has <uaj. Our

reading 4*^)1j can be proved as correct by reference to India, Hyd., p. 205, 1. 14 et seq. This

passage also proves that at this point several words are omitted in the Istanbul MS. The passage

in question reads: <0^1j -b-l J*>-j <Ji j\ll J jU- U

JjNI dJb Jp iJjjf tOj***j*** dJJij ojy>- j This may be trans-

lated : ‘. . . thus the commentator of the book of Patanjali, who goes beyond (attributing) the

square (shape to Mount Meru, transforming it) into an oblong. He fixes (the length of) one of

its sides at 15 kotis yojana, which is 15,000,000, and that of the other at five kotis, i.e. the third

of the former ’. In his translation Sachau (
1

, 248) refers to * three sides ’ whose length is five

kotis. This translation has no warrant in the text.
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132 Probably Sanskrit is meant. Cf. R, p. 167, 1. 9 : ^AlU—

‘

the Indian (language)
’

(
BSOAS, ch. I, 309) ; India, Hyd., p. 53, 1. 9 : 4jAaAIj

—

‘

in Sanskrit ’ (Sachau, I, 70).

133 The names referred to of mountains, kingdoms and seas which surround Mount Meru on

its four sides occur in India
,
Hyd., 205.

134 The printed text has which appears to correspond to the MS. Our

emendations are based on India,
Hyd., p. 196, 1.5: AcU aA

(iJU should be emended into s-LjJI
;

cf. juJili, India
,
Hyd., p. 118, 1. 2) ‘.

. . in which the Siddhas,

the Munis and the Gandharvas, the musicians, wander to and fro, is the Bhuvarloka ’ (Sachau,

i, 238). However, our reconstruction is uncertain, because in this passage of India al-Biruni

states that he uses the Vistyu Buraia and does not refer to the ‘ commentator of the book of

Patanjali ’. There is also the fact to be considered that in India gandharva is represented by

two transliterations
:
^y&AxT (Hyd., p. 196, 1. 5 ; p. 218, 1. 2) and jlS' (Hyd., p. 69, 1. 4).

Both are very different from Ijjij j occurring in our MS. It seems, therefore, that the possibility

that represents vidyddhara should not be altogether excluded. In India vidyddhara is

represented by j iPA_j (Hyd., p. 69, 1. 10 ; p. 218, 1. 3 ; p. 421, 1. 6). Cf. India , Hyd., p. 421, 1. 6 :

jSrJu 4jJL
I
j* ‘(Mount Vindhya) rose even to the neighbourhood of

Paradise and the dwellings of the Vidyadharas, the spiritual beings ’ (Sachau, ii, 92). For a

definition of the term vidyddhara , lit. ‘ holder of the skill ’, cf. India , Hyd., p. 69, 1. 10

:

^ p
jAj V 'j*-

pj&j
‘ demon-sorcerers, who exercise a certain witchcraft, but not

such a one as to produce permanent results ’ (Sachau, I, 91). Cf. Richard C. Temple, ‘ Hindu

and non-Hindu elements in the Kathdsaritsdgara ’, The Indian Antiquary , LVin, March 1929,

section 2, a :
‘ Vidyadharas and white magic ’ (pp. 46-7). For a definition of gandharva cf. India,

Hyd., p. 69, 1.4: <^AjI ju tiUVij oU-VI ‘musicians and

singers who make music before the Deva. Their harlots are called Apsaras ’ (Sachau, I, 91).

As for siddha and muni ,
they are characterized in India (Hyd., p. 70, 1. 16 et seq.) as follows :

jL>- (j-® tali <LjU-j^JU As (j^t»l <3^11

Jlj ^aII a_aaj Oj oti^aJU o^LaLoj ,j-*j a_^ oaJI ^ j£- jA-

4_o^» 4—!

i

^

j

dUi LJaII ^ *1c* t® jIa^^I

‘ After the Deva comes the class of the Pitaras, the deceased ancestors, and after them the

Bhuta, human beings who have attached themselves to the spiritual beings (Deva), and stand

in the middle between them and mankind. He who holds this degree, but without being free

from the body, is called either Rsi or Siddha or Muni
,
and these differ among themselves

according to their qualities. Siddha is he who has attained by his action the faculty to do in

the world whatever he likes, but who does not exert himself on the path leading to liberation.

He may ascend to the degree of Rsi ’ (Sachau, i, 93). Also cf. Vy. and Bhoja on YS, sutra 3.32 ;

Bhagavadgitd 10.26; Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.3.33 and Bhdgavata Purdna 11.14. For our

proposed reading siddha here cf. also the description of siddhas as inhabiting Bhuvar-loka in

R, p. 188, 11. 16-17 (transl. below).

135 Ritter emends j\S mentioning that the MS has jl>. There is a blur in the MS : the last

letter can also be read a. We propose to read a

l

136 The Arabic has UaJI which is not usually used by al-Biruni in this translation in a

cosmological context. UaJI aU- appears to render loka-pdla. The loka-pdlas are referred

to in India, Hyd., p. 204, 1. 8. The designation is rendered as aU!j ^LJI 4k<L>- ‘ the guardians of

the world and its inhabitants ’ (Sachau, i, 247). Thus al-Biruni appears to have used LJaII as

equivalent in meaning to <dUlj jlLJI. For an early attestation of the term loka-pdlah see Aitareya

Upanisad 1.1.3. The Sanskrit word loka can mean ‘ world ’ as well as ‘ people, inhabitants

The lokapdlas or dikpalas, guardians of the quarters of the sky, or rather, regions of the universe,

were initially four in number : Yama, Indra, Varuna and Kubera (cf. India, Hyd., p. 204, 1. 8 ;

Sachau, i, 247). In later texts four further guardians were added for the intermediate quarters.

The list of eight usually begins with Indra (in the East). According to Manu, 5.96, the eight are

(in clockwise order) Indra, Agni, Yama, Surya, Varuna, Pavana or Vayu, Kubera, and Soma or

Candra ; others substitute Nirrti for Surya, and Isani or Prthivi for Soma. For the expression
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JliJj jOllT (‘such as Indra and his like’) in our MS, cf. e.g. the expression indrddi-loka-

paldnam ... in W. Kirfel, Das Purana vom Weltgebaude (Bhuvanavinydsa), Bonn, 1954, p. 10,

verse 27b.

137 ‘ angels ’ is regularly a translation of devah. oLJ! ‘ masters ’ probably renders a

specific designation of a category of devas.

138 Possibly referring to the ‘ angels ’.

139 The Arabic MS has jlisJj . Ritter’s suggestion that this represents vairaja (R, p. 187, n. 6)

is most improbable. Our interpretation has been put forward tentatively. The collocation of

nara and kinnara in a fist of classes of demi-gods is attested, e.g. in Mahabharata (see S. Sorensen,

An index to the Thames in the Mahabharata
,
reprint, Delhi, 1963, s.v. kinnara). Cf. Bhdgavata

Purana 11.14. The kinnaras are mentioned in India, Hyd., p. 69, 1. 6, where they are

characterized as ‘ having human shapes but horses’ heads, being the contrary of the centaurs

of the Greek, of whom the lower half has the shape of a horse, the upper half that of a man ’

(Sachau, I, 91). Possibly al-Biruni had encountered in his source a Sanskrit compound in which

kumara was the second component. The term kumara can signify a class of demi-gods (see

S. Sorensen, op. cit., s.v.
;

cf. J. Gonda, Visnuism and Sivaism, London, 1970, 139). A further

conjectural reading would be the compound nrtya-kumdri
,
which means ‘ a dancing maiden ’

and may designate an apsaras (a class of mythological beings comparable to the nymphs of

Greece, who are supposed to be the mistresses of the gandharvas). Cf. W. Kirfel, Das Puraria

vom Weltgebaude , Bonn, 1954, 71, verse 19b : nrtyantyo ’psaraso yanti suryasyanu nisacarah

(‘ Dancing apsarases follow the sun, moving by night ’).

140 Transcribed in the Arabic by Cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 196, 1. 14.

141 The MS has diiiJj. Ritter’s reading is d-LJj.

142 In the Arabic this is represented by two separated words: Ritter’s reading is

J*j * The Sanskrit brahma- is transcribed by al-Biruni both as (cf. India, Hyd., p. 191,

1. 6
:

pjb/ for brahma-loka, p. 101, 1. 11 : for brahmdnda) and as (cf. India, Hyd.,

p. 101, 1. 2 : o !

j

pJfclj for brahma-purana). As observed by Sachau with regards to India, ‘ the

transliteration is not always uniform, as sometimes a short Indian a has been rendered by a

long a in Arabic ’ (Sachau, Annotations, 257). The expression brahma-desa means ‘ the country

or region of the brahmarias ’. The expression occurs in Manu, II, where it is, however, used to

refer to a region of this earth. Cf. also Bhimacarya Jhalakikar’s Nydyakosa s.v. sthdnam (quoting

Agni Purana) :
prajapatyam brdhmanandm smrtam sthdnam kriydvatdm ; ksatriydndm tatha

caindram samgrdmesv anivartindm; gandharvam sudra-jatinam paricarydnukdrindm ity ddi

‘ The world of Prajapati is recorded as the locality of the brdhmanas who engage in ritual, the

world of Indra—as that of the ksatriyas who do not shrink from battle, the world of the

gandharvas—as that of the classes of sudras who follow a routine of service.’

143 Ritter’s reading is jlj.

144 In two words : . Cf. India, Hyd., p. 191, 1. 6.

145 Transcribed ^1j. Cf. India, Hyd., p. 198, 1. 17. For the passage cf. India, Hyd., p. 191,

1. 5 et seq.
: J*>-j 1^3 iljJ oUljJi j u! j>~

I f
pUL» 4^-^ 4^ p-*/ ^Jk ^

‘ (The commentator of the book of Patanjali) differs besides in another point. As the

seventh heaven, Satyaloka, is in the Puranas also called Brahmaloka, he placed the Brahmaloka

above the Satyaloka, whilst it would have been much more reasonable to think that in this case

one and the same thing is called by two different names. He ought to have omitted the

Brahmaloka, to have identified Pitrloka with Bhurloka, and not to have left out the Svarloka
’

(Sachau, i, 233). The triple set of bhur, bhuvah and svar, which were used as vyahrtis (sacred

exclamations) as well as names of lokas, may be traced back to Chandogya Upanisad 2.23.2

:

prajdpatir lokdn abhyatapat; tebhyo ’bhitaptebhyas trayi vidyd sarriprasravat, tarn abhyatapat,

tasyd abhitaptdyd etdny aksararhi samprdsravanta bhur bhuvah svar iti ‘ Prajapati brooded upon

the worlds. From them, when they had been brooded upon, issued forth the three-fold knowledge

(i.e. the three Vedas). He brooded upon this. From it, when it had been brooded upon, issued
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forth these syllables : bhur, bhuvaJi , svar (representing earth, atmosphere and sky, respectively)

An example of a later Puranic seven-fold version of the list of lokas occurs in Agni Puraria : bhur

bhuvah svar mahas caivajanas ca tapa eva ca / satya-lokas ca saptaite lokas tu parikirtitah (quoted

in fcabdakalpadruma, s.v. lokah). Cf. also Brhaddranyaka Upanisad 4.3.33 for an early attempted

systematization of the lokas of men, the fathers (
pitrs ), the gandharvas

,
gods by virtue of merit

(
karma-deva), gods by virtue of birth

(
ajdna-deva

)

as well as of one who is versed in the Veda

(srotriya

;

cf. brahma-desa represented in yj j, R, p. 187, 1. 12 ?), etc.

146 Cf. India, Hyd., p. 196, 1.14: j~Ju UL_£~ Jll Jslwil 3Jt*f j. JTI ILU »Ji»j

‘ This sum, however, is more than thrice the sum which we have mentioned on the

authority of the commentator of the book of Patanjali ’. This statement presupposes that the

total extent of the seven lokas has been given in the text. It is, however, missing in the Hyd.

as well as Sachau’s editions.

147 In Arabic jJl. This term is derived from the Greek aither. It signifies in Arabic either

(1) the area in which the heavenly spheres exist and the substance of which they are made

—

this appears to be the meaning of the term as used here by al-Biruni—or (2) one of the four

terrestrial elements, the elemental fire which forms a zone situated above the zone of the lowest

heavenly sphere.

148 Lit. :
‘ discourse ’—

.

149 For yA cf. R, p. 168, 1. 5
: y ‘ The book of Patanjali—text

interwoven with commentary ’ (transl. BSOAS, ch. I, 310, 122).

150 Probably Patanjali is meant. Cf. R, 169, 1.15 : <JU ‘ Patanjali said ’.

151 Cf. sutra 3.27 : candre tard-vyuha-jnanam, ‘ (From the application of Discipline) to the

moon arises knowledge of the arrangement of the stars ’.

152 The MS has which is also Ritter’s reading. Our reading is proposed in view of

the following passage in India , Hyd., p. 198, 1. 13 seq. : jL> aLj* Jp L*

j

yaA j

y 1-U 4-3 jLsU LAi! J>-jl £-Jjl

j Ij (J-** A L* 4^ Liv* j uli The Hindus

tell rather ludicrous tales when speaking of the figure in which they represent this group of

stars, viz. the figure of a four-footed aquatic animal, which they call Sakvara and also Sisumdra.

I suppose that the latter animal is the great lizard, for in Persia it is called Susmar, which sounds

much like the Indian Sisumdra. Of this kind of animal there is also an aquatic species, similar

to the crocodile and the skink ’ (Sachau, I, 241). (The word above, which is misprinted as

in Hyd. ed. means ‘ based on false beliefs, legendary ’ rather than ‘ ludicrous ’, pace Sachau.)

This constellation has a connexion with the pole-star, as is evident from the subsequent passage :

j L* j -JajaJl Jp- . . .
* Fourteen

of these stars he placed round the pole in the shape of a sisumdra, which drive the other stars

round the pole ’ (Sachau, i, 242). Although the Arabic transliteration of sakvara in India (in

the passage quoted above) is j^TU and not ojjSw as proposed by us with regard to the text

under consideration, it should be borne in mind that al-Biruni’s transliteration of Sanskrit

short a is not always uniform, as it has been sometimes rendered by him by a long a in Arabic

(cf. Sachau, Annotations, 257). The association of dhruva (which is also used to refer to a Vedic

ceremonial vessel connected with soma rituals) with sisumdra and sakvara (the latter represented

by the derivative sakvara (schol. : = atyanta-saktiman, ‘ very mighty ’, i.e. as strong and potent

as a sakvara) is traceable back to Taittiriya Arariyaka 2.19, where the three words occur together

in a context which, although different, is not without connexion (in view of the underlying

microcosmic-macrocosmic equivalence) : sa vd eso divyah sdkvarah sisumdras . . . dhruvas tvam

asi dhruvasya ksitam asi tvam bhutadhipatir asi . . .
‘ That is the celestial extremely potent (schol.

on sakvara) sisumdra ... (O, sisumdra !) thou art dhruva (schol. : indestructible), thou art the

dwelling place of dhruva , thou art the ruler of (all) beings . . .’. Cf. especially Sayana ad loc. :

anena mantrenodanmukho bhutva dhruva-mandalam pasyan sisumara-rupena tarn upatisthet

* (Uttering) this (sacrificial) formula, looking up, gazing at the circle (mandala, used also as a

visual meditational aid), one should worship it in the form of a sisumdra ’. Detailed descriptions
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of the constellation under consideration occur in various pura^as. Cf. Visriudharmottara

1.106.4 et seq. (quoted from a MS by G. Biihler in his review of Sachau’s translation of al-Birunfs

India in The Indian Antiquary
, xix, November 1890, 395-6). According to G. Biihler, this

passage referred to by al-BIruni as ‘ Vi§nudharma ’, was the source of the description in India

of the constellation in question (Hyd., p. 198, 1. 13 et seq. Cf. Sachau, i, 242).

The passage reads

:

dhruva-sthana-nivistdd ca tdrakas ca caturdasa //

uttanapadas tasyatha vijheyab [smo]ttaro hanuh /

/

yajho dharas tu vijheyo dharmo murdhanam dsritah /

[ihfdi ndrayanad caste asvinau purva-pddayoh //

varunad cdryama caiva pascime tasya sakthini /

sidnah samvatsaras tasya mitro ’pdnam samasritah] //

pucche ’gnis ca mahendras ca mdricah kasyapo dhruvah /
dhruva-sthah [svar gra]harksandm ekibhutah prakirtitdh //

sisumdra-nibaddhandm tdrakdndm prthak prthak /

nama-dheyani vijhdya drstva ca vimale ’mbare //

ayur abhyadhikam jived varsani tu caturdasa /

aho-ratra-krtdt papat tat-ksanad vipramucyate //.

‘ (. . . And Brahma created) fourteen stars placed near the pole-star . . . Know that Uttanapada

is its upper jaw, know that Yajna is its lower (jaw), that Dharma resides in its head
;
[Narayana

is seated in the heart, the two Asvins in the fore-feet
; Varuna and Aryaman are its hind-most

haunches, Samvatsara its penis, and Mitra occupies its anus]. In the tail are Agni, Mahendra,

Marlca Kasyapa as well as Dhruva (the Pole-star). Those among the stars and planets which

are situated near the Pole-star are collectively called Svar (?)... He who knows severally the

names of the stars contained in the sisumara and has seen them in the pure sky will live fourteen

years beyond (his allotted period of life) and is forthwith liberated from sins committed during

the day or night \ The text in square brackets was reconstructed by Biihler by comparison with

Visnu Purdna 2.12.33 et seq. (cf. op. cit., 2.9.1 et seq.). Biihler’s translation has been adopted

with modifications. According to Biihler the H&umdra denotes the alligator (loc. cit.). The

pertinent penultimate verse above is significantly identical in corresponding passages in

Matsya Purdna and Vdyu Purdna (cf. Biihler, op. cit., p. 397, n. 62). Cf. also Bhdgavaia Purdna

5.23.4 et seq.

153 According to the dictionaries jJl* is a term denoting the rough skin of various aquatic or

amphibious animals, notably of the crocodile and of the
p
jil whose skin is put upon the hilts

of swords. Cf. U and Lane’s Arabic dictionary, s.v.

154 —lit. :
* taken

155 Cf. sutra 3.28 : dhruve tad-gati-jhdnam ‘ (From the application of Discipline) to the pole-

star arises knowledge of the motions of the stars ’.

156 Cf. sutra 3.29 : ndbhi-cakre kdya-vyuha-jhdnam ‘ (From the application of Discipline) to

the navel-circle (or : -wheel, cf. Bhoja ad loc.) arises knowledge of the arrangement (i.e. structure)

of the body ’. For the use of vyuha, * formation, arrangement of parts, disposition, organization ’

cf. sutra 3.27 above. Bhavadeva ad loc. glosses it with the synonym samsthana ,
and Bhoja—

with sanniveda. Cf. J. H. Woods, op. cit., p. 224, n. 1. Taking cakra here to refer to
c

a wheel

of sixteen spokes which is named “ navel ”
’, (ndbhi-sarjijhakain yat sodasararjfi cakram) Bhoja

ad loc. explains : ndbhi-cakram sarirasya madhya-varti sarvatah prasrtdnam nadyddindm mula-

bhutam ; atas tatra krtavadhanasya samagrah sannivedo yathavad dbhdti ‘ The navel-wheel, situated

in the middle of the body, is the root of all the widespread tubes ;
therefore by knowing it, one

fully understands how they are disposed in the body ’ (transl. Rajendralala Mitra). Also cf. the

significance of cakra as referring to centres or localizations of psychic power in the body as
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expounded in late Upani^ads and Tantric texts dealing with varieties of kundalini-yoga. See

P. Deussen, Sechzig Upanishad's des Veda, Leipzig, 1921, 675 ; P. V. Kane, op. cit., v/2,

1136 et seq. ; M. Eliade, Le yoga, immortalite et liberte, Paris, 1954, 237 et seq. ; S. Lindquist,

Die Methoden des Yoga, Lund, 1932, 190 ; H. v. Glasenapp, Der Hinduismus, Miinchen, 1922,

293 et seq.
;
Sanjukta Gupta et al., Hindu Tantrism, Leiden, 1979, 170 et seq. In accordance

with the Tantric theory of calcras the ndbhi-caJcra corresponds to the mani-purakam, the third

cakra in the following scheme
: (1) adhdra (at the base of the trunk), (2) svadhisthdnam (sexual

centre), (3) mai^ipurakam (navel-centre), (4) andhatam (heart-centre), (5) visuddhi (throat-centre),

(6) djhd (the centre between the eye-brows) (cf. Hamsa Upanisad 2). Cf. Maniprabha ad loc.

Accordingly Svami Narayanatirtha comments in his Svarthabodhini ad loc. : kayasya madhya

-

bhdge yan nabhi-cakram adhara-linga-cakrabhyam upari sthitam dasa-patram; tasmin sarriyamdd

dehasya sanniveiam jdndti ‘ The “ navel-wheel ” which is (situated) in the middle part of the

body is the “ (lotus) of ten petals ” which is situated above the cakras of the adhdra and linga

(
= svadhisthdna)

;

through applying Discipline to it he knows the structure of (his) body’.

(For the metaphor of the lotus as having the same reference as cakra here cf. Vy. on sutra 3.34.)

Also cf. Yogasudhakara ad loc. : kayasya madhya-bhdge yan ndbhi-cakrarri mani-purakakhyam

dasa-dalam . . .

£ The nabhi-cakra (situated) in the middle part of the body is (the lotus) of the

ten petals known as may,ipuraka . . T. R. V. Murti has suggested (in a conversation—T.G.)

that underlying the sutra is the idea that the navel is the focal point of feeding an embryo, and

hence it is the origin of the structure of the body that grows. For the symbolic significance of

the navel as the life-centre in the Hindu ceremony of initiation cf. H. Zimmer, Hindu medicine,

Baltimore, 1948, 120-1. One cannot rule out the possibility that the term cakra in the sutra

merely refers to the shape of the navel and is bereft of tantric signification (cf. Bhavagane^a

ad loc.).

157 Lit. :

£

discourse ’.

158 Ritter reads JJaL The reading which is proposed is Jij ‘ sediment, sediments \ Jlo may
correspond to mala 1

excreta, bodily secretions or impurities ’
; J^Ai—to prasada £

residue

Cf. Bhoja ad loc.

159 Ritter’s text in keeping with the MS has *\jm. Ritter does not propose any emendation.

Our reading I and interpretation are borne out by £ remain ’ which occurs in the next

sentence.

160 The three residues correspond to the three dosas (humours)

—

vata
(

£ wind ’), pitta
(

£

bile ’)

and slesman (= kapha)
(

£ phlegm ’)—listed or referred to by all the commentaries on the YS
known to us. Cf. Agnivesa’s Caraka Samhita (ed. and tr. Ram Karan Sharma et al., Varanasi,

1977), Vimana section, ch. i, para. 5 (i, 113) : dosah punas trayo vata-pitta-slesmdyab ; te

prakrtibhutdh sariropakaraka bhavanti, vikrtim apannas tu khalu nanavidhair vikaraih sariram

uttapayanti
£ Do§as are three, viz. vata, pitta and kapha. During their normal state, they sustain

the body. When vitiated, they afflict the body with various types of diseases ’ (tr., op. cit.).

161 This renders which is Ritter’s reading. If this is correct it may be connected with

the fact that in Sanskrit texts the three humours in question are frequently referred to as dosas
£

defects ’ (from the root dus,
£

to harm, damage ’). Cf. Vy. ad loc. : vata-pitta-slesma^as trayo

dosah £ The humours
(
dosa

)
are three : wind, bile and phlegm ’. An alternative reading would be

£

establish, sustain ’. For this cf. Vac. on sutra 1.30 in which the three humours, here

called dhatus, are said to sustain (dharana) the body : dhatavo vata-pitta-slesmanah sarira-dharanat
£ The humours

(dhatu

)

—wind, bile and phlegm—are so called because they sustain (dharana)

the body ’. Also cf. India, Hyd., 274
:

^ej ^>-1^11 <Jl oLadl OJlJi d\j

j—u.1 ouv jrvi ji
f

ioji jxji ^C^ir ’,^1 <jt£. ji -jr ‘(The

educated Hindus) know that the body, a compound of antipathetic humores, requires sleep

for the purpose of resting, and for this purpose that all which nature requires, after being wasted,

should be duly replaced. So, in consequence of the constant dissolution, the body requires food

in order to replace that which had been lost by emaciation ’ (Sachau, I, 324). Apart from L ^1,
al-Biruni appears also to use the term for rendering the concept of humours. Cf. R, p. 168,
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I. 17 (cf. BSOAS, ch. I, p. 312, n. 83). The theory of the three humours has its earliest attestation

in Atharvaveda-Parisista (68), according to G. M. Bolling,
4

Diseases and medicine (Vedic) ’, in

J. Hasting’s Encyclopaedia of religion and ethics , Edinburgh, 1911, iv, 763a.

162 The MS and Ritter’s text have Possibly this should be emended to

163 The list of the ‘ things ’ corresponds entirely to the list of dhatus (lit. ‘ layers, strata ’,

i.e. constituents of the body or secretions generated by food) occurring in Nagesa Bhatta’s

Bhasyacchaya ad loc. : rasa-lohita-mamsa-sndyv-asthi-majjd-sukrdni
4

chyle, blood, flesh, tendon,

bone, marrow and semen ’. This suggests that al-Biruni’s ‘ commentator ’ was dependent at

least in this matter on the tradition upon which Nagesa Bhatta drew. The list given in Vy. ad loc.

differs in that tvak
4

skin ’ takes the place of rasa. It is worth mentioning that one of the MSS of

Vy. has rasa instead of tvak. The context shows that this variant is spurious. The list used by

al-Biruni’s
4 commentator ’ also corresponds to the one occurring in the Caraka Samhita , Vimana

section, ch. v, paras. 7-8 (op. cit., i, 174), where snayu is replaced by its apparent synonym

medas (‘ fat, adipose tissue ’), and lohita—by its synonym sonita. For an early occurrence of

the medical term dhdtu, see Chandogya Upanisad 6.5.1 (see n. 166 below).

164 The Arabic word is jU^Sj .

165 in the Arabic.

166 For this passage cf. Caraka-Samhita, Sutrasthana section, ch. viii, para. 4 (op. cit., i, 568)

:

tatrahdra[h] prasadakhyo rasali kittam ca malakhyam abhinivartate. kittat sveda-mutra-purisa-vata-

pitta-slesmdnah karnaksi-nasikdsya-loma-kupa-prajanana-malah kesa-smasru-loma-nakhadayas

cdvayavah pusyanti. pusyanti tv ahara-rasad rasa-rudhira-mamsa-medo'sthi-majja-sukraujamsi . . .

4 Food (after digestion) turns into (1) (its) essence called “ residue ”
(
prasada

)

and (2) refuse called

“ secreta ” (or
44
excreta ”, mala). From (2) develop sweat, urine, excrement, 44 wind ”,

44
bile

”

and 44 phlegm ”
;
secretions of the ear, eye, nose, hair-follicles, and the generative organ

; as well

as parts (of the body) such as hair ofthe head, beard, hair on the body and nails. From (1) develop
44
sediments ”, chyle, blood, flesh, fat (adipose tissue), bone, marrow, semen and energy . .

Cf. also Sarngadhara-Samhita, Calcutta, 1975, 70, ch. i, v. 16 : rasad raktary tato mamsarri mamsan

medah prajayate / medaso ’sthi tato majja majjdyah sukra-sambhavah 4

Essence (of food)—> blood->

flesh-> fat-> bones—> marrow-> semen ’. Cf. Manu 5.135 for a list of twelve impurities {mala)

of human bodies. (For further related references from Sanskrit medical texts cf. C. Dwarkanath,

Introduction to Kayachikitsa {sic), Bombay, 1959, p. 324, nn. 722-4.) The physiological theory

underlying our Arabic passage is adumbrated as early as Chandogya TJpanisad 6.5.1 : annam

asitary tredha vidhiyate, tasya yah sthavistho dhatus tat purisam bhavati, yo madhyamas tan mdmsam
,

yo ’nisthas tan manah 4 Food, when eaten, becomes divided into three parts {dhdtu). That which

is its coarsest (part) becomes the excrement
;
that which is medium, flesh

;
that which is finest,

the mind ’.

167 The Arabic word rendered as
4

generation ’ is <1^50 1 is the Arabic title

of Aristotle’s work which in the Latin version is entitled Be generatione et corruptione.

168 Ritter’s text has We propose to read j Cf. BSOAS, ch. II, p. 534, n. 31 ;
YS,

sutra 2.5 ; R, p. 185, 1. 11 ; R, p. 189, 1. 6. Cf. also India, Hyd., 52 (Sachau, i, 68). For the idea

expressed by this passage as a whole cf. Maitri Upanisad 1.3; bhagavann asthi-carma-sndyu-

majjd-mdmsa-sukra-sonita-slesmdsru-dusikd-vin-mutra-vdta-pitta-kapha-samghdte durgandhe nih-

sdre ’smin sarire kim kdmopabhogaili
4

Sir, in this foul-smelling unsubstantial (or devoid of all

essence) body, a conglomerate of bones, skin, sinews, marrow, flesh, semen, blood, mucus, tears,

eye-secretion, faeces, urine, wind, bile and phlegm, how can one enjoy desires ? ’ Comparable

passages are common in the Buddhist literature.

169 According to Ritter the MS has either or He emends to ^ In our

view the MS should be read can mean 4

larynx, epiglottis, back of the neck,

root of the tongue, throat ’. Cf. Sutra 3.30 : kantha-kupe ksut-pipdsa-nivrttih
4 (By applying

Discipline) to the hollow (part) of the throat (one achieves) cessation of hunger and thirst ’.

The term AjA may mean 4 a hollow place, vacuum ’, which would correspond to kupa (lit.
4

well,

pit ’). *Uai may also mean 4

space ’, which would correspond to pradesa 4

place, region ’, which
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occurs in Maniprabha ad loc.
:
jihva-tantor adhastat kanthasya kupakarah pradeso ’sti * Below

the cord of the tongue is a region of the throat in the shape of a cavity (or well) (Cf. also Bhoja

ad loc.) For the mention of ‘ wind ’ and ‘ respiration ’ in the Arabic text cf. the reference to

prana in Bhoja ad loc.
:

praijbader yat samparkat ksut-pipasadayah pradur bhavanti ‘ By the

contact of the vital airs with it (i.e. the hollow of the throat) (the sensation of) hunger and

thirst emerge ’
;

for ‘ chest ’
( j-Uf) cf. uras in Vy. on sutra 3.31. Also cf. Maitri Upanisad 7.7

(quoting Ghandogya Upanisad 8.1.5) : esa atmapahata-papma vijaro vimrtyur aksut-pipasah

satya-sahkalpab satya-kamab ‘ He is the self
(
atman ), cleansed of evil, free from ageing, free from

death, free from hunger and thirst (aksut-pipasab), who (possesses the power of) having his

intention realized, who (possesses the power of) having his wishes realized
(
satya-kamab

,
not

“ whose desire is the real ” as usually translated) ’.

170 Cf. sutra 3.31 : kurma-nadyam sthairyam ‘ (By applying Discipline) to the tortoise-

shaped) artery (one achieves) steadiness \ For the meaning of sthairyam cf. sutras 2.45, 46.

Cf. also alolupatvam ‘ steadiness (lit. :
“ non-swerving ”) in &vetasvatara Upanisad 2.13

:

laghutvam arogyam alolupatvam varna-prasadam svara-sausthavam ca / gandhas subho mutra-

purisam alpam yoga-pravrttim prathamam vadanti ‘ Lightness, healthiness, steadiness (v.l.

:

alolubhatvam “ non-covetousness ” is evidently less plausible), clearness of complexion (lit.

:

“ purified, clarified colour ”), loveliness of voice, a pleasant odour, and scanty urine and faeces

—

these, they say (i.e. it is recorded by tradition), are the first (indications, results, of) the progress

of yoga \ Forli^xJL J j j* ‘namely, the twisted veins ’ in the Arabic text cf. Vijnanabhik§u

ad loc. : kuridalita-sarpavad avasthitaya kurmakaram hrdaya-puridankdkhyam nadi-cakram ‘ the

cakra of the artery
(nadi

)

which has the name “ the lotus of the heart ” and has the shape of a

tortoise on account of its being positioned like a coiled serpent Cf. Sanjukta Gupta et al. y

op. cit. :
‘ The mystical physiology envisages a series of lotus centres (cakra) and nodes (granthi)

arranged up the (mystical) spine, and a system of veins (nadi) through which passes the vital

air (prarta or vdyu). Crucial points in the body are occupied by deities and other symbols which

historically arise from the macrocosm-microcosm equivalence * (p. 164) ;
‘ The mystical body

contains a vast number of veins (nadi) which are considered to be the connecting links between

the senses and the mind. Moreover, they are activated by the passage of the breaths. If the

yogi stops the passage of the breaths through the nadis, he thereby stops the activities of the

senses and severs the connection between the mind and external sensory objects, which are

what distracts him from concentrating on the essence of his individual self ’ (p. 168).

171 For a definition of siddha in India see n. 134 above.

172 Al-BirunI’s use of the term JU>lj seems to be equivocal. It appears to render both yogi

and siddha

;

it may also mean ascetic in general. Cf. al-Biruni’s use of the term oUj to render

the state of being endowed with siddhis (cf. oUj ‘ siddha-hood ’, R, p. 193, 1. 1, in rendering

siddhayab, YS, sutra 4.1). Also cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 494, 1. 7

: Jap ^JUI -U IjJI ytj "ol

. . . man who is a yogi
,
i.e. a zdhid, who intellects the creator . . .’. Also cf. R, p. 189,

1. 3 et seq. : *~Aj**\j J*-*^ ‘V../
4 ^ C«1 -IaIjJI <1)1

. . .
I Jl Ja ilLJj'yi IJbb j Jj&u d\ ^Ijl ISl <„^lkLI Jj (see transl. below, Ans.

to Q 47 :
‘ For the attainment of praxis ...’); India

,
Hyd., p. 63, 1. 11 et seq. : LJ jJi j -uljJlj

Jp J-&9 I lil J jd' {y*

UXs> japIj 2j III ‘ The zdhid in this world with no knowledge

acquires transcendence (over the gurias) and reward . . . and (if) he is satisfied with acquiring the

above-mentioned eight qualities (the printed text has JU-I ;
the correct reading seems to be

JLai-l ; the eight siddhis seem to be referred to), and glories in, and is successful through, them

and regards them liberation, is left with them (only) ’. (For ^>0 read (‘ rejoices in ’) ?

Cf. R, p. 191, 1. 17.) Cf. India
,
Hyd., 70-1, quoted in n. 134 above.

173 The term cJUail is also used by al-Biruni to render purusartha. Cf. R, p. 168, 1.9

(= BSOAS, ch. I, 311).

174
j>p JjIpj

—

lit.: ‘hidden from the eyes’. Cf. Mariiprabhd on sutra 3.32 : siddhdn

adriyan api pasyati ‘ He sees the siddhas although they are invisible ’.
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175 Ritter’s text has here which seems to be a correct reading of the MS. However,

the word seems to be redundant as it has approximately the same meaning as pj&ly (‘ will see

them ’). Possibly pjb-uUj should be emended to jl£j ‘ will consult them Cf. Bhoja on

sutra 3.32 : tan pasyati tais ca sa sambhdsata ity arthah
4 The meaning is that he (the yogi in

question) sees them and holds conversation (or, if the variant reading sambhdvyata is adopted

:

will meet intimately) with them The word darsana (lit. :
‘ seeing, sight ’) in the sutra itself

(see next note) can also mean * meeting intimately face to face, audience, interview, holding

visible converse For the theme underlying siddha-darsana here cf. Sankara on Brahmasutra

1.3.33: bhavati hy asmakam apratyaksam api ciram-tananam pratyaksam. tatha ca vydsadayo

devadibhih pratyaksam vyavaharantlti smaryate. yas tu bruyad idanlm-tananam iva purvesam api

nasti devadibir vyavahartum samarthyam iti sa jagad-vaicitryam pratisedhet . . . tasmad dharmol-

karsa-vasac dram-tana devadibhih pratyaksam vyavajahrur iti klisyate. api ca smaranti svadhyaydd

ista-devatd-samprayoga ity-adi
4 For also, what is for us imperceptible was perceptible for the

ancients
;
thus it is recorded that Vyasa (the author of the Mahabhdrata) and others used to

meet the gods and (rsis) face to face. But if some would assert that, as for those now living so

for the ancients also it was impossible to meet with gods and the like, they would deny the variety

of the world ... We must therefore believe that the ancients, in consequence of pre-eminent

merits, held visible converse with gods and (rsis). The smrti also says
(
YS, sutra 2.44) :

“ through

study (is gained) union with the beloved godhead ”
’ (P. Deussen, The system of the Vedanta ,

transl. Charles Johnston, Chicago, 1912, 38-9). (In this translation the supplied word rsis may

be replaced by siddhas.)

176 For this passage cf. sutra 3.32 : murdha-jyotisi siddha-darsanam
4 (By applying Discipline)

to the radiance in the head (i.e. in the brahmarandhra opening, acc. Bhoja ad loc.) (one achieves)

the sight of (or visible converse with) the siddhas ’.

177 Cf. sutra 3.34 : hrdaye citta-samvit ‘ (By applying Discipline) to the heart (one achieves)

awareness of the mind ’. For the idea that thought is located in the heart cf. e.g. Brhaddranyaka

Upanisad 2.4.11 : sarvasdm vidydndm hrdayam ekdyanam 4 The centre of all knowledges is the

heart ’. Cf. also Chdndogya Upanisad 8.6.6 (= Katha Upanisad 2.3.16) : satam caikd ca hrdayasya

nddyah, / tasarn murdhdnam abhinihsrtaika, / tayordhvam ayann amrtatvam eti
, / visvahh anya

utkramarbe bhavanti
4 There are hundred and one arteries (nadl) of the heart

;
only one of them

leads up to the head (murdha). (By) going upwards through it, one goes to immortality, (whereas)

the others are for going in various directions ’. Also cf. the mystical significance of the series of

ndbhir, hrdayam ,
kantham, murdha in the late Brahma Upanisad 2. For the use of the term

samvit here cf. Vy. on sutra 1.35 ;
$ankarami3ra’s Upaskdra on Kanada’s Vaisesikasutra 7.2.26.

Cf. also pratisamvedin ‘ witness ’ in Vy. on sutra 2.17.

178 Cf. Vac. under sutra 3.34 : tad . . . vesma manasah 4

It is the dwelling of the mind ’.

179 This reflects sattva-purusayor atyantasamklrnayoh pratyaydviseso bhogah in sutra 3.35 (see

n. 182 below). Here <_JiS
(

4

heart ’), which in the preceding sentence rendered hrdaya, apparently

corresponds to sattva (i.e. buddhi) (cf. above R, p. 183, 1. 20, where corresponds to citta in

sutra 3.1 ; R, p. 191, 1. 10, Ans. to Q 50) ;
—to purusa (cf. R, p. 191, 1. 20, Ans. to Q 50).

180 Ritter correctly states that the text may be read either £*>U-} or This makes no

substantial difference as far as the meaning of the sentence is concerned.

181 Or :

4 emptied ’.

182 4jii> U3js> ‘knows his own self in its true reality ’ corresponds to purusa-jhanam
4 knowledge of the self’ in sutra 3.35. In this sentence CjIS (and not ,j~aj) corresponds to purusa.

(For cf. R, p. 170, 1. 11 (= BSOAS, ch. I, 314)). Al-Blrunl does not seem to have

understood the doctrine concerning the utter distinctness of purusa and prakrti
, of which sattva

(i.e. the buddhi) is a part, and the ultimate goal which is achieved by full awareness of this

distinctness. Sutra 3.35 as a whole reads : sattva-purusayor atyantasamklrnayoh pratyaydviseso

bhogah ; pararthanya-svartha-samyamat purusa-jhanam 4 Experience (results from) the lack of

differentiation in conceiving sattva and purusa, which are utterly distinct. By applying Discipline

to (the idea of) being an end unto oneself, rather than having something else as an end, one
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achieves knowledge of the purusa ’. A less plausible reading of the sutra has . . .
pardrthatvdt

svartha . . . This reading underlies e.g. Woods’s translation. For the significance of the expressions

parartha and svartha here cf. Sankhyakdrika, karika 56.

183 Ritter’s emendation JUj jl instead of JUi j is possibly correct.

184 aJU,
4

this does not seem to refer to the knowledge mentioned in the previous sentence :

ISJLLLj 4j!.S
4 he will truly know his own self ’ (R, p. 188, 1. 19). It may allude to a passage

corresponding to sutra 3.36 (see below). The passage, which according to this hypothesis was

translated by al-Biruni, may have been omitted for some reason in the Istanbul MS. Sutra 3.36

reads : tatah prdtibha-bdvana-vedanddarsdsvdda-vdta (v.l. -vartta) jdyante
4 From this there

arise (supernal percepts which are) intuitive
(
prdtibha

,

i.e. yielded by the faculty of pratibhd,
44
intuition ”), auditory

(
Srdvana), tactile {vedana, cf. vedani,

44
the true skin or cutis, L.”, s.v.,

p. 1016c in Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English dictionary

;

cf. English “feeling” as similarly

applied to perception by touch), visual
(
adarsa

, lit. “ seeing ”), gustatory
(
asvada

,

lit. “ tasting ”)

and olfactory
(
vdta

,

lit. “ perceived by the sense of smell ”, from the root vd
44
to smell ”,

cf. Kalidasa’s Vikramorvasi 4.41 (v. 1) ; the reading adopted here occurs only in a citation of

the sutra in Vijnanabhiksu’s Yogasdrasahgraha, ed. G. Jha, p. 56, as a variant reading
;

all

available editions of YS have the enigmatic -vartta

)

’.

Deussen, who seems to take prdtibha as an adjective qualifying the rest of the compound

(namely, taking the compound to be descriptive rather than aggregative), translates :
‘ Daraus

entstehen intuitive Wahrnehmungen von (ubernaturlichem) Horen, Fiihlen, Sehen und

Schmecken ’. His interpretation is less plausible on two counts. First, it excludes the mind

(
manas

)

when all the other senses are represented in the syntactically co-ordinate types ofpercepts.

Secondly, his interpretation is not in keeping with the occurrence of the term prdtibha as a

discrete phenomenon in sutra 3.33 (pratibhad vd sarvam ‘ Or as a result of (the application of

Discipline on) intuition everything can be known ’) as well as in the following difficult verse in

the Mahabhdrata (cf. crit. ed., 12.232.21-2
;
quoted by E. W. Hopkins, 4 Yoga-technique in the

Great Epic’, JAOS, xxn, 2, 1901, 344). The latter reads: pramoho (v.l. pramodo) bhrama

dvarto ghranam sravana-darsane / adbhutani rasa-sparse sitosne marutdlcrtih // pratibhdm

upasargdms cdpy upasamgrhya (v.l. upasamhrtya) yogatah / tarns tattvavid anadrtya dtmany eva

nivartayet
4 Bewilderment (or: exultation), dizziness, giddiness {avarta, lit. “circling, spinning

round ”), wondrous smelling, hearing, seeing, tasting, and feeling, (i.e. the tactile sense), (the

sensation of) feeling hot and cold, (the taking of) the form of wind (i.e. becoming invisible)

—

having checked (these) obstacles as well as (the power of) intuition {pratibhd), which are generated

by yoga, the knower of ultimate reality ignores them and turns away towards the self’.

Cf. &vetasvatara Upanisad 2.11. The term prdtibha is defined by Vijnanabhiksu on sutra 3.36 :

upadeMdi-nairapeksyena suksmadindm mdnasam yathartha-jhdnam 4

a (purely) mental fact-

corresponding cognition of what is subtle etc. (i.e. hidden, remote, past or future
;

cf. Vy. ad loc.)

irrespectively of (prior) information ’. It is further characterized as being a sudden
(
akasmat

)

revelation {sphurana, manifestation of the object as in a flash of illumination) in his Yogasdra-

sahgraha, op. cit., 53. Like the other types of cognition mentioned in the sutra it is characterized

as occurring independently of one’s will {kdmandm vindpi jdyante
4 they come about even without

one’s will ’, Vijnanabhiksu on sutra 3.36). A profane non-yogic example of prdtibha occurs in

Jayanta’s Nydyamahjari (Benares, 1936 ed., 21) : katham tarhi prdtibham anagatartha-grdhi svo

me bhrdtdganteti pratyaksam artha-jam isyate bhavadbhih 4 (Opponent :)

44 On your theory, namely,

that a percept
(
pratyaksam

)

is generated by an object, how would you account for the case of an

intuitive perception (prdtibha

)

in the form 4 My brother will turn up to-morrow ’ which apprehends

an object of the future (i.e. an object which does not yet exist) ?
”

’. For further elucidation of

the concept of prdtibha and epistemological discussions aimed at establishing pratibhd as a

distinct pramdna (a means of knowing) or subsuming it under other pramanas or classifying its

types, see Yuktidipikd on SK, karika 4 ;
Cakradhara’s Nydyamahjarigranthibhanga, ed. N. J.

Shah, Ahmedabad, 1972, 58 ;
Gautama’s Nydyasutra, ed. Ruben {NS), IIIb.33 (and n. 144)

;

Vi^vanatha Nyayapancanana’s Bhdsapariccheda with SiddhantamuktavaM , verses 65-6. Cf. also
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Gopinath Kaviraj, ‘ The doctrine of pratibha in Indian philosophy * in his Aspects of Indian

thought, Burdwan, 1966, 1 et seq. For the interpretation of sutra 3.36 cf. also Vy. with Sankara

Bhagavatpada on sutra 1.35.

185 This corresponds to sutra 3.37 : te samadhdv upasargd vyutthane siddhayah 4 They (i.e. the

cognitive capabilities listed in the preceding sutra) are obstacles in the context of concentration

(although they are) perfections in the context of the state of empirical consciousness ’.

‘ impediment corresponds to upasarga in the sutra. Early attestations of this term in com-

parable context are found in Maitri Upanisad 7.8
:
jhanopasargah (schol.

:
jhdnotpatti-vighdtakd

hetavah
4

factors hindering knowledge from coming about ’), and in the Mahabharata (see quota-

tion in the preceding note). Other meanings which may be pertinent: (a)
4

affliction, trouble,

disturbance, disruption * (cf. the verb upasrj in Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 1.3.6, and Halayudha’s

Abhidhana-ratnamala, London, 1861, 15) ;
(b)

4

complication ’ (in medical sense, cf. Susruta

2.429.13)
;

(c) ‘ deflecting factor ’, as in grammatical usage
;

cf. the verse quoted by Candrakirti

in his Prasannapadd commentary on Nagarjuna’s Madhyamakasastra (ed. P. L. Vaidya,

Darbhanga, 1960, 2) : upasargena dhatv-artho balad anyatra niyate . . .

4 By the preposition

{upasarga) is the meaning of the verb drastically deflected (as exemplified in the words prahara
,

ahara, samhara, etc.) . . .’
;

cf. schol. viksepa,
4

distraction, deviation *, with reference to pratibha

in the above-quoted Mahabharata verse (see preceding note)
;

{d) epiphenomenon, by-product

(cf. upasarjanibhuta in Vy. on sutra 1.1).

186
(j jlsA\ corresponds to the Greek theoretikos

;
corresponds to the Greek praktikos.

Cf. R, p. 171, 1. 15
;

p. 172, 1. 1 (= BSOAS, ch. I, 316-17).

187 Cf. sutra 3.38 : bandha-kdrana-saithilyat pracara-sarrivedanac ca cittasya para-sariravesah
4 From the loosening of the cause of bondage and from awareness of the movements (i.e. working,

processes, or procedures of the passing, of the mind) there arises (the capacity) of the mind to

enter another’s body ’. (For the meaning of samvedana here cf. sva-buddhi-sarrivedana in sutra

4.21 ;
citta-samvit in sutra 3.34 ;

samvedana in Gautama’s Nyayasutra Va.31, ed. Ruben, 140.)

For the meaning of pracara as ‘ condition, conduct, working ’ with reference to mind cf. Gauda-

pada’s Agamasdstra 3.34. Cf. also the use of this term in the Kautiliya Arthasdstra (ed. R. P.

Kangle, Bombay, 1970, Part 1,
‘ Glossary ’) :

‘ activity, function, work ’, or
4

sphere of activity ’.

According to E. W. Hopkins, cittasya para-sariravesah of this sutra is comparable with the

narration with some detail in the Mahabharata (crit. ed., 13.30.1 et seq.) of ‘ a very clear case of

the exercise of hypnotic power . . . exploited as yoga-power ’. For an analytical description of

the passage in question see his ‘ Yoga-technique in the Great Epic ’, JAOS, xxn, 358 et seq.

188 Cf. the expression £iLAJl) cJUbJ (JJil) m al-Shahrastanfs account of the doctrines

of Empedocles <j!j) in Kitdb al-milal wa’l-nihal, ed. M. Tawfiq, Cairo, 1948, n, 266.

189 For the use of the word synonymously with J\ to refer to sukha 4

ease, bliss ’.

and of the word <Tji£ to refer to duhkha 4

discomfort, suffering * cf. R, p. 180, 1. 10 (cf. BSOAS ,

ch. II, p. 524, 1. 41
; p. 311, n. 74).

190 This translation of the Arabic word is not quite certain. The idea is in keeping with

doctrine of karma.

191 The MS has either IjuI\j or j^lj. Ritter’s text has djulj. The reading proposed here is

'W*
192 Lit. :

4

the mould in which he is ’.

193 Cf. India, Hyd., p. 62, 1. 13 seq. : J1 Lr£il\j ;Ul£U .Ux-N ilU OlJuNI 'ol

c_j3J

V iljl Jl JIaXjV
^ ^Jp ^3 iiJuAL» jap

<>-jjJ oJu^>- <JUJ iobf jap ILiSCll \ oii 0^11
4 (The book of Patanjali)

states :

44 The bodies are snares for the spirits with a view to bearing to the full (one’s) recompense.

He who reaches the stage of liberation has already borne to the full in his (present) mould the

recompense for the acts of the past. He then ceases to acquire a title to a recompense in the

future. He sets himself free from the snare ; he can dispense with his mould and move freely

(or : be harassed) in it without being ensnared. Moreover, he is able to transport (his soul) to
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wherever he wishes whenever he wishes, not in a manner (in which one is transported after)

death. For as the gross cohesive bodies do not pose an obstacle to his mould, how much less

would his own body pose an obstacle to his spirit ’. The rendering uJlJIj j ^ by al-Biruni

may reflect a Sanskrit expression similar to asajjamdna

,

lit. * not clinging, remaining unattached,

no longer stuck ’ in the Sdmahnaphalasutta of the Digha-nikaya, n, 88 (quoted in n. 236 below).

194 Cf. Bhagavadgita 2.22 : vdsdmsi jirndni yathd vihdya / navdni grhndti naro ’pardni /

tatha sarirani vihdya jirndni / anydni samyati navdni dehi
4 As leaving aside worn-out garments /

A man takes other, new ones, / So leaving aside worn-out bodies / To other, new ones goes the

embodied (soul) ’ (transl. Edgerton) = India , Hyd., p. 39, 1. 18
: y-

1 y IS! l^-b y Jill!

jl>- IS! ^Uil OJlJI if dJIJif j-jJ ‘ (The soul) is transported from its body, after it has

become old, into another, a different one, as the body, when its garment has become worn-out,

replaces it by another one \ (Cf. J. Gonda, 4 The Javanese version of the Bhagavadgita ’,

Tijdschrift voor Indische Tool-, Land- en Volkenkunde, 75, Batavia, 1935, 49 et seq.)

195 This may refer to ascetic practices. An alternative translation would be 4

actions ’ (karma

in the singular or the plural). Cf. JLH in India, Hyd., p. 63, 1. 10 ; R, p. 193, 1. 3.

196
^iliSsJI—This may represent the Sanskrit term sthula

4
gross ’

;
cf. also India, Hyd., p. 63,

1. 17.

197 Ritter’s text has JJsj. We propose the reading JiL Cf. R, p. 188, 1. 4. The term seems

to refer to mala, i.e. the excreta, bodily secretions and impurities (notably excrement, urine,

nose-mucus, ear-wax, eye-rheum, perspiration, nails and hair). Cf. Caraka-Samhita quoted in

n. 166 above. The theory underlying the passage seems to be adumbrated in &vetasvatara

Upanisad 2.13: laghutvam ... varna-prasadam ... mutra-purisam alpam yoga-pravrttim

prathamdm 4

Lightness . . . clearness of complexion (lit.
4

purified, clarified colour ’, cf. prasada

as opposed to mala in Caraka-Samhita, see n. 166 above) . . . scanty urine and faeces, these they

say, are the first (stage, results or signs of) progress of yoga ’ (cf. n. 170 above).

198 Ritter has JJaiJI Aw Jlj. We propose to read Jiill Jlj.

199 JUjI, lit. ‘ letting go ’. Cf. India, Hyd., p. 286, 1. 5 seq.
: y oU y ff^ I

. . .

^>-*^1 y^aj jf 2 lil la^4>-l y.SCi I-Aj

I

oL*— 4J
I yj olj yj ^1^1

lil |*IjV! jf i <3 JUIlT .
.
(each) breath (i.e. prana in its wider meaning) is composed

of (1) apdna, i.e. breathing in (lit. “ attraction ”) of air, and (2) prana, i.e. letting it out. The two

(acts) are also termed nihsvdsa and ucchvasa (respectively). However, if one of the two is

mentioned, the other is (implicitly) included, just as in mentioning (the word) “ days ” (one

includes also the corresponding) nights ’. For this definition of prana and apdna cf. Sankara on

Chandogya Upanisad 1.3.3
:

yad vai prdniti mukha-ndsikabhydm vdyum bahir nihsdrayati sa

prdndkhyo vdyor vrtti-visesah
; yad apdnity apasvasiti tabhydm evdntar dkarsati vdyum so ’pano

’pdndkhya vrttih
4 The special function termed prana is the fact (expressed by the verb) prdniti,

i.e. that one lets the air go out through the mouth or the nose ; the function termed apdna is

the fact (expressed by the verb) apdniti or apasvasiti, i.e. that one attracts (i.e. draws) in air

through the mouth or the nose ’ (cf. also Sankara on Brahmasutra 2.4.42). The Arabic JUjI
4

letting go, sending out ’ corresponds to nihsdrayati
; yy- ‘ attracting, drawing ’ to dkarsati in

this definition. Al-Biruni uses JU>I and also in rendering pracchardana
4

breathing out
’

and vidhdrana 4

holding of breath * in YS, sutra 1.34 (R, p. 76, 1. 6). Evidently al-Biruni’s

sources reflect an Indian commentatorial tradition other than the one that conceived of prana

as breath in the upper part of the body and of apdna as breath in the lower part of the body

accounting for evacuation. On the controversy as to the meaning of prana and apdna cf. P. V.

Kane, op. cit., v, ii, 1434 et seq. ; M. Eliade, op. cit., Appendix III, 2 ; F. Edgerton, The

beginnings of Indian philosophy

,

London, 1965, p. 104, n. 1 ; A. H. Ewing, 4 The Hindu conception

of the functions of Breath ’, JAOS, xxn, 1901, 249-308 ; G. W. Brown, 4 Prana and Apana ’,

JAOS, xxxix, 1919, 104-12; J. Filliozat, La doctrine classique de la medicine indienne, Paris,

1949 (English transl., Delhi, 1964), ch. v ; idem,

4 Les origines d’une technique mystique indienne ’,

Revue Philosophique
, cxxxvi, 1946, 208-20.

20° More or less lit. :

4

(As for) the third no place in the body is free of it ’. This is in keeping
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with the Sankhya conception of vydna. Cf. Gaudapada on SK, karika 29 : sarira-vyapty akasavad

vyanaht, ‘ The vydna is so called since it pervades the body like ether ’. It is not clear what ulS"jl

‘ basic constituents ’ in the Arabic sentence here refers to.

201 ‘ the winds ’ represent the Sanskrit term vayavafi (lit. ‘ winds ’) which can be used

to refer to the five pranas ‘ (vital) breaths ’ discussed in this passage. Cf. pranddya vdyavah panca

‘ the five vital airs (lit. “ winds ”)
:
prana etc.’ (cf. Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 1.5.22). In the

Arabic passage under consideration the first wind corresponds to apdna (see n. 199 above), the

second to praijia

,

the third to vydna
,
the fourth to udana

,

and the fifth to samdna. They are

mentioned in Vy. on sutra 3.39 in the following order
:
prana, samdna, apdna, udana, vydna

;

and

in Bhoja ad loc.
:
prana, apdna, samdna, udana, vydna . The text of YS itself refers to udana

and samdna only (sutras 3.39-40). The account of the five pranas in the Arabic text partly

corresponds to the one occurring in India, Hyd., p. 35, 1. 6 seq.
:

JJ)I ^U^JI

O-U! 4*J I^Jlj j £ oAaLI 4j ApV I J l «*>!>-

jt-T J! OJjl ^ i j>- 1
*. .. the five winds enter the bodies. By

the first and second of them the inhaling and exhaling are effected, by the third the mixture of

the victuals in the stomach, by the fourth the leaping of the body from one place to the other,

by the fifth the transferring of the apperception of the senses from one side of the body to the

other \ (This is Sachau’s translation, i, 46, altered in some particular :
‘ leaping ’ replaces

‘ locomotion ’). This account is not based on the one occurring in Vy. on sutra 3.38. The

characterization of the fourth ‘ wind ’ here bears some resemblance to Gaudapada on SK,

karika 29 : urdhvarohanad utkarsad unnayanad vd udanah ‘ The udana is so called since (it

accounts for) ascending, lifting up, or bringing up ’
;
also cf. utkrdnti

,

lit. ‘ upward movement ’, in

sutra 3.39 (see below) glossed by Bhoja as udgacchati * goes up ’. For the characterization of the

fifth ‘ wind ’ cf. Gaudapada, loc. cit. : dhdrddi-nayandt samam nayandt samdnah ‘ The samdna

is so called since it carries i.e. equalizes (i.e. digests) food (and drink) ’
;

cf. also Prasna Upanisad

4.4. The expression samam nayati can also be understood to mean ‘ leads to every place equally,

i.e. distributes equally ’.

202 lit. ‘ lightened ’.

203
^\c^\ is an Arabic term which when applied to heavy bodies (i.e. bodies other than air

or fire) refers to the tendency to move downwards. The term p-U- is apparently used by

al-BIrunl as an equivalent of asanga ‘ non-adhesion ’ (cf. sutra 3.39).

204 Cf. sutra 3.39 : uddna-jayajjala-panka-kanthakadisv asanga utkrdntis ca ‘ From the mastery

over the udana there arises absence of adhesion to water or mud or thorns or similar (objects)

as well as upward movement \ According to Vy. the * upward movement ’ (utkrdnti) specifically

refers to the ascension at the time of death. Cf. Prasna Upanisad 3.7 : athaikayordhva udanaljb

puriyena punya-lokam nayati papena papam ubhayabhyam eva manusya-lokam 1 Now, rising

through one of these (arteries, nddi, namely the susumna, according to Maitri Upanisad 6.21),

the udana leads in consequence of merit to the world of merit ;
in consequence of demerit to

the world of demerit
;

in consequence of (a balanced mixture of both) to the world of humans \

According to Bhoja, on the other hand, * upward movement ’ during the yogi’s life-time is

meant.

205 This remark, which is apparently intended to clarify the effects of ‘ absence of inclination ’,

has, as far as is known, no parallel in the commentaries on YS.

206 This corresponds to sutra 3.40 : samdna-jayat prajvalanam 1 From the mastery over the

samdna there arises radiance’. Cf. Prasna Upanisad 3.5: madhye tu samdnah ; esa hy etadd

hutam annam samam nayati, tasmdd etdh saptarciso bhavanti ‘ In the middle is the samdna. It is

this that equalizes whatever is offered as food. From this arise the seven flames ’. In later

systematized versions of the concept samdna accounts for
{

the digestive abdominal fire (
anala )

’

(cf. A. Foucher, Le compendium des topiques
(
Tarka-sangraha

)
d'Annambhatta, Paris, 1949,

28 and 32).

207 This term translates dkdsa. Elsewhere, however, the latter is also rendered by the word

‘heaven’ (cf. India, Hyd., p. 140, 1.1: I ‘dkdSa i.e. heaven’). For a
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critical account of the element termed dkdsa
£

ether, physical space ’ cf. Sadananda Bhaduri,

Studies in Nyaya-Vaisesika Metaphysics ,
Poona, 1975, 2nd ed., 163 et seq.

208 Cf. Vac. on sutra 3.41 : sarva-srotrdndm dhankdrikdndm apy akdsani karna-saskuli -vivararn

pratistha
c Each sense of hearing, although derived from ahankdra (the principle of individuation

or ego-formation), has the (part of the) dkdsa which is (contained in) the hollow-space of the

auditory canal as its basis ’.

209
i.e. hearing and air.

210 For cf. 1—B, p. 171, 1. 15 (= BSOAS, ch. I, 316) ; B, p. 184, 1. 11.

211 This corresponds to sutra 3.41 : srotrdkdsayoh sambandha -samyamdd divyam srotram

‘ From the application of Discipline to the relation between the sense of hearing and ether

arises a supernal sense of hearing ’. Also cf. Bhoja ad loc. : suksma-vyavahita-viprakrsta-sabda-

grahana-samartham bhavati
1 He becomes able to perceive sound which is subtle, hidden or

remote ’. For the meaning of divyam srotram cf. srdvana in sutra 3.36 ;
also cf. Bhagavadgitd

11.8 : na tu mam sakyase drastum / anenaiva svacaksusa / divyam daddmi te caksuh / pasya me

yogam aisvaram c But thou canst not see Me / With this same eye of thine own ; / I give thee

a supernatural eye
: / Behold My mystic power as God ! ’ (transl. Edgerton).

212 A possible, though not very probable, reading might be dJLj instead of <djn as in Bitter.

In that case the translation would be :
‘ If (the body) does not in its locomotion traverse the air ’.

This reading is not very satisfactory in view of the expression j* 3
4

being penetrated

by air ’ occurring in B, p. 190, 1. 20. For the latter expression cf. Nyayasutra, 4.2.18 (ed. G. Jha,

Poona, 1939) : akdsa-vyatibhedat . . . and Vatsyayana ad loc. : antar bahis canur akasena

samdvisto vyatibhinnah ‘ Both inside and outside the atom is penetrated, i.e. permeated, by

dkdsa \ Also cf. Bajendralala Mitra’s remark on sutra 3.42 :
‘ The rationale of the operation

in this case is very much the same as in the last [sutra 3.41] ;
the body is kept down by ether,

and if the ether be under control, the body acquires the power of rising over it
5

(op. cit., 155).

Cf. B, p. 190, 1. 2 (see n. 220 below).

213 This corresponds to sutra 3.42 : kayakasayoh sambandha-samyamdd laghu-tula-samdpattes

cdkdSa-gamanam ‘ From the application of Discipline to the relation between (one’s) body and

ether and from the identification (cf. samdpatti in sutras 1. 41, 2.47) with the lightness of (a piece

of) cotton there arises the (capacity) to move through ether (i.e. air-space) ’. The term samdpatti

could also have in this context the meaning 6 attainment ’. In that case the translation would be :

‘.
. . attainment of the lightness of cotton (lit. “ light cotton ”) ’. One of the meanings of tula

is ‘ cotton It has, however, also other botanical significations, one of which may account for

al-BIruni’s translation : j jJL ^ oLJi ^ lUauLil *.
. . as the things that,

having been separated from a plant, are tossed about in the atmosphere by winds ’. As a rule

the Sanskrit tula here is translated by ‘ cotton ’ (cf. Woods, Bajendralala Mitra, G. Jha, Bama
Prasada, Yardi, Dvivedi, Bangali Baba, Hariharananda Aranya, Deussen, F. Feuerstein).

However, the word may mean {

tuft (or plume, as of a reed) ’. Cf. Vac.’s description (under

sutra 3.45 below) of laghimd, ‘ levitation ’, which he compares with isikd-tula ,

4

tuft of a reed
’

(‘ the floating about of a tuft of a reed ’) : mahan api laghur bhutvesika-tula ivakdse viharati

‘ Despite being big, he becomes light and floats about in space (“ ether ”) like a tuft of a reed
’

(cf. also Vijnanabhik^u under sutra 3.45 below). Monier-Williams’s Sanskrit-English dictionary

gives picu, tula as well as the cpd. picu-tula (L.) all as meaning ‘ cotton ’. F. Edgerton’s Buddhist

Hybrid Sanskrit dictionary gives tula-picu as well as karpdsa-picu as meaning ‘ cotton ’. It notes

that in Pali both these cpds. are used together as symbols of lightness and raises the question

:

‘ There evidently was some difference between the two, but what ? ’ (s.v. karpdsa). The evidence

referred to above as well as al-Biruni’s rendering of the sutra in question, would suggest that

tula can indeed be different from karpdsa
,
in that the latter means ‘ cotton ’ while the former

refers to some other fluffy substance (such as air-borne seeds) readily detachable from plants

and observably floating up and down in the air, possibly including visible pollen (?). Cf. also

n. 230 below. Moreover, Gaudapada, who uses the term tula in a botanical context (on SK,

karika 23), uses elsewhere (on SK, karika 17) a different term, tuli, for ‘ cotton ’ in the context
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of listing the various items that together constitute a bed. In the Amarakosa lexicon (2.4.42 and

2.9.106, ed. Bombay, 1890, 89 and 237) the term tula is attested as signifying inter alia the top

of the lotus (?) (kamalottaram )
and as being synonymous with various plant names, notably

kusumbham, vahni-sikham and mahd-rajanam. Significantly all the latter three names can refer,

according to Monier-Williams, to safflower, i.e. the thistle-like Carthamus tinctorius. Cf. the

English expression ‘ fight as thistle-down ’. For early attestations of tula in a botanical sense

see Atharvaveda 19.32.3 and Chdndogya Upanisad 5.24.3. Also cf. Aitareya Aranyaka 2. 1.8.1

(cf. Chdndogya Upanisad 6.8.3) where tula is opposed to mula (‘ root) ’.

According to both Vac. and Vijnanabhik§u the particle ca in the sutra under consideration

signifies the introduction of an alternative (= vd

;

cf. Woods’s translation). This is implausible.

For the sutra as a whole cf. Chdndogya Upanisad 7.12.2 : ... ydvad dkdsasya gatarri tatrdsya

yathd kdma-cdro bhavati ya akasam brahmeti upaste ... ‘ As far as dkdsa goes, so far he moves

freely, he who reverences (or : contemplates on) akdsa as brahman ’. For akdsa-gamanam

cf. Bgveda 10.136.4
;

for parallels in the Buddhist literature see references in Har Dayal, The

Bodhisattva doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit literature
,
repr. Delhi, 1975, p. 116, n. 131.

214
{

yd>JA. An alternative translation could be : ‘ (so as to belong) to (one) person ’.

may also be translated :
‘ individual ’.

215 This may possibly, though not necessarily, reflect a Vedantic conception regarding the

oneness of consciousness.

216 Cf. mahavidehd occurring in sutra 3.43: bahir akalpita vrttir mahavidehd; tatah

prakdsdvarana-ksayah ‘ The external (i.e. extra-corporeal) mode of functioning which is not

(merely) imagined, is (known as) the Great Incorporeal One
;
therefrom (or, alternatively : as

a result of the application of Discipline to it) the dwindling away of that which obstructs the

fight (cf. sutras 2.52, 4.30) (comes about) \ For the use of vrtti here cf. the use of pravrtti in

sutra 1.35. Al-Birun! does not seem explicitly to refer to the phenomenon mentioned by Vy.

ad loc. of the yogi entering the bodies of other individuals. For prakdsa as a characteristic of

sattva and knowledge cf. e.g. YS, sutra 2.18 ;
SK, karika 12 ;

Bhagavadgitd 14.6. For the term

dvaraixa as used here cf. sutra 2.52. Cf. also Gaudapada’s Agamasastra, ch. iv, karika 97 (ed.

Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1943, 209).

217 The MS has JL <ci. (The base of J is longer than is usual.) Bitter reads:

Jbij t 4i. The translation corresponds to the reading ^ Ij
Ij JU- L 4J. This Arabic expression

may render the Sanskrit sahkalpa, found in commentaries (e.g. Vy. on sutra 3.45 ; cf. e.g. Manu

2.2 ;
Brahmasutra 4.4.8 ;

Nyayasiitra, ed. Buben, IIIa.25, IVa.64, b.2, 34), which denotes a

mental act which is both cognitive and conative (cf. T. Gelblum, review of N. S. Junankar’s

Gautama : the Nydya philosophy in BSOAS, xlv, 2, 1982).

218 Bitter’s printed text has Bead : L&Jb-l.

219 hij-*. An alternative translation is * being ’.

220 oli.

221 Cf. sutra 3.44 : sthula-svarupa-suksmdnvaydrthavaitva-samyamdd bhuta-jayah ‘ From the

application of Discipline to the proper character of the gross, to (its) inherence in the subtle

and to the objectivity (of things) there arises mastery over the elements ’. This translation is

based on al-Birunfs rendering which refers to three states only. It presupposes the reading

arthatva instead of arthavattva. Two further arguments may be adduced in its favour, (a) It

accounts for the fact, which is not explained in the usual interpretations of the sutra (see below),

that the terms sthula (‘ gross ’) and suksma (‘ subtle ’) are not adjacent, (b) It has a parallel

in sutra 3.47 below (see n. 243 below) where the terms svarupa , anvaya and arthavattva are the

second elements of compounds other than those found in the sutra under consideration. According

to Vy. and the other commentators the sutra refers to five aspects, namely grossness, proper

character, subtlety, inherence and purposiveness. The possibility should be borne in mind that

al-Biruni may have had a text in which arthatva (either ‘ essence, objectivity ’ or ‘ possessing

a goal ’, cf. Sdnkhyasutra 2.11) rather than arthavattva (fit. either
4

being like an object
’

or ‘ possessing a goal, purposiveness ’) occurred. For the meaning of anvaya in the sutra
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cf. Bhimacarya Jhalakikar’s Nydyakosa , Poona, 1928, s.v., which gives two apparently inter-

changeable definitions
:

(a) kdrye kdranasyanusaranam ‘ the continuance of the cause in its

effect ’,
(b )

karanadhikarane karyasya sattvam ‘ the (pre-)existence of the effect in the substratum

of its (material) cause \ Cf. also Sankara on Brahmasutra 2.1.4 : . . . yo 'pi kascid acaksita srutva

jagatas cetana-prakrtikatam tad-balenaiva samastam jagac cetanam avagamisydmi
,
prakrti-rupasya

vikdre 'nvaya-darsand

t

‘. . . Someone might say :
“ On the strength of the scriptural evidence to

the effect that the universe has sentience as its constituent cause I am to conclude that the

whole universe is itself sentient, since the characteristics of a constituent cause are commonly

known from experience to inhere (i.e. continue, persist) in its effect (i.e. product) ” \ Cf. also

sutra 3.47 and n. 242 below.

For the distinction made in the present and the preceding sentence of the Arabic text between

the five elements (e.g. Earth), on the one hand, and perceptible objects generated from, or

constituted by, them (e.g. minerals), on the other, cf. Visuddhimagga, ch. ix, para. 38 (ed.

Dharmananda Kosambi, Bombay, 1940, 208) : evampi nibbapetum asakkontena pana dhatu-

vinibbhogo katabbo ; katham ? ambho pabbajita, tvam etassa kujjhamano kassa kujjhasi ? kim

kesanam kujjhasi , udahu lomanam , nakhanam . . . pe . . . muttassa kujjhasi ? atha vd pana kesddisu

pathavidhdtuya kujjhasi , apodhatuyd, tejodhatuya , vayodhatuya kujjhasi ? ...
1 But if he is still

unable to bring about the cessation of it (i.e. of his own anger), he should try (the analytical

method of) resolution into the elements. How ? My friend, you who have renounced the world,

(tell me) when you are angry with this man, what is it you are angry with ? Are you angry with

the hair of the head, or with the hair of the body, or with the nails, etc. ? ... Or is it the urine

you are angry with ? Or alternatively, are you angry with the Earth-element in the hair of the

head and the rest ? Or are you angry with the Water-element, or with the Fire-element, or the

Wind-element (in them) ?...’.

222 ^ Jjji-I. Cf. R, 190, 1. 11 above : *1^>\ 3 ^
j ‘ The air does not penetrate its

(the body’s) weight ’. See n. 212 above. Also cf. Vy. on sutra 3.44 : sarvato-gatir dkdsah ‘ Ether

is ominpresent (lit.
:
goes in every direction, i.e. penetrates everywhere) ’. Also cf. Vy.’s use of

the word andvaray,a to characterize akasa (under sutra 3.45). The word anavarana may mean
‘ that which admits of no obstruction ’. This meaning corresponds to some extent to that of

which according to our Arabic text characterizes ‘air’, i.e. ‘ether’. Both Vac. and

Vijnanabhiksu on sutra 3.44 contain a quotation which is comparable to NS IVb.22 (ed.

W. Ruben). The latter reads : avyuhavistambha-vibhutvani cakdsa-dharmdh ‘ The properties of

ether are uniformity throughout
(
avyuha

,
fit. :

“ having no structure ”, transl. Ruben :

“ indivisibility ”—“ Nicht-zerteilbarkeit ”
; Vidyabhu§ana :

“ It is not repelled ”
; G. Jha :

“ absence of transfiguration or displacement ”), unobstructiveness and omnipresence ’. Vijnana-

bhik§u, loc. cit., defines avyuha as praviralikaranam ,
‘ (the property of) rendering things separated

from each other, set out in space) ’. The possibility cannot be ruled out that a similar characteriza-

tion of akasa occurring in the commentary used by al-Birunl underlies the use of 3 in the

Arabic text. It should also be borne in mind that one of al-Biruni’s reasons for choosing the

words 3 jh ... <3 ... 3 j>- may have been their phonetic similarity.

223 ‘ Impenetrability ’ renders which may correspond to varanam, ‘ obstructiveness,

resistance ’ in Vac. under sutra 3.44 ; but cf. also murti,
‘ corporeality ’ in Vy. on sutra 3.45

:

murtya na nirunaddhi ... ‘.
. . does not obstruct by its corporeality ’ (see below). The term

murti is glossed by both Vac. and Vijnanabhiksu ad loc. as sarrisiddhikarri kathinyam
,

‘ natural

(as distinct from induced) hardness ’. The sentence in the Arabic text here corresponds to

tad-dharmanabhighdtab, ‘ (the state of) being unaffected (lit. : “no longer harassed ”
; cf. sutra

2.48 and SK, karika 1) by the properties of those (elements) ’ in sutra 3.45 (see also next note).

Cf. also Vy. ad loc.
:
prthvi murtya na nirunaddhi yoginah sariradi-kriyam silam apy anupravUatiti

napah snigdhdh kledayanti ndgnir usni dahati na vayuh pranami vahati ; anavaranatmake ’py

akase bhavaty dvrta-kayah siddhdndm apy adrsyo bhavati ‘ In spite of its corporeality earth does

not obstruct the activity of a yogi’s body etc. He penetrates even the rock. The water, moist

as it is, wets him not. The fire, hot as it is, burns him not. The wind, motile as it is, moves
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him not. Even in ether, which conceals not, his body is hidden (lit. :

44 becomes covered ” or

“ obstructed ” from sight) so as to become invisible even to the siddhas ’.

224 -UJaJj. Cf. lJoIU
4

refines his body ’, R, p. 183, 1. 5 (
= BSOAS, ch. II, p. 526, 1. 32)

;

cf. also India, Hyd., p. 57, 1. I. This corresponds to anima,
4

the capacity to become minute ’

in sutra 3.45 (see below). Cf. also suksma in Gaudapada on SK, karika 23 : arior bhavo 'nimd

suksmo bhutva jagati vicarati
4

(The term) anima (means the state of being of the size of) a minute

particle
; by becoming subtle (he is able to) move about (freely) in the universe ’. Sutra 3.45

reads : tato 'nimddi-prddurbhavah kaya-sampat tad-dharmdnabhighdtas ca
4 Therefrom follow

(1) the manifestation of (the capacities) of becoming of the size of a minute particle etc.

(i.e. according to Vy., laghima , becoming light, i.e. levitation
;
mahima, becoming huge

;
prdpti ,

the capacity to reach distant objects
;
prdkdmya

,
complete fulfilment of one’s wishes ; vasitva,

complete control over the elements, isitrtvam (= isitva), lordship, i.e. the capacity to create,

destroy and arrange the elements, kdmdvasdyitva
,
the capacity to determine things according to

one’s wishes), (2) the perfection of the body, and (3) the impossibility for these properties (i.e.

the properties of the yogi) to be affected ’. (3) May also be rendered :
‘ the impossibility for

the properties (of the five elements—referring to bhuta in sutra 3.44) to be affected (cf. sutra

2.48) ’. This presupposes that tat in this sutra is an accretion. Al-Bfruni’s text appears to

have adopted the latter interpretation : aJJu Uj jJ> aJlj 1 j-b ... . . .

dJJS Jli*\j . . .
jldl the elements ... he is able to put an end to the harmful (effects)

that they (may have) upon his body, such as (those due to) being burnt by fire . . . and so forth ’.

Possibly a less plausible interpretation is the one propounded by Bhoja ad loc. and others,

according to whom tat in the sutra refers to kaya,

4

the body ’. (Following Bhoja, Deussen

translates :

4

. . . Trefflichkeit des Leibes und Unverletzlichkeit seiner Eigenschaften ’.) The

expression kaya-sampat is explicated in sutra 3.46 : rupa-lavanya-bala-vajra-samhananatvdni

kaya-sampat 4

Perfection of the body consists in shapeliness
(
rupa, beauty of •“ form ” or

44
colour ”

; cf. varna-prasadam,
44
clearness of complexion ” in Svetdsvatara TJpanisad 2.13 in

a comparable context), gracefulness, strength and adamantine firmness ’. For a Buddhist

parallel cf. Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosa (ch. VII), where 4

strength ’
(
bala) and

4 a body whose

bones are like a diamond ’
(
vajra-sdrdsthi-sariratd

)

are referred to as two constituents of the

fourfold
4

perfection of the material body ’
(
rupa-kdya-sampat

)

(cf. Louis de La Vallee Poussin,

op. cit., 240). Cf. also Rasarriavakalpa (ed. Mira Ray, New Delhi, 1976), verse 160 : san-mdsasya

prayogeria vajra-deho bhaven narah 4 By the use (of mercury) for six months one will be endowed

with a thunderbolt-like body ’. The Sanskrit word lavanya is derived from lavana
4

salty
’

(cf. Panini 5.1.123). Cf. D. H. H. Ingalls,
4 Words for beauty in Classical Sanskrit poetry ’ in

Fest. W. Norman Brown , ed. E. Bender, New Haven, Connecticut, 1962, 99 :

4 By way of explana-

tion one may observe that lavana is one of the six tastes or flavours {rasa) . . . But lavana is the

flavour (rasa) par excellence, for one adds salt not sweetness to food to bring out its taste. Since

the word rasa is used ... of everything that excites one’s interest, curiosit yor aesthetic sense,

it is appropriate that lavanya, as an abstraction of the chief rasa , should be used of a particularly

striking type of beauty ’. There is an analogy between the derivation of the Sanskrit lavaxiya

from lavana ,

4

salty ’, and the derivation of Arabic * pretty, handsome ’ from
4

salt,

salty ’.

The common interpretation by translators of arbima in the sutra (and of anu in Vy. ad loc.)

as containing a reference to (the size of) the atom (e.g. Deussen :

4 Atomkleinheit *
; Woods

:

4 atomization ’) is dubious. Admittedly anu or paramdnu are used in atomistic philosophical

systems such as the Vaise§ika with the signification
4 atom ’. However, in the Sankhya and

Yoga systems the terms anu and paramdnu merely mean 4

very small objects ’. Cf. YS, sutra

1.40: paramanu-parama-mahatvdnto ’sya vasikdrab
4 His mastery extends from the smallest

object to the greatest magnitude (i.e. the universe as a whole) ’. The term paramdnu in this

sutra is commonly translated as
4 atom ’ (e.g. Woods :

4

. . . from the smallest atom . . .’
; G. Jha :

4

. . . from the minutest atom . . .’). An example of the use here of the term paramdnu occurs in

Gaudapada on SK, karika 7 : ... yathd dhumosma-jala-nihdra-paramdnavo gagana-gatd
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nopalabhyante ‘ For instance the small particles (paramanavab) of smoke, steam or frost, which

are in the atmosphere (gagana = akdsa, i.e. ether or sky), cannot be perceived ’. This statement

apparently presupposes that some paramanus can be perceived. Cf. also Gaudapada on SK,

karika 23 (quoted above in the present note). Commenting under YS, sutra 3.45, Sankara

Bhagavatpada explains the significance of anu in Vy. ad loc. : suksmad api suksmataro bhava-

ticchatab . . . sarvasyadrsyo bhavati ‘ he becomes at will more subtle than the (most) subtle

(object) ’. This is in consonance with a statement by Sankara (the same person, as claimed by

tradition, and argued by P. Hacker) in his commentary on Brahmasutra 2.4.7 : anutvam caisdm

sauksmya-paricchedau na paramanu-tulyatvam ‘ That they (the pranas, here : the faculties of

cognition and action) are anu means that they are limited (in size) and are subtle, and it does

not mean that they are like an atom ’. It may be noted that al-Biruni does not render paramanu

by an Arabic term which unequivocally means ‘ atom ’ in either of the two passages where the

Sanskrit terms paramanu and ar^ima are translated, namely YS, sutras 1.40 and 3.45. The

word used by him in rendering sutra 1.40 means in the first place ‘ grain of dust ’ (cf. R,

p. 177, 1. 6—transl. BSOAS, ch. I, 323 ;
cf. R, p. 168, 1. 14 ;

R, p. 176, 1. 9). On Arabic atomic

theories see S. Pines, Beitrage zur islamischen Atomenlehre, Berlin, 1936 (an English translation

of this work will shortly be published in S. Pines, Collected works, in).

225 Cf. Sankara Bhagavatpada under sutra 3.45 : tenanimna sarvam anupravisati vajram api

tathd sarvasyadrsyo bhavati ‘ By this capacity of becoming of the size of a minute particle he can

enter anything, even a diamond, and thus becomes invisible to any body ’. In the Arabic phrase

fU* jl ol the word j (‘ may render it manifest ’) may perhaps

correspond to pradurbhavab in the sutra. Al-Biruni, perhaps following the commentary he used,

evidently considers that anima, ‘ becoming minute (and consequently invisible) is opposed to

pradurbhava, * becoming manifest ’. The possibility cannot be ruled out that the text available

to al-Biruni had both pradurbhava and abhdva on account of a copyist’s redundant duplication.

For the sense of ‘ emergence, production ’ (= utpatti) in which pradurbhava, fit’ ‘ manifestation ’,

is actually used in this sutra, cf. sutra 3.9 (where it is opposed to abhibhava,
* becoming latent,

suppressed ’
; cf. SK, karika 7 ;

NS, ed. Ruben, IIIa.37)
;
NS, IIIb.15. Cf. a parallel passage

in India, Hyd., 52, allegedly quoting ‘ the author of Kitdb Patahjali ’, which reads merely

:

> OJJI ^ ‘ the capacity to attenuate the body so as to make it

hidden from eye-sight ’, in what is evidently a definition of anima.

226 * render it beautiful ’ corresponds to rupa, ‘ beauty ’ (or alternatively, to rupa-

lavariya if taken as a dependent cpd. to mean ‘ gracefulness of appearance ’) in sutra 3.46 (see

n. 224 above). This sutra refers back to kayendriya-siddhir . . . ‘ perfections (or: attainments)

(concerning) the body and the senses (follow) . . .’ in YS, sutra 2.43. For the use of rupa as

referring to appearance, namely, both form and colour cf. YS, sutra 3.21 (see n. 63 above).

227 ‘ strengthen it ’ corresponds to bala
c

strength ’ in sutra 3.46 (cf. sutras 3.23, 24).

For a Buddhist parallel see Abhidharmakosa, ch. vii (cf. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, op. cit., 240).

228 ‘ harden it * corresponds to vajra-sarrihanana * firmness (as that) of a diamond (or

thunderbolt) ’ in sutra 3.46. For a Buddhist parallel see reference in the preceding note.

229 ^Ijl Zjj+0 (J . . . ‘soften it (the body), coarsen

it ... so that he can appear in whatever form he desires ’ seems to correspond to prdkamya, one

of the eight perfections alluded to by adi, ‘ etc.’, in sutra 3.45. Vy. ad loc. glosses it as

icchdnabhighatah ‘ non-obstruction of (the fulfilment of) wishes ’, and Vac. explains the latter

:

ndsya rupam bhuta-svarupa-murty-ddibhir abhihanyate . . .
‘ His outward appearance {rupa) is not

affected by the essential properties of the elements, such as corporeality (of the earth element) .

.

In the parallel passage in India, Hyd., 52, prdkamya seems to be referred to by oblj'y i j*
‘ the capacity (to fulfil one’s) wishes ’. The latter definition is in keeping with Vy. and Bhoja

ad loc. Cf. also Gaudapada on SK, karika 23 : prakamyam prakamato yad evesyati tad eva

vidadhati ‘ The term prdkamya means the realization of any wish whatsoever Cf. Chandogya

Upanisad 8.2.10
:
yam kamayate so ’sya samkalpad eva samuttisthati ‘ Whatever he desires, out

of his mere act of wishful imagination it arises ’

.
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230 ‘Ujik ‘ make it (the body) light * corresponds to laghima ‘ (the capacity) to become light
5

(cf. e.g. Vy. and Bhoja ad loc.). Cf. Vijnanabhik§u’s explanation of the term in his Yogasara-

sangraha

,

ed. G. Jha, Bombay, 1894, 55 : ... tulaval laghur bhavati yenakdsddisu samcarati
4 He becomes as light as a tuft (as of a reed

;
cf. isika-tula , Chandogya Upanisad 5.24.3) and con-

sequently is able to move hither and thither
(
samcarati

)

in the atmosphere (akaia, sky or ether)

etc.’. The words j\Lj ‘ fly and descend ’ may, however, correspond to Vy.’s illustration

of prakamya, namely bhumav unmajjati nimajjati yathodake 4 He dives underground and

re-emerges (lit.
:

goes up and goes down) as if in water ’ (cf. lokesu kdma-cdrah ‘ having the

freedom to move about in the worlds Chandogya Upanisad 8.1.6). The parallel in India

,

Hyd., 52, reads: uljUjj ^ <> ‘the capacity of

rendering (his body) so light that it is indifferent to him whether he treads on thorns, on slime

or on dust ’. Cf. also Gaudapada on SK, karika 7 : laghima mrriaU-tuldvayavad api laghutaya

puspa-kesaragresv api tisthati
4 The (capacity of) laghima implies that one is able, on account of

being even lighter than the particles (i.e. pollen) of the anther (tula) of a lotus, to stand on top

of the filament of a flower ’ (cf. tula — kamalottaram, ‘ top of the lotus ’(?), Amarakosa 2.9.106,

ed. Bombay, 1890, 237). Cf. n. 213 above. For this particular form of levitation cf. W. Norman

Brown, The Indian and Christian miracle of walking on the water, Chicago, 1928. For Jaina

parallels of this and several other siddhis comparable to ariimddi as treated by commentaries on

the YS cf. Hemacandra’s TrisastUalakapurusacarita
, 1.843-80 (esp. verses 852-62), in Amulya-

charan and Banarsidas Jain, Jaina Jdtakas (quoted in W. Norman Brown, op. cit., 16). For

Buddhist parallels see n. 236 below.

231 This corresponds to mahimd (cf. e.g. Vy. and Bhoja ad loc.). Cf. the parallel in India,

Hyd., 52: 4BU lj j <bj JJ*- j* ‘the capacity to render (his body)

huge so as to show it as a terrifying and wondrous shape ’. Cf. Vac. ad loc. explicating mahimd

:

alpo ’pi ndga-naga-nagara-parimdrio bhavati
4 Although small he becomes in dimension an

elephant or a mountain or a town ’ (tr. Woods).

232
I

‘ to perceive with the senses ’ corresponds to the perfection designated by

prapti. In the parallel passage in India, Hyd., 52, it is rendered as
^
j j L C* jSCuIl ‘ the

capacity to know whatever he aspires (to know) ’. The possibility of this interpretation of

prapti is implicit in a verse giving a traditional list of the eight perfections quoted from Bhagavata

Puraria (11.15.4) by Vijnanabhik§u ad loc. This verse reads: . . . prdptir indriyaih . . . (lit.)

‘ perceiving with the senses ’ or ‘.
. . reaching with the faculties ’ (either the senses or the five

faculties of action, karmendriyas, namely, hand, foot, larynx, generation and excretion). Cf. also

Sdnkhyasutra, V, sutra 104. Cf. also Yuktidipika on SK, karika 23 (ed. ftamaiankara TripathI,

Varanasi, 131 ; the passage is missing in the Calcutta 1938 ed.) : atrdi^imd mahimd laghima

garimeti bhuta-vaUesikam ; buddhes tu prdpty-adi ... ‘ In this (eightfold list of types of aiSvarya,

“ freedom-to ”) anima, mahimd, laghima and garima (i.e. the first four) have as their particular

characteristic the reference to the elements, whereas prapti etc. pertain to the mind (buddhi) ’.

On the face of it Vy. and all other commentators differ in the meaning they attach to prapti

since they illustrate it with a karmendriya, a faculty of action, rather than a jhdnendriya, a

cognitive faculty. Thus e.g. Vy. ad loc.
:
prdptir anguly-agreridpi sprSati candramasam ‘ The

capacity of prapti implies that he is able to touch the moon with a mere finger-tip ’ (cf. Vijnana-

bhik§u’s Yogasarasangraha, ed. G. Jha, Bombay, 1894, 55). Significantly the Sanskrit word

prapti can mean ‘ reaching ’ as well as * knowing ’. Analogously the Arabic £i[p*yi in itself can

mean ‘ reaching ’ as well as ‘ perceiving ’.

233
ti Nlj jjjil tj *(^5 V- This seems to correspond to the perfection

designated by yatra-kamavasayitva. Cf. Gaudapada’s explication of the term, under SK,

karika 23 : brahmadi-stamba-paryantam yatra kamas tatraivasya svecchaya sthandsana-vihdrdn

acaratiti ‘ He achieves whatever he wishes, from (the world of) Brahma down to a clump of grass,

standing still, being seated or moving about ’. This interpretation of yatra-kamavasayitva

possibly results from the amalgamation of two previous interpretations of this compound.

(1) According to one of them it may have meant the ability to reach one’s destination wherever
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one wills it to be. (This accords with the literal meaning of the compound.) (2) According to

the other the cpd. may have meant the fulfilment of one’s desires. (Cf. Vy.’s interpretation of the

cpd. : satya-saiikalpata ‘ realization of one’s act of wishful imagination ’
; also cf. the apparent

substitution of yatra-kamavasayitva by yac ca kamavasayitva in Vacaspatimisra’s Tattvakaumudi

on SK, karika 23, and by yat-kamas tad avasyati in Bhdgavata Purana, loc. cit.). The text used

by al-Biruni seems to have adopted here the first and more plausible of the two interpretations.

To this corresponds in the parallel passage in India

,

Hyd., 52:

‘ the rolling up of the wide distance (in the plural in the Arabic) between oneself and

(one’s) destination (in the plural in the Arabic) ’. (Possibly should be placed after oliLil
;

it appears to qualify the latter word rather than Ju^Ull.) Al-Biruni may have read ydtra . . . and

understood the whole cpd. as referring to the capacity to annihilate (lit. : to roll up, or fold up)

the wide distance between oneself and one’s destination.

234 ^ Jj . . . jJj cJuTj ‘ How (should it be possible for things) to make an

impression upon him . . . Indeed they obey his command ’. This corresponds to the perfection

designated vasitva
i

control ’. Cf. Vy. ad loc. : vasitvam bhuta-bhautikesu vasibhavaty avasyas

canyesam 1 The capacity of “ Control ” implies that he controls the elements and their derivatives

as well as the fact that he is not controlled (fit. “ subdued ”, i.e. affected) by others ’. Cf. also

Bhoja ad loc. : sarvatra prabhavisnuta vasitvam ; sarvany eva bhutani anugamitvat (v.l. anuragitvat)

tad-uktam ndtikramanti ‘ “ Control ” implies prevailing everywhere, namely, the elements follow

him (i.e. are subservient to him) and do not violate his dictates ’. To this corresponds in the

parallel passage in India, Hyd., 52 : iyjj ^ ‘ the humility and obedience of

those over whom he rules towards him ’.

235 UoUJj l^iAp! Jp jXjl* j^j. This corresponds to the perfection designated by isitrtva,

‘ sovereignty ’. Cf. its explication by Vy. ad loc. : tesarri prabhavapyaya-vyuhanam iste ‘ He is

sovereign over the arising, dissolution and organization of the elements and their derivatives
’

(cf. Tattvakaumudi on SK, karika 23). To this corresponds in the parallel passage in India,

Hyd., 52 : l-JI? ‘ the capacity of ruling over any community he

desires ’. The Arabic term 43^ ‘ community, group ’ here may refer to bhuta in the sense of

various classes of beings. Cf. the characterization of the perfection of vasitva as preserved in

Parancoti munivar’s talapurdna (= sthala-purdna) of Maturai (= Madurai) Temple (Parancoti

munivar, Tiruvilaiyatarpurdnam, TCC ed., Appar Press, Madras, 1969, Patalam 33, verse 26,

p. 244, 11. 3-4)
:
pucal avunar pul vilanku puta manitar mutal ulakum / vdcavdtiy enmaruntan

vacamd kkoluai vacittuvamam ‘ Vasitvam is the concept of bringing into subjugation the (whole)

world beginning with the warring asuras, birds, animals, spirits, humans and the protectors (of

the quarters), i.e. Indra etc.’.

236 The possibility cannot be ruled out that this (rather than the previous

phrase ... jjj11 j V c Nothing can hinder him from going . . . ’) represents the

yatra-kdmdvasdya . Cf. Vy.’s explication of the latter
:

yathd sankalpas tathd bhuta-prakrtindm

avasthdnam £ The constituent causes (i.e. the three gunas) of the elements remain
(avasthdnam)

as he wills ’. Accordingly, the commentary used by al-Biruni may have listed seven rather than

eight perfections. Cf. Bhavaganesa’s explication of ddi in the sutra as referring to seven

perfections only : atra ca siitre prakamyarri vihdya saptaiva siddhayo 'nirnddity anena grhitdJjL

;

prdkdmyam tu tad-dharmdnabhighdta-sabdena grhitam iti visesah ‘ The (following is) a peculiarity

( visesa). In this sutra the expression animddi refers to seven perfections only, through the

exclusion of prdkdmya (= icchanabhighatah, non-obstruction of one’s wishes). For the latter

has (already) been referred to (in the sutra) by the phrase tad-dharmanabhighatab (“ non-

obstruction by the properties of the elements ”) ’.

Despite distinct similarities, the explication of the perfections in our Arabic text differs

from the version in Vy., and mutatis mutandis from the versions in other commentaries as well

as from the version in the parallel passage in India, Hyd., 52. The divergences between the

various traditional versions are considerable. Thus both in Gaudapada on SK, karika 23, and
in Bhoja on YS, sutra 3.45, the number of the perfections is nine. This appears to have been
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brought about by the accretion of garimd (the capacity to become extremely heavy), possibly

by an initial redundant duplication of mahima. Cf. M. Takakusu, La Samkhya karika , etudiee

d la lumiere de sa version chinoise, BEFEO, 1904, 1009 (= transl. in Bulletins of the Department

of Indian Philosophy, no. 1, Madras, 1933, 32). Bhoja ad loc. also differs from Vy. in his explica-

tion of isitva (— isitrtva) : sarirantahkaranesvaratva, ‘ complete control over the body and the

internal organ (i.e. citta
,
the mind) \ Cf. YS, sutra 3.38 ;

cf. sutra 4.4 : nirmdna-cittany asmita-

mdtrat ‘ The constructed minds (accompanying the various bodies created by the yogi) arise

from nothing but the sense of ego ’ (cf. Vy. and Vac. ad loc.). The possibility cannot be ruled

out that this explication corresponds to the sentence aj ^ (‘He can

appear in whatever form he desires *) in our Arabic text. According to the traditional explanation

an allusion to the list of eight perfections occurs already in Svetdsvatara Upanisad 1.4. Specific

individual perfections seem to be adumbrated already in Rgveda 1.136. Further development

of the concept of such powers occurs in Chandogya Upanisad 8.2. The theme of the latter passage

is later taken up by Brahmasutra 4.4.8-9, and further refined and systematized by Sankara

ad loc. Cf. Bhagavata Purana 11.5.

Non-ordinary psychic powers accruing to Buddhist ascetics
(
bhikkhus ), several of which are

paralleled in the YS and its commentaries, are frequently referred to in the Pali canon by the

terms abhihha (= Sanskrit : abhijna),
‘ extraordinary cognitive skills ’, and iddhi. The latter is

evidently cognate with Sanskrit (Vedic) rddhi * prosperity, abundance, power ’, and is not Pali

for the Sanskrit siddhi
(pace M. Eliade, Myths

,
dreams and mysteries, London, 1968, 88). The

following parallels occur in a typical descriptive list in the Samahhaphalasutta, Digha-nikaya

PTS, London, 1890, i, 78 et seq. ; cf. 212 et seq.). . . . avi-bhdvam tiro-bhavam, tiro-kuddam

tiro-pdkdram tiro-pabbatam asajjamdno gacchati seyyathd pi dkdse, pathaviyd pi ummujja-

nimmujjam karoti seyyathd pi udake, udake pi abhijjamdno gacchati seyyathd pi pathaviyam,

dkdse pi pallahkena kamati seyyathd pi pakkhi sakuno, ime pi candima-suriye evam mahiddhike

evam mahanubhdve patina parimasati parimajjati
,
ydva brahmalokd pi kdyena va samvatteti . . .

so dibbdya sotadhdtuyd visuddhdya atikkanta-mdnusikdya ubho sadde sundti, dibbe ca mdnuse ca

ye dure santike ca ... so para-sattdnam para-puggaldnam cetasd ceto paricca pajdndti, sa-rdgam

va cittam sa-rdgam cittan ti pajdndti, vita-ragam va cittarri vita-ragam cittan ti pajdndti . . . evam

samdhite citte . . . pubbe-nivasdnussati-ndnaya cittam abhiniharati abhininndmeti ‘ (He) . . . becomes

visible or invisible
;
untrammelled he goes through a wall or rampart or hill, as if through air

;

he dives into the earth and comes out of it, as if in water ; he walks on water without sinking,

as if on earth ; he travels sitting cross-legged through the air, like a winged bird
;

even the

moon and sun, so potent, so mighty though they be, does he touch and feel with his hand
;

he reaches in the body right up to the heaven of Brahma . . . With that clear supernal auditory

sense-faculty, which is superhuman, he hears sounds, both human and supernal, whether far

or near . . . He mentally perceives the minds of other beings, of other men, and recognizes them

—

he recognizes the attached mind as being attached and the unattached mind as being unattached

. . . With his mind thus concentrated he applies and directs his mind to the recollection of his

previous births ’.

For further Buddhist parallels of various perfections see esp. Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa.

Cf. E. Conze, Buddhist scriptures, Harmondsworth, 1959, 122 et seq. ;
Har Dayal, op. cit.,

113 et seq. ; Louis de La Vallee Poussin, op. cit.

237 This seems to correspond to sthula * the gross ’, or bhuta- ‘ element ’ in sutra 3.44 above

(cf. sthula-bhutani ‘ the (five) gross elements ’ in Sankhyasutra 1.61).

238 *1^1 ‘ sky ’ is occasionally used by al-Biruni to render akasa, ‘ ether, physical space \

Cf. R, p. 181, 1. 2 ; India, Hyd., p. 32, 1. 10. At times * air ’ is also used by him for the

same purpose. Cf. R, p. 176, 1. 9. The Sanskrit word akasa (as well as its synonyms kha, vyoman,

gagana) means both sky and ether (cf. D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for the study of Navya-nyaya

logic

,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1951, 37). For al-Bfruni’s rendering of the term by *

air
’

cf. Hermann Jacobi : ‘.
. . akasa ist also der Luftraum, die Luft, als verschieden vom Winde

gedachte, dkdia ist der feinste allerfiillende Stoff ’ (in his article * tlber tejas, vayu, akaia, speciell
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in der Vaise§ika Philosophie ’, Kleine Schriften, Part 2, Wiesbaden, 1970, 644).

239 The Arabic ^**s*ig ‘ incorporeal ’ seems to correspond to grahana, ‘ apprehension ’

or indriya -,
£

the senses ’, in sutra 3.47 (see below n. 243), which apparently stands in contrast to

sthiila in sutra 3.44. Both sutras, 3.44 and 3.47, seems to refer back to sutra 2.18, where drsya,

‘ the world of objects is said to be constituted by the bhutas, the elements, on the one hand,

and by the indriyas, the senses (and the five faculties of action : the functions of voice, hands,

feet, generation and excretion), on the other. For the Arabic phrase here cf. atindriya in

Sdnkhyasutra

,

sutra 2.23 : atindriyam indriyam bhrantandm adhisthdnam (v.l. adhisthane) ‘ The

senses are themselves supersensuous
;
mistaken persons identify them with their physical seats

(namely, the sense of sight with the “ eye-ball ” etc., cf. Vijnanabhik§u ad loc.) ’.

240 Cf. R, p. 183, 1. 5 : • •
• {. f

L* <>j
‘ Whoever fasts (abstaining) from

food . . . sharpens his senses * (BSOAS, ch. II, 526, last para, but one). For the Arabic phrase

here cf. . . . indriya-siddhir asuddhi-ksayat ... ‘.
. . the dwindling away of the impurities which

leads to the perfection of the senses . .
.’ in sutra 2.43.

241 The MS has IfJLu. Our translation follows Ritter’s text which has l^Jjo in spite of the fact

that this reading is not considered by him as correct. Another possibility would be U$Lu which

in this context would have approximately the same meaning.

242 For the use of the Arabic term £*1^11 ‘ impediments ’ here cf. £>yj ‘ the bodily

impediments ’, R, p. 176, 1. 8 (transl. BSOAS, ch. I, p. 323). Also cf. R, p. 181, 1. 16 (transl.

BSOAS, ch. II, p. 525 and n. 104) ;
India, Hyd., 61. Also cf. Vijnanabhik^u under sutra 2.43 :

asuddhir adharmas tamaso gunah saivdnimddi-sakter dvarako matah ‘ Impurity consists of demerit,

namely, of the tamas-constituent ; it is considered to be an obstruction to the capacity (or

potentiality) of the powers of animd etc.’.

243 Cf. sutra 3.47 : grahana-svarupdsmitdnvaydrthavattva-samyamad indriya-jayah
c From the

application of Discipline to the proper character (i.e. nature) of perception, (its) inherence

(i.e. pre-existence) in ego-awareness and (its) purposiveness there arises mastery over the senses ’.

Deussen, however, translates :
‘ Durch (Anwendung der) Allzucht auf Perception, Qualitat,

Ichbewusstsein, Abhangigkeit (von den Guna’s) und Zweckbestimmtheit (der Sinnesorgane)

erfolgt Beherrschung der Sinnesorgane ’. This sutra is paralleled by sutra 3.44 above and seems

to refer back to sutras 2.18 and 2.43. In translating sutra 3.44 above the reading arthatva

(instead of arthavattva), suggested by the Arabic text, was proposed (see n. 221 above). On the

other hand, the extant reading athavattva is in consonance with bhogdpavargartham in sutra 2.18 :

prakdsa-kriyd-sthiti-silam bhutendriydtmakam bhogdpavargartham drsyam ‘ (The world of objects)

seen (i.e. prakrti) consists of the elements (on the one hand) and the senses (on the other)
;

it

possesses the characteristics of illumination (by virtue of sattva), activity (by virtue of rajas)

and inertia (by virtue of tamos)
; and it has experience and emancipation as its purpose ’. Cf. also

sutra 2.21. For the term arthavattva itself cf. Yuktidipikd on SK, karika 17. For the term

graharia here as referring to perception cf. grdhya in sutra 3.21. (In sutra 1.41 the term seems

to refer to knowing in general). For our interpretation of anvaya here cf. the tenet regarding the

evolution of the senses from ahamkdra (the principle of asmitd) in SK, karika 24, and the

Sankhya sat-kdrya theory of causation, claiming that the effect is of the same essence as the

cause, namely, the effect pre-exists, or is inherent, in its cause (SK, karika 9).

lit.: ‘but’.

245 This corresponds to vikarapa-bhavah c

extra-sensory perception ’ (fit. :

c

existence or state

of being without the instruments of perception, i.e. the sense-faculties ’
;

cf. vikarariatvam in

Brahmasutra 2.1.31) in sutra 3.48. The sutra reads : tato mano-javitvam (v.l. javatvam) vikarana-

bhdvah pradhana-jayas ca
{ Therefrom result (also) swiftness of the mind, extra-sensory perception

and mastery over prakrti ’.
(Pradhdna is a synonym of prakrti. Nature, Primordial Matter.)

Cf. also Vy. ad loc. : videhandm indriydndm abhipreta-deSa-kdla-visaydpekso vrtti-ldbho vikarana-

bhdvah
1

Extra-sensory perception consists in accomplishing the function of the senses with

regard to (any) desired place, time or object independently of the body ’. In translating mano-

javitvam we follow Deussen, in spite of Vy.’s interpretation of this compound : kdyasydnuttamo
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gati-ldbhah ‘ the attainment by the body of an unexcelled (speed of) movement (comparable to

that of the mind) Vy. may have been misled by an irrelevant common usage of this expression.

Both the idea and its expression are Rgvedic in origin (see H. Grassmann, Worterbuch zum

Bigveda

,

s.v. mano-ju
; cf. also Isa Upanisad 4, Mundaka Upanisad 1.2.4). Cf. the English

expression ‘ quick as thought \ Vy.’s interpretation may probably be taken to imply that the

expression in question in the sutra refers to efficiency in the functioning of the karmendriyas,

the faculties of action, such as account for the movement of hands and feet etc. For Buddhist

parallels cf. e.g. mano-java-gamana, ‘ movement which is as swift as the mind ’ in Vasubandhu’s

Abhidharmakosa, 7.48a-b (transl. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, Paris, 1925, p. 113, n. 2). Cf. also

Louis de La Vallee Poussin, art. cit., 240.

246 The expression Jj Vi dblill <jjiJi is used by al-Biruni to render the concept of the three

guTTLas. Cf. e.g. R, p. 172, 1. 7.

247 For a parallel to this characterization of the three gurtas see R, p. 181, 11. 7-8 (cf. transl.

BSOAS, ch. II, 525), where rajas is, however, referred to as 11 ‘ the inter-

mediary mixed class

248 Cf. pradhdna-jayah ‘ mastery over prakrti ’ in sutra 3.48 (see n. 245 above). Cf. also

Vy. ad loc. : sarva-prakrti-vikara-vasitvam pradhdna-jaya iti ‘ Mastery over prakrti consists in

controlling all modifications of prakrti ’.

249 is rendered by ‘ the soul \ An alternative reading is crjLlI!
‘ the breath ’.

250 The word is partly illegible. Ritter suggests the reading J ‘ and then ’, which makes

sense but is not quite in keeping with the MS.
251 bojO^. Cf. R, p. 177, 1. 2 seq.

:
j\P t ill <bt>bLlb 4hl>-VI

(3 *L^VI ‘dc-ULI b&; jb£ ISU «uLju»
c

. . . it

(i.e. the first degree) (consists in) the apprehension of the three above-mentioned (i.e. the act of

knowing, the known, and the knower) qua names, attributes, and details which do not con-

stitute definitions. When he transcends it, (reaching) definitions which turn the particulars of

things into universals, he achieves a second degree * (cf. BSOAS, ch. I, 324). An alternative

rendering of bojJb£ in the passage under consideration would be :
‘ according to their limits ’.

252 iliS"—lit. ‘ general \

253 Cf. YS, sutra 3.49 : sattva-purusdnyatd-khydti-matrasya sarva-bhdvddhisthdtrtvam sarva-

jnatrtvam ca, ‘ From the application of Discipline to the full discernment between sattva (in this

context : the buddhi, “ intellect ”) and the purusa (self) there arise supremacy over all states

of existence and omniscience * (for the syntactic structure of this sutra and the use of the genitive

cf. YS, sutra 3.19). Also cf. Vy. ad loc. : nirdhuta-rajas-tamo-malasya buddhi-sattvasya pare

vaisdradye parasydm vasikdra-samjndydm vartamdnasya sattva-purusanyatd-khydti-mdtra-rupa-

pratisthasya sarva-bhdvddhisthdtrtvam, sarvdtmano gund vyavasdya-vyavaseydtmakah svdminam

ksetra-jham praty asesa-drsydtmatvenopatisthanta ity arthah
1 He who is grounded in only the full

discernment into the difference between the sattva and the self, and who is in the higher con-

sciousness of being master in the higher clearness, and who has the sattva of his thinking-substance

cleansed from the defilement of rajas and tamas is one who has authority over all states-of-

existence. The aspects (guna

)

which are the essence of all things, which have both the determina-

tions and the objects-of-determinations as their essence, present themselves as being the essence

of the object-of-sight in its totality to their Owner, the Soul (ksetra-jna

)

* (tr. Woods). Al-Biruni’s

Arabic sentence here may reflect sattva-purusdnyatdkhyati-mdtrasya in sutra 3.49 above. For

OJjl ‘ the body ’ referred to in the Arabic text, but not in the sutra, cf. the expression ksetra-jha

in Vy. ad loc. above. The term ksetra (lit. ‘ field ’) in such context is traditionally interpreted

as referring to the body, namely the field of the working of the soul. Cf. Kalidasa’s Kumdra-

sambhava (Bombay ed.) 6.77 : yogino yarri vicinvanti ksetrabhyantara-vartinam ‘ that which

yogis discern as residing in the body ’. Also cf. Bhagavadgita 13.1, 2, 34. The Arabic <1 jUij

‘things obey (the ascetic)’ corresponds to sarva-bhdvddhisthdtrtvam in the sutra; and

Of aLU-I j UojJu£ ‘he (can) know them by their definitions and (can) grasp

them in a universal (manner) ’—to sarvajhatrtvam in the sutra.
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254 Cf. jluiJI (R, p. 173, 1. 6),
‘ a devoted activity ’, or alternatively, if

read jln-ill ‘ an act conducive to liberation ’. (Cf. BSOAS, eh. I, p. 319, n. 162.)

Also cf. R, 170—1
:

^*JI lili Jjui)I <CL* J*jJI Lli

Cw jlwJ
Ij

pJLJI Jip li* JLfli
. . . j ‘ A part of praxis (Jl«_s) is as it were

activity
(
Jl*»iJI), and another part is as it were desisting from activity. If you grasp this matter

you will find that it includes knowledge (^Jl) . . . This activity
(

comprises both knowledge

and praxis (
*
(cf. BSOAS, ch. I, 313-14).

255 in the singular in Arabic.

256 Arabic JLw which is derived from the same root as pJl_£ rendered above by ‘ knowledge ’.

257 The MS followed by Ritter has We propose the reading L$pLj \j.

258 Apparently the rejection of the cognition is meant.

259 Cf. YS, sutra 3.50 : tad-vairagyad api dosa-bija-ksaye kaivalyam ‘ In consequence of

detachment from
(
either : from the perfections mentioned in sutra 3.49, or : the full discernment

between the sattva, i.e. the buddhi, and the purusa ), when the seeds of the defects have dwindled

away, kaivalya (autonomy, independence of the purusa) comes about ’. The term dosa here is

apparently synonymous with klesa (cf. e.g. Gautama’s Nyayasutra , ed. W. Ruben, Ia.2
; cf. also

Pali dosa, e.g. Samannaphalasutta (section 91), Digha-nikaya , i, PTS, London, 1890, 80. For

klesa see YS, sutra 2.3. Cf. E. Lamotte, ‘ Passions and impregnations of the passions in

Buddhism ’, Fest. I. B. Homer, Dordrecht, 1974, 91 et seq. On the meaning of the term kaivalya

see T. Gelblum, ‘ Samkhya and Sartre ’, Journal of Indian Philosophy
,
i, 1, 1970, 77 et seq. The

Arabic j ‘ its rejection ’ may correspond to tad-vairagyat in the sutra. Al-BIruni’s explanation

of this passage is based on conceptions current in Arabic Aristotelianism. The sentence

j l oL>UI diij jyi lAj** Lrli ‘For knowledge is the cognition of the

perishing and destruction of these cognita followed up by its rejection ’ may be related to some

extent to Vy. on sutra 3.50 : tada svarupa-pratistha citi-saktir eva purusa iti ‘ Then the self

(purusa

)

is nothing but pure consciousness (fit. : the faculty of consciousness) grounded in its

own nature ’.

260 ‘ Glorifying in it ’ may refer either to what is deemed knowledge, or alternatively to

‘ liberation ’.

261 ‘ Its ’ may refer either to what is deemed knowledge, or alternatively to ‘ liberation

262 The Arabic has ASot>U.I ‘ the angels ’. This term is used by al-Biruni to render the Sanskrit

devah ‘ gods ’. Cf. e.g. R, p. 173, 1. 2.

263 In Arabic an Islamic name for Paradise.

264 Ritter reads aJli^. The MS has aJuJL#. We propose the reading "A+zL*.

265 In the singular in the Arabic.

266 Qf YS, sutra 3.51 : sthdny-upanimantrane sahga-smayakarauam punar anista-prasahgat

‘ At the invitation by those-in-high-places (i.e. the gods, cf. Vy. ad loc.) (the yogi should) avoid

attachment and pride, for this would inevitably involve the recurrence of undesirable con-

sequences ’. The term sthani is explained by Vy. and other commentaries as involving a reference

to the gods
(
devas ). Evidently the term is derived from sthdna in the sense of ‘ position, status,

rank, office’. Hence sthani literally means ‘(high) office-bearer’. Cf. Maitri Upanisad 1.4:

. . . sthdndd apasaranam surdTjbdm ‘.
. . the departure of (individual) gods from (their respective

station (sthdna), i.e. functional post, category or role
; cf. Kausitaki XJpanisad 1.2) ’. The concept

of sthdna may be further elucidated by referring to Sankara on Brahmasutra 1.3.28: sthdna-

vUesa-sambandha-nimittas cendradi-sabdali senapaty-adi-sabdavat, tataS ca yo yas tat tat sthdnam

adhirohati sa sa indradi-Sabdair abhidhiyata iti ‘ In fact (ca) a word such as indra has as its ground

for application (the condition or contingent quality of) being related to a specific office (sthdna)

just as (is the case of) the word “ Commander-in-Chief ”. Hence it is the individual who occupies

the specific office that is denoted by the word indra etc.’. (For the meaning of nimitta in this

passage cf. the term pravrtti-nimitta discussed in B. K. Matilal’s Epistemology, logic and grammar

in Indian philosophical analysis, The Hague, 1971, 30 et seq.) The term sthdna is also synonymous
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with vasati which is the name of a special loka according to followers of the Puranas. (Cf. Nyayci-

kosa , s.v. sthanam.)

The word upanimantrana in the sutra, which means ‘ invitation ’, also connotes ‘ inducing

to come near, seeking to attract, coaxing, alluring \ Cf. upamantrayate ‘ entices (sexually) ’ in

Chandogya Upanisad 5.8.1
:
yosa vava, gautama ,

agnili; tasya upastha eva samit ; yad upamantra-

yate sa dhumab; yonir arcili ; yad antali karoti te ’hgarali ; abhinanda visphulingali ‘ Woman,

verily, 0 Gautama, is the (sacrificial) fire. Her lap is the kindling wood ;
what invites (i.e. entices)

is the smoke, the vulva the flame ; what one inserts is the coals ; the pleasures are the sparks ’.

For the term sanga cf. its use in a physical sense (‘ adhesion ’) in sutra 3.39. Rajendralala Mitra

renders this term in sutra 3.51 by ‘ association ’ (‘ Avoidance should be made of association

with, and encouragement of, celestial temptations, from apprehension of evil recurring ’). The

choice of this particular meaning of sanga is implausible, since it would be contradicted by sutras

3.32 : ... siddha-darsanam ‘. . . (the perfection of) holding visible converse with the siddhas ’,

and especially sutra 2.44 : . . . ista-devata-samprayogali ‘.
. . (the perfection of) communion with

the chosen deity \

The term smaya ‘ pride, arrogance ’ in the sutra is paralleled by the Arabic

and The term upanimantrana, *

invitation, call to attract ’—by the Arabic ; the

term sthani—by the Arabic ; and anista-prasangat—by the Arabic <Caj;

* he may suffer a setback as far as his degree is concerned, and his promise (or vow) may be

broken ’. Also cf. Vy. ad loc. : tatra madhumatirri bhumim sdksatkurvato brahmariasya sthanino

devab sattva-suddhim anupasyantah sthanair upanimantrayante bhor ihasyatam iha ramyatam,

kamaniyo ’yam bhogah, kamaniyeyani kanya, rasayanam idam jard-mrtyum badhate, vaihayasam

idarri yanam, ami kalpa-drumali, punya mandakini, siddha maharsayah, uttama anukula apsarasah,

divye srotra-caksusi, vajropamah kayah, sva-gunaih sarvam idam uparjitam ayusmatd
,
pratipadya-

tam idam aksayam ajaram amara-sthanam devanam priyam iti ‘ The purity of the sattva in that

Brahman among these (four) who has directly experienced the (second) Honeyed
(
madhumati

)

Stage is observed by those-in-high-places, the gods. With their high-places they invite him.

“ Sir, will you sit here ? Will you rest here ? This pleasure might prove attractive. This maiden

might prove attractive. This elixir checks old age and death. This chariot passes through air.

Yonder are the Wishing Trees ;
the Stream-of-heaven {mandakini) confers blessedness

;
the

sages are perfected ; the nymphs are incomparable and not prudish. Eyes and ears (will become)

supernal ; the body like diamond. In consequence of your peculiar virtues, Venerable Sir, all

these things have been won by you. Have entrance to this high-place which is unfading and

ageless and deathless and dear to the gods
”

* (tr. Woods). It may be relevant to note in this

context that ‘ lust after women * (*LJLMj ^JjJI) is also an example used in al-Birunfs Arabic

text (R, 178, last fine) to exemplify c

the attachments ’ (Jj!>U)I), a term corresponding to the

particularly deep-seated ‘ affliction ’ {klesa) known as abhinivesa (fit.
c

clinging ’)
;

cf. YS,

sutra 2.9 (according to Bhoja’s version) : svarasa-vdhi viduso *pi tanv-anubandho ’bhinivesali

1

Clinging, which consists in being attached to the body, persists by force of one’s own impulse

even in the learned ’.

267 Lj jJI One of the meanings of this expression is ‘ master of the world

268 In Arabic JJL* which literally means ‘ likeness

269 This simile is paralleled to some extent in Vy. on sutra 3.51 (see n. 273 below). Cf. also

Vy. on sutra 2.33. Cf. also Manu 12.76, where kumbhipdka ‘ being burned (or boiled, roasted)

in a jar ’ is mentioned in a fist of torments which characterize the hells {naraka).

270 l$if. The MS has l^Ji. Ritter reads l^Jl with a question mark. The reading L^jT ‘ instrument
’

is also possible. For the reading l^il cf. R., p. 178, 1. 3 from foot; p. 180, 1. 10.

271 The MS followed by Ritter has We propose the emendation Cf. Fdkihat

al-Bustan , 891 : 'Jk! ^ "JiaJI. Also cf. the expression dharma-ineghah samddhih,

* the concentration known as the cloud of merit ’in YS, sutra 4.29. Cf. E. Senart, ‘ Bouddhisme

et Yoga ’, Revue de VHistoire des Religions, xlii, 1900, 353.

272 —lit. :
* so as to ’.
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273 Cf. Vy. on YS, sutra 3.51 : evam abhidhiyamanah sahga-dosdn bhavayed ghoresu samsd-

rangaresu pacyamanena maya janana-maranandhakare viparivartamdnena kathahcid asaditah

klesa-timira-vindso yoga-pradipah ; tasya caite trsna-yonayo visaya-vdyavah pratipaksah ; sa khalv

aharri labdhalokah katham anaya visaya-mrga-trsnaya vancitas tasyaiva punah pradlptasya

samsdragner dtmdnam indhanikuryam iti svasti vdh svapnopamebhyah krpand-jana-prdrthamyebhyo

visayebhya iti
4 Thus addressed let him ponder upon the defects of pleasure. “ Baked upon the

horrible coals of the round-of-births, and writhing in the darkness of birth and of death, I have

hardly found the lamp of yoga which makes an end to the obscurations of the hindrances. And

of this (lamp) the lust-born gusts of sensual things are enemies. How then could it be that

I who have seen its light could be led astray by these things of sense, a mere mirage, and make

of myself fuel for that same fire of the round-of-rebirths as it flares up again ? Fare ye well

!

Sensual things (deceitful) as dreams and to be craved by vile folk !

”
’ (tr. Woods, 286). Also

cf. Bhoja ad loc.

274 yor the expression JJsJJ cf. above R, p. 189, 1. 2.

275 This passage in the Arabic reflects sutra 3.52 : ksana-tat-kramayoh samyamad vivekajam

jiidnam
4 From the application of Discipline to moments and their sequence there arises know-

ledge generated by discrimination \ Especially cf. Vy. ad loc. : tasmad vartamdna evaikah ksano

na purvottara-ksanah santiti tasman nasti tal-samaharah. ye tu bhuta-bhavinah ksanas te

parinamanvita vyakhyeyah. tenaikena k-sanena krtsno lokah parindmam anubhavati, tat-ksano-

pdrudhah khalv ami dharmdh. tayoh ksana-tat-kramayoh samyamdt tayoh saksdtkaranam. tatas

ca vivekajam jhanam pradurbhavati .

—

4 Thus in the present there is a single moment and there

are no earlier or later moments. Therefore there is no combination of them. But those moments

which are past and future are to be explained as inherent in the mutations. Accordingly the

whole world passes through a mutation in any single moment. So all those external-aspects

of the world are relative to this present moment. By constraint
(
samyama

)
upon moments and

their sequence both are directly perceived. And as a result of this, the (intuitive) knowledge

proceedings from discrimination comes about ’ (tr. Woods).

276 The MS, followed by Ritter, has <ti.
4 Thereby ’ renders in Q 54 and in the Ans.

It is possible that should be emended to .

277 Cf. sutra 3.53 : jdti-laksana-desair anyatdnavaccheddt tulyayos tatah pratipattih
4 Therefrom

results (the capacity) to discern two (things which are) so similar that their difference with regard

to (their) genus, (their) individual characteristic and (their) location cannot be determined \

The Arabic ‘ genus \ corresponds to jati in the sutra ;
j 'aL^Vo}\

4

the characteristics which distinguish one thing from another *—to laksana in the sutra

;

wj j
4

its place, its situation and its direction ’—to desa in the sutra.

278
>
which sometimes may mean 4 metaphor ’ seems to have been chosen by al-Biruni

here because of its etymology :

4

crossing ’. It may be relevant to note that jbi may also mean
4

bridge ’. The term corresponds to taraka
4

deliverer % lit. :

4

causing to cross over ’ in

YS, sutra 3.54 (see below). Cf. the expression tirthankara, lit.
4 maker of a crossing (or ford) * in

Jaina terminology used for referring to a saint. Also cf. India, Hyd., 395 : ojIj 1$*^

I L I \

^

1*j a) I L» f U I 1

0 \j jjJU *[rJ\ jyo
4

All of them (i.e. the stars and the saints shining among them alike)

are named tdra, which name is derived from tarana, namely, a crossing
(
jL^I) and a ford

(
As for those (saints)—on account (reading instead of

)
of their having crossed

over beyond the evil of the world and achieved thereby felicity (^s^aA) ;
and as for the stars—on

account of their crossing through the sky in a circular motion \ (Sachau wrongly renders j\*i\

here by 4

the idea is that . .
.’—Sachau, ii, 64.)

279 Ritter’s reading has been accepted in spite of the fact that the MS permits also

other readings. Cf. ^*ilj jUM 4

a crossing and a ford ’ in India quoted in the preceding note.

Both jUM and Jl seem to refer to taraka,

4
deliverer ’, in sutra 3.54. Also cf. Vac. under sutra

3.54 : samsara-sdgarat tarayatiti tdrakam 4

It is called
44
the deliverer ” because it delivers from

(lit.
44
takes across ”) the ocean of the round-of-rebirths ’. A different derivation, from taraka,
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‘ pertaining to the star ’ (whose light precedes that of the sun-rise) seems to be suggested in

Bhoja on sutra 3.33.

280 &U-VI is Bitter’s reading adopted by us because of the passage in B, p. 191, 1. 1. The

MS has there aJLSOI J*}U-VI ^-$3. This may be rendered :
‘ It is the universal humours \

281 Cf. sutra 3.54 : tarakam sarva-visayam sarvatha-visayam akramam ceti vivekajarri jhdnam
‘ The knowledge generated by discrimination (which knowledge is referred to in sutra 3.52 above)

is (called) “ Deliverer ”, has as its object everything in every respect, and is simultaneous (lit. : is

bereft of sequence) \ The term tdraka in the sutra is paralleled by jUM in the Arabic

version; sarva-visayam—by j\ L gj- ;
sarvatha-visayam—by aJlSvJI aLL-VI

(
sarvatha has the meaning ‘entirely, completely’ as well as ‘in every way’);

akramam—by -b~lj

282
ojby*- generally means ‘pearl’. The usual word for ‘substance’ is Cf. above B,

p. 192, 1. 12.

283 The MS appears to have JjVI rather than Jjl which occurs in Bitter’s text. Cf. e.g. B,

p. 181, 11. 2-3, 7-8
;

B, p. 191, 1. 7. Al-Biruni regularly employs the words J j VI oViJI

‘ the three primary forces ’ to render the notion of the three gunas, ‘ constitutive qualities ’.

Cf. also India, Hyd., 30 and 335.

284 Cf. sutra 3.55 : sattva-purusayoh suddhi-samye kaivalyam ‘ Kaivalya (“ autonomy, in-

dependence, liberation ”) comes about when sattva (i.e. citta ,
“ the mind ”) and the selfare equally

purified ’ (cf. YS, sutra 4.33). ‘ the soul ’ corresponds to purusa in the sutra (cf. B, p. 170,

1. 8 ; p. 177, 1. 19 ;
cf. India, Hyd., 30

:
^-j&I ‘ They call the soul “ purusa ”

’)

;

and ‘ the heart ’—
^to sattva (i.e. citta, ‘ the mind ’, a synonym of buddhi and manas) in the

sutra (cf. B, p. 177, 1. 10
;

p. 183, 1. 20 ;
and cf. India, Hyd., p. 33, 1. 12). Also cf. Vy. ad loc.

:

yada nirdhuta-rajas-tamo-malarri buddhi-sattvam . . .
‘ When the sattva of the mind has been

cleansed of the defilement of rajas and tamos .

.

285 otilSCil which occurs in the MS. Bitter has the incorrect reading SjUU. The meanings of

SlilSCil and SjUM are identical.



AL-BlRUNFS ARABIC VERSION OF PATANJALFS
YOGASUTRA : A TRANSLATION OF THE FOURTH
CHAPTER AND A COMPARISON WITH RELATED

TEXTS

By Shlomo Pines and Tuvia Gelblum

The following study contains a translation of al-BTrunfs rendering into

Arabic of the fourth and last chapter of Patanjali’s Yogasutra cum commentary.
Our translation of the three preceding chapters was published in BSOAS

,
xxix,

2, 1966, 302-25 (henceforth abbreviated as BSOAS ch. I); BSOAS
,
xl, 3, 1977,

522-49 (henceforth abbreviated as BSOAS
,
ch. II); BSOAS

,
xlvi, 2, 1983, 258-

304 (henceforth abbreviated as BSOAS
,
ch. III). This translation is based on

Ritter’s edition of the Arabic text.
1 Comparison has been made with the unique

MS of Ritter’s Text: Kopriilii, 1589, fols. 412a-419a (written on the margins). 2

We have also compared the text with parallel passages and expressions in al-

BTrunfs India

?

Furthermore, an attempt has been made here to indicate the parallels

between the Arabic version on the one hand, and the Sanskrit text of the

Yogasutra
,

4 as well as its extant commentaries, 5 on the other.

The following is a list of those sutras of the fourth chapter, correspondence
to which may be found in al-BTrunfs text: 1-16; 18-19; 23(24); 25(26)-27(28);

29(30)-33(34).

Al-BTrunfs text reflects commentaries on the following sutra of this chapter

(but not the sutra itself): 21(22).

Al-BTrunfs text does not seem to reflect the following sutras (or their

commentaries) of the chapter under consideration: 17(18), 20(21); 22(23);

24(25); 28(29).

On the face of it, it is likely that the latter sutras did not occur in the text

available to al-BIrunl. This may mean that the text used by him belonged to a

tradition of the sutras that differed from those available to us.

The following example may illustrate the significance of al-BTrunfs transla-

tion for the textual study of the Yogasutra. Sutra 4.16(17) reads: tad-upara-

gapeksitvac cittasya vastujfiatajfiatam. It may be translated: ‘ An object is either

known or not known according to whether it does or does not affect (lit: ‘tinge’)

the mind’. Sutra 4.18(19) reads: na tat svdbhdsam drsyatvat ‘It does not
illumine itself, since it is an object of sight (i.e. of cognition) ’. Here tat does not
refer to any word in sutra 4.17(18) (sada jnatas citta-vrttayas tat-prabhoh

purusasyaparinamat 6
) but, in our view, to the word citta in sutra 4. 1 6(1 7) above.

This may mean that sutra 4. 17(1 8) is a later interpolation, a supposition which is

in keeping with the absence of any reference to sutra 4.17(18) in al-BTrunfs text.

The literary technique of question and answer, which characterizes the

present chapter as well as the previous ones may have been already used in the

commentary used by al-BIrunl. This technique is very frequently employed in

Ramananda Sarasvatfs Maniprabha commentary on the Yogasutra and also

occurs in other commentaries. 7

According to the version of the last sutra (75, sutra 4.33(34)) occurring in

India (Hyd. p. 61, 11.17-19) al-BIrunl appears to attribute knowledge to the soul

The present study has been facilitated by a grant given by the Leverhulme Trust Fund to
T. Gelblum.
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(purusa) in the state of kaivalya (‘ wholeness, perfection ’, i.e. liberation). This

view is also found earlier in al-BIrunfs translation in Answer to Question 37 (R,

181, 11.16-17):

iilp ol Jill J 4PjiaAl £jl kfrjijA j

4

aJlSs1a Adap'yii
1 Joj» J UIj

‘ In the abode of liberation, on the other hand, the veils are removed, the

coverings are lifted, and the impediments eliminated. In it (the knower’s)

essence is cognizant only and nothing but that ’ (cf. BSOAS ,
ch. II, 525).

8

This interpretation of the doctrine of Yoga may be borne out—on the

assumption probably made by al-BIrunl that this sutra refers to kaivalya—by
YS,

sutra 2.20, to which the passage which has just been quoted corresponds.

This sutra reads: drasta drsi-matrah suddho
\

pi pratyayanupasyah ‘ The Seer is

nothing but seeing, and though pure he beholds presented ideas (The term citi

in YS
,
sutra 4.21(22) seems to correspond to purusa

,
and citi is said to have an

apperception of its own buddhi: svabuddhi-samvedanam
;

cf. also Vy. on YS

,

sutra 2.20: sa puruso buddheh samvedT). 9

It is probable that Sankara Bhagavatpada in his Patanjalayo-

gasutrabhasyavivarana refers to the doctrine of the school of Yoga when he says

(on YS
,
sutra 4.33(34)): kesamcit sarvajnatvadTsvara-tulya-dharmatva-praptih

kaivalyam iti . . .
‘ Some (people) consider that kaivalya consists in the attain-

ment of the attribute of being equal to God in the matter of omniscience and so

forth \ The idea that the liberated one is equal to God and endowed with

knowledge also occurs in al-BIrunfs India (Hyd., p. 61 11. 7-16; transl. Suchau I,

81; also cf. n. 8 below). Cf. also Isvarakrsna’s Sahkhyakdrika (henceforth

abbreviated as SK), karika 65:

tena nivrtta-prasavam artha-vasat sapta-rupa-vinivrttam/

prakrtim pasyati purusah preksakavad avasthitah svasthah (v.l: sustah)//
‘

Thereby (i.e. by means of kevalam inanam
,

“ the perfect, complete, total

knowledge ” mentioned in the preceding karika; cf. Guadapada’s Bhasya ad

loc.) the purusa
,
retaining its own nature, abiding in itself, (v.l : well-composed,

confident) standing as spectator, looks at the prakrti which, having divested

itself of the seven forms (cf. SK, karika 63), has ceased to evolve, its purpose

(having been achieved) \ {Pasyati here should be compared with anupasyah in

YS, sutra 2.20 quoted above.) 10

R. Garbe, in his Die Samkhya-Philosophie (Leipzig, 1894, 325), makes the

following statement:

Wenn nun der Zusammenhang des inneren Organs mit der Seele

aufgehoben ist und in Folge dessen der Schmerz aufhort in der Seele zu

reflektiren, so gilt dies selbstverstandlich auch von alien anderen Affek-

tionen; und daraus folgt, dass nach der Samkhya-Lehre die Seele in

der Erldsung zwar individuell fortdauert ,
aber in dem Zustand absoluter

Bewusstlosigkeit .

u

There may be some Sankhya or Yoga texts which could be adduced in support

of this thesis, but the latter is certainly incorrect if it is supposed to be valid with

regard to the generality of these two schools. As the above quotations show,

some Yoga and Sankhya authors maintained that the purusa in the state of

kaivalya was endowed with knowledge that was not unconscious.

In a story quoted by Vyasa reference is made to bliss (sukha) as a

characteristic of liberation (Vy. on YS, sutra 3.18). On the other hand Bhoja (on

YS, sutra 4.33) and Vijnanabhiksu (in his Yogasarasahgraha, ed. G. Jha,

Bombay, 1894, 64 (89)) maintain that such a conception of the state of

liberation which conforms to the tenets of the Neo-Vedantins is alien to the

doctrine of Yoga (cf. Sahkhyasutra, sutra 5.74 with Aniruddha’s Vrtti ad loc.).
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It is not certain that oUJi was meant by al-Birum to render sukha (cf. Answer
to Question 75, R, 198, p. 12; also cf. R, 193, 1. 7; R, 177, 1. 14; India

,
Hyd., p. 21;

1. 16; BSOAS,
II, p. 546; n. 145.).

Chapter 4

(R, 193, 1, 1) Question 57. You said previously 12 that the siddha-hood n of

the ascetic in question can only be achieved by (a) worship 14 (which comes)
from a pure 15

heart, a sincere intention and holiness 16
in works; 17 or by (b)

withdrawal from sensibilia and control of the senses.
18 Can it (i.e. siddha-hood)

be achieved in a way other than these two?

Answer. There are five ways to achieve it.

The first (consists in) the man’s doing in this world much good and in his

worshipping God for a long time. Thereupon he will not achieve this siddha-

hood in the mould in which he finds himself; when, however, he, through death,

is removed 19 (from it), he merits a mould in which he is made happy 20 by it (i.e.

by siddha-hood). 21

The second (way consists in) his good (deeds) being many, and (in) his zeal

in worship being intense. 22 Consequently God grants him in the mould in which
(he finds himself) the attainment of wisdom,23 and bestows upon him the gift of
siddha-hood.

The third (way consists in) the achievement of {siddha-hood) through
(resorting to) rasayana 24

i.e. the drugs and manipulations which have been
described with this (i.e. the siddha-hood) in view. 25

The fourth and fifth (ways) are those which have been (characterized) in the

first place. 26

Q 58. Is the ascetic in question able to become a (purely) spiritual (being)?

Ans. While he is in his corporeal mould he is incapable of being transferred

to this class (of beings). However, if at his separation from his mould, during
(the time) while this goes on,27 he strengthens, in accordance with his choice, one
of the three primary forces (gunas) he will accede to the genus 28 whose force

(guna) he has strengthened and become an angel 29 or a devil 30 or a Jinn. 31

Q 59. Does he, through strengthening one of these forces, acquire 32 merit

or demerit so as to deserve to be reincarnated 33
in a body (belonging) to the

genus which he desired?

Ans. This (strengthening) does not (result) in the acquisition of a thing but
only in the removal 34 of what is not it. Thus if he strengthens the good 35

(force)

he removes (thereby) the evil from himself 36 and becomes an angel. If he
strengthens the evil

37
(force) he removes (thereby) the good (force) from

himself 38 and becomes a devil. He (resembles) someone who, having watered his

sowing in such a way that at a certain place water was gathered in access ofwhat
was intended, addresses himself to opening up a channel for its flowing out. For
this does not result in the watering of something but only in the removal of a
surplus from his sowing. 39

Q 60. When the ascetic in question is able to magnify what is small and to

make many (R, 194) what is few, and thereupon makes out of his body (several)

bodies for co-operation with a view to one aim, are these bodies (a) (provided)
with (several) hearts or (b) with (one) heart or (c) are they without (any) heart?
The last (possibility) (c) would necessarily have the consequence that there

would be dead corpses. The second (possibility) (b) would have the consequence
that (only) one of them (could) act, for first the heart thinks and then, in a way
corresponding to this and following upon it,

40 the body acts.
41 And if (a) the

(several bodies) are (provided) with several hearts, both the thought and the

action differ from one another.42
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Ans. Each of these (bodies) has a heart of its own and none of them (does)

any thing on its own independently of the others in such a way that there might
arise a difference between them. For they are bodies and hearts which have
emanated from (the ascetic).

43 Accordingly the first (of them) is the root whereas
the others are consequent upon it.

44

Q.61. Which of the five ways referred to above of obtaining siddha-hood is

the most excellent?

Ans. The fifth and the last (way), which consists in controlling and
suppressing the senses.

45

Q 62. If the siddha-hood in question is common to the followers of the five

ways, what is the reason for singling out the last of them as being most
excellent?

Ans. For (the followers of the other four) cannot avoid (acting in one of
the following ways: they can either perform an action resulting in) merit or (one

resulting in) demerit, or (they can do something) intermediate between the two.

Consequently their hearts are divided because of the recompense or the

retribution for the acquisition (of the action in question). On the other hand,

(the follower of the fifth way has) a heart truly free
46 of (involvement). There is

a (vast) difference between one who is free
47 (of involvement) with something

and one who is involved with it.
48

Q 63. If a man acquires (an action) which entails retribution (whilst he is) in

a mould in which (the action) was acquired, the space of time which separates

the two states is a long one 49 and he (may) forget the matter.

Ans. The action 50
is attached to the soul, for it is its deed, and the body is

an instrument with regard to the action. 51 (Now), with regard to things

pertaining to the soul there is no forgetting, for they are outside time, which
determines proximity and remoteness in duration. 52 Through being attached to

the soul the action (in question) transforms its character and nature into the
likeness of the state into which it is transferred. 53 Now, the soul, through its

attributes, is cognizant of, and remembers, it; (the soul) does not forget.

However, when it is united with the body, the turbidity of the latter obscures 54

its light.
55 (R, 195)

Q 64. Supposing someone (who is) evil
56

is transferred to an evil (state) and
acquires in the course of being transferred something whereby the evil is

multiplied, does this have a definite limit necessitating a cessation (of this

process) or (does it) not? 57

Ans. As for a limit, it is not known to us even if it exists.
58 However, we

see
59 that adolescent and young men are joyful (when given) an intimation (that

is favourable) to them (namely that they will have) a long life, and are sad (when
given) an intimation that is unfavourable to them (namely that) death (will

come) in a short time. Now why should (one of) the two (intimations be

regarded as) favourable and the other as unfavourable unless they have tasted

the sweetness of life and known the bitterness of dying in the past cycle 60 (of

birth and death) in which they transmigrated on account of the (various)

kinds 61 of retribution. 62

Q 65. If no beginning 63 to this (i.e. to this transmigration) is known and if

he is moved repeatedly between ‘ acquisition ’ and requital then this ‘ action
’

becomes in the various moulds nature 64 for him, so that no end either is known
to it (i.e. to the transmigration). 65 This would lead to his being wholly cut off 66

from attaining liberation.

Ans. If this ‘ action ’ had no cause generating it and impelling to it then the

matter would be as you conceive 67
it. However, you know necessarily 68 that it

(i.e. this ‘ action ’) has causes that occasion it; and if the causes were to be cut off
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then the ‘ action ’ (karma) would also be cut off and would come to its end and

its termination; and the way towards the quest for liberation would become

easy.
69

Now, since the heart is agitated when remembering the consequences (of

one’s actions) and is preoccupied with the requital that may have been prepared

for it, sometimes desiring what may be the pleasurable state (it may bring about)

and at other times fearing the wretched state (of which it may be the cause), and

since the requital is annulled through the destruction of what entails merit or

demerit,70 to what—would that I knew—does the heart then attach itselfwhen it

can no (longer) attach itself to (something) it desires or fears? In fact it cannot

but devote itself wholly—to the exclusion (of everything else)
71—to the quest of

liberation. As long (however) as both (i.e. merit and demerit) exist and have not

been erased this (kind of existence) 72 goes on in respect to ‘ acquisition ’ in

(various) moulds—in such a way that it continues and is not cut off; even

though it does not remain in one and the same state, or states that are similar,

but (on the contrary) the two species, (i.e.) good and evil,
73 are transformed one

into the other—either through permutation or through commingling.

Sometimes a man is (in consequence of) reward in (a state of) ease,
74 and his

doings in it force him to bring about evil and suffering to someone else,

(whereby) demerit is entailed; 75 (sometimes) also (in consequence of) punish-

ment he is in (a state of) wretchedness, 76 and in this (state) there come forth

from him some impulses of compassion and of beneficence which necessarily

occasion merit. Thus if both (i.e. merit and demerit) are not simultaneously

annulled detachment 77 does not come about and the cycle 78 (of birth and death)

is not cut off. However, the ascetic referred to above has annulled the effects of

the two 79 as far as the future is concerned, both of them being relegated to the

past so that they are annihilated or nearly (annihilated). Because of this (the

ascetic) obtains the object of his quest. (R, 196)

Q 66. If both (i.e. merit and demerit) become null and void in (the ascetic’s)

past and future and liberation 80
is an existent,

81 how can an existent 82 come
about from two non-existents? 83

Ans. Their being null and void is not absolute but is (a) a transition to

potentiality, or (b) being in (a state of potentiality). The two times (the time of

the past and the time of the future) are (respectively (a) or (b)) and have no

actual effect upon the present which exists in actu. (This is) similar (to what

happens when what is) white becomes yellow and then (what is yellow) becomes

black. For (what is) white and (what is) black are not absolutely null and void

when there is a state of yellowness—for otherwise the existence of the two (i.e.

the black and the white) would have been impossible—but the being 84 of the

two subsists in potential Though it (the being of the two) is too subtle to be

perceived by the senses, it is not too subtle to be apprehended by the intellect.

Furthermore, the two (i.e. the past and the future) have the qualities of the three

primary forces (i.e. the three gunas), the proof being that the past, when it was
the present, was not exempt from requital caused by these (primary) forces; just

as the future will not be free of it (i.e. requital) when it becomes the present.

Consequently the two (i.e. the past and the future) are endowed with existence. 86

For otherwise the two would have no effect on (actual) existence.
87

Q 67. Is it possible that, when the three (primary) forces are changed and
altered, there should be an accord between them with regard to (their) union?

Ans. Why should this not be so? (Thus) the action of the oil, that of the

wick, and that of the fire are different from one another. (However) when their

effects are joined together and their actions united a lamp which gives one light

(only) is (produced). 88 For this (reason) when the heart is purified and the soul
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polished 89 so that both are (joined) together, the intellected (object), the

intellection 90 and the intellecting (subject) are united and become all ofthem the

intellecting (subject).
91

Q 68. What is the meaning of intellected (object) if the intellection intellects

and is united with the (object)? Because of this we maintain 92 that there is

nothing but intellect.
93

Ans. Just as you do not affirm (the existence of anything) but the

intellect,
94 we do not affirm (the existence of anything) but the intellecting

(subject). (But if the matter is) thoroughly studied there is no disagreement

between us (as far as) meaning (is concerned); the disagreement is only in the

expression. 95 The meaning of
4

union
’ 96

in this context(?) 97
is actualized in

(something that is) one. (This is) like (the case of) a man’s wife whom the

husband, when he considers her as giving birth,
98

calls her (R,197)
4

beloved

and when he considers her,99 after a quarrel, with hostility because of an excess

ofjealousy, he calls her
4

hateful and when he considers her as his equal (as far

as) conjugal (life is concerned) he calls her (his) associate.
100 (There are other

cases) like this one in which the meaning is identical (whereas) the designations

are different.

If only 101 intellection existed, the obligatory conclusion would be that

nothing but knowledge and cognition (with regard to the cognized objects)

exists permanently. (However) we see that things that are known may
sometimes be not known. 102 Therefrom it may be known that the difference

between these two states (i.e. knowledge and ignorance) comes about because

an intellecting (subject) intellects by means of an instrument belonging to him,

namely the intellect.
103 Accordingly he knows a thing when it is present

(whereas) it is hidden from him when it is absent. (Furthermore) he may know a

thing, then another thing may come to be present whereupon it too will be

known. Now, (his) knowledge of one of the two different things is different from

(his) knowledge of the other thing; they are divergent. 104
If, however, there

existed nothing except intellection, there would be one knowledge only, and

(this knowledge) would be permanent with regard to all things. However, the

intellect is with regard to the intellecting (subject) similar to a gem 105 (placed)

between the eye and (the object) that is seen: when lighted 106
it brings to the seer

the colours and the shapes 107 of (objects) that are seen.

Q 69. The intellect in manifesting itself is like a lamp in that it does not

require something other (than itself)?
108

Ans. The intellect (in its relation) to one who intellects something is like a

lamp (in its relation) to one who seeks to illuminate something. 109

Q 70. The intellect by itself apprehends itself without requiring something

other (than itself)?
110

Ans. By no means. 111
It (i.e. the intellect) does not (by itself

112
) apprehend

itself, since an aggregate does not aggregate itself but is aggregated by

something other (than itself)- (Now), the intellect is (able) to apprehend only

after the apprehension has been initiated
113 and is (able) to apprehend only by

virtue of being an object of intellection.
114 Thus a trace of the other 115 and some

sort of aggregation occur in it
116

(i.e. in the apprehension of the intellect by

itself). The intellecting (subject) (on the other hand) is not like that, for in it

union without aggregation is realized.
117 Thus your assertion is invalidated, and

what we have said has been established. 118

Q 71. What is the fruit of the true knowledge? 119

Ans. Its fruit is the cessation of desire and of the object of desire.
120

Q 72. What advantage is there in the cessation of this desire?

Ans. The extension 121 of knowledge in such a way that discrimination 122
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overflows and the oneness of the One, the Real One, 123
is recognized as true.

124

(R,198)

Q73. Does a residue of the filth of this world (attach) to him who has

attained this sublime degree 125 or is he cleansed from the pollution of

ignorance? 126

Ans. In this world ignorance is, as it were, natural to man, (whereas)

knowledge occasionally supervenes in him and is strange to him. Residues of

what is an innate quality and a habit must indubitably remain when there is an
onslaught of what should be considered as strange. 127

Q 74. How should one be smelted 128 so as to be completely cleansed of

those (residues)?

Ans. By habituation, training and exercises. How (this should be done) has

been (described) above. 129 Then, when he has little by little become accustomed
to that which is incumbent (upon him), habit will be, as it were, transformed

into nature. 130
It (i.e. habit) will then attack the (original) nature and overcome

it.
131 He who has been habituated is liberated (in this way) from those residues.

When he has achieved this degree, 132 he is removed 133 from the factors that bring

about both merit and demerit. 134 Thus he is cleansed from the pollutions, 135 and
his cognition becomes steadfast 136

in a dimension in which there is no
multiplicity (deriving from) the multiplicity of cognized (objects) (so that)

their 137 moving away and spreading out is by no means easy.
138 Hence, at that

stage, they (i.e. the cognized objects) cease to be in consequence of the union of

the three referred to (above) (i.e. the intellecting subject, the intellect and the

intellected object). 139

Q 75. Which shall be at that stage 140 the state of the three primary forces

(gunas)? 141

Ans. The action of these forces is attached to time and duration, 142

(whereas) the happiness which comes to the happy, 143 earnest (or, fortunate) 144

one escapes 145 time and duration and transcends the three forces (i.e. the gunas)

so as to dispense with them. 146

Q 76. What is the measure of duration (required for this) action?

Ans. An instant 147 which is (equal to the time required for the) twinkling

of an eye.
148

Q 77. How is it known that the action (in question) requires some duration?

Ans. From (what happens) when (an object) whose colour is white is

becoming yellow. 149 For the transition (from one colour to the other) cannot

dispense with a measure (of duration).

Q 78. What 150
is liberation?

Ans. If you wish, you may say: It is annulment of the action of the three

primary forces (i.e. the gunas) and the return of the latter to the source from
which they came; 151 and if you wish, you may say: It (i.e. liberation) is the return

of the soul (endowed with knowledge 152
) to its (own) nature. 153 (R, 199)

Here ends the fourth section, (dealing with) liberation and union, 154 and with

its ending the (whole) book has ended. In its entirety it (comprises) one
thousand and one hundred questions 155

in verse.

Abu Raihan (al-BIrunl) says: This is the book of Patanjali. Its translation

has been motivated by the fact that what is believed by the Hindus in their

(various) schools of thought is hidden from those who, in the books, give

accounts of them. Thus, when (the books in question) draw upon 156 these

(schools of thought) with a view to a debate against opponents 157 nothing (of

the schools of thought in question 158
) that is (certainly) known and can be

referred to by the two disputants (in their argumentation) remains. 159 The
disputation between the two has its origin in (each of them) refuting 160 and
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reprehending (the other). Now, whoever does not recognize what is evil (cannot)

avoid it, and similarly whoever does not recognize what is good does not

draw 161
it. For this reason it has been said: ‘ Study magic, but do not make use

of it ’.

As for the impossible (things referred to) in this book, they can be accounted

for in two ways. One of them is (as follows): one seldom finds people resorting

as we have mentioned—as far as the principles are concerned—to reincarnation

and unification,
162 and—as far as derivative doctrines are concerned—to excess

in asceticism, 163 without their mentioning things whose existence is inconceiv-

able; not to speak of (a) people who consider things similar to those referred to

above to be charismata (vouchsafed) to the saints, and (b) other people,

(distinct) from them, who have even a higher opinion of them 164 and imagine

those (things) to be models (?)
165 for the miracles of the prophets, may the

prayers of God be upon them. I refer to the Christians who have the

characteristics indicated by us. The excess of their asceticism and withdrawal

from the world is attested by the prohibition to have relations with those among
them who (dwell) in hermitages because of the preoccupation of the latter with

their (own) soul and its mortification. 166 (This is done) in such a manner that the

moisture in their bodies disappears and no flesh remains between the skin and

the bones. Occasionally one of them dies while standing up 167 during his

devotions and remains leaning upon the wall supported by a staff, for very long

periods, because of the disappearance 168 of heavy matter in the body and the

absence in it of such putrefaction and what is subject 169 to it. Care is taken of

(such a body) through its being dusted, and it is (well) known (?)
170 through

public report (?)
171 and (its becoming an object of) pilgrimage from (various)

countries. (This goes on) until dryness effects what humidity failed to do,

namely, the separation of (the body’s) parts (from one another) and the rotting

of its bones, whereupon it ceases to exist.

As for their (the Christians’) stories (about) the impossible (happenings),

you will hear from them marvellous (things) when they speak about the

(Church) fathers, (who were) the predecessors, and of the metropolitans and

patriarchs, (who were their) successors, as well as those who suffered

martyrdom for the sake of (their) religion, (describing as they do) the growing of

their hair and nails so that they have to be cut off or pared (although the men 172
)

are dead. (Those among them who hear those tales) never cease marvelling at

them. (R, 200)

The other (way of accounting for the impossible things) is that the Hindus

have a greater propensity 173 (for recounting impossible things), and a lesser one

for reflection and study, so that I could only compare the books on astronomi-

cal calculations—with respect to the meaning and with respect to the order and

arrangement—to pearls mixed with dung, or gems (mixed with) clay.
174 (The

Hindus) have not been given (the criteria which would enable them) to

distinguish between (the two), and they make no effort to study and rectify these

(matters). (The difficulty of doing) this is increased (by the way of life which

leads them) to keep aloof (from non-Hindus) and by the prohibition to associate

with the latter. But for this they would have profited from the criticism of the

opponents and from the refutation of their views by the latter.

As for 175
their disputation with the Samaniyya 176

(i.e. the Buddhists) who
. . ,

177 on points on which they disagree, 178 (we may remark that) the latter (i.e.

the Buddhists) are like them and should not be regarded as superior (to the

Hindus). God permitting, I shall compose a book in which I shall give an

account of their laws, explain their beliefs and provide indications to the

allegories
179 (they use) and their history and some of the sciences (which exist) in
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their country and territories. (This book would serve as) a preparation for

whoever has the ambition to enter their (country) and have converse with them,

provided that God puts off
180 the hour of death and removes such obstacles as

illnesses and diseases.

This is the end of the book of Patanjali—God is the most high and exalted

—

with the help of God and the grace of the Eternal. God have mercy! You are

gracious and merciful.

Excursus

Disquisitions on Indian theories concerning time are found in (I.) Vy. on
YS, sutra 3.52 (Anandasrama edition; cf. B.S.S., Bombay, 1892 edition under
sutra 3.51), and (II.) Vijnanabhiksu’s Yogasararahgraha (ed. G. Jha, Bombay,
1894, 70 seq.—including our rectifications; see notes).

I. Text

yathapakarsa-paryantam dravyam paramanur evam paramapakarsa-paryan-
tah kalah ksanah . yavata va samayena calitah paramanu purva-desam jahyad
uttara-desam upasampadyeta sa kalah ksanah . tat-pravahavicchedas tu kramah .

ksana-tat-kramayor nasti vastu-samahara iti buddhi-samaharo muhurta-

horatradayah . sa khalv ayam kalo vastu-sunyo ’pi buddhi-nirmanah sabda-

jhananupatT vyutthita-darsananam vastu-rupa ivavabhasate . ksanas tu vastu-

patitah kramavalambT . kramas ca ksananantaryatma; tam kalavidah kala ity

acaksate yoginah . na ca dvau ksanau saha bhavatah kramas ca na dvayoh
sahabhuvor asambhavat . purvasmad uttara-bhavino yad anantaryam ksanasya sa

kramah . tasmad vartamana evaikah ksano na purvottara-ksanah santTti . tasman
nasti tat-samaharah . ye tu bhuta-bhavinah ksanas te parinamanvita
vyakhyeyah . tenaikena ksanena krtsno lokah parinamam anubhavati . tat-

ksanoparudhah khalv ami sarve dharmah . [In Sankara Bhagavatpada’s reading

parama deest; he reads abhisampadyeta instead of upasampadyeta; tasya

pravahaviccheda-bhavina anantaryam kramah instead of tat-pravahavicchedas

tu kramah; api deest; he reads sabda-dharmanupati instead of sabda-

jhananupatl; vastu-riipah instead of vastu-patitah; parinamastitaya instead of

parinamanvita .]

Translation

Just as an atom is matter 181 having a minimal extension so an instant is time

having a minimal extension. Or alternatively, an instant is the moment which a

moving atom needs to leave one point (of space) and reach another. A
succession (of instants) is (nothing but) the non-termination of their flow.

Instants or their successions cannot be combined (so as to form) a real (unit):

hours, day-and-nights, etc.
182 are (merely) mental combinations. Time (when

conceived in this manner) is devoid of reality, a (mere) mental construction

pertaining to (merely) verbal knowledge. It appears to the distrait perception of
the profane as if in its nature it were real. On the other hand, an instant falls

(under the category of) real things; it is the support 183 of the succession (of

instants). As for succession it is essentially the non-interruption of the sequence
(of instants).—This is called time by the Yogis who possess knowledge of time.

Two instants do not occur simultaneously, for there can be no succession of two
(things if) they occur simultaneously, for (succession and simultaneity) are

mutually exclusive.

Indeed succession consists in an uninterrupted (sequence) of instants that
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precede and follow one another. Therefore in the present there is only one
instant and no instants that precede and follow one another. Hence there is no
combination (of instants). As for past and future instants they should be

accounted for as inherent in the modifications (of prakrti). Accordingly the

whole world undergoes modification in (each) single instant. Indeed, those

(changing) characteristics (of the world) are dependent on that (single)

instant. 184

II. Text

. . . ksana-rupah kalo vyavasthapyate . tatra nyaya-vaisesikabhyam manyate:

atmavad akhando nitya ekah kalo ’sti . laghavat sa eva tad-upadhyavacchinnah

san ksana-muhurtdhoratra-mdsa-samvatsarddi-vyavahdram kurute, na punah
ksana-nama prthak padartho \sti . sahkhyais tu dik-kalavakasadibhya iti-sutran

mahakalo va ksanadir va prthak padartho nasti kimtv akasam evopadhibhir

visistam ksanadi-mahakalanta-vyavaharam kuruta iti manyate . tad etan mata-
dvayam apy asamahjasam . sthirena kenapy upadhina mahakdldkasabhyam
ksana-vyavaharasyasambhavat . tatha hy uttara-desa-samyogavacchinna para-

manv-ddi-kriyanyad vaitadrsam kimcin mahakalakasayoh ksana-rupatayam

upadhih parair isyate . tatrokta-samyoga-visista-kriyadikam ced visesya-

visesana-tat-sambandha-matram tarhi trayanam api paraih sthiratvabhyupaga-

man na taih ksana-vyavaharah sambhavati . yadi ca tat tebhyo ’tiriktam isyate

tarhi tasya visista-samjhd-matram tad eva casmabhih sarvebhyah sthira-padar-

thebhyo ’tiriktah ksana-rupah kala isyate . na tu tan mahakala akasam va tenaiva

ksana-vyavaharopapattau tad-avacchinnasyanyasya ksana-vyavahara-hetutva-

kalpana-vaiyarthyat . sa ca visistadir asthirah ksanah prakrter evatibhangurayah

parinama-visesa ity ato na prakrti-purusatiriktatvapattih . tasyaiva ca ksanasya-

pracaya-visesair muhurtdhoratradi-dvi-pardrdhdnta-vyavaharo bhavati na tv

akhando mahakalo ’sti pramanabhavat . idamm-adyety-adi-vyavaharanam

ksana-pracayenaivopapatteh . kala-nityata-sruti-smrtayas tu pravaha-nityata-

para iti . tasmad avasyakatvat ksanatmaka eva kalo nakhando mahakalo \sti napy
akasam kala-vyavahara-hetur iti siddham.

Translation

. . . The view that time is constituted by instants will (now) be established.

The Nyaya-Vaisesikas maintain:

Like the self (atman) time is indivisible, eternal and one (<eka). In accordance

with the principle of parsimony, this and only this (substance), through being

delimited by conceptual superimpositions (upadhi), accounts for (kurute)

notions such as ‘ instant ’,
4

hour ’,
4

day-and-night A distinct existent

designated
4

instant ’ simply does not exist.

The Sahkhyas maintain:

In accordance with (Sahkhyasutra ,
sutra 2.12) dik-kalav akasadibhyah

(‘Space and time (are explicable as) akasa etc.’) neither ‘extended time’

(mahakala) nor
4

instant ’, (‘ hour ’,
4

day-and-night ’) etc. is a distinct entity; it is

rather akasa by itself, (through being) qualified by conceptual superimpositions,

that accounts for such notions as
4

instant ’ and so forth up to
4

extended time
’

(mahakala).

Author:

Both these views are equally untenable. For the notion of
4

instant ’ is

irreconcilable with any durable (sthira) conceptual superimposition on (either)
4

extended time ’ or akasa. For the opponents should be pleased to admit that as
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regards the nature of instants the conceptual superimposition on either

extended time or akasa (may be due to) an activity of atoms etc., which is

delimited by contact with the next (point in) space (desa) or to some other

analogous (factor).

In this case, if the activity etc. (of the atoms) particularized by the contact

referred to above is nothing but

{a) (something) that is to be particularized .

185

(b) a particularizing (character),
186 and

(c) a relation between (a) and (/b),

then it must be admitted by the opponents that as these three are durable, the

notion of instant is irreconcilable with them.

Now, if they wish to posit it (i.e. the notion of instant) as something

superadded to those (three), then this amounts to a mere particularized

designation that is the same as that which we wish to posit, namely time

constituted 187 by instants which is superadded 188
to all durable existents. But

that (which is thus posited) is neither extended time nor akasa. This being by
itself an explanation of the notion of instant, there is no point in postulating as

the reason 189 for the notion of instant (some) other (thing) that is delimited by

the latter. And such a particularized not-durable instant is a particular

modification of prakrti itself which is constantly changing. Therefore the error

(that consists in) superadding (something) to prakrti and purusa (is) not

committed.

(Any) notion such as
4 hour ’,

4

day-and-night ’ and so on (or as)

4 two ’ (and

so on) up to parardha 190
is due to a particularized agglomeration 191 of instants

as posited above; and it is not indivisible extended time, for there is no proof

(that such a time exists), and such notions as
4 now ’,

4

to-day ’, are (likewise)

explicable as agglomeration of instants.

As for the statements in the scriptures and the tradition according to which
time is eternal they should be understood as referring to the eternality of the

flow (of instants). Hence the inevitable conclusion that time is essentially

nothing but instants; and neither indivisible extended time nor akasa can

account for the notion of time. (This has been) established.

NOTES

1 H. Ritter, ‘Al-BIrunfs Ubersetzung des Yoga-Sutra des Patanjali’, Oriens, ix, 2, 1956,

165-200 (henceforth abbreviated as R).

2 We refer to the pagination known to Ritter. Since then the pagination of the MS has been

changed: fols. 417a-424a instead of fols. 412a-419a.
3 Kitab ji tahqiq ma li’l-Hind or al-Birunfs India {Arabic text), Hyderabad, 1958 (henceforth

abbreviated as India, Hyd.).

4 Alias Patanjalayogasutrani. Henceforth abbreviated as YS. References are made to the edition

printed in P. Deussen, Allgemeine Geschichte der Philosophic, i, 3, Leipzig, 1908, 511-43 (abbre-

viated as Deussen). References to certain other editions are given in brackets where appropriate.

References to Woods’s translation, unless otherwise indicated, are to J. H. Woods, The Yoga-system

of Patanjali, or the ancient Hindu doctrine of concentration of mind embracing the mnemonic rules,

called Yoga-sutras, of Patanjali and the comment, called Yoga-bhasya, attributed to Veda-vyasa and

the explanation called Tattva-vaisaradi, of Vachaspati-misra, Cambridge, Mass., repr., 1977.

5 The following commentaries have been used.

I Vyasa, (Patahjalayogasutra-) Bhasya (written between a.d. 350 and 650, probably in the

sixth century a.d., according to Winternitz). Edition: Rajaram Sastrl Bodas (ed.), BSS,

Bombay, 1892. (Abbreviated as Vy.)
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Subcommentaries on I

(a) Sankara Bhagavatpada, (Patahjalayogasutrabhasya-) Vivarana (eighth century a.d.,

according to P. Hacker, who defends the identification of this author with Sankara,

the celebrated Advaitin. See P. Hacker, ‘Sankara der Yogin und Sankara der

Advaitin’, in G. Oberhammer (ed.). Festschrift fur Erich Frauwallner
,
Wien, 1968,

119-48). Edition: Rama Sastri and Krishnamurthi Sastri (ed.), Madras Government

Oriental Manuscripts Library, 1952.

(b) Vacaspati Misra, Tattvavaisaradl (c . a.d. 850). Edition: as in 1(c). (Abbreviated as

Vac.)

Subcommentaries on 1(6)

(i) Raghavananda Sarasvatl, Patahjalarahasya (sixteenth century a.d. ?). Edition:

Sahga yogadarsana, Gosvami Damodara Sastri (ed.), CSS, Benares, 1935.

(ii) Hariharananda Aranya (a.d. 1869-1947), Bhasvatl Edition: in I(6)i.

(c) Vijnanabhiksu, Yogavarttika (mid-sixteenth century a.d.), comments on the YS and

parts of Vyasa’s Bhasya. Edition: Narayan Misra (ed.), Patahjalayogadarsanam,

Varanasi, 1971.

(d) Nagesa Bhatta (= NagojI Bhatta), Bhasyacchayakhyavrtti (end of seventeenth

century and first half of eighteenth century a.d. according to P. V. Kane and P. K.

Gode). Edition: JIvanatha Misra (ed.), Patahjaladarsanam
,
Benares, 1907 (henceforth

abbreviated as Bhasyacchaya).

(e) NagojI Bhatta (= Nagesa Bhatta), {Patahjalayogasutra-)vrtti. This is a separate

commentary, patently different from the prec. though not unrelated to it. Edition:

Dhundhiraj Sastri (ed.), Yogasutra with six commentaries
,
KSS, 83, Benares, 1930

(henceforth referred to as Vrtti).

II Bhojaraja (= Bhojadeva), Rajamartanda (= Bhojavrtti) (tenth century a.d. according to

S. Dasgupta; early eleventh century a.d. according to R. Garbe). Edition: Ramasankar

Bhattacarya (ed.), Patahjalayogasutra, Varanasi, 1963.

Subcommentary on II

(a) Krsnavallabhacarya, Kirana (nineteenth-twentieth century a.d.). Edition:

Yogadarsanam, Benares, 1939.

III Ramananda Sarasvatl, Maniprabha (c. a.d. 1592 according to J. H. Woods). Edition:

in 1(c).

IV Bhavaganesa, Pradipika (seventeenth or eighteenth century a.d. according to Dhundhiraj

Sastri). Edition: in 1(c).

V Ananta, Yogacandrika (= Padacandrika) (nineteenth century a.d. according to

Dhundhiraj Sastri). Edition: in 1(c).

VI Sadasivendra Sarasvatl, Yogasudhakara (twentieth century a.d. according to Dhundhiraj

Sastri). Edition: in 1(c).

VII Narayana TIrtha, Yogasiddhantacandrika (seventeenth century a.d. according to

Ramasankar Bhattacarya). Edition: Ratna Gopala Bhatta (ed.), CSS, Benares, 1911.

VIII Baladeva Misra, YogapradTpika. Edition: Dhundhiraj Sastri (ed.), KSS, 85, Benares, 1931.

IX Krsnavallabhacarya, Bhasya (see 11(a)). Edition: in 11(a).

X Bhavadeva Yogasutravrtti MS, Sarasvati Bhavan no. 29839 (in preparation for

publication).

6 This sutra may be translated: ‘ The functions of the mind are permanently known, since their

master, the self, is unmodifiable ’. Cf. YS,
sutra 2.20, quoted and translated below. For the

terminology employed in this sutra cf. Svetasvatara Upanisad 3.12a: mahan prabhur vai purusah

sattvasya pravartakah ‘ A mighty master is the purusa ,
the instigator of the mind (sattva) . . .’; Maitri

Upanisad 6.16: . .
.
prabhuh saksi . . . \ . . the master, the witness .

.

7 The same technique occurs in quotations from Kitab Sanka (‘ The book of Sankhya ’) in India.

Thus e.g. Hyd., p. 62, 11. 1 seq.: • • • *2JL»U1 jL-i ‘ The hermit in the Kitab Sanka

asked: . . .; the sage said: .
.

(cf. tr. E. C. Sachau, AlberunVs India ,
London, 1910, reprinted Delhi,
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1964 (henceforth abbreviated as Sachau), i, 81). (Cf. the word dL-UI in this passage to in R,

p. 169, 1. 10 (BSOAS,
ch. 1, 1. 9)). Also cf. Hyd., p. 22, 11. 13 seq. (Sachau, i, 30) and Hyd., p. 67, 11. 1

1

seq. (Sachau, i, 89).

8
cf. India

,
Hyd., 61, 11.12-16: JUUS” <uJpj pl*ll lllp J aJIS

oljjlj APpaia A3jJlSC« aJspNIj APjiy jj,l«Jli <J Ulj JLJl (J <UjJU»j

jJl oN oJptl* oylJlJl ^jP AJUaiJLa yd <Jp ^y-^p aIIp

‘.
. . before liberation he existed in the world ofentanglement ,

knowing the objects of knowledge only

by a phantasmagoric kind of knowing which he had acquired by absolute exertion, whilst the object

of his knowing is still covered, as it were by a veil. On the contrary, in the world of liberation all veils

are lifted, all covers taken off, and obstacles removed. There the being is absolutely knowing, not

desirous of learning anything unknown, separated from the soiled perceptions of the senses, united

with the everlasting ideas’ (transl. Sachau, i, 81).

9
cf. Caraka-samhita, Sarlrasthanam, 1.83b: sarve bhava hi sarvesam bhutanam atma-saksikah

‘ For in every creature the self is the witness of all the states (of mind) ’.

10 For the use of pasyati here cf. Mahabharata,
crit. ed., 12.296.9 (quoted below, n. 11).

11
cf. idem, art. ‘ Sankhya ’ in Hastings’s Encyclopaedia of religion and ethics ,

Edinburgh, 1920,

vol. 11, 191-2: ‘The soul continues to exist individually in the state of emancipation, i.e. of final

separation from matter; but it abides in eternal unconsciousness, since, indeed, the material basis

necessary for all the processes of knowledge and experience is wanting ’. Also cf. Mahabharata

,

12.296.9b, crit. ed.: kevalam pahcavimsam caturvimsam na pasyati. This is rendered by A. K.

Majumdar, The Sankhya conception of personality, or a new interpretation of the Sankhya

philosophy
, 1930, University of Calcutta, Calcutta, 126: ‘The twenty-fifth (i.e. the individual

purusa), when [he] becomes free, no longer sees the twenty-fourth category {prakrti) . .
.’. In fact,

however, as proposed by F. Edgerton, The beginnings of Indian philosophy

,

London, 1965, 318, one

ought to read here ca, with several MSS, for na, ‘ not ’. Accordingly Edgerton translates: ‘.
.

.

he only

[kevalam] sees the twenty-fifth and the twenty-fourth (the individual soul and the primal matter) ’,

taking the verse as a whole to refer to the state before liberation, before the twenty-sixth (i.e.

absolute brahman) is ‘ seen ’ as well. (An alternative translation, retaining the na, is the one provided

by Deussen, Vier philosophische Texte des Mahabharatam, Leipzig, 1906, 634: ‘ Weder den

Absoluten [kevalam] noch den Fiinfundzwanzigsten schaut das Vierundzwanzigste ’).

12 This statement is not borne out by the extant Arabic text of al-BTrunfs translation of the YS.

There is some similarity between the passage that follows and India, Hyd., p. 58, 1. 5-p. 61, 1. 6:

lil VP—
/ y

• t .
^ >

O* o\ J
( i

^ \j j! J3 j< ^ <i!

C— u—
^
j— u—

: ^

\a AJ J jAi V \\ ^jA

J V j* AA jl
: ^\j jp j* j

ol Jli o\ V U Sf} Ay
m ^ j jJjL jl j^\ 'i j A
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y \ jjC j ^ oi V j

4l3
(
Ja 3 ^ Ala^ (^J j-bill J d*L^j (3 j*£\

4^©UI j 4—JlOI UjJI ^P 4j 40Up -Lju
(JJ^-
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•
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: f\j'

J\5 S J J
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0^3 j\m$\ A3 O^*^ J 3jv V^a *J-A1jca

uif j 2jOJI i-*\^ c-JlLII ^ Jc dili

J ^^La ^*>^*11,' J '«AC- La
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j
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OjLjtja j j ^
j~ai I U-kJ^ ^*3 6 c-JlaJI j Oj~ai I j <JJtJI

Jj$ j O-kJl j jJt .Uc j j

O all j ‘ Jbjf' J O* J4

A j j 3 J 3 S.IJi\

jtll
(yj ,

,Jidl ,&J1 yu ^ j
6

3 A1A (V—i Wv" ' ? 6

^
-\ jJl>\

^A <sA
-

1

‘ In the book of Patanjali the way to salvation is divided (the text has p— ;
we read: )

into three parts:

(1) The practical one (consisting) in the gradual habituation of the senses to turn away from

what is external to what is internal so that you are only preoccupied with your (own) self . .

(2) (Sachau’s edition of India

,

London, 1987, p. 39, 1. 4, as well as Hyd. p. 60, 1. 7, have .

The reading is adopted here. Cf. R, p. 172, 1. 1; BSOAS, ch. I, p. 317, 1. 5). The intellectual

(way consists) in the knowledge that the changeable existents and the forms which are (destined)

to pass away are bad, so that the heart conceives a disgust for them, and longing for them ceases.

(In this way) one may transcend the three primary forces which are the cause of actions and their

diversity . .

.

(3) It is fitting that (this way) should be an instrument for the (other) two. It (consists in)

worship with a view to God’s granting the achievement of liberation and to His making one fit

for a mould in which gradual progress towards beatitude may be achieved . .

.

(These three parts) are followed by a fourth one (lit.: fourth part), which is based on false

beliefs. It is called rasayana and it (consists in) procedures (involving various) drugs similar to

those (used) in alchemy for the achievement of (things) that (by their nature) are impossible

The Hyd. edition as well as Sachau’s edition have which seems to be incorrect.

The correct reading may be either
4

they are followed by a fourth part ’, or

£lj ‘ He made them to be followed by a fourth part ’. The reference in both readings

would evidently be to Kitab Patanjali, i.e. the YS.

The first
4

three parts ’ referred to in this passage seem to correspond to the ‘ three ways
’

described in al-BIrunFs translation of the YS (see respectively R, p. 171,1. 15; p. 172, 1. 1; p. 173, 1. 9;

BSOAS, ch. I, p. 316, 1. 13; p. 317, 1. 5; p. 319, 1. 10). Al-BIrunFs above description concerning the

fourth part, i.e. rasayana (cf. also India, Hyd., p. 150, 1. 9), poses a problem because: {a) he speaks in

the first place about three parts only, and a fourth part seems to be superadded; and (b) nothing in

the YS (or in the available commentaries) or in al-BIrum’s translation thereof seems to correspond

to this part. Several solutions to this problem may be proposed but none of them can be

substantiated. The question remains open.

For the expression j aJj Jp LA here in Q 57, cf. the

term sahkalpa-siddhi used by Vy. on YS, sutra 4. 1 in order to explain the siddhis produced by tapas

(‘ ascetic practices ’). One of the meanings of sahkalpa is
4

intention ’, i.e. the Arabic aJ occurring in

the phrase which has just been quoted. However, in the recension of Vyasa’s commentary available

to us sahkalpa-siddhi is explained as meaning kama-rupT yatra tatra kama-ga ity evam-adi
4 among
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other things, the capacity to assume any shape that one desires (or) to go wherever one wishes ’.

It may be noted that Vijnanabhiksu in his Yogasarasahgraha, op. cit., p. 59, 11. 10-11 uses the

expression sahkalpa-yogaja-dharmabhyam which appears to mean ‘ dharmas produced by either

sahkalpa or yoga ’. The term dharma here appears to mean a quality leading to the acquisition of

siddhis. Consequently Vijnanabhiksu appears to consider that sahkalpa which may mean ‘ inten-

tion ’ (as well as yoga which may mean samadhi

)

can bring about the acquisition of siddhis

.

Thus the

term sahkalpa as employed by Vijnanabhiksu above corresponds to al-BTrunEs ‘ intention
’

regarded as producing siddhis.

The five kinds of siddhis of YS, sutra 4.1 are paralleled by the five Buddhist rddhis of

Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosa, as pointed out by La Vallee-Poussin, ‘ Le Bouddhisme et le Yoga
de Patanjali ’, Melanges chinois et bouddhiques

,

Brussels, v, 1936-7, 241-2: ‘ Les facultes magiques

sont innees ou produites par la naissance (Janma), produites par les herbes (osadhi), les formules

{mantra), la penitence (tapas), la concentration {samadhi).—Comparer Kosa , vii, 122: La rddhi est:

1. nee de la meditation {bhavana = samadhi); 2. obtenue par le fait meme de la naissance

{upapattilabhika = janmaja); 3. faite par les formules ou “ sciences ” {vidya, mantra); 4. faite par les

herbes; 5. nee de Facte (ikarmaja).’ The term karma (a word which can also have the meaning ‘ ritual

act, act of worship ’) appears to correspond to tapas. This is confirmed by the fact that in the

Bhagavadglta karma in 5.11 seems to correspond to tapas in 17.14-16. 5.11 reads:

kayena manasa buddhya kevalair indriyair api/

yoginah karma kurvanti sahgam tyaktvatma-suddhaye
/

/

‘ Yogins do their acts with body, mind, spirit, and even the senses disengaged, in order to purify the

self, without any interest in the acts themselves ’ (transl. J. A. B. van Buitenen, The Bhagavadglta in

the Mahabharata, Chicago, 1981). 17.14-16 reads:

deva-dvija-guru-prajha-pujanam saucam arjavam/

brahmacaryam ahimsa ca sariram tapa ucyate//

anudvega-karam vakyam satyam priya-hitam ca yat/

svadhyayabhyasanam caiva vahmayam tapa ucyate//

manah-prasadah saumyatvam maunam atma-vinigrahah/

bhava-samsuddhir ity etat tapo manasam ucyate/

/

‘ Askesis of the body comprises homage to gods, brahmins, gurus, and sages; purity; uprightness;

continence; and non-violence. Askesis of speech comprises speech that does not hurt, is veracious,

pleasant, and beneficial, as well as recitation of the daily lesson. Askesis of the mind comprises

serenity of mind, gentleness, taciturnity, self-control, and inner purity ’ (trans. van Buitenen,

op. cit.). This is the only passage in the Bhagavadglta to which the following account in India (Hyd.,

pp. 60 seq.) seems essentially to correspond:

jjJl t jjJ! Jp U5
^ » jJj

< ^ jjdlj oaJI l^\jJl

I liyj LlH c ‘-A? pjJj o«-lyjJl

.
j-UaJl jtJ' p

‘ The author of the book Gita distributes the duties of worship
[ ]

among the body, the

voice, and the heart.

4 What the body has to do is fasting, prayer, the fulfilment of the law, the service towards the

angels and the sages among the Brahmans, keeping clean the body, keeping aloof from killing under

all circumstances, and never looking at another man’s wife and other property.

‘ What the voice has to do is is the reciting of the holy texts, praising God, always to speak the

truth, to address people mildly, to guide them, and to order them to do good.

‘What the heart has to do is to have straight, honest intentions [a2JI j, to avoid

haughtiness, always to be patient, to keep your senses under control, and to have a cheerful mind ’

(transl. Sachau, i, 80). Evidently al-BIrunl uses here the term oL*Ji to render tapas. On tapas as

belonging to ritual methods for achieving contact with a deity cf. the juxtaposition of tapas with

svadhyaya and Tsvara-pranidhana in YS, sutra 2.1, and see BSOAS, ch. II, p. 530, n. 15.

In conclusion, it would not be implausible to suggest that in Q 57 the term oUJl corresponds to
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tapas of YS, sutra 4.1. Accordingly all the Sanskrit terms in this sutra seem to be accounted for in

the Arabic text ofQ 57 and the answer to it, taken together. The ‘ first ’ way in the Arabic version of

the YS (in the Answer to Q 57) corresponds to janma; the ‘ second ’ way—to mantra
;
the ‘ third

’

way—to osadhi; the ‘ fourth ’ and ‘ fifth ’ ways refer to the two ways mentioned in the question,

which in turn correspond to tapas and samadhi respectively.

For (‘ sincere intention ’) in Q 57 cf. Sankara’s gloss on bhava-samsuddhi in the above

quoted passage from the Bhagavadgita (17 .16): parair vyavahara-kale ’mayavitvam ‘ absence of guile

when dealing with other people (Also cf. bhava-sudhim and bhava-sudhita in Asoka’s Seventh

Rock Edict (Girnar), 11. 2-3, E. Hultzsch, Inscriptions ofAsoka, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, i,

Oxford, 1925, 13.)

13
JUbljJI . Here oUj seems to mean the state of the siddha, i.e. the ascetic endowed with

siddhis, while appears to signify siddha . Cf. our note in BSOAS, ch. Ill, p. 285, n. 172, and in

particular the following passage from India (quoted loc. cit.):

jJUdl tal Nj jjAj j^ {j* Lj ^Jl (3

LaJLP Lj- jLpij

‘ The zahid in this world with no knowledge acquires transcendence (over the gunas\ cf. Hyd., p. 60,

11. 8-9: Jj'Vl fa]\ Jp ) and reward but is not liberated . . . and if he is satisfied with

acquiring the above-mentioned eight qualities (the Hyd. edition has JU-I ;
Sachau’s edition has

JLaJ-i ;
the correct reading seems to be JLaiU

;
the eight siddhis seem to be referred to), and glories

in, and is successful through, them and regards them liberation, is left with them (only).’ (For

read (‘rejoice in’)? Cf. R, p. 191, 1. 17). Also cf. the definition of siddha in India

,

Hyd., p. 70, 1. 19 seq.:

jlj Lj jJi if L« ^Jp jl (JL

‘ Siddha is he who has attained by his action the faculty to do in the world whatever he likes, but

who does not exert himself on the path leading to liberation ’ (Sachau, I, 93).

oUjJl corresponds to siddhayah in YS, sutra 4.1. The sutra reads: janmausadhi-mantra-tapah-

samadhi-jah siddhayah ‘The siddhis are produced by means of (1) birth, (2) herbs, (3) spells, (4)

ascetic practices or (5) concentration.’ For the juxtaposition of osadhi with mantra here cf.

Bhagavadgita 9.16: ... aham ausadham mantro ’ham . . .
‘ (The Lord said:) ... “Iam the herbal

extract (i.e. Soma; cf. ibid., 15.13), I am the (efficacious) formula . .
.’ Also cf. the following verse

from Sivadharmottara quoted in Sankara’s Bhasya on Svetasvatara Upanisad 1.1 (Gorakhpur n.d.,

Gita Press, 46):

mantrausadhi-balair yavaj jiryate bhaksitam visam/

tadvat sarvani papani jiryante jhaninah ksanatH

‘ Just as poison when taken is dissipated by the powers of spells and herbs, so all sins of a man of

insight are dissipated instantaneously.’ Also cf. Dandin’s Dasakumaracarita
,
Pithika 1, Ucchvasa 1,

last paragraph: mani-mantrausadhi-maya-prapahca-cahcutvam
,

‘ skill in the realm of (acquiring)

wondrous powers (by means of) jewels, spells and herbs ’. On the effectiveness of incantations and

herbs see Vac. and Vij. on YS, sutra 1.24; Vatsyayana on Nyayasutra 2.1.69; Madhava’s

Sarvadarsanasahgraha, ch. Carvakadarsana, ed. Varanasi, 1964, 21. On the meaning of the term

mantra in general see J. Gonda, ‘The Indian Mantra’, Oriens, 16, 1963, 244-97. See also ed.

H. P. Alpert Mantra (Albany, N.Y., 1989).

14 Ritter’s printed text has oL*J! . This seems to be a misprint, the correct reading according to

the MS being oL*JL. Cf. R, p. 173, 1. 9; p. 177, 1. 15 for al-BIrunfs use of the term. The only Sanskrit

term in sutra 4.1 which may correspond to o^LJl is mantra, ‘ spell, incantation ’. The term isvara-

pranidhana (v.l. for isvara-prasada, ‘ God’s grace ’, which occurs in the Anandasrama printed text)

may possibly be a closer parallel than mantra

,

as far as meaning is concerned. The term occurs in

connexion with a discussion involving the siddhis in Vy. on YS, sutra 3.6: isvara-pranidhanaj

jitottara-bhumikasya ca nadhara-bhumisu para-citta-jhanadisu samyamo yuktah kasmat tad-

arthasyanyata evavagatatvat ‘ For one who has achieved the higher stages through the directing of

his mind to God, there is no point in applying Discipline with regard to the lower stages (represented

by perfections) such as knowledge of the mind of another person, since the purpose of this (i.e. of the

latter) will have been achieved by other means (we read anyata eva, with the Anandasrama printed
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text instead of anyathaiva which occurs in some MSS) (i.e. by the directing of his mind to God).’

Also cf. Vijnanabhiksu’s following remark, in discussing this sutra in his Yogasarasahgraha (ed. G.

Jha, Bombay, 1894, 61 (85-6)): prahladadinam bhaktyadi-janya-siddhayas ca tapah-siddhi-madhye

pravesaniyah ‘ Those perfections, belonging to Prahlada and others, which are produced by

devotion (bhakti

)

etc., are to be (considered as) included in (the category of) the perfections

produced by ascetic practices.’ (For the narrative of Prahlada’s fearless devotion to Visnu who

endowed him with extraordinary protection from his persecuting father see Visnu-Purana
,
Book I,

ch. xvii seq.; cf. India
,
Hyd., 302 seq.; transl. Sachau, i, 364 seq.). See also n. 22 below. Also cf. the

reference to stuti (‘ praise ’), abhivadana (‘ salutations ’) and sraddha (‘ faith ’) by Vy. on YS
,
sutra

4.10 as means of perfecting the mind and increasing its powers.

15 The MS has (‘ pure and devout ’). We accept Ritter’s reading ^ yoW? . In

this context these two words seem to be synonymous. Cf. R, p. 192, 1.20 seq.:

SjL$ia£ ^ As long, therefore, as the heart has not yet achieved a puri-

fication similar to that of the soul. . .; (BSOAS

,

ch. Ill, 265).

16 In R, p. 183, 1. 3 al-BIrunl appears to use the term^-Ji to render the Sanskrit sauca, ‘ purity ’.

17J^i. Cf. R, p. 176, 1.4.

18

j may reflect a description of the term tapas of YS, sutra

4.1. Cf. Bhagavadgita, 17.16: manah-prasadah ... maunam atma-vinigrahah ... tapo manasam

ucyate ‘ Serenity of mind . . . taciturnity, self-restraint . . . —these are called mental ascetic

practices ’.

Jttl.Cf. R, p. 189, 1.5.

20 Cf. upabhoga, ‘ enjoyment ’ as used, in the expression svargopabhoga ‘ enjoyment of

heaven ’, by Vac. under YS, sutra 4.1. Also cf. al-BIrunfs use of in R, p. 177, 1. 14.

21 This corresponds to janma in YS, sutra 4.1. Vy, adloc. explains janma as dehantarita

,

‘ (the

fact of) having entered (another) body ’. He apparently refers to entering another body after a life,

terminated by death, in which the person who has acquired merit stands to achieve siddha-hood.

Sankara Bhagavatpada makes here the following comment: dehantarita yatha yogadina dehantaresu

svargadisu janma-siddhih ‘ (The fact of) having entered (another) body—as when through yoga

(practices) etc. (one enters) another body in heaven or elsewhere. This is the perfection of birth ’.

Also cf. Bhagavadgita, 6.40 seq. For the distinction between achievement by birth and achievement

by means resorted to in the current life cf. YS, sutra 1. 19 as interpreted by Vij.

22 This should correspond to mantra in YS, sutra 4.1. In fact, however, there does not appear to

be any correspondence between the Arabic phrase and the Sanskrit text. Nor do the Sanskrit

commentaries point to a way of resolving this difficulty. In consequence we propose somewhat

hesitantly to amend the Arabic (‘ good (deeds) ’) to (‘ hymns ’). From the

graphical point of view this emendation presents some difficulty but does not seem to be wholly

implausible. Cf. also in R, p. 177, 1. 15 seq.:

jjJlj Aj 2^- jjlJl j ol^Lodl aJu^IjS iJ IgJi

<uJl Aj ^ > aUI Aj J jjj L«

‘ As for the way of attaining it, in the case of the striving (aspirant), and the way of return to it, in the

case of the one who forfeited it, it consists in the steadfast performance of acts of worship and in

tiring the body, i.e. fasting, prayer, chants of praise and recitations whereby reward and recompense

are attained, and all that is directed towards the essence of God, may He be exalted, and by means of

which one may come near Him ’ (BSOAS, ch. II, 522, Answer to Q 24), Cf. also Vy, on YS, sutra

2.1: svadhyayah pranavadi-pavitranam japah . . .

‘ Recitation (svadhyaya) consist in the repetition of

purificatory formulas such as “ Om ”
. .

.’. Cf. also al-BIrunfs use of the expression

it. \yd\ in India (Hyd., p. 61, 1. 1; cf. transl. Sachau, i, 80) in giving an account of the

conception of ‘ worship ’ in the Bhagavadgita (cf. op. cit., 17.14-16). Cf. R, p. 173, 1. 10 (cf. BSOAS,
ch. I, 319, Ans. to Q 1 1). Cf. BSOAS, ch. II, p. 530, n. 15; see also n. 14 above.

23
. In a Sanskrit commentary available to al-BIrunl the term vidya, ‘ knowledge, magic

skill ’, may have been associated with mantra.
24 This corresponds to the Sanskrit osadhi in YS, sutra 4. 1 . Vy. ad loc. interprets osadhi as

rasayana. The latter term refers to a pseudo-science which by and large corresponds to alchemy.
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Rasayana is also related to Ayurveda medicine, where it forms one of its traditional eight branches

(cf. H. Zimmer, Hindu medicine
,
Baltimore, 1948, 90; J. Filliozat, The classical doctrine of Indian

medicine , English transl., Delhi, 1964, p. 12, n. 3). Different aspects of its practice are described by

commentaries ad loc. Thus Vy.: osadhibhir asura-bhavanesu rasayanety evam-adih
4 By herbs, i.e. by

rasayana (practised or: produced) in the dwellings of demons ’ (whereas the perfections due to

‘ birth ’ belong to the devas,
4

gods cf. Vijnanabhiksu’s Yogasarasahgraha, op. cit., 61 (85)). This

terse comment by Vyasa is further expounded by Vac.: manusyo hi kutascin nimittad asura-

bhavanam upasampraptah kamaniyabhir asura-kanyabhir upamtam rasayanam upayu-

jyajaramaranatvam anyas ca siddhlr asadayati, ihaiva va rasayanopayogena yatha mandavyo muni . .

.

‘ When a human being, having, for some reason or other, approached the mansions of the demons,

uses the elixir of life (rasayana) offered to him by the charming virgin daughters of the demons, he

attains immunity from decay and from death and other (such) perfections; or (this perfection may

be had even) in this very world by use of an elixir of life, as (exemplified by) the case of Mandavya

. . Vij. ad loc. explains Vyasa’s comment as referring to ‘ the production of an elixir of life

consisting of a medicinal substance (extracted from) herbs’ (rasayanam yad osadhi-dravyam tad-

udbhaveti). Bhoja ad loc., however, explains: osadhi-siddhayo yatha paradadi-rasayanady-upayogat
4 The perfections of herbs—as (for instance) by the use of (means) such as the elixir of life (consisting

of) e.g. quicksilver’. Finally, Vijnanabhiksu, discussing the sutra in question in his Yogasarasahg-

raha (op. cit., 61 (85)) provides a rather comprehensive characterization: asuradinam causadha-

siddhir mahabalavattvadih suvarnadi-siddhis ca
4 To the demons belong the perfection produced by

herbal extracts, such as the possessing of immense strength (reading maha-balavattva with a MS
instead of the printed maha-balatva) and the perfection of (the transmutation of baser metals into)

gold ’. In al-BTrunfs translation here rasayana seems to be identified with herbs (cf. India, Hyd.,

p. 150, 1. 5, quoted below in the present note). The term rasayana occurs also in a passage in India

(Hyd., 58-61, quoted above, n. 12) in which al-BTrunT proposes to give an account of four ways

leading not to the acquisition of siddha-hood as in the passage under discussion, but to achieving

liberation ( L
y?*>U- i.e. moksa). On the beliefs concerning rasayana see India , Hyd., p. 150, 1. 2 seq.:

0jJ »/V£},

a

iplwaJ Ajb
1 J£-Ha LjL-xj jJ Aj -CjLI jJj 1-L^- A^-t

(J! p-f-co
(_rol Ji jA (Ji oUJi IajS 1 ajj:>1 fj yui-U

J
I if jy>- OyUli ^Liil

^jAj ji ^ ^ *LL> o>jl UjJi cloJl

IgiJ Aj^0 ^jA o3li-l b-fs> aLjI *)I A3Xs0
J,1

1-La

‘ They have a science similar to alchemy which is quite peculiar to them. They call it Rasayana, a

word composed with rasa , i.e. gold. It means an art which is restricted to certain operations, drugs,

and compound medicines, most of which are taken from plants. Its principles restore the health of

those who were ill beyond hope, and give back youth to fading old age, so that people become again

what they were in the age of puberty; white hair becomes black again, the keenness of the senses is

restored as well as the capacity for juvenile agility, and even for cohabitation, and the life of people

in this world is extended to a long period. And why not? Have we not already mentioned on the

authority of Patanjali(. . .) that one of the methods leading to liberation is Rasayanal What man

would hear this, being inclined to take it for truth, and not dart off in foolish joy and not honour the

master of such a wonderful art by popping the choicest bit of his meal into his mouth?
4

(Sachau,

trans. I. p. 188-9). Cf. Susruta, Cikitsitasthanam, ch. 29, p. 167 (ed. Madhusudana Gupta, Calcutta,

1836, vol. ii): osadhinam patim somam upayujya vicaksanah/dasa-varsa-sahasrani navam dharayate

tanum
4 Having used soma, the chief of (medicinal) herbs, a wise (person) carries a new (i.e. youthful;

we read navam instead of navan of the printed text) body for ten thousand years.’ Also cf. the

chapter ‘ rasesvara-darsanam
’

in Sayana-Madhava’s Sarvadarsanasahgraha, where quicksilver is

described as having a soteriological function. Cf, also J. Filliozat,
4

Al-BIrunl et l’alchimie indienne ’,

Al-BTrunT Commemoration volume
,
Calcutta, Iran Society, 1951, 101-5; K. V. Zvelebil, The poets of

power
,
London, 1973. For further references and bibliography see M. Eliade, Yoga, immortality and

Freedom
,
2nd ed., Princeton, 1969, 273 seq.; 418-19.

25 The reference by A. Ro§u in his
4 Yoga et alchimie’, ZDMG ,

Band 132, Ht. 2, 1982, 369 to
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‘ cinq voies soteriologiques ’ as if they were mentioned by al-BIrunl in Q 57 of his translation of the

YS is inexact: evidently al-BIrunl speaks in this question of five ways of acquiring oUj i.e.

siddha-hood and not of i.e. liberation (see n. 13 above).

It may, however, be noted that in India al-BIrunl gives an account of Kitab Patanjali in which

rasayana is described as leading towards liberation ( ). Al-BIrunl may have found this view

in the commentary on the YS which he used. Cf. Maniprabha (introduction to the fourth chapter):

trtiye . . . siddhayas coktah, tatra kascid atitanagata-jhanddi-siddhayah sraddha-dvara kaivalya-

yogasyahgam, kascid indriya-jayadayah saksad ahgam ‘.
. . and perfections were described in the

third chapter; among these certain perfections, such as the knowledge of the past and future, are

aids to the yoga of kaivalya (i.e. of liberation), by means of faith; others, such as subdual of the

sense-faculties, are immediate aids.’ Here the term sraddha apparently corresponds to oLp
(‘ worship’) and indriya-jaya—to (‘withdrawal from

sensibilia and control of the senses ’) in Q 57. (On the various meanings of sraddha cf. Minoru Hara,

‘Notes on two religious terms

—

bhakti and sraddha ’, IIJ, 7, 1, 1963-64, 124-45; P. Hacker,
‘ sraddha ’, Wiener Zeitschriftfur die Kunde Slid- und Ostasiens und Archivfur indische Philosophies

Is 1963, 151-89. For further bibliography on this term see W. Cantwell Smith, Faith and belief
\

Princeton, 1979, 209.) The phrase ^ cJii Jd (‘ you said previously ’) here in Q 57 may
reflect Vyasa’s remark: samadhi-jah siddhayo vyakhydtah ‘ The perfections produced by concentra-

tion have (already) been explained (in YS, chapter III, sutras 16-19, 21-36, 39-42, 51; cf. Vac.

ad loc.: adhastane pade ‘ in the preceding chapter’) ’ (Vy. on YS, sutra 4.1). Also cf. below in the

Arabic text (Answer to Q 57, R, p. 183, 1. 9): Nji U ^—olil-ij (‘ The fourth and the fifth

(ways) are those (characterized) in the first place ’).

26 The fourth and the fifth ways are characterized in the question (as distinct from the answer) 57.

As regards the fifth way, i.e. the siddhis produced by samadhi, Vy. on YS, sutra 4.1 confirms al-

BlrunFs statement that the siddhis in question have already been described: samadhi-jah siddhayo

vyakhydtah ‘The perfections produced by samadhi have (already) been explained’. Al-BIrunFs

assertion that not only the fifth but also the fourth way has been previously referred to may possibly

be due to his misunderstanding a text somewhat similar to the one found in Nagesa Bhatta’s

Bhasyacchaya on YS, sutra 4.1: tapasa sahkalpa-siddhis tapo-janya sa samadhi-ja vyakhydtah ‘ By

ascetic practices (is achieved) the perfection of sahkalpa (‘intention’; see above, n. 12), i.e. that

which is produced by ascetic practices; as for the products of concentration they have already been

described ’. If a phrase such as this were slightly altered it could be interpreted as meaning that the

siddhis produced by tapas as well as those produced by samadhi had been previously referred to.

27 The MS and Ritter’s printed text have jJUS
^
b jli .We propose to read dlb ^>b L. 0U •

28
Ritter’s reading of this word which is not clear in the MS appears to be correct. Cf.

in India, Hyd., p. 42, 11. 1 1-12: ob^>-^il bi

• •
• W Also cf. loc. cit. 11. 13-15: oibui! ^ ftfVlj bl ?y)\ JU j

^

jl fUPAJ oJl^ll
. Andcf. R, p. 180, 1.6 and R, 189, 1.9.

29
i.e. deva. Cf. in Vij. on YS, sutra 4.1: aihikena karmana devadi-dehantare ... ‘ in entering

a body (belonging to) another (genus) such as (the genus) of gods by virtue of (acquiring the

respective) karma during the current life-time . .
.’. Also cf. Vac. ad loc.

30 Al-BIrunl uses jlkJi to render any of the following: raksasa, asura, yaksa. Cf. India, Hyd.,

p. 68, 1. 13 (cf. transl. Sachau, i, p. 90, 1. 29); Hyd., p. 69, 1. 19 (cf. transl. Sachau, i, p. 92, 1. 10). Cf.

the mention ofyaksa in Maniprabha on YS, sutra 4. 1
:
janmana yaksddJndm akasa-gamanadi-siddhih

‘ the perfection of being capable of passing through the air by virtue of being born (into the relevant

genus) belongs to yaksas, etc. ’.

31 The word 2^“* occurs in India in the following passage (Hyd., p. 68, 11. 16 seq.):

^ ^
^C.3 ^

3

N Ija-&j idjJi)l
'
ji

‘ According to a famous popular view (among the Hindus), there are eight classes of spiritual beings:

(1) The devas, i.e. angels, who inhabit the north. They especially belong to the Hindus ... (2) The
daityas and danavas, i.e. the demons who inhabit the south. They include everybody who opposes
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the religion of the Hindus and acts hostilely to the cows. Despite the near relationship which exists

between them and the angels (<devas), there is, as (the Hindus) maintain, no end of strife and fighting

between them.’ (Cf. the expression daitya-danaya-mardana
,

‘ crusher of the daityas and danavas ’, an

epithet of Indra, the chief of the devas.)

For the general idea underlying the last phrase in the Answer to Q 58 cf. Bhagavadgita
, 14, 18;

urdhvam gacchanti sattva-stha madhye tisthanti rajasah/

jaghanya-guna-vrtta-stha adho gacchanti tamasahU
‘ Those abiding in sattva go upwards, those in rajas stay in the middle, those who abide in tamas , the

lowest of the gunas, go downwards ’ (transl. van Buitenen). Sankara ad loc. comments on urdhvam

gacchanti (‘ go upwards ’): deva-lokadisutpadyante ‘ are born in the region of the gods etc.’; while

Vallabha ad loc. comments on adhas (‘ downwards ’): tato ’dho-bhaga-rupam jaghanyatvena

nirupitam sthanam ataladi yathasuranam vairocanadinam tatra sthitih ‘ A station located in a still

lower region, characterized by being inferior, e.g. Atala, which belongs to demons (asuras) such as

Vairocana ’. Also cf. Brhadaranyaka Upanisad
, 1.3.1: dvaya ha prajapatya devas casuras ca ‘ Verily,

there are two classes of prajapati’s creatures: devas and asuras ’. Also cf. Bhagavadgita 16.6(a): dvau

bhuta-sargau loke ’smin daiva asura eva ca ‘ There are two kinds of creation in this world, the divine

and the demonic \

The answer to Q 58 corresponds to YS, sutra 4.2: jaty-antara-parinamah prakrty-apurat, ‘ The

transformation into another class (of beings) is due to a consolidation (or: preponderance, lit.

‘ overflow, excess ’) of (one of the) prakrtis (i.e. of one of the three gunas)
’. The translation of apura

as ‘ consolidation ’ is based on al-BIrunfs Arabic text as well as on one of the explanations of apura

proposed by Vij. ad loc.: apura-sabdenapi prakrtinam samhananam api grahyam ‘ Furthermore, the

word apura is also to be taken to refer to the consolidation of the prakrtis ’. The word samhanana

occurring in YS, sutra 3.46 is rendered by al-BIrunl by (‘ strengthening ’). Consequently it

seems probable that in this passage likewise al-BIrunfs term is a translation of samhanana. In

the commentary used by al-BIrunl the expression prakrtinam samhananam used by Vij. or some

similar expression may have been employed in the sense of strengthening one of the three gunas.

Vij.’s alternative explanation consists in distinguishing between apura, which does not wholly

proceed from the yogi’s will, and sahkalpa, in which only the yogi’s volition is involved. For

sahkalpa which is both cognitive and conative cf. BSOAS, ch. Ill, p. 292, n. 217.

For the understanding ofprakrti (constituent evolving cause) here as referring to the three gunas

cf. Bhavaganesa on YS, sutra 3.44: prakrty-akhyam guna-trayam cdnvayakhyam rupam sarva-

karyesv anugatatvat, ‘ And the three gunas, known as “ the prakrtis ”, constitute the aspect (of the

five elements) which is known as “ anvaya ” (‘ inherence, immanence ’) by virtue of their persistence

in (the constitution of) all (their) effects (i.e. products) ’.

According to Vac. as well as Vij. on YS, sutra 4.2 the prakrtis of the body (kaya) are the five

elements, and that of the sense-faculties is asmita (= ahamkara, ‘egoism, self-reference, the

awareness “ I am ”
’) (also cf. Vac. on YS, sutra 3.25: prakrtih = pahca-tanmatrani). However, see

also Vy., Vac., Vij. and Sankara-Bhagavatpada on YS, sutra 3.44 for the relation between the five

elements and the three gunas whereby the latter are inseparable from the former. Thus Vy., loc. cit.:

bhutanam caturtham rupam . .
.
guna karya-svabhavanupatino ’nvaya-sabdenoktah ‘ The fourth

aspect (of the five elements) consists of the three gunas . .

.

which persist in the constitution of their

effects (i.e. products) and are signified by the term anvaya'

.

Also cf. Vy. on YS, sutra 3.47:

caturtham rupam . .
.
gunah yesam indriyani sahahamkarani parinamah ‘ The fourth aspect (of the

sense-faculties) consists of the three gunas . .
.

,

the sense-faculties and the awareness “lam” being

their modification ’. Also cf. Sadasivendra Sarasvatl on YS, sutra 4.2: pradhanadayah prthivy-antah

prakrtayah ‘What is referred to by prakrtis begins with Primordial Nature and ends with the

element Earth ’.

For in the Arabic text (Ans. to Q 58) cf. jati in YS, sutra 4.2.

32
. Cf. R, p. 179, 1. 12. R, p. 189, 1.9; R, p. 194, 11. 12, 14; R, p. 195, 11. 7, 16 and

passim. Also cf. India, Hyd., p. 42, 11. 16 seq. On * and see e.g. M. Schwarz,

‘ Acquisition (kasb) in early Kalam ’, Islamic philosophy and the classical tradition; essays presented

to Richard Walzer (ed. S. M. Stern, A. H. Hourani and V. Brown), Oxford 1972, 355-87. See also
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Shlomo Pines and Michael Schwarz, ‘ Yahya ’ibn ‘Adi’s refutation of the doctrine of acquisition

(iiktisab

)

—edition, translation and notes on some of his other treatises, Studia Orientalia—
Memoriae D. H. Baneth Dedicata, Jerusalem, 1979, pp. 62 seq.: ‘ Some of the early Mu‘tazila, out of

a desire to describe God as just in rewarding and punishing men for their actions spoke of man as

“ creating ” (khalaqa) his actions. Some early thinkers such as Dirar ’ibn ‘Amr took exception to

this infringement of the prerogative of God as Sole Creator. When, in contradistinction to the

Mu‘tazila, they insisted that it is God who creates the human action, but nevertheless man performs

it and will be taken to task for it, it was only natural that they expressed this “ performing ”, as

distinct from “ creating ”, by the Qur’anic kasb
,
which, as we have seen, denoted both action and

responsibility. The more so as Dirar, and after him al-Najjar and al-Ash‘arI and his school needed,

in order to describe man’s role in performing his own actions, created for him by God, a word which

conveyed “ action ” but not “ bringing into existence ”. The normal Arabic word for “ to act ”, “ to

do ” fa'ala can also mean “to bring into existence”. Kasaba which does not convey this latter

meaning was therefore preferred*. . . Abu’l-Husayn al-Najjar and Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash‘ari (873-935)

took over from Al-Dirar that human actions are created by God while man performs (kasaba

,

acquires) them. Like the Mu’tazila, al-Ash‘ari and his school distinguished between voluntary and

involuntary actions. But unlike them they did not consider the voluntary action to be created by its

human agent. Al-Ash‘arl distinguished between necessary (darura) actions such as “ shaking from

hemiplegia (falaj) and shivering from fever ”, and “ acquired ” (kasb) actions such as “ coming and

going

33 JjU . Cf. R, p. 167, 1. 15 (cf. BSOAS, ch. I, p. 309, n. 58); R, p. 193, 1. 16; R, p. 175, 1. 18;

R, p. 184, 1. 21. Also cf. R, p. 167, 1. 16: S -Jydl —
‘
generation not according to

the mode of (ordinary) birth’ (BSOAS, ch. I, 309; R, p. 189, 11.4-5: jl aljf lil

4^-jj j>\ Jl oJL~>- jfi iiUj'yi IJla j Jj£J
—

‘ If he wishes that he, except for his

spirit, be transported in this entanglement, from his (own) body to another body . .

.’ (BSOAS,

ch. Ill, 262).

34
. This word, which appears in the MS as

,
has been left out by Ritter.

35
IjjJ- I. This term appears to refer to sattva. Cf. R, 191, 11.7-8: JpjJbo^Jlj

w jJ-
1 ^ jjl JjVl dubJl lyd\ ‘ He transcends the three forces: the first

two which (respectively) are pure good and pure evil, and the intermediate one as between the two
’

(BSOAS, ch. Ill, 264, Ans. to Q 50). Cf. Bhavaganesa on YS, sutra 4.2: dehendriya-karana-

sattvikady-avayavopacayad bhavati ‘ (The transformation into another genus) comes about through

the strengthening (or, accummulation, increase) of the constituents endowed with sattva etc. which

are the (material) cause of the body and sense-faculties.’

36
lit. ‘ from his soul ’.

37
. This term appears to refer to tamas. Cf. R, p. 191, 11. 7-8 (see n. 35 above).

38 a~Jl> lit. ‘ from his soul ’.

39 This corresponds to YS, sutra 4.3: nimittam aprayojakam prakrtmam varana-bhedas tu tatah

ksetrikavat, ‘ The instrumental cause does not set in motion the prakrtis (i.e. the gunas) but removes

with respect to the latter an obstruction, as (is done by) a cultivator.’ Cf. Vy. ad loc.: yatha ksetrikah

kedarad apam puranat kedarantaram piplavayisuh samam nimnam nimnataram va napah

paninapakarsaty avaranam tv asam bhinatti tasmin bhinne svayam evapah kedarantaram aplavayanti

tatha dharmah prakrtmam avaranam adharmam bhinatti tasmin bhinne svayam eva prakrtayah svam

svam vikaram aplavayanti ‘ Just as a cultivator who wishes to draw water from a fully watered field

to another one which is on level with it, or lower relative to it, or to one that is (still) lower, does not

draw away the water with his (own) hands but makes an opening in the obstruction, and the opening

having been made the water flows by itself from one field to the other, similarly merit brings about

an opening in the demerit which serves as an obstruction with regard to the prakrtis (i.e. the gunas),

and this opening having been made each of the prakrtis (i.e. gunas) flows to its modification.’ In al-

BlrunFs interpretation the purpose of removing the obstruction is to draw off the surplus of water

rather than the watering of additional land. The expression apakarsati lends itself to this

interpretation. In reference to the gunas this may be taken to signify that one may put an end to the

preponderance of one of the gunas.
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40
Lit. ‘ secondly

41 Both jJb used in the phrase UlJbl and used here in

JjJb jlJ4 ^ mean an organic or living body.
42 For Q 60 cf. Bhoja, introduction to YS

,

sutra 4.4: yada . .
.
yogino yugapat karma-phala-

bhogayatmlya-niratisaya-vibhuty-anubhavadyugapad aneka-sarlra-nirmitsajayate . . .
‘ When ... for

the sake of exhausting (lit.: experiencing) his karma at one time the yogi desires to construct

simultaneously several bodies in view of his mastery (lit.: experience) of unexcelled powers . . Cf.

Vacaspatimisra’s Nyayavarttikatatparyatlka in Nyayadarsana of Gautama

,

ed. Anantalal Thakur,

Darbhanga, 1967, p. 156, 11. 7 seq.: . .
.
yogarddhi- vasad yugapad utpaditanekavidha-dehopbhogenapy

upapatteh . . . acintyo hi samadhi-prabhava ity uktam \ . . since in virtue of the extraordinary powers

attained by yoga it is also possible (for the sage to effect the dwindling away of his karma) by

exhausting (lit.: experiencing) (it) simultaneously through various bodies (of his own) creation . .

.

the super-human powers attained by concentration are traditionally declared to be indeed

surpassing thought.’ Also cf. op. cit., p. 27, 1. 12 (cf. H. Jacobi, Uber das urspriingliche Yogasystem.

Nachtrage und Indices in Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie d. Wissenschaften, Phil.-hist.

Kl., 1930, 322). Also cf. Vy. ad loc.: yada tu yogi bahun kayan nirmimlte tada kim eka-manaskas te

bhavanty athaneka-manaska iti ‘ But when the yogi constructs many bodies, do these (bodies) have a

single mind or have they several minds? ’. Also cf. Vac. ad loc.: tatra nana-manastve kayanam prati-

cittam abhipraya-bhedad ekabhiprayanurodhah parasparam pratisandhanam ca na syatam purusan-

taravat, ‘ In that case if the bodies be provided with more than one mind then the intention of each

mind would be different from those of the others and consequently there would be no conformity to

one mind as well as no interrelation of memories, just as in the case of disparate persons.’ Also cf.

Vy. on YS,
sutra 3.14: nanya-drstasya smaranam anyasyastlti ‘What has been perceived by one

cannot be remembered by another ’.

43
Cf. YS, sutra 4.4: nirmana-cittany asmita-matrat, ‘ The constructed minds (proceed) from (the

awareness) “I am” only’. Cf. Sahkhyasutra, sutra 5.84: na bhuta-prakrtitvam indriyanam aham-

karikatva-sruteh ‘ The faculties (of cognition and action) are not constituted by the elements, since

according to the scriptures they are produced from ahamkara (the category of ego-awareness)’.

Also cf. Vy. on YS, sutra 3.47: ... tesam trtlyam rupam asmita-laksano ahamkarah ; asya

samanyasyendriyani visesah ‘ The third aspect of these (i.e. of the sense-faculties) is the (category of)

ego-awareness—consisting of (the awareness) “ I am ”—which is the generic character of which the

sense-faculties are the particulars.’

On the notion of nirmana-citta cf. Vayu-Purana as quoted by Vac. ad loc.; Vy. on YS, sutra 1 .25.

Also cf. Vatsyayana on Gautama’s Nyayasutra 3.2.19: yogi khalu rddhau pradur-bhutayam

vikarana-dharma nirmdya sendriydni sarlrantarani tesu yugapajjneydny upalabhate ‘ Once the super-

human powers are manifested (i.e. realized) in him, a yogi endowed with extrasensory perception

may construct various bodies equipped with the (various sense-) faculties and may apprehend (with

those bodies) (different) objects of cognition simultaneously.’ Also cf. Badarayana’s Brahmasutra,

4.4.15: pradlpavad avesah; tatha hi darsayati ‘ The entering (of one self into several other bodies) is

analogous to the (case of the one) flame (lighting several other flames), for thus the scriptures

declare.’ Cf. also Sankara ad loc.: eka-mano-’nuvartlni samanaskdny evaparani sarlrani satya-

sahkalpatvat sraksyati . . . esaiva ca yoga-sastresu yoginam aneka-sarlra-yoga prakriya ‘Through the

realization of his act of wishful imagination (the sage) will create other bodies equipped with minds

which function in accord with one particular mind . . . And this is the yogic procedure concerning

the multiplication of bodies of yogis as described in the doctrinal teachings of Yoga ’. Also cf. the

Buddhist concept of nirmana-kaya (see e.g. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, ‘ Studies in Buddhist

dogma: The three bodies of a Buddha (trikaya)’ in JRAS, 1906, 943 seq.; M. Anesaki, ‘ Docetism

(Buddhist) ’ in J. Hastings’s Encyclopaedia ofreligion and ethics, vol. iv, 839). Also cf. the concept of

aupapadika-dehah ‘ (divine creatures) whose bodies are self-produced (i.e. without parent’s sexual

union)’ in Vy. on YS, sutra 3.26 (see Vac and Vij. ad loc.). For further references concerning

nirmana-citta and related doctrines see Gopinath Kaviraj, Aspects of Indian thought, (ch.:

Nirmanakaya), Calcutta, 1966, 137-47.

44
Cf. YS, sutra 4.5: pravrtti-bhede prayojakam cittarn ekam anekesam ‘ While the functions (of
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the several bodies) are distinct there is a single mind that impels the several (bodies).’ The phrase ‘ of

the several bodies ’ may be replaced by ‘ of the several minds and the phrase ‘ the several bodies
’

by ‘ the several minds Both interpretations occur in Bhoja ad loc. The first interpretation is

adopted by Deussen; for the second see also Vy. ad loc.

45 Cf. YS

,

sutra 4.6: tatra dhyana-jam anasayam ‘ (The mind) produced by meditation is without

(any) latent residuum; (for the term anasaya, cf. YS

,

sutras 1.24; 2.12.) Also cf. Bhoja, introducing

this sutra: janmadi-prabhavac cittat samadhi-prabhavasya cittasya vailaksanyam . . .
‘ (With a view to

point out) the distinction between a (constructed) mind produced by concentration and one

produced by (any of the other four sources of perfections mentioned in sutra 4.1) birth etc. . While

Vy. and Bhoja describe the superiority of the mind produced by meditation (dhyana), which Bhoja

identifies with concentration (samadhi), al-BIrunl refers to the superiority of the ‘ way ’
(

lb )

which leads to the production of this type of mind (see Q and Ans. 61). For al-BTrunfs description of

this way as consisting in controlling and suppressing the senses cf. Maniprabha, introducing sutra

4. 1 (see n. 18 above) and Q 57 above in al-BTrunfs text. It is probable that al-BIrunl encountered this

characterisation in the commentary used by him with reference to sutra 4.6. Cf. Vij. ad loc.:

yogenaiva jhanotpattya vasanoccheda-sambhavat ‘ For it is only by yoga that insight is generated

bringing about the removal of the subliminal traces ’. Also cf. Vac. on YS

,

sutra 4.5 (quoting the

Vayu-Purana): prapnuyad visayan kaiscit kaiscid ugram tapas caret ‘ With some (of his constructed

bodies) (Yoglsvara) attains (the enjoyment of) sense-objects whereas with others he engages in

severe ascetic practices ’ (and cf. n. 18 above).

46
lit.

‘ void, empty ’.

47

t
'

vo^’ empty
48 The answer to Q62 corresponds to YS, sutra 4.7: karmasuklakrsnam yoginas trividham

itaresam ‘ The yogi’s activity (karma, i.e. the traces of actions) is neither white nor black (whereas)

that of others is of three kinds (white, black or mixed) ’. Also cf. Bhagavadglta 18.12:

anistam istarn misram ca trividham karmanah phalam/

bhavaty atyaginam pretya na tu samnyasinam kvacitH

‘ Now, there are three kinds of fruits to an act: disagreeable, agreeable and mixed; but such is the

karman of the non-renouncers hereafter, but never of the renouncers ’ (transl. Van Buitenen). (The

Arabic £jUJl ‘ free (of involvement) ’ may correspond to tyagi or samnyasT.)

For the statement aJlp (‘Consequently their

hearts are divided because of the recompense or the retribution for the acquisition (of the action in

question) ’) cf. YS, sutra 4.8. The sutra reads: tatas tad-vipakanugunanam evabhivyaktir vasananam
‘ Thence proceeds the manifestation of those traces (vasanas) only which correspond to the fruition

(of the various kinds of karma)
’. Cf. also Vy. and Vac. (with Raghavananda Sarasvatl) on YS,

sutra 1.24.

49
Lit. ‘ a far one ’.

50
. Cf. India, Hyd., p.272, 1.10: J^*J! ^ y* ^Jill dj ‘Others

maintain that the director (of the world) is karma, i.e. action ’.

51 A parallel passage in India (quoting Q and Ans. 63), Hyd., p. 42, 11. 13 seq., reads:

aJT Aj'S ^

j

jU

‘ The action is attached to the spirit for it is the acquisition (of the spirit), and the body is the

instrument of the latter’. This parallel passage has U» instead of . aJ refers to ‘deed’,

i.e. the deed of the soul. According to both readings the body is an instrument of the soul. The
notion that the body is an instrument of the soul has probably been taken over by al-BIrunl

from the Aristotelian philosophy. See e.g. Aristotle, De Anima, n, 1, 412b 1. The Arabic term

generally used (by al-BIrunl and others) to render the Greek organon is ilT . Cf. e.g. the Arabic

translation of Themistius’s commentary on Aristotle’s De Anima, ed. M. C. Lyons, Oxford, 1973,

Glossary, 234.

For the idea expressed in the sentence in Ans. 63 under consideration cf. also the following

passage in India

,

Hyd., p. 37, 11. 5 seq.:

yu idiiy <d oidil
J>-j J o IfjjJ (J! lil

j
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(j ^3^ J^*j C/* iS^ ^ (4^ j~i
j

h Laj^S' Oi Ajji ja

^ 4
U <j

^-*bl jbU jS' {jA ^-bU U AjLU ji piU JU
‘

. .

.

However, the action is attributed to the soul even though the latter has nothing to do with it.

This is analogous to the case of a man who happens to get into the company of people unknown to

him. They are robbers returning from a village they have raided and destroyed. He has scarcely

walked with them a short distance when they are overtaken by avengers. Being thought to belong to

that band this innocent man is dragged off together with them and treated precisely as they are; thus

the same affliction befalls him, without his having participated in their action.’ (The Hyd. printed

text has
;
we read: Zo ). Also cf. Bhagavadgita 18.16:

tatraivam sati kartaram atmanam kevalam tu yah/

pasyaty akrta-buddhitvan na sa pasyati durmatih//

‘ This being the case, when one, out of failure to understand, regards his transcendent (kevalam) self

as the agent of his actions, one is in error and does not see.’

52 Soli j jl*J1j <jAJt (jib jUjJl UjU IjiU AJUiJl j jLwJ )Jj . On the terms

e-U and oLj cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 270, 11. 18 seq. This passage includes the following statement:

i-bJi £j3jj sill Jyj jUjJl Jyj ‘ (Muhammad ibn Zakariyya al-Razi) considers that zaman and

mudda differ in that (the former), in contradistinction to the latter, is subject to number ’. Also cf.

op. cit., p. 272, 11. 10 seq.:

ijAJjJJ Ujj e-til jb 4-jUU 0)jVl (J y_XSjli Jli J>cj jl

ZLjjJa ^1 6-til 1 JUjilj c <cb JL^-lj S Lo <L5^-I <C««jVl aJ A>-1 j+j J5Jl

1
jb^j J Jj^l jJJill oljlj^a ^_AjJb jJjb jl jU- OjS~aJ jb«jJl

I JL>- IjJlAA jU jX&a jl Jp AP- ^UJl *b£l

‘ In Visnudharmottara (it is stated that) Vajra said to Markandeya: “ Explain to me the times. He

answered that duration ( soil ) is atma-purusa
,

i.e. the spirit

—

purusa being the lord of the

universe. Then he began to explain to him the partial times and their masters as we mentioned in the

respective chapters (in this book). The Hindus divided duration into two periods (or: moments): (a

period of) motion, which measures time, and (a period of) rest, of which it is permissible (to hold)

that it measures (time) by means of the imaginative faculty—a parallel (being drawn) between it and

that which moves, which measures (in) a primary (manner). The aevum (dahr) of the Creator is,

according to them, measured but not numbered, because of the denial of finiteness with regard to

Him. (They believed this) although it is very difficult and impossible to imagine (something) that is

measured but not numbered.’

In this passage of India
,
al-BIrunl ascribes to the Hindus views in which Aristotelian notions

appear to be utilized. The word jji which al-BIrunl employs in speaking of the belief of the

Hindus, according to which time measures motion and rest, is also used in the Arabic translation of

Aristotle’s Physics
,
220 b, 14 f. Cf. Aristutalis, Al-TabVa , ed. A. Baddawi, Cairo, 1964, 1, 442:

aS

’

yLib Uajl jU)JI jli ja Ju jUjJb Jko* a5 jj& lei
‘ For not only do we measure motion

by time but also time by motion ’
( & is an emendation made in accordance with the Greek

original; the Arabic printed text has jjJG and jJLi ). In Physics , Book IV, Aristotle speaks both of

time being the number of motion and of its measuring motion. Al-BIrunfs differentiation—in

relation to the aevum of God—between what is numbered and what is measured may be due to this

use of the two terms by Aristotle. The view ascribed to the Hindus by al-BIrunl, according to which

rest as well as motion may be said to measure time was also held, according to the testimony of

Simplicius and Sextus Empiricus, by the Greek philosopher Strabo of Lampsacus. It was also

adopted by some Arabic and Jewish philosophers. See S. Pines, Nouvelles etudes sur Awhad al-

Zaman Abu’l-Barakat al-Baghdadi, Paris, 1955, 74 ff. Cf. also S. Pines, Beitrage zur islamischen

Atomslehre, Berlin, 1935, 49 seq. For al-BIrunfs use of the terms jb>j and cf. below, Ans. to

Q 75 (R, p. 198, 1. 12). Also see our excursus above.

53 A parallel passage in India , Hyd., 42-3, reads: jJl Obviously al-Biruni

used in both passages the same word, either J^r (‘ fashions ’) oiju^
.

might correspond to JU-

which occurs in the same sentence (l$Jl JazS jJ! JlUl Ji* J! LfpLbj IgiJU JU ).

54
^JaJu —lit. ‘ covers ’. A parallel passage in India

,
Hyd., p. 43, 11. 3-4 reads:
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jjJl Ujjj ‘ the light of the soul is covered by the turbid nature of the body
'
(Sachau, i,

56). Also cf. R, p. 178, 1. 10 (Ans. 27):

jL-jNl jxJij . . . d a^JLa>- ji3 ^1

‘ Ignorance consists in representing a thing in a way contrary to its true reality. Thus (an ignorant

person) regards the impure as pure ... the earthy turbid body as eternal and as being man himself’

(Cf. BSOAS,
ch. II, 523). Also cf. the expression prakasavarana

,

‘ the covering which obstructs the

light’ in YS
,
sutras 2.52 and 3.43. Cf. also YS, sutra 4.30. Cf. also R, p. 183, 11. 14-15.

55 At this point Ritter inserts the following sentence taken from the parallel passage in India ,

Hyd., p. 42, 11. 4 seep: aJla olj j\ aJfs- 1 aLp j\ a*^~J ^
‘ (As may happen, to cite) an example, to a man who recollects something that he knew and then

forgets it because of (a fit of) insanity that befalls him or a (bout of) sickness that overcomes him or

because of intoxication that befuddles his mind (lit.: heart).’ The idea that forgetfulness may be

generated by bodily states occurs in Galen’s abridgement of Plato’s Timaeus extant in an Arabic

translation (the Greek original is lost); cf. Galeni Compendium Timaei Platonis
,
ed. P. Kraus and R.

Walzer, London, 1951, p. 32 of the Arabic text—corresponding to Plato’s Timaeus 86e -87a. The

Arabic word in this abridgement rendering the Greek A17drj (forgetfulness) is jL~J,

The three causes of forgetfulness mentioned in the Arabic text above are attested in Indian

sources. Thus e.g. (a) impairment of memory as an aspect of mental derangement is dealt with in

Caraka-samhita, Cikitsasthanam, ch. 9, verse 13:

sampuranair manda-vicestasya

sosma kapho marmani sampravrddhahj

buddhim smrtim capy upahatya cittam

pramohayan samjanayed vikdram//

‘ In (a person) whose movements are retarded due to over-feeding, the phlegm, combined with heat,

having increased in the joints (lit.: the vulnerable parts), impairs (the powers of) judgement and

memory, and confounding the mind causes (its) derangement.’

(b) Impairment of memory induced by sickness is recognized by Srinivasa in his Yatmdramata-

dipika (B.S.S., 1907, 4): kala-dairghyad vyadhy-adina vd samskara-pramosat smrty-abhavah ‘ Loss of

memory is caused by the effacement of subliminal impressions which in turn is brought about either

by the lapse of a long period of time or by sickness etc.’

(c) Intoxication as a cause of forgetfulness is mentioned by Srldhara’s Nyayakandall on

Prasastapadabhasya (V.S.S., 1895, 268): madenapi samskarasya vinasah ‘The destruction of

subliminal impressions (constituting memory) is also brought about by intoxication.’ (Cf. Jadunath

Sinha, Indian psychology: cognition
,
vol. 1., Calcutta, 1958, for further references and other causes of

loss of memory mentioned in Sanskrit sources, e.g.: intense pain, pleasure or wrath.) For the

description in Indian medical sources of the effect of intoxication on the strength of one’s memory

—

sharpening it in the first stage of intoxication but weakening it in the second—cf. Julius Jolly,

Medicin (Grundriss der indo-arischen Philologie und Altertumskunde), Strassburg, 1901, 120, §92 (
=

English transl. entitled
4

Indian medicine ’, 2nd ed., Delhi, 1977, 146).

Also cf. Pancasikha as quoted by Vy. on YS, sutra 2.6: buddhitah param purusam akara-slla-

vidyadibibhir vibhaktam apasyan kuryat tatratma-buddhim mohena. This is translated by S. N.

Dasgupta as follows:
4 Not knowing the purusa beyond the buddhi to be different from it in nature,

character, and knowledge, etc., a man has by forgetfulness the notion of self therein ’ (in his Yoga

philosophy in relation to other systems of Indian thought
,

repr., Delhi, 1974, 161). Dasgupta’s

original interpretation of moha here as referring to forgetfulness is in keeping with the notion of

smrti-vibhramsa in Caraka-samhita, Sarlrasthana, ch. 1, verse 1.101:

tattva-jhane smrtir yasya rajo-mohavrtatmanah/

bhrasyate sa smrti-bhramsah smartavyam hi smrtau sthitam/l
4 He who, with his self enveloped by rajas and tamas, loses his memory with regard to the true

knowledge (which he possessed in the past) is known as smrti-bhramsa (‘ one whose memory is

deranged’), for what is worth remembering is (normally) retained in memory’ (cf. also S.N.

Dasgupta, History ofIndian philosophy , Cambridge, 1961, 11, 416 seq.). Also cf. Bhagavadglta 2.63:

sammohat smrti-vibhramah
4

Loss of memory comes about from delusion’; op. cit., 18.73: nasto
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mohah smrti labdha ‘ Delusion has been destroyed and memory (of the true nature of the self

—

atma-tattva-visaya; cf. Sankara, ad loc.) is regained.’

The answer to Q 63 corresponds to YS, sutra 4.9: jati-desa-kala-vyavahitanam apy anantaryam

smrti-samskdrayor eka-rupatvdt
4 Though there is separation because of the class (into which one is

born), and because of space and time, there is nevertheless continuity on account of the

correspondence between the subliminal impressions and memory.’ The separation and memory

mentioned in the sutra seem to refer to the traces (vasanas) mentioned in the preceding sutra. Also

cf. YS

,

sutra 4.10. Another possible rendering of eka-rupatva is ‘ identity ’ (cf. Deussen’s transl.).

The opposition between body and soul referred to by al-BIrunl in the present passage is

mentioned by Maniprabha ad loc. in a sentence ascribed to an ‘ objector ’
(nanu): dehasyanatmatve

... ‘ if the body is not the self . . Also cf. R, p. 176, 1. 8: aJju Ji ‘ (At this stage)

his psychic powers overcome his body . .

.’

(BSOAS,
ch. I, 323). There is a possibility that in view of

the fact that the opposition between body and soul is one of the main themes of the mainstream of

Greek and Arabic philosophy al-BIrunl in the present passage had recourse to expressions which

were used in the philosophical tradition with which he was familiar.

The word is used by al-BIrunl to render at least three terms:

(a) purusa : cf. India, Hyd., p. 30, 1. 11: jy^y ‘They call the soul’ purusa
;

cf.

BSOAS

,

ch. I, 307; BSOAS

,

ch. Ill, 304. cf. India
,
Hyd., p. 36, 1. 19. (Note the distinct employment

of the word ‘spirit’ e.g. in India
,
Hyd., p. 47, 11. 18 seq., p. 38, 11.3, 14 to refer to the

transmigrating soul after death; cf. the Sanskrit term jlva).

(b) atman: cf. R, p. 178, 1. 10:

^^j^l O-tdlj 4>-lj oJjJlj 1 odJJij 0
1
y$& ^

4jl ‘j'yi aJIj Lcjj jJ^Ji

‘ Ignorance consists in representing a thing in a way contrary to its true reality. Thus (an ignorant

person) regards the impure as pure, pleasure as good, distress as well-being, the earthy turbid body

as eternal and as being man himself; he is ignorant of the fact that (man) is the soul rather than the

body.’ (This corresponds to YS

,

sutra 2.5: anityasuci-duhkhanatmasu nitya-suci-sukhatma-khyatir

avidya ‘ Ignorance is the apprehension of the impermanent as permanent, of the impure as pure, of

pain as pleasure and of not-self as self’; cf. BSOAS, ch. II, 523, Ans. 27).

(c) citta (mind): cf. R, p. 170, 11. 1-2: ‘(It also consists in) the quelling of the

faculties of the soul.’ (This corresponds to YS, sutra 1.2: yogas citta-vrtti-nirodhah ‘Yoga is the

suppression of the modes of functioning of the mind ’; cf. BSOAS, ch. I, 314).

For understanding al-BIrunfs passage under consideration in accordance with (e), cf. the

following verse quoted by Vy. under YS, sutra 3.15:

nirodha-dharma-samskarah parinamo ’tha jivanam/

cesta saktis ca cittasya dharma darsana-varjitah//

‘ The characteristics of the mind which are subconscious (lit.
‘ excluded from sight ’, i.e. bereft of

self-awareness, in contradistinction to pratyaya

,

which is self-illuminating ‘ cognition ’) are:

suppression (of the modes of functioning), merit (and demerit; v.l.: karma), subliminal impressions

(smrter anumfyate ‘ inferred from memory ’, cf. Vac. ad loc.), modification, as well as vitality,

movement, and potency’. Cf. also Vy. on YS, sutra 4.10, where a contrast is drawn between the

expression bahya (‘ external ’) which is explained as sarlra (‘ body ’), on the one hand, and

adhyatmika (‘ internal ’, lit.:
4

pertaining to the self’) which is explained as manasam (‘ mental, of the

mind ’).

For an alternative understanding of al-BIrunfs present passage in accordance with (a) or (b) cf.

Gautama’s Nyayasutra 3.2.40: smaranam tv atmano jna-svdbhavyat
4 Memory belongs to the self,

since the latter’s essence consists in knowing’. Cf. also Vatsyayana on opcit. 3.1.14: tasya atma-

gunatve sati sad-bhavat apratisedhah atmanah
4

Since it (i.e. smrti, ‘ memory ’) subsists as a quality of

the self, the (existence of the) self cannot be denied ’.

56 Cf. R, p. 176, 1. 5, where the phrase jljSi I (‘ the wicked and the evil ’) appears to

correspond to apunya-sTlesu (‘ of unrighteous character or habitual behaviour ’) in Vy. on YS, sutra

1.33; in contradistinction to jJ-UaJl (‘ the righteous’), which corresponds to punyatmakesu (‘ of

righteous nature ’), loc. cit. The possibility cannot be ruled out that the term ^tJl (‘ evil ’) used by al-
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BIrunI here corresponds to the Sanskrit term dosa (lit. ‘defect, fault, bad condition’ but also

‘ transgression, sin ’) as used e.g. in the following verse from Kurma-Purana (Uttara) 3.20-21 quoted

by Vij. on YS
,
sutra 2.12:

raga-dvesadayo dosah sarve bhranti-nibandhanah/

karyo hy asya bhaved dosah punyapunyam iti srutih/j

tad-vasad eva sarvesam sarva-deha-samudbhavahf

f

‘ Defects, such as desire and aversion, are all based on error; according to the scriptures this

(error) results in the (further) defect consisting of righteous and unrighteous (actions). It is on

account of this (error) that all the bodies of each and every (creature) are produced (in a process of

transmigration).’ It will be noted that dosa in this excerpt refers to both punya and apunya as one

concept.

57 Q 64 may anticipate the following phrase in Q 65: Uajl d ^ (‘ so that no end either

is known to it ’).

For the discussion contained in the present and in the following Q and Ans. cf. Vatsyayana on

Gautama’s Nyayasutra 1.1.2: tattva-jnanam tu . . . dosesu dosa-nimitto ’yarn samsara iti; pretya-

bhave khalv . . . nimittavaj janma nimittavan janmoparama ity anadih pretya-bhavo pavarganta iti,

naimittikah san pretya-bhavah pravrtti-nimitta iti ‘ The knowledge of reality with regard to the

Defects, (dosa, which also has the meanings ‘ transgression, wickedness, evil ’) (takes the form:)

“ Transmigration has the Defects as its cause”; with regard to rebirth (knowledge of reality takes

the form:) “ Birth has a cause; the cessation of (repeated) birth has a cause; (the cycle of) rebirth is

beginningless but ends in liberation; being an effect, rebirth is caused by activity (pravrtti
, i.e.

karman : merit and demerit)

58 The Arabic text has:.^-j d 015 Jtj. An alternative translation would be: ‘even though it

exists’. For the present sentence cf. the expression vijhata-purvaparanta ‘(the wise man) who
comprehends the prior and final limits (of empirical existence) ’, in Vy. on YS

,
sutra 29, with Vac.

ad loc.

59 For a parallel passage to the one beginning with j LSdj, see India
, Hyd., p. 43, 1. 5, where

(5jJ L5dj is replaced by j Ul (‘ do you not see . . .?)

60 In the Arabic jlj.il in the plural. Cf. jjs below, R, p. 195, 1.21. Cf. the expression

SyloJl LJjlH (‘ (this) revolving world ’) in India, Hyd, p. 59, 1. 1. Also cf. the expression samsara-

cakra (‘ wheel of transmigration ’) in Vy. and Maniprabha on YS, sutra 4.1 1.

61 In the parallel passage in India °yrj (‘ kinds ’) is replaced by (‘ finding ’).

62 For the Ans. to Q64 cf. Vac. under YS, sutra 4.10: tasya matur ahkat praskhalatah

kampamanasya mangalya-cakradi-lahchitam tad-urah-sutram atigadham pani-graham avalamba-

manasya balakasya kampa-bhedanumita dvesanusakte duhkhe yd smrtis tan-nimitto marana-trasah

katham bhaved iti ... tac caitad evam prayogam arohati jata-matrasya balakasya smrtih

purvanubhava-nibandhana smrtitvad asmad-adi-smrtivad iti . . . evam smitady-anumita-harsadayo ’pi

praci bhave hetavo veditavyah ‘ How can there be in a child, fallen forward from its mother’s lap and

trembling in consequence, a fear of death due to the memory of pain associated with aversion, as is

inferred from the peculiar quivering of the child as it clasps very tightly in its hand the thread

marked with the disk and other auspicious objects which hang around its mother’s neck? All

this can be logically formulated thus. The memory belonging to a child just born is based on a

previous experience. Because it is a memory. Just like our own Similarly from laughter and
other (physical acts) we must infer joy etc in some previous life to be causes (of the acts of the

child) ’ (transl. Woods). Also cf. Vij. ad loc. Cf. also Vy. ad loc. and on sutra 2.9.

63 This corresponds to YS, sutra 4.10: tasam anaditvam casiso nityatvat ‘They (i.e. the vasanas,
‘ traces, residues ’) are beginningless because of the eternity of desire (dsih) ’. For the meaning of asis

cf. the term abhinivesa as used in YS sutra 2.9 (also cf. the use of the term dsih by Vy. ad loc.). See

BSOAS, ch. II, p. 535, n. 47.

64 We accept Ritter’s reading . The MS has hj]e> . Cf. the expression svabhaviki

,

‘ natural ’ in

Vy. on YS, sutra 4.10.

65
i.e. neither its beginning nor its end are known.

66
AplkiJl . Cf. below R, p. 195, 1. 21. Cf. n. 68 below. Q 65 corresponds to a certain extent to the
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following question posed by an opponent in Maniprabha, introduction to YS 4. 1 1 : nanv anadi-

vasandnam katham ucchedas ‘ Objection: “ How can there be a cutting off of traces (of action) which

are beginningless? In the Arabic phrase Jl Jj-^jJl }L^I 4pIkill (‘ his being wholly

cut off from attaining liberation ’) may be due to a misinterpretation of the Sanskrit text. As we have

seen, uccheda (‘ cutting off’) is used in the opponent’s question with reference to the cutting off of

the traces. The term is used in the Ans. to Q 65 with reference to the cutting off of ‘ action
’

{karma). This use corresponds more or less to the sense in which uccheda is used in the Maniprabha

both in the objector’s question and in the answer.

67 .-

68
ijj .

Probably some kind of a priori knowledge is meant.
69 This corresponds to YS

,

sutra 4.11: hetu-phalasrayalambanaih samgrhitatvad esam abhave tad-

abhavah ‘ Because (of the fact that the vasanas, ‘ latent traces, residues of action ’) are constituted by

cause, effect, substrate and the support, the absence of these (factors) entails the absence (of the

traces).’ Maniprabha ad loc. explains the sutra as follows: tatra vasananam klesa-karmani hetavah

dehayur-bhogah phalam cittam asrayah sabdadikam alambanam ‘ (In the sutra) the karmas (i.e. merit

and demerit) of (i.e. depending on) the afflictions are the “ causes ” of the traces; body, the length of

life and the experience (of the individual) are the “ effect the mind is the “ substrate the sense-

objects are the “ support ”.’

For the Arabic sentence o Jl J*iJl ^JaiJl lib (‘If the causes

were to be cut off then the “ action ” would also be cut off and would come to its end and its

termination’) cf. Maniprabha ad loc.: karananam abhavad ucchedo bhavatiti (‘Because the causes

cease to be the traces also cease to be ’). The Arabic terms o^Jai and correspond exactly

to the Sanskrit term uccheda
,
‘cutting off’. Also cf. Madhava’s Sarvadarsanasahgraha (ch.

Patahjala-darsanam), ed. Uma Shankar Sharma, Varanasi, 1964, 737: karanabhavat karyabhava iti

pramana-siddharthe . . .
‘ since the principle of the cessation of the effect when the cause has ceased is

established by the recognized means of knowledge.’

70
I jl \Jpr \. Cf. above R, p. 194, 1. 11 (Ans. to Q62). Also cf. dharmadharmau ,

‘merit and

demerit ’ in Maniprabha on YS, sutra 4.11.

71
fJjjJl. Cf. R, p. 194, 1. 12 (Ans. to Q 62): £jli ‘ free (of involvement) ’ as opposed to JyJ^>,

loc. Clt.

72
lit.

‘ matter ’.

73 Possibly ‘ good ’ and ‘evil ’ here refer to sattva and tamas respectively. Cf. R, p. 181, 11. 2-3

(transl. BSOAS, ch. II, 525, Ans. to Q 34); see BSOAS, ch. II, p. 540, n. 92.

74 <UJji. This word seems to correspond to sukha as opposed to duhkha (cf. ). Cf. BSOAS

,

ch. I, p. 31 1, n. 74.

75 Cf. Vy. on YS, sutra 4.11: hetur dharmat sukham adharmad duhkham sukhad rago duhkhad

dvesas tatas ca prayatnas tena manasa vaca kayena va parispandamanah param anugrhnaty upahanti

va tatah punar dharmadharmau sukha-duhkhe raga-dvesav iti pravrttam idam sad-aram samsara-

cakram ‘ The cause is the revolving six-spoked wheel of transmigration: from right living arises joy,

from wrong living arises woe; from joy arises desire, from woe arises aversion; from (either)—effort;

hence, being moved to act in the mind, in speech or with the body, one either does good or evil to

others, consequently there is once more right living and wrong living, joy and woe, and desire and

aversion.’ Cf. also Maniprabha ad loc. Also cf. YS, sutras 2.7-8 (quoted by Sankara Bhagavatpada

ad loc.), with Bhoja and Maniprabha ad loc.

76 We adopt Ritter’s reading ojl^ followed by a question mark. The MS has oj'^.

77 We adopt Ritter’s reading JUaij^l followed by a question mark. The MS has JLx*Vl-
78

j>5. Cf. above, n. 60.

79 U^l lit.:
‘ the matter of the two ’.

80 Instead of Ritter’s reading we read^’^l

.

81 We propose to read ^Jl . Ritter has . . .
jl . In a footnote he says that this is not clear in

the MS, the last character being missing.

82 We propose to read ^1 . Ritter has ^Jl and in a footnote he remarks that his reading

conforms to the MS and that perhaps one should read which is followed by a question mark.
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83 Cf. Vy., introduction to YS, sutra 4. 12: nasty asatah sambhavo nasti sato vinasa iti dravyatvena

sambhavantyah katham nivartisyante vasana iti
4

Since there is no possibility of that which is non-

existent coming into existence, nor of destruction of that which is an existent, how will the traces,

being as they are (existing) entities, cease to exist? ’ (cf. Bhoja ad loc.). For the sat-karya theory

underlying this argument cf. Bhagavadgita 2.16:

nasato vidyate bhavo nabhavo vidyate satah/

ubhayor api drsto ’ntas tv anayos tattva-darsibhih/l

4

There is no becoming of what did not already exist, there is no unbecoming of what does exist:

those who see the principles see the boundary between the two (i.e. between being and nonbeing)
’

(transl. van Buitenen). Also cf. Gaudapada’s Agamasastra, karika 3.28:

asato mayaya janma tattvato naiva yujyatej

vandhya-putro na tattvena mayaya vapi jayate//
4 The birth of the non-existent (either) through illusion (or) in reality is by no means reasonable: the

son of a barren woman is not bom, either in reality or through illusion Cf. also SK, karika 9: asad-

akaranat . . . sat karyam
4

Since the non-existent cannot be produced ... the effect must pre-exist (in

its cause).’

84
Ritter’s text has io"Vl. We read (‘ being ’).

85
oyt]\ J U (pii

—‘subsists in potentia\ For the example of the white (object) becoming

yellow and then black cf. below Ans. to Q 77 (R, p. 198, 1. 17) and n. 149.

86
Ritter’s text has Ijj. We propose the reading Ijj. Cf. Q66 and n. 81 above.

87 The answer to Q66 corresponds to YS, sutras 4.12-13. Sutra 4.12 reads: atltanagatam

svarupato ’sty adhva-bhedad dharmanam 4 The past and the future exist in virtue of their own nature

because of the difference in the states (lit. ‘paths’) of the characteristics.’ Cf. sutra 3.14: tatra

santoditavyapadesya-dharmanupatl dharmT ‘A (substance) possessed of characteristics is correlated

to characteristics which are quiescent (i.e. past) or emergent (i.e. present) or uncharacterizable (i.e.

future) ’; see BSOAS, ch. Ill, p. 271, n. 42. Also cf. Bhagavadgita 2.28:

avyaktadlnl bhutani vyakta-madhyani bharata!

avyakta-nidhanany eva tatra ka paridevana//
4

Bharata, in their beginning things (or creatures) are unmanifest (i.e. subsist in the future, in

potential in their intermediate state they are manifest (i.e. exist in the present, in actu)\ in their final

state they are (again) unmanifest (i.e. subsist in the past); why lament over this?’. In their

translations of this sutra (4.12) Rajendralala Mitra and Deussen take atltanagatam as qualifying

citta. This interpretation seems to be rather far-fetched. For the term adhvan and for similar theories

held by the Buddhist Sarvastivada school concerning the existence of the future and the past see Th.

Stcherbatsky, The central conception of Buddhism ,
rep. Calcutta, 1956, 31 seq.

Sutra 4.13 reads: te vyakta-suksma gundtmdnah ‘They (the characteristics) are either manifest

(i.e. actualized in the present) or subtle (i.e. latent either in the past or in the future); (they) pertain to

the (three) gunas .’ On the meaning of gundtmdnah as used here see Bhoja ad loc.: tad-atmanas tat-

svabhavas tat-parinama-rupa ity arthah—‘ tad-atmanah means to be of the nature of something, or

to be a modification of something ’.

88 This correspond to YS sutra 4.14: parinamaikatvad vastu-tattvam
4

Since (in every single case)

there is (only) one modification (of the three gunas) the that-ness of (each) external object (comes

about)’. In this translation we have followed the interpretation of the Sanskrit commentators

Bhoja, Vy. and Maniprabha which is apparently also the interpretation propounded by the

commentary used by al-BIrunl. Maniprabha
,
like al-BTrunl, uses the example of the wick, oil and fire

combining to produce one lamp: varti-taildgnlnam eko dipa-parinamah (also cf. Vac. ad loc. and SK,

karika 13 with the Tattvakaumudlad loc.). For the meaning of vastu in the sutra above cf. the use of

the word in sutra 4.15 below. A different interpretation of the sutra under consideration (4.14) is

proposed by Deussen. According to him the sutra asserts that the reality of the objective world may
be inferred from the unity of the modifications (which the various cognizing subjects undergo):

4 Aus

der Einheit der Umwandlungen (welche die verschiedenen erkennenden Subjekte erfahren) ist zu

schliessen auf die Realitat der objektiven Welt.’ Deussen appears to consider that in this context

tattva means 4

reality ’ and that parinama (

4

modification ’) refers to cognizing subjects rather than to

external objects.
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For the sentence as a whole cf. YS, sutra 3.55: sattva-purusayoh suddhi-samye

kaivalyam and R, p. 192, 11. 20 seq. (see BSOAS, ch. Ill, p. 304, n. 284). Also cf. Vij. on YS

,

sutra 1.4

for his ‘ dual reflection ’ doctrine: yatha ca citi buddheh pratibimbam evam buddhav api cit-

pratibimbam svlkaryam ‘ It must be conceded that just as the mind is reflected in pure consciousness

so is the latter in the former Also cf. Vij.’s description of the purified mind by using the term

prasada (‘ clarity ’) and the simile nirmala-darpanavat (‘ like a mirror cleansed of dirt ’) (Vij. under

YS, sutra 1.2). Cf. R, p. 192, 11. 20 seq.; p. 193, 1. 3.

90 In this context we have chosen to translate by ‘ intellection ’, which is one of the possible

meanings (cf. R, p. 176, 1. 1 1-Ans. to Q 23; BSOAS, ch. I, p. 324, 1. 2), rather than ‘ intellect ’ (cf. R,

p. 197, 1. 12—Q70 below), because Vy. and Maniprabha apparently believe that the sutra text

reflects a discussion with Buddhists. The term may correspond to vijnana (‘ cognizing ’); cf. Vy.

on YS, sutra 4.14: nasty artho vijhana-visahacarah; asti tu jhanam artha-visahacaram ‘ There is no

object dissociated from (the act of) cognizing; but there is knowing dissociated from (any) object.’

(Also cf. Yogasudhakara ad loc.: nanu ksanika-vijhdndtmaka-cittatiriktam vastu nasty eveti vadantam

bauddham praty aha ... ‘ To the Buddhist who objects by asserting that there is nothing whatsoever

distinct from the mind, which consists of momentary cognizing, he (Patanjali) replies ...’.)

91 A parallel idea occurs in Vy. on YS, sutra 1.41: tad evam abhijata-mani-kalpasya cetaso

grahitr-grahana-grahyesu purusendriya-bhutesu yd tat-stha-tad-ahjanata tesu sthitasya tad-akarapat-

tih sa samapattir ity ucyate ‘ Thus it is in this way that when the mind, (being) like a flawless gem

comes to be applied to (lit.: be tinged by) the cognizer, the instrument of cognition and the object of

cognition—i.e. the purusa, the sense-faculties and the elements (i.e. the things of the world)—it

assumes the form of these; and this is called the state of identification (or, coalescence) ’. Cf. Bhoja

ad loc.: tasya grahltr-grahana-grahyesv atmendriya-visayesu tat-stha-tad-ahjanata samapattir

bhavati ‘ In that (mind) arises the identification which consists in the respective “ colouring ” being

applied to the cognizer, the instruments of cognition and the object of cognition—i.e. to the self, the

sense-faculties and the objects of cognition.’ (Also cf. YS, sutra 4.22). Cf. India, Hyd., p. 53, 11. 1-8

(quoted by R, p. 176, n. 3; cf. BSOAS, ch. I, p. 324, n. 224):

OjjjJaS\ oVT (jdl jUjJl oJlP Ia.5 j]\j . . . XjM cJli

J Li U I I j J JibJlj

‘ The Hindus say: “
(4) This kind of knowledge is raised above time, and he who has it can

dispense with names and epithets, which are only instruments of human imperfection. In this stage

the intellects and the intelligens unite with the intellectum, so as to be one and the same thing.” This

is what Patanjali says about the knowledge which liberates the soul ’ (transl. Sachau, i, 69-70). The

formula asserting the union of Ji*Jt
,
JiUJl and J frequently occurs in Arabic Aristotelian

philosophy and must have been familiar to al-BIrum (cf. BSOAS, ch. I, 307).

92 Ritter’s text reads lii but in his footnotes he indicates that Uli may be read

instead of L^li
,
and^AJb instead of We accept Ritter’s reading lili and propose to read

jj instead of suggested by Ritter.

93 The conception that only the Jlap (= vijnana) exists seems to correspond to that of the

Vijnanavada Buddhists. Cf. Vac. on YS, sutra 4.14.

94 The MS and Ritter’s printed text have but in a note Ritter suggests the emendation

JlajJI . This emendation has been adopted by us. The phrase ^ (‘You do not affirm

(anything) but Truth (i.e. God)) ’ makes sense if addressed to a SufT and this might have occasioned

a scribal error. Cf. Yogasudhakara on YS, sutra 4.14 quoted in n. 90 above.

95 This statement is not in keeping with the latter part of Ans. 68 in which it is argued that objects

exist in their own right independently of the intellect. Possibly one or more words are missing in the

Arabic text or the latter may be corrupt.

96 The word^L^'yi possibly refers to the idea that an object may be a point of conjunction or a

common basis for different conceptions or perceptions of the object in question. Cf. YS, sutra 4.15:

vastu-samye citta-bhedat tayor vibhaktah (v. 1 : viviktah) panthah ‘ Because the object remains the

same whereas minds (cognizing it) are different the paths of the two diverge (vibhaktah = viviktah) ’.

Also cf. Vy. ad loc.: bahu-cittalambanibhutam ekam vastu sadharanam ‘ A single object being the

basis for the (conceptions or perceptions of) many minds is common (to all of them).’
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97 *JU- Jp .

98 The MS as we read it has Ritter has in his text (Accordingly the expression

objJl l here would mean lit.
‘ under the form of affection ’.)

99
Ritter’s text has which does not seem to make sense. We emend with some

hesitation: (‘ considers her ’).

100 With regard to the passage ‘ (This is) like (the case of) a man’s wife whom the husband . . . calls

... associate’ cf. Vac. on YS, sutra 4.15: asti hi rakta-dvista-vimudha-madhyasthanam ekasyam

yositi pratlyamanayam pratisandhanam yd tvaya drsyate saiva mayaplti ‘ For in the case of a single

woman who is presented-to-the-minds of several persons, enamoured or ill-disposed or infatuated

or detached, we see a reciprocal connexion so that one thinks “ She who is seen by you is seen by me

also
”

’ (transl. Woods). While the Arabic text speaks of different sentiments on the part of one man

towards his wife, the Sanskrit text refers to the sentiment which several men entertain towards one

and the same woman. But this divergence does not seem to be of any importance as far as the idea

which both texts are meant to convey is concerned.

101 Ritter suggests that Jaii (which occurs both in the MS and in Ritter’s printed text) should be

replaced by Xai . We see no need for this emendation. Cf. JaA3 Ja*J! in Q68 (R, p. 196, 1. 17).

Also cf. Vy. on YS, sutra 4.22 (23): apare citta-matram evedam sarvam. . . .

‘ Others (Vijnanavada

Buddhists) maintain that this whole universe is mind only . .

.’

102 This corresponds to YS, sutra 4.16: tad-uparagapeksitvac cittasya vastu jndtdjhdtam’ ‘An

object is either known or not known according to whether it does or does not affect (lit.: tinge) the

mind ’.

103 Here Jap is rendered by us as ‘ intellect ’ rather than ‘ intellection ’ (cf. e.g. R, p. 197, 1. 7). Cf.

n. 90 above.

104 The Arabic text bears some similarity to a statement of Vac. on YS, sutra 4.(16) according to

which different things are cognized by different cognitions: yad dhi ghata-grahi cittam tadyada pata-

dravya-vyagrataya na ghate vartate ‘ For the same mind which perceives (say) a pot, when distracted

by (another) substance (such) as a piece of cloth, does no longer dwell on the pot ’.

105
oy>yr. This term corresponds to Sanskrit sphatika-mani

,

which is a compound of sphatika,

‘ crystal ’, and mani, ‘ jewell ’. Cf. Vy. on YS, sutra 4.22 (23). Also cf. the use of the simile of abhijata-

mani

,

‘precious gem’ in YS, sutra 1.41, which Vy. adloc. glosses as sphatika (‘crystal’). In

translating the latter sutra al-BIrunl employs the Arabic SjjL (‘crystal ’) to render abhijata-mani

(cf. BSOAS, ch. I, 323). For the use of the simile in the Arabic text cf. also Vij., Nagojibhatta’s Vrtti,

Yogasudhakara and Maniprabha on YS, sutra 1.3. Also cf. Kapila’s Sahkhyasutra 6.28 with

Vijnanabhiksu’s Sahkhyapravacanabhasya adloc. The latter’s explanation reads: yatha japa-

sphatikayor noparagah, kim tu japa-pratibimba-vasad uparagabhimana-matram raktah sphatika iti,

tathaiva buddhi-purusayor noparagah, kim tu buddhi-pratibimba-vasad uparagabhimano ’viveka-

vasad ity arthah ‘ A crystal is not (really) affected by an (adjacent) hibiscus flower but there is merely

a delusion to this effect (taking the form) “ the crystal is red ” due to reflexion of the hibiscus flower;

similarly the purusa is not affected by the mind but there is a delusion to this effect due to reflexion of

the mind, on account of the failure to discriminate (between the mind and the purusa); this is the

meaning.’ For further references and discussion of the significance of the simile (especially in

Sankhya-Yoga philosophy) cf. Erik af Edholm, ‘ The crystal and the hibiscus flower ’ in ed. Eivind

Kahrs, Kalyana-mitrdraganam: Essays in honour of Nils Simonsson, Oxford 1986, 57-77.

106 The MS has 1 is an emendation proposed by Ritter and with some hesitation

adopted by us.

107
jljJl and JlSLil (‘ colours and shapes ’) is probably a rendering of the Sankrit rupakara; cf.

Vy. on YS, sutra 1.41: yatha sphatika upasraya-bhedat tat-tad-rupoparakta upasraya-rupakarena

nirbhasate ‘ Just as a crystal tinged by the colour of the particular (object) placed near it appears as

characterized by the colour (of that object) . . The term akara means lit.
‘ shape, form, aspect,

appearance’ (cf. YS, sutra 4.21 (22)).

108 Ritter adds a question mark, and primafacie it seems likely that this, in spite of the absence of

an interrogative particle is a question. However, the phrase U Jkj j& (translated by us:

‘ your assertion is invalidated ’) below (Ans. to Q 70) suggests that Q 70 may be an assertion rather
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than a question. This applies to Q 69 as well. If the Arabic text is read as a question it could be

translated: ‘Is the intellect etc.’. Cf. Vy. introducing YS

,

sutra 4.18 (19): syad asahka cittam eva

svabhasam . . . bhavisyati ‘ Supposing (the following) query (lit. doubt) is raised (acc. Vac. ad loc., by

the Vainasikas—a term applied to Mahayana Buddhists—or by the Cittatmavadls, ‘ those who

maintain that the self is nothing but the mind itself’): “ The mind may be self-illumining ... (so that

there need be no purusa)”.’

For the simile of the ‘lamp’ QrlyJl) here cf. Sankara Bhagavatpada on Vy. loc. cit.: sva-

samviditakara eva hi vrttayah; yatha pradTpah prakasayati ghatadin atmanam ca ‘ for the functions

(of the mind) are characterized by self-awareness just as a lamp illumines itself as well as (objects)

such as a pot etc.’ Also cf. Vatsyayana’s Nyayabhasya on Gautama’s Nyayasutra 5.1.10:... pradipa-

darsanarham pradipopadanam nirarthakam ‘.
. . In order to see a lamp it is pointless to fetch

(another) lamp.’ Cf. also Nagarjuna’s Vigrahavyavartani
,
ed. E. H. Johnston and Arnold Kunst, in

Kamaleswar Bhattacharya, transl. The dialectical method of Nagarjuna

,

Delhi, 1978, 32 (text), 26

(transl.). (For further references see G. A. Jacob, A handful of popular maxims
,

repr., Delhi,

1983, 36).

For the phrase Jl <>[>- ^ (‘ does not require something other than itself’) cf. Sankara

Bhagavatpada on Vy., loc cit.: prakasantaram nagnir apeksata iti ‘Fire does not require another

light (for its illumination) ’. For a general discussion of the concept of sva-samvedana in Indian

epistemology see B. K. Matilal, ‘ Sva-samvedana: self-awareness ’ in ed. Julius J. Lipner, A net cast

wide: Investigations into Indian thought in memory of David Friedman
,
Newcastle upon Tyne, 1986,

74-9; id. Perception : An essay on classical Indian theories of knowledge ,
Oxford, 1986, 141 seq.

109 This corresponds to YS
,
sutra 4. 18 (19): na tat svabhasam drsyatvat ‘ It (tat, i.e. citta mentioned

in sutra 4.16 (17)) does not illumine itself since it is an object of sight (i.e. cognition).’ The fact that

tat refers to citta in sutra 4.16 (17) may mean that sutra 4.17 (18) which comes between sutras 4.16

(17) and 4.18 (19) is an interpolation. This supposition is in keeping with the absence of any

reference to it in al-BIrunfs text.

110 Ritter adds a question mark. Prima facie this seems likely. However, see our n. 108 above.

111 As Ritter has pointed out the Arabic MS has . Ritter proposes the emendation Jj

adopted by us.

112 Probably a word (may be is missing in the Arabic text.

113
i.e. by the purusa .

114 For the purusa.

115 This is probably a reference to the purusa.

116
i.e. in apprehension by the mind.

117 In the preceding sentence has been translated by us as ‘occur’, whereas in this

sentence it is translated as ‘ is realized ’.

118 Q 70 appears to reflect the position of the school designated in the commentaries as

ksanikavadJs (lit.: the school of momentariness, i.e. the doctrine that all existents are momentary),

according to Vy. on YS sutra 4.19(20). In this passage the partisans of this school are said to assert

the identity of karaka, the agent, and kriya, his act. The Ans. to Q 70 appears to some extent to be a

combination of sutra 4.19(20), of passages in commentaries on sutra 4.21(22) and of sutra 4.23(24).

Sutra 4.19(20) reads: eka-samaye cobhayanavadharanam ‘ (It, i.e. citta
,
the mind, mentioned in

sutra 4.16(17) and referred to in sutra 4. 18(19) cannot be affirmed to be both (subject and object) at

the same time.’ (This seems to be Deussen’s interpretation). Woods’s translation should also be

mentioned. It reads as follows: ‘ And there cannot be a cognition of both (thinking-substance and

thing) at the same time.’ The Arabic in Ans. to Q 70 appears to correspond to

this sutra.

Sutra 4.23(24) reads: tad-asahkhyeya-vdsanabhis citram api parartham samhatya-karitvat

‘ Despite its being diversified by countless subliminal traces it (tad, i.e. citta, the mind) (exists) for the

sake of another because of its functioning as an aggregate.’ A plausible interpretation of this sutra is

suggested by Vac. ad loc.: yady api asahkhyeyah karma-vasanah klesa-vasanas ca cittam evadhiserate

na tu purusam, tatha ca vasanadhina vipakas cittasrayataya cittasya bhoktrtdm avahanti, bhoktur

arthe ca bhogyam iti sarvam cittartham praptam tathapi tac cittam asahkhyeya-vdsana-vicitram api
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parartham ; kasmat samhatya-karitvad iti ‘ Although countless subliminal traces of karma and

subliminal traces of afflictions remain attached to the mind only, but not to the self,—and although,

accordingly, the fruitions which depend upon subconscious impressions, insofar as they are

contained in the mind, would lead one to suppose that mind is the experiencer—and although,

because all objects-of-experience are for the experiencer, everything would be supposed to be for the

mind—still the mind diversified as it is by countless subconscious impressions must be supposed to

exist for the sake of another. Why? Because it acts as a combination ’ (Woods’s translation with

alterations). Also cf. Bhoja ad loc.: sattva-rajas tamamsi ca citta-laksana-parinama-bhahji samhatya-

karlni ca; atah pararthani; yah parah sa purusah ‘ The three gunas function jointly in the

modification characterized by the mind and are aggregated factors; hence they have another for

their goal. The other is the purusa .’ Also cf. SK
,
karika 17: sahghata-parararthatvat . .

.
puruso ’sti

‘ Since combined (existents) serve a goal other than themselves . .
.
purusa exists . .

.’.

1,9 The MS, followed by Ritter has (‘ the hidden knowledge ’). However, the reading

(‘ the true knowledge ’) seems preferable. Cf. in the Ans. to Q 72:

jj-l (see below). The expression recurs in R, p. 189, 1.2 (Ans. to

Q47) and p. 192, 1. 9 (Q 53). Also cf. India, Hyd., p. 56, 1. 4:

4jL» j ^>J1 Jt jl^l VUaJl
f

I Ju±\ (lull j olyy H #*Jlj Si

‘ Pain and pleasure do not have an effect on the possessor of true knowledge just as the continuous

flow of the streams to the ocean have no effect on its water ’. This is erroneously translated by

Sachau (i, 74): ‘ Pain and pleasure have no effect on the real world. .
.’. Cf. BhagavadgTta 2.38; 15.5;

2.70; and cf. R, p. 191, 11.2-3 (cf. BSOAS
,

ch. Ill, 264). Also cf. India
,

Hyd., 53: ...

J^Sy> jjaUiII ^JjJI ‘ ... the liberating knowledge which they call “ moksa” .

.

The passage from^lj^l
Jj JU (R, p. 197, 1. 13) to the end of Q 71 is repeated in the

MS. In the repeated version (in line 14) is replaced by i3lj^\ ;
and oLii U which

occurs in the repeated version is omitted in the first one.

Q71 bears some resemblance to Bhoja on YS
,
sutra 4.24(25): idanlm sastra-phalam kaivalyam

nirnetum dasabhih sutrair upakramate ‘ He (Patanjali) now proceeds to set forth in ten sutras the

fruit of the teaching, namely kaivalya'

.

The Arabic corresponds to phala (‘ fruit ’); the Arabic

jb-1jil ‘ (The oneness of the One, the Real One, is recognized as true ’; in Ans.

to Q 72 below) corresponds to kaivalya (lit. ‘ wholeness ’, i.e. oneness).

120 The MS has aJI JjJJl which does not make sense. Ritter’s emendation

<2\ J Jij-iJl has been adopted by us.

The Answer to Q 71 may correspond to Maniprabha on YS, sutra 4.24(25): icchayah sva-visaya-

labha-nivartyatvat ‘ Because the cessation of desire must come about when its object has been

attained ’. Possibly the text used by al-BIrunl read: iccha-sva-visaya-labha-nivartyatvat (‘ Because

desire and the achievement of its object must cease ’).

121 Ritter has here Ji but in n. 7 on R, 197 he observes that the word J' cannot be clearly

read in the MS. In fact the MS has and a scrawl after it. ^UJl does not make sense. We
propose the emendation jJLjJI .

122 The MS and Ritter’s printed text havejlull! . We propose to read . In YS, sutra 3.54

viveka appears to be rendered by (see R, p. 192, 1. 1—Ans. to Q55). Elsewhere al-BIrunl

seems to render vivekin of YS, sutra 2.15 by aIUJI yJd\ (Ans. to Q31—R, p. 180, 1. 10; see also

BSOAS, ch. II, p. 538, n. 78).

123 The Arabic has which is a well-known Sufi designation of God. However, it is not clear

whether has here this meaning.
124

Ritter reads here which we translated as the equivalent of .

The Ans. to Q 72 corresponds to YS, sutra 4.25(26): tada viveka-nimnam kaivalya-pragbharam

cittam ‘ Then the mind flowing down the declivity of discriminatory knowledge is borne on towards

kaivalya .’ The Arabic (‘the oneness’) here corresponds to kaivalya, lit. ‘wholeness,

oneness ’. For this correlation between ‘ knowledge ’ and ‘ discrimination ’ cf. YS, sutra 2.28:

yoganganusthanad asuddhi-ksaye jnana-dlptir a viveka-khyateh ‘ When, following the practice of the

aids to yoga, impurity has dwindled away, enlightenment arises culminating in the knowledge of

discrimination (between purusa and prakrti

,

i.e. between self and non-self).’ The two notions of
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‘ knowledge ’ and ‘ discrimination ’ are correlated in a different way by Vy. on YS, sutra 4.25(26): . .

.

viveka-jamjnanam (‘ knowledge produced by discrimination ’)• The latter correlation is also attested

in the sutras (see YS,
sutras 3.52 and 54).

125 The MS has Is- which Ritter emends to . From the graphical point of view o may be

closer to what is written in the MS. But see below, R, p. 198, 1. 8; and above R, p. 177, 1. 3 and 1. 5;

p. 191,1. 12.

126 There is a possibility that renders avidyadi (‘ ignorance etc.’) and thus refers to all five

afflictions ( klesas) of which avidya is the basis (cf. YS, sutra 2.4). Cf. Bhoja on YS, sutra 4,30(31):

avaranani klesah ta eva malah ‘ The (obstructing) coverings are the afflictions which constitute the

defilements’. (Also cf. Vy. on YS, sutras 2.11 and 52.) The Arabic phrase: ja

corresponds to visuddhir malanam (‘ expurgation of defilements ’) in Vy. on YS, sutra 2.52. Cf.

Corrado Pensa, ‘ On the purification concept in Indian tradition with special regard to Yoga ’, East

and West (New Series), xix, 1969.

127 The general idea underlying Q and Ans. 73 roughly correspond to the purport of YS, sutra

4.26(27) as explained in the available commentaries. However, al-BIrunfs way of expressing this

idea is different in various important particulars. Possibly he follows, as in many other cases, a

commentary which as far as we know is lost. YS, sutra 4.26(27) reads: tac-chidresu pratyayantarani

samskarebhyah ‘ During the interruptions herein (in the flow of the mind referred to in YS, sutra

4.25(26)) other thoughts due to subliminal impressions (arise) ’.

128 For the use of the word dJL-~J (‘ smelting ’) in this context cf. Manusmrti 6.71 quoted by Vij.

under YS, sutra 2.52:

dahyante dhmdyamdndnam dhatunam hi yatha malahl

tathendriyanam dahyante dosah pranasya nigrahat/l

‘ Just as dross is expurgated when ores are melted by blowing, so are the “ defects ” pertaining to the

faculties (expurgated) by breath control.’ (For the meaning of dosa here cf. Kullukabhatta ad loc.:

manaso ragadayas caksur-ades ca visaya-pravanatvadayao dosah ‘ the defects consisting in desire

(aversion and delusion) of the mind and in attachment of the senses to their objects cf. klesa,

‘affliction’, YS, sutra 2.3). For the use of metallurgical similes cf. also Vij. on YS sutra 1.4,

Gheranda-Samhitd, verse 4.9.

129 The first part of Ans. to Q 74 seems to be a recapitulation of some passages in the sutras as is

indicated by the words Jij here which seem to correspond to YS, sutra 4.27(28).

The latter reads: hanam klesavad uktam. Three translations of this sutra are possible, the third of

which is only slightly different from the second: (a) ‘Their removal (i.e. the removal of other

thoughts due to subliminal impressions; cf. YS, sutra 4.26(27)) as well as that of the afflictions has

(already) been described; ’
(b)

‘ It has already been said that their removal is like that of the

afflictions ’; (c) ‘ Their removal has been described in the same manner as that of the afflictions ’.

As Rajendralala Mitra and Deussen point out this sutra seems to refer to YS, sutra 2.10-11.

However, it would appear that al-BIrunl, possibly influenced by the commentary available to him, is

referring here to YS, sutra 1.12 of which he gave earlier (Ans. to Q6, R, p. 171, 11. 15 seq.; cf.

BSOAS, ch. I, 312-3) a translation and an explanation, rendering abhyasa by Jjyd (see BSOAS,

ch. I, 316-7).

,30 i*JaJl£ o^UJl OjLs. This expression is reminiscent of the phrase 4JU ^1* ^ which is

current among Arabic philosophers who have taken it over from the Greeks. Cf. also R, p. 171,1. 19

(Ans. to Q6; pertaining to YS, sutras 1.13 and 14 which are concerned with abhyasa, ‘repeated

practice ’) above:

OolS LgJljpjij v_LJUL> jl
^

(‘ the faculty in question will indubitably acquire this habit in a permanent fashion, and will be

diverted from the tendencies it had when it lacked this habit’ (cf. BSOAS

,

I. p. 317). Also cf. R,

p. 195, 1. 8 (Q 65): yd\ J d J*aJ! dU3 jLai (‘ this “ action ” becomes in the various moulds

nature to him ’); cf. India, Hyd., 56: U jwaJ^ 0 habituating the self to it to

the point of its becoming (a second) nature ’).

131 As Ritter observes, the MS has L^Ui . We adopt Ritter’s emendation

132
. See above n. 125.
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133 The MS has . We adopt Ritter’s reading JLpLo . Cf. below R, p. 198, 1. 10.

134 This corresponds to YS, sutra 4.29(30): tatah klesa-karma-nivrttih
4 Thereupon the cessation of

the afflictions and of works (karma) (comes about).’ The Arabic expression j y may
reflect the Sanskrit kusalakusalah . . . karmasayah,

4

the residua (or, subtrata) of works, both good

and evil ’. The latter expression occurs in Vy. ad loc.

,3VU^I in the plural. Cf. in the singular above R, p. 198, 1. 2 (Q 73). Also cf. R, p. 174,

I. 8: j Also cf. R, p. 192, 1. 19.

136 Cf. the phrase sthirfbhute samadhau (‘ when his concentration has become steadfast ’) in Bhoja

on YS, sutra 4.28. The word Jfc—I has been translated above, R, 1. 21, by ‘ is steadfastly fixed.’

137 This refers to the cognized objects.

138 This corresponds to YS, sutra 4.30(31): tada sarvavarana-malapetasyajndnasyanantyajjneyam

alpam
4

Then, because of the infinity of the knowledge from which all (obstructing) coverings and

defilements have been removed, what is yet to be known amounts to little ’. For^-i; Vjin the Arabic

text cf. the expression kva cid eva (‘ in some cases only, rarely ’) occurring in Vy. ad loc. The Arabic

words L&opLj which seem to imply the idea of motion may reflect an expression similar

to that occurring in Vy. ad loc.: privartitam udghatitam
4

set in motion, opened up ’. The latter word

is glossed by Vac. as pradesad apanitam
4 removed from (its) place ’.

139 In the Arabic phrase d;U j£u>- the words Sjj5iil may
represent Sanskrit grahanadi, which may have occurred in the commentary used by al-BIrunl, and

signified the triad grahitr, grahana and grahya (the subject, act and object of cognition). Cf. the term

grahana in Vy. ad loc. The triad J t Jap <. JiU and the expression
-

6JJSill referring

to it occur also elsewhere in al-BIrunfs translation of the YS. Cf. R, 197 (Ans. to Q 70); R, p. 176,

II. 1 1-12 (cf. BSOAS, ch. I, p. 307 and p. 324, n. 223); R, p. 177, 1. 2 (transl. BSOAS, ch. I, p. 324,

1. 5). Also cf. India

,

Hyd., 53 (quoted by R, p. 176, n. 3, transl. Sachau, I, 69-70; cf. BSOAS, ch. I,

p. 324, n. 224); India, Hyd., 51-2 (transl. Sachau, I, 68). Also cf. BSOAS, ch. I, 308. Also see below

n. 154.

140 Xzij lit. ‘ at that time ’.

141 YS, sutra 4.31(32) appears to be an answer to Q 75. The answer given in al-BIrunfs translation

refers to the relation between the ‘ happy, fortunate (or, earnest) one ’ and the gunas. YS, sutra

4.31(32) reads: tatah krtarthanam parinama-krama-samaptir gunanam 4

Thereupon, when the gunas

have fulfilled their purpose the end of the sequence of mutations (is reached).’
142 The connexion between time and the sequence of mutations of the gunas which is referred to in

al-BIrunfs translation seems to be presupposed in YS, sutra 4.32(33). This sutra reads: ksana-

pratiyogi parinamaparanta-nirgrahyah kramah 4

Sequence is the correlate to the moment (and) is

recognized as such at the end of the mutation.’ The following phrase of Vac. under YS, sutra 3.52

bears on the relation between moment and sequence: kramasyavalambanam 4

(The moment) is the

basis of the sequence ’. The connexion between time and the sequence of mutations of the gunas is

also dealt with in YS, sutra 3.15. The latter sutra is not reflected in al-BIrunfs text. See BSOAS,
ch. Ill, 259. Also see our excursus above.

143 The use of and may be due to the fact that in philosophical Arabic these are

terms referring to a state of the intellect which has transcended the obstacles posed by matter and

psychic faculties, such as imagination, dependent upon matter. Cf. also R, 173, 1. 1
1
(do^i S^UJi);

R, p. 193, 1. 7; R, p. 177, 1. 14; India

,

Hyd., p. 21, 1. 16, BSOAS, ch. II, p. 546, n. 145; and see our

preface, above.

144 -Ud In Arabic jl>- means 4 good fortune ' and x>- —4

seriousness,

earnestness ’. The word here may be due to an attempt to render the Sanskrit kusala which can

mean either ‘ fortunate ’ or ‘ skilful, earnest ’. Cf. Vy. on YS, sutra 4.32(33): kusalasyasti samsara-

krama-parisamaptih
4

There is certainly an end for the earnest man to the sequence of samsara (of

rebirths or, empirical existence) ’.To this corresponds the latter part of Ans. to Q 75:

LpP i^jAJl Jp jixjj SJilj jUjI oU^Jl lLUjj
145 The MS has Jjl, which, as Ritter correctly notes, (R, p. 198, n. 4) is not clear. Ritter proposes to

read JJj which does not seem to make sense. We have adopted in the text the reading i.e.
j

‘escapes’. For the idea of transcending time cf. Vy. on YS, sutra 4.32(33): kutastha-nityata
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purusasya parinami-nityata gunanam ‘ The permanence of the purusa is absolutely changeless,

whereas the permanence of the gunas is in mutation.’ Also cf. Vac. adloc.: baddhanam cit-

tavyatirekabhimanat tat-parinamena parinamadhyasah, muktanam casti-kriyam upadayavastavo ’pi

parinamo moha-kalpitah, sabdasya purahsarataya tat-prstho vikalpo ’sti-kriyam upadatta iti ‘ Per-

sons who are in bondage, because they assume that they are not over and above mind-stuff, have the

mutations of this (mind-stuff) attributed to them. And in the case of the liberated a mutation based

upon the (mere) act of existence and having no material existence is wrongly predicated. Since it is a

word only (ifwe say that the liberated exists), which comes first, the predicate-relation which follows

is based on the act of existence’ (transl. Woods). Also cf. Sankara Bhagavatpada adloc.:

paramarthatah purusesv aparinamitvan nasti krama ity arthah ‘ That is to say, in the last analysis

there is no sequence in purusas since they are immutable.’

146 For the terms jUj and sll cf. R, p. 194, 1. 17 (Ans. to Q 63) and see n. 52 above.

147
Ritter’s text conforms to the MS which has JlS. This is clearly a scribe’s attempt to reproduce

al-BIrunrs transcription of ksana (‘ instant’). Cf. India, Hyd., p. 283, 11. 3-4:

4jL3.> yt>j jjuj JplijJl ^ ^ p-fCoj

‘ Others among them (i.e. among the Hindus) insert between minute and second a third measure,

called ksana, which is equal to one fourth of a minute (i.e. = fifteen seconds).’

148
Ritter’s text has . The MS has . There is no difference between the two

expressions as far as meaning is concerned. The definition of ksana in the answer to Q76
corresponds to that given in Vij. under YS

,
sutra 2.50: caksur-nimesavacchinnasya kalasya caturtha-

bhagah ksanah ‘ A ksana is one quarter of the time required for (lit.: delimited by) the twinkling of

an eye.’ Also cf. Vac. ad loc. (The word ksana itself probably derived from iksana
,

‘ glance ’; hence

its meaning as pertaining to the time of a glance.)

149 Vy. on YS, sutra 4.32(33) proposes a different example to illustrate the assertion that without a

time-sequence no change can come about: na hy ananubhuta-krama-ksana navasya puranata

vastrasyante bhavati ‘ For without a sequence of moments being perceived a new garment cannot

reach at the end the state of becoming old.’ In Ans. to Q 66 above (R, p. 196, 11. 4-5) the example of

the white (object) becoming yellow and then black is used in order to illustrate the thesis that such a

process does not bring about an absolute destruction of the qualities in question: they exist

in potentia after having existed in actu.

In the Kalasamuddesa (v. 13) of Bhartrhari’s Vakyapadiya the relation of time to observed

change is formulated as follows:

murtmam tena bhinnanam acayapacayah prthak/

laksyante parinamena sarvasam bheda-yogina/

/

‘ Growth and decay of all corporeal forms separated by that (i.e. time) which brings about

separations are perceived, each apart, through mutation (caused by time).’ Cf. Peri Sarveswara

Sharma, The Kalasamuddesa of Bhartrhari’s Vakyaapadiya (together with Helaraja’s commentary

translatedfrom the Sanskrit for the first time), Delhi, 1972, 49. Our interpretation of the Sanskrit

verse is somewhat different from that offered in the latter.

150 —lit. ‘ how ’.

151 As Ritter observes, in a parallel passage in India (see the following note) the word is

used instead of oaij. There is no difference between the two terms as far as meaning is concerned.

152 The expression ‘ endowed with knowledge ’ is a translation of aIIp which is rightly inserted by

Ritter into the text from the parallel passage in India, Hyd., p. 61, 11. 17 seq.

153 This corresponds to YS, sutra 4.33(34): purusartha-sunyanam gunanam pratiprasavah

kaivalyarri svarupa-pratistha va citi-sakter iti. We adopt the reading citi-sakter, rather than citi-

saktir. The latter occurs in most printed texts, but Vyasa’s interpretation seems to presuppose the

reading sakter: tasyah sada tathaivavasthanam ‘ the permanence of its abiding in that state.’ Cf. YS,

sutra 1.3: tada drastuh svarupe ’vasthanam. (Also cf. Vij. on YS, sutra 2.25.) This points to Vyasa’s

having regarded svarupa-pratistha as a noun rather than an adjective. The following passage in

Bhavadeva ad loc. also appears to support the reading sakter: svasmin svarupasya pratistha-

sambhavena buddhy-anabhisambandha eva svapratisthatvam citer bodhyam ‘ The subsistence of pure

consciousness is to be thought of as the absence of connexion (of the purusa) with the mind (buddhi

)
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because the subsistence (of the purusas) nature in itself has come about.’ The sutra may accordingly

be translated: ‘ (The state of) kaivalya (‘ wholeness ’ i.e. independence, liberation) consists in the

resorption (into prakrti,
4

primordial Nature ’) of the gunas no longer motivated by (lit.
1

empty of

the goal of’) the purusa (‘ self’); or alternatively (it may be defined as) the state in which the faculty

of pure consciousness subsists.’ For the meaning of the term sakti here cf. YS

,

sutras 3.23; 2.2; 2.23;

and the gloss yogyata (‘ ability ’) by Vac and Maniprabha under YS

,

sutra 2.6 and by Vij. under

sutra 2.23. For an understanding of the term as meaning ‘ potentiality ’ cf. Vij. under YS, sutra 2.6.

(Also cf. the use of the term in Vy. on YS, sutra 2.4: ka prasuptih cetasi sakti-matra-pratisthanam

bija-bhavopagamah
4 What is the dormant state (of the afflictions)? It is their subsistence in the mind

as a mere potentiality, reduced to (the condition) of a seed ’.)

The first part of the sutra under consideration corresponds to SK, karika 68:

prapte sarlra-bhede caritarthatvat pradhana-vinivrttau/

ekantikam atyantikam ubhayam kaivalyam apnotij

/

‘ When, upon separation from the body, primordial Nature ceases to function by reason of the

purpose having been achieved, one attains the state of kaivalya which is absolute as well as final (cf.

karika 1).’ The definition of kaivalya in YS, sutra 3.55 is similar though not identical (cf. BSOAS,
ch. Ill, p. 304, n. 284).

In a passage in India (Hyd., 61) al-BIrunl sets forth, as he says, the views of the Hindus on

liberation. Some of the opinions which he expounds seem to be derived from the YS. At the end of

the passage there is a quotation from the conclusion of ‘ the book of Patanjali ’. The passage reads:

<JUd jl&Vl t SljLo jt SlilSG jJJl bH jJ-'J 1 Jl j 1Jyo lilj
LjiA liftj c^U

#
JU- J d li ^ A>lX ^ilp (. ell ^Ijj'ilj jidl ilJU^Vl

J d-3 015 ja diJ05 J
I J jJL

^
aJU LlJL S/[ <cp ^L^ill

Ud J* J lOlj t JL.Jl J <Kaj\aaj JUU5 <w1pj pl*lL lllp llloj^l

jP
(Jp jyL dip olJJlj 4P^kia ^JljilJ dkpViJ jA

0[ <w-ws>J.I JIa3 oL5 ^jp c J JjLJI Jl* dJJOJj t dOI-dl oJi>w» o
J>\

jlM

Jl dip ^-OJI ^yrj j* Ob ^ ci-dt OjaLI Jl U:>jPj d^^dll ^Jjjl Jk*J yt Jis oii

. IfpLU
The passage may be translated as follows:

‘ With regard to liberation they (the Hindus) came (to hold the doctrine of) union. For God
(according to them) can dispense with hoping for recompense or fearing opposition, exempt

from (the object of) thoughts, beyond all antagonists which could be abhorrent and equals

which could be beloved, knowing himself with a knowing that does not supervene and does not

have (as its object) something that was not known to Him at some stage (lit., state). This,

according to them, is also the attribute of the liberated one. Hence the latter cannot be

distinguished from Him in this respect except in the matter (of) the beginning; for he did not exist

in the eternity a parte ante in the manner in which he exists (after having been liberated), since he

was before (achieving this state) in a stage of entanglement (becoming) a knower through the

known. His knowledge is like unto a fantasy which is acquired by means of effort, and that

which is known to him is the sphere of hiddenness ( JL* ).

In the stage of liberation, on the other hand, the veils are lifted, the coverings removed, and

the impediments eliminated; the essence is cognizant and not desirous of acquiring knowledge of

hidden ( ) things, separated from the sensibilia that become obsolescent, united with the

intelligibilia that are permanent. For this reason the questioner put at the end of the Book of

Patanjali a question regarding the how of liberation. The answerer said: “ If you wish, you may
say: It is the annulment of the three forces (i.e. the three gunas) and the return of the latter to the

same source from which they came forth; and if you wish, you may say: It (i.e. liberation) is the

return of the soul, endowed with knowledge, to its (own) nature”.
’

Cf. R, 181 (Ans. to Q 37). Also cf. R, 173 (Ans. to Q 12) and India, Hyd., p. 20, 11. 10 seq. with regard

to the statement that in the past there was a time when the liberated one had not yet achieved the

state of liberation whereas God has from all eternity been in that state. Cf. R, 174 (Ans. to Q 13; see

our translation, BSOAS, ch. I, 320; we believe that the word which is blurred in the MS should be

read oliilS' —4

like someone, or something, created in time ’; see R, p. 174, 1. 2; BSOAS, ch. I,

p. 320, 1. 5).
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154 The term is applied in al-BIrunfs translation to the union of intellection, he who
intellects and that which is intellected. Cf. India

,

Hyd., p. 102, 1. 1 seq.:

(j Ji*j . . .

‘ They (the Hindus) have books . . . such as (the book of) Patanjali on the quest for liberation and

(for) the union of the soul with its intellectum Also cf. India
, Hyd., p. 61, 1. 8; R, p. 197, 1. 20;

BSOAS, ch. I, 305. Also cf. India, Hyd., p. 55, 1. 19: SJb-jJl Jl ^^sLl vJU* (‘ seek-

ing liberation and addressing himself singlemindedly to (the achievement of) absolute unity ’).

155 This is a literal translation. There is a possibility that al-BIrunl had written . This

transcription is used by him for the Sanskrit sloka (with regard to the Mahabharata; cf. India
,
Hyd.,

p. 102, 1. 17) which means both
4

verse ’ and
4

a group of 32 syllables ’. In this context, however, al-

Blrunfs statement that he has abridged the original text (cf. R, p. 168, 1.2; BSOAS, ch. I, 310)

should be also taken into account.

156 We read whereas Ritter reads oJU^I

.

157 The MS has We adopt Ritter’s reading p-^aikl.

158 The MS has . Ritter notes that the MS seems to have which he emends to U . This

emendation does not appear to be necessary.

159 The MS has . We adopt Ritter’s reading J* .

160 The MS has jlSbVl- We adopt Ritter’s reading .

161 As Ritter notes the MS has We adopt Ritter’s reading .

162 Possibly JjJU should be emended to^jJU^. Cf. above R, 199, 1. 1: . Also cf.

India Hyd. p. 55: SJb-jJl Jl Jb-lj (cf.

BSOAS
,

i, p. 309, n. 59). s\J.S\ has been rendered above (R, p. 199, 1. 1; cf. n. 153) by
4

union ’.

163 The MS has We adopt Ritter’s reading .

164 The MS has . We adopt Ritter’s reading

165 The MS followed by Ritter has which does not appear to make sense in this context.

The emendation which we adopt is not certain.

166 The MS has . We adopt Ritter’s reading •

167 The MS has tfli . We adopt Ritter’s reading UU .

168 The MS has ^UaJijVL. We adopt Ritter’s reading .

169 The MS has IqLa, . Ritter, who notes this, does not propose any reading. Our reading (in spite

of a grammatical difficulty) is L^JLi;

.

170 The MS has . Ritter adds a question mark. This word is rendered by us as
4

(well) known ’.

171 The MS and Ritter’s text have 01 which does not make sense. Ritter adds a question

mark. Our translation is based on the supposition that al-BIrunfs text had a derivative from the root

(but not 01jSi which would not make sense in the context).

172 The MS has y>j . We adopted Ritter’s emendation .

173 —lit.
‘ share ’.

174 may also mean 4

shell ’. Ritter notes that this word is not clearly legible. The MS has

v-i Cf. the parallel passage in India, Hyd., p. 19, 11. 7 seq.:

jl yco £Tjj* J-L jl
i ^1 ^i-xlll ^ J b» <UJil S

Possibly ja\JJL| in our text has been substituted for (which occurs in the parallel passage in

India). Sachau’s rendering of by
4

sour dates ’ (Sachau, i, 25) is erroneous.

175 We read Ulj instead of Ul which occurs in Ritter’s text.

176 The Arabic corresponds to the Sanskrit sramana. The term is used regularly in

India to denote ‘the followers of the Buddha’. Cf. Hyd., p. 30, 1. 17; p. 93, 1. 13; p.479, 1. 16.

Admittedly, in the Pali scriptures the term is used to denote various heterodox (non-brahmanical)

groups of mendicants, including the Buddhists, but the members of the Buddha’s order (sahgha) are

referred to by the non-Buddhists as the sramanas. (Cf. Padmanabh S. Jaini,
4

Sramanas: their

conflict with brahmanical society ’, in ed. Joseph W. Elder, Chapters in Indian civilization, Univ. of

Wisconsin, 1967, i, 42; also cf. D. Seyfort Ruegg: The study of Indian and Tibetan thought : some

problems and perspectives (Inaugural lecture), Leiden, 1967, 23-5.

177 Apparently one or more words are missing here, though the MS has no lacuna.

178 We propose to read p-r?t

.

Ritter hasp-g-r-i

.
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179 Our rendering of this word is suggested by al-BIrunl's phrase

ol^jly>j j^UtJ India , Hyd., p. 5, 1. 14.

180 We adopt Ritter’s reading . The MS has L- .

181 In this context the term dravya apparently does not mean ‘ substance ' as in the Nyaya-

Vaisesika doctrine, in which it is used to refer to any one of the nine categories of ‘ substances

'

{prthivT, ap, tejas, vdyu, akasa, kala, dis, atman, manas—namely the five elements: earth, water, fire,

air, physical space, time, space-direction, self and mind). As used by Vy. the term may mean
‘ matter ’(?). Cf. Bhasvatl ad loc.: rupadi-dravyam ‘ objects such as colour \ Also cf. Vy. on YS. sutra

3.47: . . . samiiho dravyam indriyam ‘ a sense-faculty is a composite thing . . Cf. Vy. on YS. sutras

2.30, 33; 3.13,44,52; 4.12.

182 On the division of time in Indian sources see Hermann Jacobi, ‘ Einteilung des Tages und

Zeitmessung im alten Indien’, ZDMG, 74, 1920, 247-63.

183 The avalambl of the printed text has been amended by us into avalambo. Woods's translation

‘and rests upon the sequence’ (p.282, 1. 12) follows the reading avalambl. Our emendation is

supported by Vac.’s reading as well as his interpretation of the text: kramasyavalambanam

avalambah. (The reading avalaksl occurring in Vij. does not appear to make sense.)

184 In this context it may be pointed out that according to the doctrine of the Vaibhasikas—this is

a designation of an early Buddhist school of thought—while the dharmas , i.e. the smallest units of

phenomena, have always subsisted their actual existence is limited to one instant. In spite of the

obvious differences the doctrine of the Vaibhasikas and that of Vy. and Vij. (see below) have in

common the view that things considered as eternal have two modes of subsistence: actuality and

non-actuality. In contradistinction another early Buddhist school, the Sautrantikas reject the

opinion that dharmas are eternal; they maintain that the existence (or subsistence) of the dharmas is

momentary.
185 Apparently the atom itself.

186 Apparently the activity of the atom.
187 ksana-rupa is an emendation. The printed text has ksanakhya , which means ‘ called instant '.

188 The printed text has atiriktam. We read atiriktah.

189 We read vyavahara-hetutva instead of vyavaharahetutva of the printed text.

190 The term parardha can inter alia mean (a) a very high number, such as

100,000,000,000,000,000—cf. Annambhatta’s Tarkasahgraha (A. Foucher, Le compendium des

Topiques, Paris, 1949, 66-7) or (b) an infinite number. (Cf. Apte's Practical Sanskrit Diet.)

191 This renders pracaya which occurs in one of the MSS. Another MS (followed by G. Jha's

printed text) has avayava which does not make sense. However, an emendation avavavin (‘ whole ’)

would give approximately the same sense as pracaya.

Supplementary note:

As a rule we have translated *->15 ‘ the book of Patanjali ’, i.e. the book whose author is

Patanjali. The translation ‘ the book Patanjala ’, i.e. the book whose title is ‘ Patanjala ’, is likewise

possible.
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